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INTRODUCTION 

The initial actions taken by the Commission were to determine 

what broad functions the postconviction, non-judicial criminal justice 

system should be performing, and to adopt a research design to structure 

the examination of the services, policies, and procedures utilized in 

Louisiana which are related to these functions. The fo11m'ling goals 

were established by the Commission as appropriate functions of the 

Louisiana correctional system: 

1. Restraint of offenders who are likely to repeat 
criminal activity, using the least restrictive 
means necessary to protect society; 

2. More accurate prediction of which offenders \'Ii11 
not repeat criminal activity or \'Ii11 not be best 
served by incarceration and return of such persons 
to society and to productive endeavor; 

3. Deterrence of future crimes; 

4. Rehabilitation of offenders through the use of 
appropriate services designed to meet the unique 
needs of each individual and to maximize his 
potent i alas a productive membl:r of soci ety; 

5. Humane treatment and respect of rights of persons 
having anti-social behavior characteristics; 

6. Fostering equal treatment of all persons who are 
similarly situated; 

7. Efficient operation and maximum utilization of 
resources; 

8. Systematic reintegration of incarcerated offenders 
into society and family units; 

9. Protection of victim rights and restitution of 
losses. 

These goals have been utilized to establish the parameters and orienta

tion of this study. As cited in the research design, the initial topic 
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to be considered by the Commission is parole decision-making and proba

tion and parole services. The staff has followed the procedures de

scribed in the research design and now presents this report which 

analyzes critical issues associated with this area of the criminal 

justice system. Hithin the body of this report public policy and serv

ice delivery recommendations have been identified. What is now required 

is that the Commission revievJ these alternatives in terms of their 

desirability and feasibility. Furthermore, the staff fully recognizes 

that there is a wide range of actions which will accomplish the objec

tives established by the Commission, and that it is the Commission 

members \'Jhn must nm'J set priorities for further study. 

Although this analysis is presented in rather dichotomous terms, 

the staff has attempted to account for the highly interrelated nature 

of these components of the criminal justice system. Therefore, prior 

to proceeding with the specific analysis of parole decision-making and 

probation and parole services, an overview of the correctional system 

in Louisiana is presented. 
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CHAPTER I 

OVERVIEW OF THE LOUISIANA CORRECTIONAL SYSTEM 

This report is based on two procedures. The first is a general re

view of the Louisiana governmental agencies, facilities, programs, pro

cedures, personnel and techniques concerned with the investigation, intake, 

custody, confinement, supervision, or treatment of adjudicated adult of

fenders. The second consists of a detailed analysis of probation and 

parole services, and parole decision-making efforts. This approach was 

adopted in order to generate specific recommendations relating to the is

sues of probation and parole which are consistant and relevant to the 

general Louisiana correctional system. 

This overview presents a brief description of the principle com

ponents of the system: investigations, sentencing, incarceration, good 

time, work release, furloughs and passes, and the administrative charac

teristics of the Louisiana Department of Corrections. Figure 1, louisiana 

Correctional System: Offender Flow Alternatives, presents the sequence 

of the interactions of these principle components. 

Investigations 

If a defendant is convicted of an offense other than a capital offense, 
the court may order the Department of Corrections' Division of Probation 
and Parole to make a presentence investigation. This investigation in
quires into the defendant's personal background, history of delinquency, 
family situation, employment habits and similar areas. If a presentence 
investigation is not ordered by the court, then the Division of Probation 
and Parole conducts a postsentence investigation in any felony cases with 
a sentence of a year or more. This report becomes part of the offender's 
prison or probation records. Confidentiality is maintained with regard 
to the contents of both types of reports. 

Sentencing 

There are basically three types of sentences which may be given out in 
Louisiana. One is a suspended sentence with some sort of probation at
tached. Incarceration is another posisibility, either in the local parish 
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Louisiana Correctional System: Offender Flow Alternatives 
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prison or in a state institution. The third type of sentence is the re
quirement of payment of fines and/or court costs. A discussion of each 
of these sentences follows. 

Suspended Sentence 

The court may suspend the imposition or execution of sentence in first 
conviction felony cases and in misdemeanor cases, with some exceptions; 
and the offender will be placed on probation for a specified period. 
This probation must be supervised in felony convictions, but can be ei~ 
ther supervised or unsupervised in certain misdemeanor cases. The Divi
sion of Probation and Parole of the Department of Corrections is 
responsible for maintaining supervision. 

If the offender satisfactorily completes his period of probation without 
any other convictions, the court may set aside the conviction and the 
effect is the same as an acquittal. However, if another offense is com
mitted, or if the offender violates the conditions of his probation, 
there are four possible consequences: (1) a reprimand and warning; 
(2) intensified supervision; (3) imposition of additional conditions to 
the probation; (4) revocation of the probation. In the event that the 
court revokes his probation, the offender must serve the original sen
tence, as well as the sentence(s) for ·the new offense(s), if any. 

Incarceration 

If the crime for which"an Offender is convicted is a felony (i.e.~ if it 
is punishable by hard labor), the court may sentence the offender to 
serve time in prison under the supervision of the Department of Correc
tions. If the crime is not punishable by hard labor or is a relative 
felony (i .e., punishable with or \'Jithout hard labor), the offender may 
be sentenced to parish jail. In the latter cases, the offender may be 
able to earn good-time and secure an early release, to be awarded by the 
sheriff of the pari sh. Some pari shes a1 so offer rehabil itative programs 
such as work~release. 

State Institutions 

Offenders sentenced to the Louisiana Department of Corrections may either 
go first to the Adult Diagnostic and Reception Center (ARDC), currently 
located at Dixon Correctional Institute; or they may go directly to one 
of the other institutions. With the opening in 1978 of the Hunt Diag
nostic Center at St. Gabriel, all incoming offenders will be processed 
there before going on to a.nother institution. 

The other adult institutions operated by the Depa~tment of Corrections 
are: 

1. Louisiana state Penitentiary (LSP) - Commonly referred to as Angola) 
this is the oldest and largest penitentiary and has all classifications 
of male prisoners. The State Police Barracks is a satellite facility of 
Louisiana State Penitentiary. 
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2. Dixon Correctional Institute (DCI) - Located in Jackson, Louisiana, 
Dixon opened in 1976 as a medium security prison for men. 

3. Louisiana Correctional and Industrial School (LCIS) - This is the 
institution for first offenders (male) located in Dequincy. It includes 
the satellite facilities of Camp Beauregard Work Release and Maintenance 
Center and Hoodworth Forestry Camp. 

4. Louisiana Correctional Institute for Women (LCIW) - This prison 
houses all female inmates committed to the statels care and is located 
at St. Gabriel. 

5. Corrections Special Treatment Unit (CSTU) - Located at Jackson Bar
racks in New Orleans, it started functioning in 1975 and combined the 
existing maintenance and work-release center with psychiatric treatment 
facil iti es. 

Parole 

In the state correctional institutions, most inmates secure their release 
either thrcugh parole or earning good-time. With certain exceptions, an 
inmate is automatically considered for parole after serving one-third of 
his sentence. If the parole is granted, the inmate is released under 
supervision by the Division of Probation and Parole for a period equal 
to the remainder of his sentence. If the parolee completes his parole 
period without committing any n€M offenses or otherwise violating the 
conditions of his parole, he is discharged. If he violates the conditions 
of his parole, the parole officer may convene a preliminary hearing at 
which another officer who is not directly involved with the case determines 
whether there is'probable cause that the parolee violated a condition. 
If such a finding is made, the parolee is brought before the Parole Board 
which may take any of the following actions: (1) issue a \'"eprimand and 
warning; (2) impose additional conditions of parole; (3) revoke parole 
and return parolee to prison to complete his sentence. Should a person 
be convicted of a felony while on parole, the parole is automat'ical"ly re
voked~ and no hearing is necessary. 

Good-Tim~ 

An inmate may receive good··time credit on the basis of 15 days reduction 
of sentence for each month actually served. Thus an inmate who earns 
maximum good-time will be released after serving a little more than half 
his sentence. Once released, the inmate is free and clear; he has no 
conditions to follow and no threat of being returned to prison on a tech
nical violation, as is the case with parole. If an inmate does not earn 
any good-time, and does not receive a parole release, then he simply 
serves his full sentence (flat-time) dnd is released upon the expiration 
of his sentence. 

Hark-Release 

There are work-release programs for which an inmate becomes eligible to 
apply six months before his parole eligibility date or good-time release 
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date. If the inmate is approved for work-release, but then violates the 
rules of the program, he can be returned to prison. If he successfully 
handles work-release, he can remain in the program until eligible for his 
release via parole or good-time. 

Board of Pardons 

There are several ways in which pardon board actions can aid the inmate 
in gaining his release from prison. The Board of Pardons is empowered 
to recommend to the Governor commutation of sentences and pardon of those 
convicted of offenses against the state. By seeking a full pardon or com
mutation of sentence to time already served, an inmate may thus secure 
his outright release. An inmate with a life sentence can seek to have 
his senterce commuted to a fixed number of years in order to gain eligi
bility for parole. It should be noted that in the last b/o instances, 
the Board of Pardons' actions, if accepted by the Governor, only estab .. 
lish parole eligibility for the inmate; the Board of Parole is under no 
obligation to grant parole. Inmates can also seek a reduction in their 
sentences, which allows them earlier release either via good-time or 
parole. Thus the Board of Pardons can reconmend to the Governor actions 
which can result in the clear release of an inmate, or can aid the in
mate's release through the regular parole or good-time channels. A first 
offender never previously convicted of a felony shall be pardoned auto
matical'ly upon completion of his sentence, without a recommendation of 
the Board of Pardons and without action by the Governor. The Board of 
Pardons consists of five members appointed by the Governor, subject to 
confirmation by the Senate. 

Furloughs and Passes 

The Secretary of the Department of Corrections can approve furloughs and 
passes for those eligible inmates who have been recommended by the \'larden 
of their respective institutions. Those inmates with a work-release or 
maint~nance status may receive one 48-hour pass each month. All other 
inmates who meet the necessary criteria (non-violent crime, fitst or 
second offender, no escapes, etc.) may receive furloughs at Christmas 
and Easter which can last from one to five days. Also furloughs can be 
granted for special situations, such as family emergencies or pre
employment interviews, upon recommendation of the appropriate warden. 

Fines and Costs 

The court can establish a monetary penalty that has to be paid by the of
fender. Fines and costs can constitute the whole sentence, or can be 
combined with a period on probation or a period of confinement. If the 
money is not paid, the offender may be subject to incarceration. The 
Board of Pardons has the authority to recommend remission of fines and 
forfeitures to the Governor. 

'('fhe remaining naY"rative portion of this section \'las excerpted from the 
draft Fiscal Year 1978 Louisiana Law Enforcement Comprehensive Plan, 
Crime in Louisiana.) 
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Louisiana Department of Corrections 

Adult correctional services are provided at the state level by the Louisiana 
Department of Corr~ctions. The Department was legally established under 
Act 192 of the 1968 State Legislature. This Act merged and consolidated 
the Louisiana Board of Institutions, the Department of Institutions, and 
the functions of each into a newly created Department of Corrections. The 
Department of Corrections was continued by Act 513 of the 1976 State Legis-
lature. (Figure 2 presents the'Department's organizational chart.) 

Secretary - Department of Corrections 

• 

• 

• 
The Secretary for the Department 0-; Corrections is appointed by the Governor 
and serves at his discretion. He serves as the Chief Executive, administra
tive, budgetary, and fiscal officer o'f the Department. The Secretary is 
responsible for attending all meetings of the Board of Corrections and im- • 
plementing policies established by that body. The Secretary administers 
the Department and prescribes rules and regulations for the operation and 
supervision of all institutions, facilities, and services under the Depart-
ment's jurisdiction. The Secretary subnlits an annual report to the Board 
of Corrections and to the Governor analyzing the status of the Department's 
facilities, services, and functions. The Secretary delegates, coordinates, • 
and administers these activities through reports, personal visits, and con-
tacts made by staff personnel. 

Board of Corrections 

The Board of Corrections is composed of seven members appointed by the 
Governor, with the advice and approval of the Senate. The Boa~d's primary 
function is to determine departmental policy. However, neither administra
tive, executive duties, nor specific procedural matters of departmental 
policy fall under the auspices of the Board of Corrections. The Board con
ducts an annual evaluation to determine adequacy and effectiveness of the 
Department's institutions, services, personnel, and programs. The Board 
of Corrections denies 01 grants p0wer and authority to the Secretary of 
Corrections to lease, purchase, and grant right-of-way to real property 
belonging to the state and under the Department's jurisdiction. 

Board of Parole 

The Board of Parole is composed of five members, one appointed oy the Governor 
and serving a term concurrent to his, and four appointed by the Governor 
with the approval of the Senate and serving six-year staggered terms. Domi~ 
ciled in Baton Rouge, the Board of Parole meets once a month at each of the 
Department's adult correctional institutions on a regularly scheduled date 
determined by the chairman. Other meetings are called at the chairman's 
discretion. Statutorily defined, the activities and powers of the Board of 
Parole are as follows: to determine the time and condftions of release for 
the parole of any person, who has been convicted of a felony, sentenced to 
imprisonment and confined in any penal or correctional institution in the 
state; to determine and impose sanctions for violations of the condit;-ons 
of parole; to keep a record of its acts and to notify each institution of 
the decisions relating to the persons who are or who have been confined 
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Figure 2 
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therein; to transmit annually, on or before the first day of February, a 
report to the Secretary of Corrections which includes statistical and 
other data with respect to determinations and work of the Board for the 
preceding calendar year and research studies \'Jhich the Boa)'d may make 
of sentencing, parole, or related functions, and recommendations of legis
lation to further improve the parole system of the state; to apply to 
district courts to issue subpoenas, compel the attendance of witnesses, 
the production of books, papers and other documents pertinent to the sub
ject of its inquiries; to take testimony under oath, either at a hearing 
or by deposition; and to pay all costs in connection with the Board's 
hearings; to consider all pertinent information with respect to each 
prisoner within one year after his admission to any penal or correctional 
institution in this state, and thereafter, at such other intervals as it 
may determin~, which information shall be a part of the inmate's consoli~ 
dated record, and which shall include the circumstances of his defense, 
his previous social history and criminal record, his conduct, employment, 
and attitude in prison and any reports of physical and mental examinations 
which have been made; and to adopt such rule~ not inconsistent \'lith laws 
as it deems necessary and proper, with respect to the eligibility of 
prisoners for parole, the conduct of parole hearings and conditions im
posed upon parolees. 

Division of Probation and Parole 

The Division of Probation and Parole is responsible for the supervision 
of all adult offenders on probation, parole, or work-release. The Divi
sion provides services for all felony cases and those misdemeanor cases 
with sentences in excess of 90 days, excluding criminal neglect of family 
(non-support). The Division is charged by statute to conduct a pre
sentence or postsentence investigation on every felony; a presentence 
investigaltion on every misdemeanor with potential sentence in excess of 
90 days (if ordered by the court); a preparole on every inmate before 
eligibility for parole consideration; a clemency investigation on every 
application to the Board of Pardons; and a clemency investigation on 
every r'ir'st offender felon applying directly to the G0vernor, fur pardon. 
The Division of Probation and Parole is divided into four areas and 13 
districts. 
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CHAPTER II 

PRELIMINARY DISPOSITIONS 

Historical Origins of Parole 

The historical foundations of modern parole lie in English penal 

practices dating back as far as the 17th century.l Beginning in 1617, 

reprieves and stays of execution were granted to persons convicted of 

certain crimes who were strong enough to be employed in the colonies. 

From that time on, litransportation ll to America of pardoned felons, on 

condition that they not return to England until their sentences had ex

pired, was an integral feature of the English penal system. 

As the practice ultimately developed, the Government gave a con

tractor or shipmaster IIproperty in service ll of the prisoner until expira

tion of his full term. When the felon arrived in the colonies, his 

services were sold by the contractor to the highest bidder and the con

vict became his new master l
!,; indentured servant for the remainder of his 

term. 

After America won her independence, the practice of transportation 

continued, but prisoners were sent to ~ustralia rather than to tho Ameri

can colonies and the Government retained control of them and assumed 

responsibility for their behavior and \~elfare. The governor of the penal 

settlement was given authority to grant "tickets-of-leave," awarding 

prisoners conditional freedom for good conduct, meritorius service or for 

purposes of marriage. 2 After 1821, prisoners were required to serve 

specific portions of their sentences before they were eligible for a 

ticket-of-leave. The Australians also experimented with a system of 

granting marks as a form of wage.s given in exchange for 1 abor and good 

conduct. 
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But as more free settlers moved to Australia, critictsm of the 

transportation policy increased. In response, the Government began to 

select candidates for transportation more carefully, requiring that they 

undergo a period of training and discipline in English prisons before 

being transported. This effort failed, resulting in 1867 in the demise 

of the system of transportation, but this experiment marked the first 

attempt to use experts to select prisoners for conditional release who 

had profited from a training program. 

The English Penal Servitude Act of 1853 institutionalized the use 

of the ticket-of-leave for prisoners convicted in England and Ireland, 

specified the proportion of his sentence a prisoner was required to 

serve before becoming eligible for a ticket-of-leave, and fixed a range 

of years within which a person with a particular sentence could be con

ditionally released. 3 For instance, those who had sentences of seven to 

ten years were eligible for ticket-of-leave after having served four but 

not more than six years. This last feature of the scheme was the fore

runner of the modern indeterminate sentence. 

A fundamental premise of the Servitude Act of 1853 was that the 

programs conducted in the prisons would be reFormative and that prisoners 

selected for ticket-of-leave would have shown definite proof of having 

profited by their training. Public concern that this underlying assump

tion \,/as false prompted the appointment of a Royal Corrnniss'jon in 1862, 

which recommended that prisoners released on ticket-of-leave De supervised 

after their return to the community, a measure that had been previously 

employed in the Irish penal system at the urging of Sir William Crofton. 

This practice \,/as adopted, and thus, by the middle of the 19th century, 

the English system incorporated all the essential elements of modern parole. 
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The classic definition of parole \'las provided in the Attorney 

General IS Survey of Release Procedures in 1939 as IIrelease of an offender 

from a penal or correctional institution after he nas served a portion 

of his sentence, under the continued custody of the state and under con

ditions that permit his reincarceration in the event of misbehavior. n4 

Development of Parole in the United States 

The measures out of which parole developed in the United States 

are the laws modeled on the ticket-of-leave and passed by the various 

states, beginning with New York in 1816, shortening the term of imprison

ment as a reward for good conduct and seeking to mitigate the harshness 

of criminal sanctions. Such releases \'Iere always accompanied by some 

sort of agreement between the prisoner and the releasing authority speci~ 

fying certain conditions to be followed by the releasee and providing that 

he could be returned to the institution if the conditions were violated. 5 

Some states appended a program of supervision of released prisoners to 

their systems, this function at first being accomplished by volunteers 

and later by specialized officers trained for that purpose. 

During the last quarter of the 19th century and the first part of 

tile 20th century, these early forms of conditional release evolved into 

parole, as part of an integrated system based upon a new penal philosophy 

first advocated by the Scottish philosopher George Combs, when he visited 

the United States in 1839. This philosophy has dominated American cor-

rections ever since. In one of his lectures, Combs said: 

•.. If the principles which I advocate shall ever be 
adopted, the sentence of the criminal judge, on conviction 
of a crime, would simply be one of finding the individual 
has committed a certain offense and is not fit to live in 
soci'ety, and therefore granting warrant for his transmis
sion to a penitentiary to be there confined, instructed, 
and employed until liberated in due course of la\". 
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The process of liberation would then become one of 
the greatest importance, There should be official inspec-
tors of penitentiaries invested with some of the powers of 
court, sitting at regular intervals and proceeding accord
ing to fixed rules. They should be authorized to receive 
applications for liberation at all their sessions and to 
grant the prayer of them on being satisfied that such a 
thorough change had been effected in the mental condition 
of the prisoner t~tit he might safely be permitted to re
sume his place in society. 

Until this conviction was produced upon examination 
of his disposition, of his attainment, in knowledge of his 
acquired skills, or some useful employment of his habits 
of industry, and, in short, of his general qualifications 
to provide for his own support, to restrain his criminal 
propensities from committing abuses and to act the part of 
a useful citizen, he should be retained as an inmate of 
the penitentiary./6/ 

Zebulon R. Brock\~'ay is credited with instigating the passage of 

the first indeterminate sentencing law in Michigan in 1869, but it was 

declared unconstitutional in 1899. HO\~ever, BrockvlaY became Superinten-

dant at the Elmira Eeformatory and succeeded in having an indeterminate 

sentence law adopted in New York as well. It appears that Brockway, like 

Combs, viewEd indetE!rminancy as a means of isolating the criminal from 

society?7 they VieWE!d criminal tendencies as illnesses and believed the 

convict should stay in prison until his keepers or other officials decided 

he was "cured" or rehabilitated. 8 Conversely, it was felt that the pri-

soner should be confined only so long as he was a threat to society.9 

~jowever, very shortly thi s early preventive confinement rational e 

for indeterminate sEmtencing was subtly replaced by another justification, 

assigning to penal establishments a much more ambitious purpose. Rather 

than merely seeking to confine the prisoner until he had reformed, pri-

sons were expected to actually bring about his reformat;on. 10 This move-

• 

• 
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ment gained impetus from the growth of knml/ledge in the behavioral sciences, • 

which seemed to hol(i the promise of explaining and controlling human conduct.'l 
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An tncreased understanding of the motivations of criminal conduct also 

~nderlay the notion that a trained parole board could judge the optimi

mum time of release of a prisoner who was benefitting from rehabilitation 

progt'ams while incarcerated. The thrust of the indeterminate sentence

parole system, then, has been to make the punishment fit the criminal 

rathe/ than the crime. 

In its purest form, the indeterminate sentence is absolutely in

defi ni te:' the 1 aW authori zes impri sonment of the offender for li fe re

gardless of the nature of the crime, and he is released by the parole 

decision-making authority only when it determines that he has Deen 

IIrehabi1itated."12 However, legislatures have often limited this extreme 

discretion and countless varia~ions of the indeterminate sentence were 

adopted by various jurisdictions. The most common form of indeterminate 

sentence bearing close resemblance to the classic model is one authorizing 

the judge, within certain limits, to impose a sentence with a stated mini

mum and maximum number of years; the parole board is free to release the 

prisoner at any time after expiration of the minimum term? but it cannot 

hold him beyond the maximum term. 13 A slightly different arrangement, 

accomplishing essentially the same result while somewhat limiting judicial 

discretion, allows the judge, withi.n limits~ to set a maximum term but 

establishes parole release eligibility at a certain proportion of the maxi

mum sentence, typically one-third or one-fourth. 14 

By 1901, parole laws had been enacted in blenty states, and by 1970, 

every state had incorporated parole into its correctional system. 15 

Parole tn Louisiana 

Louisiana's first parole law, adopted in 1914, authorized the Gov

ernor, upon recommendation of the Board of Control of the state penitenti~t'y, 

I 

_J 
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to parole any first offender at any time after he had s.erved at least one 

year of his sentence. Ineligible for parole consideration were persons 

convicted of treason, arson, rape, attempted rape, or crime against nature. 16 

In 1916, the Legislature passed an indeterminate sentence law and 

created a three-member Board of Parole appointed by the Governor \'lith full 

power to parole those serving an indeterminate sentence after they had 

completed their minimum sentence. The indeterminate sentence 1a\'/ as it 

existed in 1926 authorized the judge to impose a sentence with a minimum 

term not less than the minimum term set by the Legislature for the crime 

or more than two-thirds of the maximum set by law and a maximum term not 

greater than the maximum set by law. 

The Board of Parole was abolished in 1940 and its functions trans

ferred to the Department of Public Helfare. The Commissioner of Public 

Welfare \'/aS given final authority to grant or revoke parole, and he appointed 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

a parole committee within the Department to recommend to him action on all • 

parole applications. l ? 

In 1942, a new Board of Parole was created, consisting of the Com-

missioner of Public Helfare or his representative, the Attorney General or • 

his representative and the trial judge or his successor. The sentencing 

1aw allowing the trial judge to set the minimum and maximum sentence was 

replaced by one automatically setting the minimum sentence (and parole 

eligibility) at one-third of the maximum sentence imposed in most cases, 

This provision is still in force in Louisiana. 

• 

The size of the paro' e board \'las i ncrea sed in 1952 to fi ve members, • 

three of whom were appointed by the Governor. The Commissioner of Public 

Welfare or his representative and the Attorney General or his representative 

continued to occupy the remaining positions. In 1956, an independent Board • 

.1 
I 
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of Parole ViaS created, consisting of five members appointed by the Goyernor 

to terms concurrent with that of the Governor. 

F-j na 11 y, in 1968, a ne\'1 pa ro 1 e 1 aw patterned after an Ameri can 

Correctional Association model was passed as part of a correctional pack

age. It established a full-time Board of Parole consisting of five members 

appointed by the Governor, four of whom were to serve six-year staggered 

terms while the fifth member, the Director of Corrections and ex-officio 

chairman, was to serve a four-year term concurrent with that of the ap

pointing Governor. This provision still governs the structure of the Board 

of Parole except that a 1972 amendment removed the Director of Corrections 

from the Board and provided that the Governor appoint a Board chairman. 

The law establishes no qualification criteria for parole board membership. 

Nearly a majority of the states (23) by 1976 had concurred in 

Louisiana's decision to have a five-member parole board and the increase 

in the number of jurisdictions having boards of this size from 16 in 1966 

indicates a trend in this direction. 18 Also, the vast majority of the 

states (40) provide for appointment of paroling authorities by the Governor. 

More states (17) have chosen six-year terms of office for parole board 

members than any other term, al though nearly as many (6) assign members 

four-year terms. 19 

Traditionally, parole decision-making has been structured in three 

distinct models. The first is the institutional model, which places 

authority to release inmates in the hands of the staff of correctional 

institutions. The advantage of this arrangement is that it entrusts 

decision-making to those individuals most familiar with the inmate and 

permits the development of a consistent decision-making policy regarding 

the individual offender. However~ the disadvantages of the model in the 
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reduced visibility of decision-making and the tendency to allow institu

tional concerns such as overcrowding and discipline to overshadow concern 

for the welfare of inmates and society have led all of the states to aban

don the institutional model. 20 

The second structure, employed in half of the states in 1976, ;s 

the autonomous parole board which exists as an independent agency. It 

was created to avoid the dangers of the institutional model and to increase 

the objectivity of the parole decision. However, the autonomous parole 

board has been criticized as being too far from the institution to appre

ciate the sUbtleties of the cases or the needs of the institution, too 

sensitive to the public sector, and as leading to the appointment of un

knowledgeable, inexperienced and incompetent board members. 21 

The response to these deficiencies in the institutional and autono

mous boards has been the establishment of the consolidstion model in 25 

states, including Louisiana. This structure, seeking to combine the best 

features of the two predecessors, places an independent parole board within 

the larger corrections department where it may at least theoretically be 

independent of the control of the ins~itution while being sensitive to its 

needs. 22 

At this point, it may be helpful to briefly review thE! operatilons 

of the Louisiana Board of Parole before going into a more detailed al1lalys;s 

of specific features of the system. The Board is required by law to meet 

once a month at each of the adult correctional institutions in the st.ate 

and at such other times as the chairman may determine. 23 Hearings are 

held before the entire board and approximately 20 hearings are held on a 

typical day.24 The members are authorized to determine, within the 

eligibility limits established by law, the time and conditions of rell~ase 

• 
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on parole of any person convicted of a feluny and sentenced to imprison

ment in any correctional institution in Louisiana. 25 Certain persons 

are ineligible for parole because of the nature of their crime. 26 Per~ 

sons who are eligible for parole must serve one-third of their sentences 

before they may be considered for release. 27 An exception to this require~ 

ment applies to first offenders who have never previously been convicted 

of a felony and who have been sentenced to less than five years in prison. 

Such persons may be paroled at any time during their terms, but only after 

the Board has notified the sentencing judge at least ten days before the 

release hearing. 28 

Louisiana law requires the Board of Parole to "consider all per

tinent information with respect to each prisoner who is incarcerated in 

any penal or correctional institution in the state, at least one month 

prior to the parole eligible date and thereafter at such intervals as it 

may determine .... "29 By Board of Parole rule, inmates are automatically 

docketed for a parole hearing shortly before the expiration of one-third 

of their sentences, although as a general rule, a formal hearing \'1i11 be 

held only aftet' a parole plan has been established and verified by field 

investigations. 3D 

After reviewing the information contained in the inmate1s parole 

file, the Board of Parole conducts the parole release hearing during which 

the inmate is interviewed) he is allo\'led to present witnesses on his behalf 

and to have the assistance of counsel. A1though the law requires only that 

the decision to grant or deny release be made within 30 days of the hearing,31 

that determination is made immediately and the inmate is informed of the 

Board's decision. If parole is denied, the Board votes whether to re~ 

hear the case, and very seldom is a reh~aring granted. The case is not 
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thereafter brought before the Board for another heat"ing unless the in

mate applies and such a hearing is granted by the Board. 32 

If the Board grants parole, it issues an order of parole reciting 

the conditions under which the parole is granted. It also fixes a releas~ 

date for the prisoner, which cannot be later than six months after the 

parole hearing or the most recent reconsideration of the prisoner's case. 33 

If the inmate's parole officer charges that he has violated any of the 

conditions of his parole during his parole term--which is the remainder 

of his sentence without any diminution for good behavior--the Board may 

issue a reprimand and warning to the parolee, add additional conditions 

to his parole, or order that the parolee be arrested and be given a pre

revocation hearing. If the hearing officer at the pre-revocation hearing 

cuncludes that there is probable cause that the parolee has violated a 

condition of his parole, the Board may order the parolee returned to the 

institution from \'/hich he \'Ias p-aroled to await the final hearing by the 

Parole Board to determine whether his parole should be finally revoked. 34 

The final revocation hearing must be held within 30 days of the parolee's 

return to prison. 35 If the Board of Parole finds that the parolee has 

failed without satisfactory excuse to comply with a condition of his 

parole or that there has been a violation of a condition involving the 

commission of another felony or misconduct indicating a ~ubstantial risk 

that the parolee will commit another felony or is unwilling to comply with 

his parole condition, it may order revocation of parole. 36 

Parole revocation is by majority vote of a quorum of the Board. 37 

When a person on parole is arrested, the Board of Parole has authority 

to place a detainer against him, which will prevent him from making bail 
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pending disposition of any new charges against him. 38 Moreover, if he is 

convicted in this state of a felony, his parole is revoked automatically 

as of the date of his conviction. 39 Regardless of the cause for reVQca-

tion, a parolee whose parole is revoked is thereafter returned to the in-

stitution and must serve the balance of his sentence without credit for 

time served on parole. He also forfeits all good-time earned prior to 

parole up to a maximum of 180 days.40 

The N?ture of Parole Release Decision-Making 

The foregoing narrations are intended to place the parole system 

in the United States and particularly in Louisiana in some sort of histori~ 

cal perspective, to describe its theoretical undertones, and to chart out 

in a general way the functions performed by the Board of Parole in 

Louisiana. These certainly are essential steps to understanding the 

nature of parole decision-making, but unless the process is seen in the 

full context of the correctional system within which it operates, the 

narrowed view obscures much of parole's significance. 

Parole is sometimes described, particularly by its detractors,4l 

as leniency or an act of grace by the State in releasing an offender be

fore the expiration of his full term of imprisonment. 42 Perhaps this 

characterization was true of the early forms of conditional release out 

of which parole developed, but a realistic appraisal of modern parole 

requires discarding such outmoded theories and r.n/ths.43 At lease slnce 

the ti.me \'1lien parole was merged \,/ith the indeterminate sentence tn any 

one of its myriad forms by virtually every Ameri"can jurisdtction, it has 

served as "an additional mechanism in a unified correction system to 

promote /the 1 egi sl aturesJ penological and rehabiHtative purposes. ,.44 
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Today, parole has become "an integral component of the corrections pro ... 

cess,"45 and was responsible in 1974 for release of 64 perc8iri:. of tte 

persons leaving adult prisons and reformatories in the United States. 46 

In Louisiana, over 64 percent of the adults released from correctional 

institutions in fiscal year 1975-1976 were paroled. 47 Of the 36 percent 

who \'Iere released by expiration of their sentences less any good-time 

they earned, the vast majority was eligible for parole but \',as expressly 

denied release by the Board of Parole after a hearing. Moreover, since 

97 percent of all inmates will eventually be released,48 parole release 

and subsequent supervision serve to a great extent as a means of public 

protection. 49 

Judges are acutely aware of parole laws and consider parole eligi

bility when imposing sentences on offenders. 50 Because American prison 

sentences are quite long, and because of the great costs of building and 

staffing penal institutions compared to the costs of supervising an offen-

der who is on parole,51 pre-expiration release has become institutionalized. 52 

In fact, "Lr/elease on parole has come to be essential to the administra-

tion of post~convict-;on justice. 1I53 In short, no one who understanL!s the 

post-conviction criminal justice system expects most offenders to serve 

the full sentence assigned to them by the judge; nor could the state 

governments afford to hold persons in prison for the lengthy terms for 

which they have been sentenced. As noted by the Task Force on Corrections 

of the President's Commiss"ion on Law Enforcement and the Administration 

of Justice (hereinafter referred to a~ Task Force), today judges and 

parole boards are expected to exercise discretion to determine the proper 

• 
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sentence based upon the characteristics of the individual. The legal maxi- • 

mum is not the nornl. Parole should not be considered any more a matter 
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of grace than any sentence which is less than the maximum provided for 
54 by statute. 

The United States Supreme Court stated in Morrissey v. Brewer: 55 

During the past 60 years, the practice of releasing 
prisoners on parole before the end of their sentences has 
become an integral part of the penological sysb~m. Rather 
than being an ad hoc exercise of clemency, parole is an 
established variation on impr'isonment of convicted criminals. 
Its purpose is to help individuals reintegrate into society 
as constructive individuals as soon as they are able, with
out being confined for the full t~rm of the sentence imposed. 
It also serves to alleviate the costs to society of keeping 
an individual in prison./56/ 

Thus, as the system has developed, the parole board, using one 

standard or another, has been assigned the duty of deciding within certain 

limits how much time an offender will serve in prison. The parole function 

can therefore only realistically be considered as part of the sentencing 

process, in that the decision as to how long a person will serve in pri

son is divided between the judge and the parole board. 57 

To underscore the importance of this realization, we quote from 

several authorities on this point: 

For the defendant before a sentencing or a prisoner 
before the Parole Board, the stakes are exactly the same; 
on the one hand, freedom to remain in or return to society 
and on the other, incarceration in prfson ..•. lf the func
tions of judge and parole board under these arrangements 
are viewed objectively, the parole release proceeding in 
New York, as elsewhere, does seem in practical effect to 
be an extension of the sentencing process .... /5S/ 

Correctional administrators ... often determine, to 
a greater extent than the court, the actual sentence to be 
served. When a court imposes a sentence of confinement, 
the parol e boar'd will decide the le.ngth of time actually 
served in confinement./59/ 

Determining when durfng the offender's term he 
shall be released approximates the judicial setting of 
a term of imprisonment. The only difference i's the time 
of the determination .... /60/ 

-~ --- --- - -----------------
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Decisions by parole boards have many similarities 
with judicial decisions in sentencing. However, it must 
be noted that parole decisions can apply only to persons 
who have been sentenced to prison, whereas the courts 
decide whether prison is, in their view, necessary in 
each case./61/ 

As a noted author in the field of corrections has 
observed, lito limit an analysis of sentencing to Vlhat 
goes on in couttrooms would be to play games "'lith \'lOrds. 1I 

/62/ 

Parole is sentencing./63/ 

Because of its integral connection with indeter
minate sentencing, parole is the focus of modern penology. 
/64/ 

The immediate significance for the purposes of this study in lo

cating parolL s place in the correctional puzzle is that it highlights 

parole's importance and seriousness and makes clear that it is a type of 

deferred sentencing and also, therefore, an element of the sanctioning 

system established to enforce the criminal law. Both of these themes 
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will be developed in the upcoming chapters, • 
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CHAPTER III 

DUE PROCESS, THE COURTS AND 
PROCEDURAL SAFEGUARDS IN PAROLE DECISION-MAKING 

The Anglo-American legal tradition demands that when the govern

ment deals with its citizens, it must adhere to certain prescribed forms 

to insure that the individual receives fair treatment. This principle is 

incorporated in the Fifth Amendment (applying to the federal government) 

and the Fourteenth Amendment (applying to state government) to the United 

States Constitution, prohibiting deprivation of life, liberty or property 

without tldue process of law.1I 

Due process is an amorphous concept and, as it has been defined by 

the United States Supreme Court, requires that government refrain from 

penalizing any individual by using a procedure that denies IIfundamental 

fairness, shocking to the universal sense of justice." l Clearly, govern

ment cannot, consistent with due process, arrest a person and incarcerate 

him indefinitely without conducting some sort of trial to determine his 

guilt. However, the answers to the more subtle questions which have been 

addressed through the years to the Supreme Court, like whether due process 

requires that a criminal defendant be provided with counsel at trial, or 

whether he has the right to cross-examine witnesses ag~inst him, are es

sentially policy questions of what ;s IIfair li under the circumstances; and 

not infrequently a court will decide that the legal system has evolved 

since an earlier case was decided and that a particular safeguard that had 

been held not to be required by fundamental fairness has since become one 

of the procedures required to comply with due process. 2 

For many years the paroling process was considered to be beyond the 

pale of judicial scrutiny and not subject to the requirements of due process. 

As stated by one source, "One of the most striking aspects of the traditional 
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parole release process has been the virtual unreviewability of parole 

board decisions affecting the substantial personal rights of prisoners.,,3 

To begin with, despite its functional similarity to the sentencing 

process, the Supreme Court has failed to analogize parole to sentencing. 

This is so even though the Court has held that, when a person is placed 

on probation and his sentencing deferred, he has a right to the same 

procedural protections afforded to those being sentenced when his proba

tion is revoked. 4 However, even if parole decisions were clothed with 

the formalities of sentencing, due process would require that counsel be 
5 afforded the parolee and that no other procedural forms be followed. As 

will be discussed later, this arrangement may not constitute the most 

beneficial form of procedure at parole decisions. 

When the courts have refused to mandate that due process be ap

plied to parole decisions, they have relied on several theories. The 

first \'las the "grace" theory. It assumes that the prisone)' has been de

prived of his liberty by due process of lm'l and that the decision to deny 

him early release is merely an act of grace, which the state need not sur

round by any procedural safeguards as~uring fairness. 6 Thus, the Supreme 

Court distinguished between rights and privileges, applying due process 

only where rights were at stake, reasoning that a benefit that the state 

was not required to grant could be withheld in any manner the state might 

direct. 7 

As was noted earlier, this theory as it applies to parole no longer 

has any practical validity; parole is too firmly entrenched a facet of 

the criminal justice system to be regarded as a mere privilege. 8 

More importantly, the United States Supreme Court has abandoned 

the right/privilege dichotomy and replaced \'lith a morc flexible due 
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process standard. As enunciated in Goldberg v. Kelly,9 which involved 

welfar2 benefits~ and ~d of Regents v. Roth,lO involving public em

ployees, the test is as follows: It must first be determined that an 

individual possesses a liberty or property interest within the meaning 

of the Fourteenth Amendment. If he does, the process that is due him 

(i.e., what procedures are required to deprive him of the interest) is 

determined by weighing the potential loss to the individual by an ad

verse decision against the Government's need for expeditious adjudica

tion. 

It did not take long for the Court to apply this new standard to 

the parole process. In Morrissey v. Brewer,ll after stating that parole 

revocation 1s not part of a criminal prosecution and therefore does not 

require provision of all of the procedural rights available to a defendant 

at trial, Chief Justice Burger, writing for the Court, nonetheless con

cluded that the liberty of the parolee, although conditional, "includes 

many of the core values of unqualified liberty and its termination in

flicts 'grievous loss' on the parolee and often on others.·· 12 The Court 

then concluded that the liberty involved was protected by the Fourteenth 

Amendment. 

The next step in the Court's analysis was to weigh the state's 

interest in a summary proceeding against that of the inmate. It concluded 

that what was needed was Itan informal hearing structured to assure that 

the finding of a parole violation will be based on verified facts and 

that the exercise of discretion will be informed by an accurate knowledge 

of the parolee's behavior. u13 The procedures specified as necessary for 

parole revocation are the follo\'1ing: 
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(1) A pre-revocation hearing near the place of the 
alleged parole violation as promptly as conven
ient after arrest of the parolee, held by a 
neutral hearing officer (not the parole officer 
involved in the case) to determine whether 
there i,$ probabl e cause that the parol ee com
mitted acts constit~ting a violation of his 
parole conditions. The parolee must be given 
notice of the time, place and purpose of the 
hearing and the charges against him. He may 
bring letters, documents, or individuals to give 
relevant information to the hearing officer. On 
request of the parolee, a person who has given 
adverse information on which the revocation is 
based must be made available for questioning in 
his presence, unless the hearing officer deter
mines that he is an informant and would be sub
jected to risk of harm if his identify were 
disclosed. The hearing officer is required to 
mak(;~ a summary of what occurs at the hearing and 
to determine whether there is probable cause to 
hold the parolee for the final decision of the 
parole board on revocation. 

(2) A final revocation hearing at which the parole 
board determines whether parole is to be revoked. 
The parolee must have an opportunity to be heard 
and to show that he did not violate the condi
tions, or, if he did, that circumstances in miti
gation suggest that the violation does not warrant 
revocation. The hearing must occur reasonably 
soon after the parolee is taken into custody. 
The following procedures must be followed at the 
final revocation hearing: 

(a) wri+.ten notice of claimed violations of 
parole; 

(b) disclosure to the parolee of the evidence 
against him; 

(c) opportunity to be heard in person and to 
present ~'litnesses and documentary evi dence; 

(d) the right to confront and cross-examine 
adverse witnesses (unless the hearing of~ 
ficer specifically finds good cause for 
not allowing confrontation); 

(e) 13.. "neutral and detached" hearing body such 
as n traditional parole board; 

(f) n written statement by the factfinders as 
to the evidence relied on and the reasons 
for revoking parole".j14/ 
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The Morrissey court also shattered a second traditional justifi

cation for exempting parole authorities from following regular procedures. 

This parens Eatriae or II rehabilitative expertise" theory rested on the 

notion that the parole board's interests in the inmate's rehabilitation 

were identical to those of the inmate and that the absence of any adver

sary interests eliminated the need for due process safeguards. Moreover, 

the reasoning continued, parole boards possess administrative expertise 

in evaluating "nonlegal" factors indicating whether the inmate has been 

rehabilitated. 15 

Putting aside for the moment any arguments that could be made at

tacking the underlying validity of the premises of this theory, the 

Supreme Court has concluded that any differences in the natu)~e of parole 

decisions do not excuse parole boards from follo\~in9 regular procedures. 

The first decision to this effect was In re Gaul!, injecting due process 

into juvenile proceedings, whose workings had previously been protected 

by the parens patriae theory. In Morrissey, while recognizing that part 

of the determination at parole revocation is predictive and discretionary, 

the Court stated that such prediction and discl~etion is, of necessity, 

based on certain factual findings. Thus, due process was applicable 

despite the expertise of the parole board and the discretionary nature 

of ~heir ultimate decision. 16 

The next year the Supreme Court handed down its decision in 

Gagnon v. Scarpelli,l? holding that the same procedural requisites re

quired in parole revocation were applicable in probation revocation. 

The Court also considered the issue of whether a parolee had the right 

to the presence of counsel at revocation proceedings. It concluded that 

under certain circumstances, when a parolee has a colorable claim that 

-~-~~------------
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he has not committed the all~ged yiolation of his parole or probation or 

if he admits his violation but there are substantial reasons whi~h justi-

. fied or mitigated the violation and make revocation inappropriate and the 

reasons are complex or otherwise difficult to develop, he may have a 

right to counsel particularly if the parolee or probationer has diffi

culty speaking effectively for himself. 

The Rules and Regulations of the Louisiana Board of Parole in

corporate the requirements of Morrissey and Gagnon into the revocation 

procedures18 and the Board appears to be following the prescribed rules. 

So, for the last several years, due process has been operating at 

that point of the parole process where the determinati~n is made whether 

an inmate who has been granted parole will be returned to prison because 

of misconduct while on supervision. The Supreme Court has not, however, 

considered yet what procedures are required at the more crucial parole 

release decision. It Vlould seem that since Morrissey destroyed the theo

retical foundations upon which the policy of judicial non-intervention 

in pa¥'ole affairs rested, it would seem obvious that some process is due 

in parole release decision-making. 

One distinction has sometimes been made between parole revocation 

and the parole release decision. Parole revocation involves the loss 

of· conditional freedom that has already been enjoyed by the parolee; an 

adverse parole release decision deprives the inmate of the prospect of 

future conditional freedom. 19 But, once again, this seems to be a dis-
, 

tinction without substance because the same interest, conditional liberty, 

is at stake at release and at revocation, and the loss occasioned by denial 

of release is no more "grievous" than loss resulting from revocation. 20 

Moreover, other cases have recognized the need for due process safeguards 
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even when the interest under consideration is not presently enjoyed. 21 

In the recent case of Wolff v. MCDohnell,22 the United States Supreme 

Court recognized the right of a prisoner to some due process safeguards 

before prison authorities may deprive him of good-time or oth~rwise 

punish him. This decision underscores the Court's new policy of not 

allowing an Hiron curtain Ito bel drawn between the Constitution and the 

prisons of the country~23 

Most courts considering the issue (including two United States 

circuit courts of appeal) have held that due process extends to release 

hearings,24 although a substantial number (including two United States 

circuit courts of appeal) have determined that due process is not ap

plicable. 25 The Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals, which has jurisdiction 

over federal appeals from Louisiana, appears to have concluded that 

denial of parole does not constitute a "grievous loss" within the legal 

meaning of that term and has therefo're not mandated infusion of due 

process into parole release hearings. 26 The Louisiana Supreme Court 

has never considered the issue of due process protections at parole re

lease hearings. However~ it did deny a writ application seeking review 

of a judgment refusing to order the Board of Parole to furnish an inmate 

with reasons he was denied parole. 27 A writ denial does not constitute 

an expression of opinion on the merits of a case. 

Hhat the courts decide is l'equired by due process is, of course, 

not dispositive of the issues before the Commission. These matters have 

been explored only to facilitate a fuller understanding of the question: 

liAs a matter of policy, what prclcedures should be followed at the parole 

release hearing?" It is helpfu'! to know what procedures courts have felt 

are necessary to conlStitute mirJimal fairness and these decisions will be 
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discussed below, and the Commission should be aware that a Supreme Court 

decision in the foreseeable future mandating certain procedural safe

guards is a likely eventuality. But the Commission's ultimate posHion 

on the issue of release procedures should be based upon which policies 

will promote optimal functioni~g of the decision-making process. 

Regardless of the good intentions and solid character of the mem

bers of the parole board, it is alien to our legal processes to nave 

decisions of the magnitude of those involved here shrouded in enigmatic 

secrecy. t~oreover, because 97 percent of those pet'sons who are imprisoned 

eventually are released and the vas.t majority of these come into contact 

with parole authorities at least once, it is of great importance that 

parole procedures be inherently fair and that they are surrounded by the 

appearance of fairness as \~ell.28 It is essential that an inmate see his 

parole hearing as a fair, open, unhurried procedure at which he is given 

the opportunity to understand the factors determining the board's decision, 

to confront the evidence relied on, and to discuss with the members of 

the board what actions he must take to secure their favorable action in 

the future. 

The parole system is an enlightened effort on the 
part of society to rehabilitate convicted criminals. Cer
tainly no circumstances could further that purpose to a 
greater extent than a firm belief on the part of such of
fenders in the impartial, unhurried, objective and thorougn 
processes of the machinery of law, and hardly any circum .... 
stances could with greater effect impede progress toward 
the desired end than a belief on their part that the ma
chinery of the law is arbi"trary, technical, too busy, or 
impervious to the facts,/29/ 

And a person who receives what he considers unfair treatment from correc

tional authorities is likely to become a difficult subject for rehabilita

tion. 3D 

• 
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At the same time~ of course) the nature of the parole release 

proceeding is qui.te different from that of a public trial and the nature 

of the decision-making ca11s for Bmits on the procedural form that is 

imposed at such hearings. 

1. Parole Release Hearing 

Every inmate should be affoy'ded a parole release hearing within 

one year of his admission to the penal institution or at least 30 days 

before his parole eligibility date, whichever is first, and a presumptive 

release date should be set by the Board of Parole, assuming good conduct 

by the parolee. If the inmate is not released at his first hearing, 

another hearing should be held once a year to determine whether the 

parolee's conduct meets the Board1s expectations so that the presumptive 

date is still valid. 

One of the most frequently heard criticisms of the parole process 

is the uncertainty surrounding the time the inmate will be released and 

as to what is expected of him while he is incarcerated in order to receive 

favorable paY'ole consideration. The frustration and anxiety caused the 

inmate is felt by many observers to be counter-productive in terms of 

institutional management and the correctional process and to discourage 

rather than foster rehabilitation, as well as creating hardship in making 

it impossible for inmates and their families to plan their lives. 3l 

The National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards 

and Goals (hereinafter referred to as the National Advisory Commission} . 

states: 

The longer an offender is subjected to absolute 
discretion, the more frustrated and dependant he becomes, 
making his reintegration into society more difficult./32/ 
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A parole release heari,ng) considered to be lithe mos.t basic due 

process r,ight,1I 33 constitutes an excellent opportunity for the parole 

board to obtain information not contained in the files and verify infor

mation that is in the file, for the prisoner to dispute the reliability 

of information, to enhance the treatment process through education and 

encouragement, and, if releas.e is not to be immediate, to discuss a likely 

date of release and the type of behavior expected of the inmate, 

The National Advisory Commission recommended that hearings should 

be scheduled within one year after the inmate is received at the insti

tution,34 If participation in particular programs or other achievements 

are expected by the parole board to set a presumptive parole date, the 

National Advisory Commission 'indicated that this information should be 

imparted to the inmate &t the hearing. 

Likewise, the Louis'jana Commission on Law Enforcement's Criminal 

Justice Standards and Goals on Adult Corrections (hereinafter referred to 

as the Louisiana Commission on Law Enforcement) has recommended that hear

ings be scheduled with inmates within one year after they are received at 

the institution. 35 The Standards for Adult Parole Authorities of the Com-

mission on Accreditation for Corrections (hereinafter referred to as the 

Commission on Accreditation) state that offenders should be scheduled 

automatically for hearing and review by the parole authority when they 

are first legally eligible for parole consideration or within one year 

after being received, at which time the authority should explain its parole 

criteria to the inmate. The standards also suggest that a tentative re

lease date be set at this first hearing, or if it is impossible to set 

such a date that a subsequent hearing be held within one year for that 

purpose. 36 

• 

• 
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The United States Parole Commission in June, 1977, adopted a policy 

of conducting the initial parole hearing within 120 da,¥s of the prisoner's 

reception at a fedbral institution in tile case of every sentence under 

seven years, and of setting a presumptive release date following the 

hearing. 37 Dorothy Parker, United States Parole Commisstoner, has even 

more recently suggested that presumptive release dates be set within 60 

days. The advantages cited by the Commi.ssion for their new procedure are: 

"(1) The reduction of unnecessary uncertai.nty on the part of the prisoner, 

(2) t10re efficient and equitable decision-making and (3) More certain 

punishment for the purpose of deterring potential offenders."38 In sum, 

the proposal \'Ioul d bri ng the advantages of certa i nty in the setti ng of 

actual prison terms, without abandoning the ability to refine and control 

the appropriate outcome of each case in the interests of consistency and 

fairness. 

From its observations of the hearing practice in Louisiana, the 

staff has been impressed by the present parol e board I s effort i.n most 

cases to put the inmate at ease, to discuss his case with him, and to ex

press an interest in the inmate personally. At the same time, there seems 

to be a need to give some more specific indication at an earlier date of 

the likelihood of parole and of what conduct and participation in what 

programs, if any, the inmate is expected to undertake tf he i.s to be re

leased. Incorporation of these additional procedures into the parole 

process would harmonize with the board's policy of ustng th'e parole hear

ing as a therapeutic device to further the inmate's rehabilitation. 39 

One problem witb implementi.ng th.is recommendation is' that the 

Board! of Parole is already quite busy conducting hearings as they pre

sent'ly are hel d. Requiring that every "inmate be intervi.ewed duri.ng fJis 
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first year of incarceration and ~gain annually to revtew conduct would im

pose an even heavier caseload burden on the Board of Parole. A solution 

to this problem would be to create a corps of three hearing examiners 

who could individually conduct hearings in place of the Board of Parole. 

These examiners would be fully responsible to the Board of parole and would 

be members of its staff. The full Board of Parole should conduct an in-

mate's first hearing, and subsequent hearings should be the responsibility 

of the hearing examiners, with a right of appeal of an adverse decision 

to the full Board of Parole. The United States parole Commission and 

several states have adopted a hearing examiner system in which the board 

itself serves only in a policy-making and appellate role, and the National 

Advisory Commission has recommended use of hearing examiners where the 

1 t 
. 40 vo ume of cases warran S It. 

The parole hearing should be unhurried and should last long enough 

to foster a meaningful dialogue between the board and the inmate. The 

National Advisory Commission recommends that no more than 20 cases be 

heard in one day~l while the Commission on Accreditation suggests a maxi'-
, 42 

mum of 15. At pr.esent, Loui,siana's board conducts about 20 cases on an 

average day. 

It is impossible to legislate concerning a matter like the length 

of hearings or the number of hearings per day because each individual will 

require a different amount of time, and it is likely that all hearings 

will be meaningful and there will be sufficie~t time allocated to each in

dividual if the above recommendations regarding earl~1 hearings, presumptive 

release dates and hearing examiners are adopted, However, the Commission 

should make an administrative recommendation to the Board of Parole that 

no more than 20 hearings be held in anyone day. 

• 

• 
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2. Reasons for Denial 

Hhen the Board of Parole denies parole, it should immediatel.y in

form the inmate of the fact of the denial and, using a short pri'nted' form, 

give the reasons for denial. Within 30 days, the Board of Parole snould 

send a detailed, individualized explanation of the grounds for tHe denial 

and the facts upon whic~ the denial is based, The detailed explanatio~ 

should also include the presumptive date of parole release. 

The purpose for a statement of reasons ts to protect agai'nst actual 

or apparent arbitrary parole denials and to promote careful consideration 

by the Board of Parol e of factors rel evant i,n determini,ng \'1hetiier to grant 

parole. A statement also ai,ds in' establishing a bod.y of precedents whi.cIi, 

waul d promote consi stency in future board deci sions and promotes rehab;l i,

tation by indicating hO\,1 the inmate can improve. his beh,avior and tbereb.)l 

increase his chances for release. 43 Virtually all of the cases holding 

that due process applies at parole release hearings fi,nd that one of the 

elements of the process that is due is informing the prisoner of the rea~ 

sons for denial. 44 The Board of Di,rectQ)~s of the National Counctl on 

, Crime and Delinquency (NCCD} has also urged adoption of such a rule,45 as 

has the dean of administrative law in America~ Kenneth Culp Davis. Profes

sor Davis stated: 

How could a board member have less incentive to avoid 
prejudice or undue haste than by a system in which no one, 
not even his colleagues, can ever know wfly he,voted as he 
d.id? Even complete irrationality of a vote can never Be dis ... 
covered. Should any man, eyen a good man, be unnecessarily 
trusted wi'th such uncontrolled discretionary power?/46/ 

A recent Report to the House of Delegates of the American Bar As

sociation by the American Bar Associ,ation Commi"ssion on Correcti.'onal 

Facilities and Services (hereinafter referred to as ABA Commissi:Qnl 
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recommends that the parole board furnish written reasons for denial,47 

as do the standards of the Commission on Accreditation,48 

The Louisiana Board of Parole presently informs inmates of its 

decisions immediately after their hearings. This is a commendable practice 

because delay in receiving notice can lower morale, appear unfair and 

beget disrespect for the system. 49 However, the reasons for denial 

presently given, while certainly preferable to silence, are concluso'rY 

and not very hel pful in informi.f'lg the inmate of the true basi s of the deci

sion or what he must do to improve his chance~ in the future. This is the 

purpose served by the recommended longer statement to be sent to the inmate 

within 30 days of the hearing. The National Advisory Commission recommends 

that the reasons for the decision should be specified "in detail and in 

. t . ,,50 The h 1 d b th f d 1 t t th wrl lng. reasons s au e more an ~ orma an re a e 0 e 

indivi.dual's peculiar circumstances. An example of an explanation endorsed 

by one court and typical of the sort that shoul d be used and the fOl~m pre

sently used by the Board of Parol e are found in Appendi x A and B'. 

3. Presence of Witnesses 

I~ is presE:ntly Board of parcle policy to allo\'l the inmate to have 

present a limited number of witnesses at his parole release hearing. This 

is a salutary practice in that it enables the Board to d';scuss the i'nmate's 

past conduct and future prospects with his family and close friends. The 

practice comports with the standards. of the Commission on Accredttation. 51 

Because of the importance of this aspect of the hearing, the Commi'ssion 

should recommend the statutory codification of the inmate's right to call 

five witnesses, with Board of parole discretion to allow more to be present 

upon request. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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• 
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4. Fi 1 e Revi e\'l 

• One of the principal arguments for requiring parole bOards to 

• 

• 

• 

• I 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

comply with certain formalities in their decision-making is to assure 

the accuracy of information upon which the decision is based. This was 

one of the strongest rationales to surface in Morrissey. The parole file 

contains all of the written information considered by the board in deter

mining whether to place a prisoner on parole, including the pre-parole 

report, psychiatric reports, and the prison disciplinary report. 

There is a great potential for errors, including filing mistakes 

and omissions, confusion stemming from mistaken identity~ reliance upon 

outdated or superceded information, unsubstantiated assertions, and un

clear or unreliable psychiatric testing data. 52 As pointed out by the 

ABA Commission, of the means available to remedy this very real danger, 

"granting the inmate access to Iris file appears to have the greatest 

propensity for improving the decision-making process .. "Given the keen 

interest of the inmate in his case, on the other hand, it seems certain 

that he will read his entire file and be prepared to call the attention 
. . . 

of the paroling authorities to the relevant constderations.,,53 

Thereis, of course, the legitimate argument that certain informa

tion in the file should not be revealed to the inmate. For instance, 

\'1hen disclosure of the identity of those persons provldi.,ng n.egative re

ports might lead to retaliation, or when psychological data in the file 

might be misinterpreted by the prisoner and hinder his. rehabili'tation, 

these items should be removed from the record before it is handed over 

for inspection. Weighing the administrative burden of deletion against 

the benefits to the prisoner and the whole system of disclosure, it is 

submitted that the scales tip in favor of disclosure. 
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This conclusion has been reached not only by the ABA Commission 

cited earlier, but by several courts incorporating file disclosure into 

due process requirements, the National Advisory Commission,54 the 

Commission on Accreditation,55 and the Administrative Conference of the 

United States. 56 The National Advisory Commission also suggests, quite 

reasonably, that information withheld should be noted in the record so 

that subsequent reviewers will know what information was not available 

to the offender. 

At present, the Louisiana Board of Parole grants the inmate no 

access to his file. The inmate is told in a general way the content of 

objections to his being paroled. Parts of his prior arrest and convic

tion records and his disciplinary reports are reyie\~ed with him briefly, 

and he has an opportunity to dispute their accuracy, but fairly often 

inmates dispute vhat is contained in the file~ and there is no time to 

resolve the matter before the decision is made. It seems to make much 

more sense to allow the inmate to review the file at his leisure before 

the parole hearing and to correct false or colored information before 

he is heard by the Board. 

Thus, the Commission should recommend that the inmate's file be 

disclosed to him, withholding information that could result in r~talia

tion by the inmate against persons giving information adverse to his 

interests and psychiatric data whose disclosure may hamper the inmate·s 

rehabilitation, and that the file should be at the inmate's disposal 

for a reasonable period of time at least 14 days before his release hear

ing. Any information withheld from the inmate should be noted in the 

record. 

• 
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5. Assistance of Counsel 

Because of the low formal academic attainment of most prison in~ 

mates, many of the foregoing procedural safeguards will have little mean

'ing if they are not allowed to have the assistance of some other party 

to meaningfully assist in parole release proceedings. 57 The role of 

counsel is in information-gathering and verification, in analyzing and 

rebutting evidence, and in speaking on behalf of the prisoner. He should 

be allowed to participate in the review of the prisoner's file and to 

be present at the release hearing. The inmate's representative may be 

a lawyer, if he can afford to hire one, a caseworker, or a member of the 

institutional staff, a friend or relative or another inmate. The National 

Advisory Commission has this to say about representation at parole re-

1 ease head ngs: 

The offender's representative has the freedom to 
pursue information, develop resources, and raise questions 
that are difficult for an inmate in a helpless position. 
To the extent that the information base can be enlarged by 
representatives and issues sharpened and tested nlore direct
ly, there is likely to be improvement in the whole process 
of parole board decisionmaking. Equally important, however, 
is the impression of, fairness given to the inmate who is 
represented. Indeed in many cases it is more than simply 
a feeling of fairness. It is clear that, in too many situa
tions, the lack of ability to communicate well, to partici
pate fully in the hearing, and to have a sense of full and 
careful consideration, is extremely detrimental./581 

A 1972 stud~ conducted of United States Parole Board cases on the 

effect on outcome of having a representative at parole hearings attests to 

the practical validity of these observations. The study found that the 

presence of a representative did improve the likelihood of a favorable 

parole decision. 59 The National Advisory Commission~ the ABA Commission, 

the Louisiana Commission on Lm'J Enforcement ann. the Commission on Accredi-

tation all favor allowing representatives to be used in the parole hearing 

process. 
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All of these study groups also recognize that under certain circum

stances the existence of a complicated set of legal issues may require 

the presence of a lawyer at the parole release proceeding. 60 In this 

case, if the inmate cannot afford legal counsel, he should have an attorney 

appointed to represent him in the proceeding. This should occur infrequently 

as the issues in question usually are not of a complex legal nature. The 

standard governing the right to appointed counsel should be very similar 

to the one established in Gagnon v. Scarpelli for parole revocation. 

The Louisiana Board of Parole presently allows, as a matter of 

practice, the presence of counsel at parole release he~~ings. The Commis

sion should recommend that the law be amended to give the inmate a statu

tory right to retained or voluntary representation by another pei'son and 

a right to have a lawyer appointed if complex legal issues are involved 

which require expert legal advice. The law should make clear that the 

representative has a right to examine the inmate's parole file with him 

and to confer with the inmate sufficiently to prepare for the hearing. 

However, there appears to be one situation in whic;1 every inmate 

being considered for lJarole should have a lawyer appointed to repres~nt 

him if he has not retained counsel on his own behalf. It is the custom 

of some district attorneys in Louisiana to appeut', as tl IIFli.t.CI' of practice, 

before the Board of Parole at parole release hearings to oppose the 

parole of any inmates being considered from their judicial districts. Be

cause the staff was unable to locate any case law or literature directly 

considering the appropriateness of this practice, a survey was taken of 

all parole boards in the United States as to their policies Y'eaarding 

appearance and argument by the district attorney at parole re'lease hearings. 
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The results of the survey indicated that in ~ of the seventeen 

states thusfar respondi ng does ~ di stri ct attorney appear befor.e the 

parole board on any k)nd of regular basis to argue cases. Three of the 

states responding, indicated that there was a specific parole board 

policy against appearance by the prosecutor. Seven of the states have 

a policy against the presence of either the district attorney or of 

counsel for the defendant, except that in Michigan and Massachusetts 

the prosecutor is allowed by law to appear in cases of life sentence. 

In the remaining states, there is no policy toward district attorney 

appearances at parole board hearings, but the responses indicated that 

in three states the prosecutor had never asked to appear and in the other 

four such appearances are very infrequent. The Director of the South 

Carolina"Probation, Parole and Pardon Board answered: lilt is not a 

practice of the statels Solicitors (District Attorneys) to appear in 

any capacity at a parole hearing .... ., The Oklahoma response stated that 

lIoccasionallya District Attorney may appear ... ," and the Administrative 

Assistant of the ~'aine board indicated that there had been two instances 

of the prosecutor appeari n9 at a heari ng during the past year. He \'lent 

on to state, "He would be very cautious, however, as to the consequences 

involved with prosecutors using the Board for political purposes,lI A 

summary of the contents of the letters the staff received from parole boards 

in response to its survey questionnaire is included in Appendix C. 

Thus, Louisiana appears to be peculiar in its policy of regularly 

allowing the prosecutor to appear at parole hearings to argue against 

release of individual inmates. It is submitted that this policy is not 

only ill-advised but is an affront to minimal due process. 

As discussed earlier, it has not yet been clearly established that 
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due process protections are applicable at parole release hearings, but 

the majority of the courts considering the issue have held that due 

process does apply. This seems to be the most realistic holding since 

there is no meaningful difference between parole revocation and parole 

release. Assuming that the state does owe the prospective parolee the 

duty of treating him fairly when it decides whether to parole him, the 

conclusion seems unavoidable that it must afford him the assistance of 

an attorney at his release hearing if it allows its own prosecutor to 

appear and argue against his release. 61 

In the first place, the principal argument against requiring the 

appointment of attorneys for indigents in everl parole release case is 

that parole is not an adversary process but involves an essentially 

clinical determination by the parole board.6~ The same a,rgument has been 

used in other contexts to justify not applying due process,63 and the 

presence of an adversary proceeding has been held to require application 

of due process. 64 The United States Supreme Court in Morrissey and 

Gagnon made clear that the revocation hearing is not an adversary pro

ceeding and wante~ to avoid surl~unding it with formalities that would 

turn it into a trial. But, if the district attorney appears to argue 

that parole should not be granted--usually by recounting the details of 

the prisoner's crime and delving into his past record--the proceeding 

has indeed become adversary. The prisoner-suddenly-turned-defendnnt 

standing alone and without legal or rhetorical training or experience, 

is ill-equipped to match the wits of a trained prosecutor. To call such 

a procedure unfair is an understatement. 

The following excerpt from the Supreme Court's opinion iri Gagnon 

is particularly compelling: 

• 
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In a criminal trial, the State is represented by 
a prosec~tor; ,formal rules of evidence are in force; a 
defendant. enJoys a number of procedural rights which 
may be lost if not timely raised; and, in a jury trial, 
a defendant must make a presentation understandable to 
untrained jurors. In short, a criminal trial under our 
mtem 'is an, adversary proceed~ng with, its own unigue 
characteristlcs, In a revocatlon hearlng, on the other 
hand, the State is represented not by a prosecutor but 
bya petrole officer with the orientation described 
above; formal procedures and rules of evidence are not 
employed; and the members of the hearing body are 
familiar with the problems and practice of probation or 
parole. The need for counsel at revocation hearings 
derives, not from the invariable attributes of those 
hearings, but rather from the peculiarities of particu-
lar cases./65/ Lemphasis added/ -

It seems cl (~ar that when the State h represented by a prosecutor the 

case is one of those demanding the presence of counsel for the parolee. 

In addition to the unfairness of the procedure in question to 

the parole:e, society has a strong interest in the Board not improperly 

denying p;arole. As will be discussed in Chapter V, it is bad policy 

to retain an inmate in pdson for .longer than necessary, both in terms 

of the greater likelihood that such an improperly retained inmate will 

commit ;additional crimes when he is finally released and in terms of 

the greater costs of continued incarceration. An observer would have 

to be blind or naive to ignore the additional pressure to deny parole 

fel t by the Board when it retuY'ns its deci sion in the presence of a 

repr~~sentative of a politically pm'Jerful district attorney \'/ho has just 

argued against release. They can anticipate public denunciation in the 

press66 and angry responses from the public and political Officials re

sponsive to public sentiment. 

An alternative to appointing counsel \'Jhen the district attorney 

wishes to appear before the Board is merely to bar such appearances, 

as Some other states have done. This would also serve the purpose of 
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preventing the parole hearing from becoming an adversary process. Once 

again, Justice Powell's observations in Gagnon are relevant: 

The introduction of counsel lnto a revocation 
proceeding will alter significantly the nature of the 
proceeding. If counsel is provided for the probationer 
or parolee, the State in turn will normally provide its 
own counsel; lawyers, by training and disposition~ are 
advocates and bound by professional duty to present all 
available evidence and arguments in support of their 
clients' positions and to contest with vigor all adverse 
evidence and views. The role of the hearing body itself~ 
aptly described in Morrissey as being "predictive and 
discretionary" as well as factfinding, may become more 
akin to that of a judge at a trial, and less attuned to 
the rehabilitative needs of the individual probationer 
or parolee. In the greater self-consciousness of its 
quasi-judicial role, the hearing body may be less tolerant 
of marginal deviant behavior and feel more pressure to 
reincarcerate than to continue nonpunitive rehabilitation. 
Certainly, the decisionmaking process will be prolonged, 
and the financial cost to the State--for appointed counsel, 
counsel for the State, a longer record, and the possibil
ity of judicial revie\~--will not be insubstantial./67/ 

There is no doubt, however, that the district attorney who pro

secuted the inmate or his successor and the sentencing jud~e or his 

successor should be informed and given an opportunity to express their 

opinions in writing on the inmate's parolability. In this capacity, the 

di str i ct attorney acts as a witness--a source of informati on--'rather 

than as a prosecutor. This aspect of his present role is beneficial and, 

should be continued; but the unfairly prejudicial aspects of that role 

should be eliminated. Present practice is to include these opinions. in 

the pre-parole report prepared by the Department of Corrections, but the 

Commission should recommend incorporating this procedure into statute. 

Thus, to avoid unfairness and inaccurate decision-making, and to 

insure that Louisiana's release hearing conforms to what is apparently 

the universal practice in other states, the Commiss"jon should recommend 

either (a) that whenever a district attorney appears at the parole-release 
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hearing to argue against the release of an inmate and the inmate has 

not retained counsel, the Board of Parole must appoint an attorney to 

l"epresent him or (b) that the district attorney be ba}~l"ed from parole 

release hearings. 
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CHAPTER IV 

ANATOMY OF THE PAROLE RELEASE DECISION 

The preceding chapter was concerned with the procedures employed 

by the Board of Parole in reaching its decision to release or not to 

release a prospective parolee. The more difficult matter upon which we 

now focus our attention is the substance of parole decision-making. 

Purposes of Sanctions 

As discussed in detail earlier, paroling decisions are ~n integral 

part of the larger criminal sanctioning system. Whenever a defendant 

pleads guilty to or is convicted of a criminal act, the judge imposes a 

sentence upon him, \'Iithin the 1 imits set by the legislature. In view of 

the fact that 90 percent of criminal cases are disposed of by plea bar

gaining, it may be more accurate to say that the agreement between the 

prosecution and defense counsel controls this phase of sentencing. 1 But 

because ~his agreement must be judicially sanctioned, we may for present 

purposes credit the judge wiih this sentencing discretion. If the legis

lature has specified that a person convicted of the crime in question 

cannot be placed on probation but must be imprisoned, or if the juage 

dlecides not to exercise his option to place the defendant on probation, 

he will be sentenced to serve a set number of years in an institution. 

Unless the legislature has excluded an offender of the particular class 

to which the inmate belongs from parole consideration, from the time of 

his minimum eligibility date2 the Board of Parole has discretion to re-
... 

lease the inmate. Thus, there are typically three components in the 

determination of the sanction that is the proper response to any particular 

criminal conduct: the legislative (which is by its nature, more general), 

and the judicial, and parole (which are more individualized). Each 
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component is influenced and limited by the other. 

Assuming rationality on the part of the decision-makers involved) 

some policy or purpose underlies the sanctioning determination of each 

point in this process. The various purposes that criminal sanctions 

have been theodzed to perform are the following: (1) "General deter-

rence" or "general prevention)" "Ihich involves imposing a sanction for 

criminal behavior in order to discourage criminal behavior either by 

fear of the sanction or by serving to express society's disapproval of 

a certain act;3 (2) "Special deterrence II which concentrates on convinc

ing the individual \'/ho has been subjected to the sanction not to commit 

another criminal act; (3) "Rehabilitation" or "treatment)" based on the 

concept of subjecting the offender to treatment until he has been re

oriented toward society's values and \~ill no longer commit crimes;4 

(4) "Incapacitation" or "preventive restraint," \'/hich seeks to prevent 

the likelihood of future crime by restraining the person so he will not 

commit another offense during the period of restraint;5 and (5) "retribu

tion," which refers to the principle that an offender must be given his 

"just deserts"for his crime} or that a violation of the la\~ merits a punish

ment commensurate with the seriousness of the crime. 6 

Legislative Directive 

The Louisiana legislature~ in charging the Board of Parole with 

part of the responsibility and authority to determine the proper sanction, 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

has furnished only a general indication of "/hich policies of the sanction- • 

ing system are to guide the Board's decision-making. La.R.S. 15:574.4(E) 

provides in pertinent part: 

A parole shall be ordered only for the best interest 
of society, not as an award of clemency, and upon determina
tion by the board that there is reasonable probability that 

• 

• 

I 
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the prisoner is able and willing to fulfill the obligations 
of a law-abiding citizen so that he can be released without 
detriment to the conununity or to himself. 

This vague statutory directive is typical of the formula used in the law 

of virtually every state with a parol ing authorityJ SUCll statutes have 

been vigorously criticized for their failure to provide specific direction 

to guide parole boards in their release determination and because they 

have delegated "virtually unlimited discretion in the decision to grant 

d 1 ,,8 or eny para e .... 

This type of prov;s·ion is only slightly more instructive as to the 

general penal philosophy the legislature seeks the parole board to imple

ment. Although the Louisiana legislature nowhere articulates any such 

philosophy, an imaginative reading of the statute allows infel'ence of the 

intended policy. The emphasis placed on releasing only upon the probabil-

ity of non-recidivism indicates that the overriding concern of the parole 

board shoul d be on determining \,/hi ch prospective parol ees are IIgood risks. II 

Thus, the indeterminate sentence-parole system's underlying historical 

rationales of rehabilitation and preventive confinement as formulated by 

Combs and Brockway--based on not releasing the offender until he has been 

IIcured ll by "treatment ll in prison9--still ground the meager legislative 

instructions to modern parole boards, supplemented by the related concern 

of IIspecial deterrence." 

Administrative Policy Articulation 

Comp6unding the absence of legislative decision-making criteria, 

parole boards have been notoriously derelict in failing to articulate the 

criteria they use in reaching decisions. 10 The National Advisory Commis

sion had the following to say about this problem: 
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Articulation of criteria for making decisions and 
development of basic policies is one of the chief tasks 
that parole decisionmakers need to undertake. While dis
cretion is a necessary feature of parole board operations) 
the central issue is how to contain and control it approp
riately. Few parole boards have articulated their deci
sion criteria in much detail or in writing, even though 
research has shown that criteria exist. Parole board mem
bers tend to display, with slight variations, a consistent 
response to case situations of which they may be only mar
ginally aVlare. 

Articulating the basis of decision systems is cru
cial to improving parole decisions, because criteria must 
be specified before they can be validated. For example, 
75 percent of 150 board members queried in 1965 by the 
National Probation and Parole Institute asserted that rap
ists generally were poor parole risks. Research data have 
shown such an assumption to be \'Jrong. 

Articulation of criteria is crucial to staff and in
mates alike. The notion of an inmate's participation in a 
program of change depends on an open information system. 
His sense of just treatment is inextricably bound \~ith it. 
As one parole board member put it: 

lilt ;s an essential element of justice that the rules 
and procedures for measuring parole readiness be made known 
to the inmate. This knowledge can greatly facilitate the 
earnest inmate toward his own rehabilitation. It is just 
as important for an inmate to know the rules and basis of 
the judgment upon which he will be granted or denied parole 
as it was important for him to know the basis of the charge 
against him and the evidence upon which he was convicted. 
One can imagine nothing more cruel, inhuman, and frustrating 
than serving a prison term without knowledge of what \~;ll be 
measured and the rules determining whether one is ready for 
re1ease .... Justice can never be a product of unreasoned 
judgment. "/11/ 

Frequently, the absence of a set of criteria for determining parol

ability \~ill result in each individual member of the parole board applying 

his own set of standards that he feels are relevant to post-release success 

or to some other value he thinks the parole process should be supporting. 12 

This sort of random decision-making leads to inconsistent treatment of 

similarly situated persons and even of the same inmate from one hearing 

to the next, and adds to parole's reputation as an unstructured, arbitrary 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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process. 13 The unstructured discretion vested in parole boards further 

argues for the adoption of the procedural safeguards advocated in the 

last chapter. 

"Factors" Influencing Parole Decisions 

As mentioned in the quotation from the report of the National Ad

visory Commission, studies have been undertaken to determine what criteria 

are used by parole boards in making release decisions, and such research 

has lifted the veil somewhat to reveal the factors considered by parole 

boards in reaching their decisions. 

t'lhen one discusses "factors influencing parole authorities in 

decision-making," two broad categories of Hfactors" are involved. The 

first set of decision-making factors are purposive in nature--the goals 

the parole boards seek to further in their individual decisions. The 

second kind of "factors" are those traits of the individual inmates that 

the parole boards view favorably in making release decisions because they 

perceive such traits as being characteristic of prospective parolees whose 

release will further the goals comprising the first set of factors. If 

this distinction is not slippery enough, matters are even further compli

cated by the fact that it is often difficult or impossible to determine, 

at least from the research thusfar completed, which larger goal a parole 

board is seeking to further by using a particular characteristic as a 

decision-making criterion. Hopefully, these rather ha:y conceptualizations 

will become clearer when matched with concrete examples. 

In 1965 the National Parole Institutes conducted a study of the 

decision-making criteria used by parole boards. A questionnaire \'las com

pleted by nearly half of the parole board members in the United states, 

who were asked to indicate what they considered the five most important 
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factors to be weighed iri deciding on parole. The "factors" listed \'Iere 

of the purposive or goal-oriented type. The three items selected most 

often were related to the factors of the risk of violation; "l. ~'y 

estimate of the chances that a prisoner would or would not commit a 

seriolls crime if paroled; 2. t'ly judgment that the prisoner \'lOuld bene

fit from further experience in tl'I/~ institution program or~ at any rate, 

would become a better risk if confined longer; 3. Ny judgment that the 

pri soner woul d become a ~"orse ri ski f confi ned 1 ongel". " 

However, the next three factors ennunciated, in order of importance, 

related to (2) assuring equitable punishment (that the offender had 

served long enough or had not served too long); (3) the impact of the 

decision upon other components of the criminal justice system (lisystem 

regulation"); and (4) the reactions of persons outside the correctional 

system, such as the general public. 14 

Another study of the parole decision process in three states, con

ducted by the American Bar Foundation, also found that the parole boards 

in those states concentrated primarily on the probability that the inmate 

would violate the criminal law if released. 15 Dawson likewise found that 

another criterion that often influenced parole board decisions in the 

states under study, but which parole board members tended to mute, is the 

desire to avoid criticism of the parole system. He found that the boards 

sometimes kept an inmate in prison even if chances of parole success were 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

favorable because he \'Ias not welcome in the community or because repetition • 

of his crime, however unlikely, would hurt the board's reputation. This 

corresponds to the fourth factor of the American Parole Institutes' study 

and numerous other observers have documented this aspect of decision

making. 16 ~Jhen a board cites such factors as "community response" and 
• 

• 
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1I1a\1 enforcement attitude, II or the severity of the crime or p)'ior per

formance in periods of community supervision, it may be responding to 

public pressure or to anticipated public pressure or it may be consider

ing return to a hostile environment as a negative consideration in 

assessing risk of new criminal activity. 

The National Advisory Commission17 and others18 have also pointed 

to "system regulation" (American Parole Institutes' Goal No, 3) as a 

factor that at least sometimes plays a role in parole judgments. The 

clearest example of this practice is the parole board releasing fewer 

or larger numbers of inmates because of institutional underpopulation or 

overcrowding. In this circumstance, system regulation is clearly a goal 

unto itself, as individual inmate characteristics are unrelated to the 

goal motivating the decision. On the other hand, another factor tradi

tionally used to make release decisions--prison discipline record, and 

participation in institutional programs--might constitute a part of the 

parole board's concern with supporting institutional control 19 or it 

might be a factor used by the parole board to assess risk of subsequent 

criminal conduct, in harmony with the theory of rehabilitation. Or its 

use in decision-making may function to further both of those goals. 

The American Parole Institutes' second factor or goal \'Ias the 

parole board's concern with equitable punishment. Individual case charac

teri sti cs, such as the severity of the crime and cir'cumstances surround; n9 

the crime, the previous criminal record, and the type of crime committed 

(e.g., personal vs. property) are certainly factors weighed by the board 

in deciding whether the inmate has served enough time in prison or whether 

his sentence is "disparate" in comparison with others who are similarly 

situated. But they may likewise be used to determine the l1kelihood of 

'd" 20 reCl 1 V"I sm. 
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Thus, it can be seen that many factors that might be useful in 

predicting a return to crime, which is the sole consideration parole 

boards are legislatively authorized to consider in release decisions, 

also are used to further goals that are separate and independent of the 

element of risk: these goals are equitable punishment, system regula

tion, and political and public pacification. Further, it becomes ob-

vious that parole boards, by seeking to promote equitable punishment, nO\'1 

may playa role in administering the "general. deterrence" and "retribu

tion" purposes of the sanctioning system. To the extent that the decision

makers seek the "proper" sentence in terms of making punishment fit the 

crime and of imposing the sanctions required to discourage the general 

public from criminal behavior, the original conception of a parole board 

to judge rehabilitative progress has been enlarged. 

Those individual characteristics that parole boards consider in 

predicting recidivism that also have relevance to other goals were listed 

above. The remaining factors which clearly have relevance only for their 

supposed predictive ability include psychological change in inmates dis

cerned by professional opinion,2l adequacy of the various aspects of the 

parole plan, and judgment by parole board members of rehabilitation on the 

basis of the release hearing. 22 

To reiterate the complexity of the process sought to be dissected 

and the numerous combinations and weightings of factors that may operate 

in actual cases, the following is taken from a study by Professor 

Gottfredson, speaking of parole boards in genera1. 

In practice, of course, it is very difficult to trace 
out what precise elements actually make up the parole board's 
release decision. {n a jurisdiction with no minimum terms, 
an inmate may be refused pfirole at an early date because he 
has not "done enough time" in view of the gravity of the crime 
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he committed. On the other hand~ a parole board may retain 
the inmate in prison long beyond the time required by a 
minimum term if it feels that he presents a very high risk 
of committing another crime if r'eleased. Here, the board 
is concerned ~Jith II keeping him off the street, II that is) 
keeping him away from his potential Victim population. From 
another viewpoint, the same decision might be made on the 
basis of the inmate's lack of response to institutional pro
grams; the board may caution him to apply himself to these 
programs in order to convince the board at his next hearing 
that he has improved his chances of IIkeeping straight" if 
released. Thus, at any given parole hearing, a host of con
siderations may be operating on the board, very much depend
ing upon the sentencing system under which it is operating: 
has the inmate "pa i d for" hi s crime by the servi ce of the 
minimum term? Is he likely to commit another crime if re
leased? Will he benefit from further incarceration or from 
participation in another program? Other, more subtle, con
siderations may also be at work. The inmate may have caused 
a great deal of trouble in the institution, and the board 
may feel a need to support prison disciplinary officials by 
refusing to parole him. Or the inmate may be close to his 
maximum release date and, though the board feels he should 
not perhaps be released yet, it will parole him because it 
wishes him to be under parole supervision when he is released 
rather than to be discharged with no assistance or control. 
however short termed, after )"el ease from pri son. 

Thus, the amount of time an offender serves in pd M 

son is determined by a large number of system GOl'lstraints. 
They may operate upon the decision-making patterns of the 
parole board in such a way as to counteract what would other
wise have been a more consistent, unencumbered series of 
decisions. Any study of time served in prison and it.s ef'" 
fects on other subsequent behaviors must take into account 
the possibility that estimations of unlikely postprison ad,~ 
justment by the offender are not freely or primarily can
sidered./23/ 

Furthermore, as we have seen, not only have parol e boards gone be·· 

yond their legislatively delegated function of determining risk, they no 

longer merely look to rehabilitative progress wrought by correctional treat

ment in the institution, but weigh many other factors in reaching a judg

ment on the 1 ikel ihood that the offende)~ will "go stt'aigl1t. II There is a 

good reason for this latter development, which is the subject of the follow

ing section. 
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Empirical Assessment of the Rehabilitative Model 

A relatively new phenomenon is beginning to make an impact upon 

the corrections system as well as other areas of public administration. 

Increased sophistication in research methods has blossomed into a grow-

ing body of data regarding correctional matters that pel'mits, for the 

first time in history, the testing of the theories underlying penal 

policies. In an area so important to public safety and individual liberty, 

it is vital that policy be governed by reality, as much as possible, 

rather than by assumption. The National Advisory Commission has stated: 

Since \'!orld Har II, a, massive empirical attack 
has been launched on problems inherent in controlling 
offenders and reducing criminal behavior. Some prob
lems have been solved, others better formulated, because 
of a succession of studies. Much remains to be learned, 
but the record of achievement insures that corrections 
never again can be the same. The impact of research has 
drastically modified assumptions and changed practice. 
This record of accomplishment will be used as a founda
tion for new approaches to the use of information in the 
disposition of offenders./24/ 

One focus of a significant amount of research has been the effec

tiveness of rehabilitative and treatment programs conducted in correctional 

institutions 1n reducing the likellhood that inmates will return to crime 

when they are released. The findings of these stUdies has been so devas

tating to the rehabil itative-treatment theory that it today has very few 

remaining apologists. 

In 1964 Daniel Glaser conducted a survey of matched pairs of "suc

cesses" and "returned violators" in the federal prison and parole system 

to determine if prison education or prison work experience had any impact 

on recidivism. He found that neither academic training nor vocational 

education While in prison resulted in fewer subsequent crimes. In fact, 

those prisoners who had enrolled in prison school had higher failure rates 
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than those who did not. 25 A number of additional studies of vocational 

training in California made the same finding,26 as did a lengthy study 

of vocational rehabilitative programs in federal prisons. 27 

Kassebaum, \'lard and \'iil ner found that "post-rel ease outcome was 

not significantly different irrespective of exposure to any type of 

group counseling program or stability of leadership.1I28 This same con

clusion was reached by Geis29 and by Harrison and Mueller. 30 

Wirt and Jacobson compared post-release success of adult felons 

subjected to group psychotherapy in a Minnesota prison to a control 

group from the same prison that did not receive such treatment. They 

concluded that there were no statistically significant differences be

tween the samples in terms of personality ratings or number of disci

plinaryoffenses. No parole follO\'J-up has been reported to date. 31 

One study by Jew, Clanon and ~lattocks did find some positive re

sponse outcome associated with individual psychotherapy, but this was 

an exceptional result. Moreover, this form of treatment is rarely, if 

ever, used in a correctional setting because it is so expensive. 

Halter Bailey evaluated 100 reports on correctional programs and 

outcome and found no solid indication of treatment efficacy.32 Certainly 

the most influential compilation of treatment studies to appear thus far 

is one initiated in 1966~ formally completed in 1970 and published in 1975. 

The Effectiveness of Correctional Treatment~3 was the result of a study 

headed by Robert t~artinson for the Governor's Special Committee on C\"im;nal 

Offenders. The methodology was to search the literature for any available 

reports on attempts at rehabilitation published in the English language 

from 1945 through 1967, pick those studies whose design and execution met 

conventional standards of social science research, and to draw conclusions 
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therefrom. Of the 231 acceptable studies the following summarizes: 

IIWith fe\'/ and i sol ated exceptions, the rehabil itative efforts that have 

been reported so far have had no appreciable effect on recidivism." 34 

No serious exception has been taken to this conclusion by the 

research conmlunity. Such \I/riters as Glaset' a!~d Adams make the point that 

it is too early to write off the benefit some types of treatment may of

fer some offenders,35 but they do not dispute the 0~sic proposition that 

institutional programs generally are ineffective in reducing recidivism. 

Indeed, their own studies have contributed to this realization. 36 

The National Advisory Commission noted: 

Thus, a considerable amount of evaluative research 
has accumulated. Most of it has examined the usefulness 
of specific treatment methods in achieving offender re
habilitation. The influence of these studies has played 
a critical role in development of correctional policy. 
Few studies have culminated in unquestionable findings, 
but the absence of significant conclusions has itself 
been significant. It is especially noteworthy that treat
ment program tests have been conducted in a wide variety 
of incarcerative settings without establishing the reha
bilitative value of any. The consistence of this record 
strongly indicates that incarcerative treatment is incom
patible with rehabilitative objectives./37/ 

Recognition of what has C0me to be labeled as the Il rehabilitative 

myth" is now widespread alTlong students of and professionals within the 

penal system. James V. Bennett, former Director of the United States Bureau 

of Prisons says: "Broadly speaking, our so-called correctional system does 

not correct." 38 The report of a survey of prisons sponsored by the Ameri

cian Federation of Prisons concluded, liThe prison is not a satisfactory set

ting in which to rehabilitate and what is worse it seems to degenerat~:39 

The Chairman of the United States Parole Commission recently com~lented: 

... [R/esearch so far has shown that prison "tteat
ment ll programs are singularly unsuccessful in bl~inging 
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about the rehabilitation of anyone. Most prison adminis
trators today would agree that the prison is well equipped 
to punish offenders, or to incapacitate them from the 
further commission of crimes \-,hile they are doing time-
but they are not equipped to do much of anything else./40/ 

The t~arden of Lou; s1 ana State Pen; tentiary recently ackno\'ll edged that 

most prisoners do not benefit from rehabilitative programs41 and the 

Louisiana Secretary of Corrections has expressed the view that' rehabili

tation is a personal decision by the individual inmate and cannot be im

posed by mandatory programming. 42 The correctional literature published 

in the last several years exposing the rehabilitative myth is voluminous 

and need not be reviewed in detail. 43 

The reasons for the fa il ure of instHutiona 1 rehabil; tat; on are 

problematic. Some observers claim that the ugly and distorted "milieu of 

personal failure ll that permeates every aspect of the "total institution" 

neutralize any beneficial effects treatment might otherwise effect. 44 

Others believe that for treatment programs to have a rehabilitative effect, 

they must be entirely voluntary and not tied to a hope of early release 

as is the practice under the rehabilitative model. 45 Whatever relevance 

thls question has for ehe Commission1s further study of rehabilitation, 

it is not the principal concern at this point. 

Likewise, the implications of discovering the rehabilitative nwth 

are important--to IIcorrections," to the sanctioning system, and to parole. 

But these larger consequences will be left for later. At present, the 

concern is the impact of discarding traditional notions about rehabilita

tion on parole boards' attempts to predict future c:-!'''linal behavior of 

prospective parolees. 

As noted in the prior section~ parole boards have been relying 

on othe~" factors in addition to rehabilitative progress through treatment 
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in reaching predictive decisions. It is not entirely clear how often 

these factors are used predictively and how often they are used to further 

other policy purposes, but it seems safe to assume that they have been 

resorted to in assessing risk because parole board members recognize the 

ineffectiveness of treatment. The research cited earlier argues strongly 

for parole boards' entirely abandoning consideration of an inmate's 

participation in institutional programs as a criterion for predicting 

recidivism. What criteria then should the boards use in making their 

predictive evaluations? Once again, empirical research into the area of 

recidivism is helpful. 

Factors Related to Parole Success-
A Primer in Statistical Prediction 

For more than 50 years, criminologists have been studying predic

tion of criminal behavior by actuarial or statistical methods, and much 

f th k · th' h d 1 d' t' 46 I . t o e war. 1n 1S area as concerne paro e pre lC lons. n 1 s 

simplest form, statistical prediction involves isolation of a particular 

rharacteristic in a set of predictor candidates and observation of whether 

tf.ere is any relationship between candidates possessing the characteristic 

and the otcurrence of the phenomenon sought to be predicted. 

Of course, this process car. become very complicated because in 

order to truly "isolate" a particular characteristic or variable, all 

other relevant variables must be controlled. For example, suppose a re

searcher wants to find out whether left-handed truck drivers are more 

likely to violate parole than are right-handed truck drivers. He might 

select a set of right-handed truck drivers and a set of left-handed truck 

drivers and after a particular period of time, test to see how many in 

each category had violated parole. If a greater percentage of the 
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left-handed group had violated, it might seem that he has discovered 

that left-handedness is a characteristic indicating a likelihood of 

failure on parole for truck drivers. However, it could be that being 

left··handp.d has nothing to do \'lith pal'ole performance~ but that it just 

so happened that more of the truck drivers in our researcher's left

handed sample had blue eyes than did the truck drivers in his I'ight

handed sample, and that blue eyes is related to parole success in . 

truck drivers. So our researcher would haye to go back and take all 

the blue-eyed people out of his sample and test only the remainder to 

get a true picture of the importance of left-handedness and he'd have 

to continue this process until he had controlled all the variables that 

were relevant to parole success. 

Needless to say, this description of statistical methodology is 

simplistic, but it does give some inkling of its nature and of the 

rigor necessary to be truly predictive. A full description of all of 

the reseatch conducted in the past half-centuty on parole outcome and 

of the various refinements that have been built into ptedi...:tion devices 

is far beyond the scope of this report and would probably not serve 

much purpose. However, a summary of which factors have been found to 

be most predictive is relevant at this point. 

A felt' preliminary comments on v/hat is being predicted are in 

order. "Recidivism" or "parole failure" are often the tetms used to 

designate the unfavorable turnout researchers seek to predict. But 

there al'e differences in how long the subjects of the study are follOl'led 

and in the type of postrelease conduct (arrest, conviction, technical 

parole violation) researchers use as their standards of fail ute. The 

National Advisory Commission and many others 47 have )~ecommended that 
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a uniform measure of recidivism be adopted to allow meaningful compari-

son of parole outcomes. Others have pointed to different parole revocation 

policies in different jurisdications as skewing parole outcome studies. 48 

However, for present purposes--gross indicators of recidivism--any of the 

various definitions of favorable and unfavorable outcome used by legitimate 

researchers will suffice. Moreover, recent research indicates that instru-

ments that are outcome predictive for short follow-up periods also have 

long-term validity.49 

Factors that have been shovm by empirical evidence to be strongly 

related to postprison success aN!: (1) age at first commitment (the younger 

a person is at first commitment, the less likely his success);50 (2) age 

at release (the younger a person is at release the less likely his success);51 

(3) prior record (the larger the number of prior convictions, prison com

mitments, and the greater the duration of prior criminality of a person, 
):2 

the less likely his success);'; (4) history of drug and alcohol abuse 

(either one makes success less likely);53 (5) prior probation and parole 

performance (prior revocation of probation and parole makes success less 

likely);54 (6) employnlent history (absence of record of steady employment 

decreases probability of success)55 and the type of crime committed. 56 

The nature of the offense for which the inmate was convicted is a 

strong indicator of the likelihood he \'-lill succeed on parole: a property 

offender is much more likely to be a parole violator than is a person 

offender other than a robber, and person offenders who do have their 

parole revoked are more likely than property offenders to have committed 

a technical violation of parole rather than a new offense. 57 Those who 

commit crimes like auto theft, forgery, burglary and robbery (both armed 

and unarmed) are less likely to succeed on parole while those who commit 
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willful homicide, aggravated assault, forcible rape and narcotic offenders 

have the highest success rates. 58 

Factors that have been found to be relatively unrelated to parole 

outcome, in addition to institutional treatment discussed in the previous 

section, are intelligence as measul"ed by LQ. tests59 and prison disciplin

ary performance. 60 

An important practical development in stati~tical prediction of 

parole outcome ;s the formulation of experience tables incorporating a 

number of variables that have been highly related to success in the past. 

This device, which may take different approaches to weighing and cor

relating the various factors, is similar to the actuarial tables used in 

computing life expectancy for insurance purposes. Glaser describes three 

types of experience tables used in parole prediction: 

These scores were devised as a means of combining in
formation from several different types of predictors into a 
single predictive statement. One system of scoring is to 
assign an offender one point for each trait that he has in 
a list of traits found to be above average in their associa
tion with the behavior to be predicted (the Burgess System). 
Another system assigns points for each trait equ-al to the 
percentage of cases with that trait which previously had the 
behavior to be predicted (the Glueck system). Another mathe
matically more sophisticated system assigns points that are 
a function both of prior statistical relationship beh/een 
the predictors and their relationship to the behavior to be 
predicted (the descriminant function method of multiple 
linear regression analysis)./6l/ 

Experience tables \~ere developed and used by parole boards in the 

United States beginning in 1958 in California, which has conducted the 

"most extensive and sophisticated criminological prediction research of 

all time,1I62 and in Hisconsin in the 1960's~ These tables have been 

labeled llBase Expectancies" because, as explained by Gottfredson, they 

are used not only to aid parole decision-makers in selecting the best risks 
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for parole, but in evaluative research of correctional programs. 63 For 

example, the studies discussed in the last section analyzing the effect 

of treatment programs on the frequency of subsequent criminal conduct 

coul d not have been conducted \'Ji thout a devi ce 1 i ke a Base Expectancy 

table. It would not mean very much to know that the same percentage of 

inmates who participated in institutional programs subsequently commit-

ted a major crime within three years of their release from prison as 

did inmates who did not participate in such programs unless we also 

knO\oJ that the two groups were alike in every other \'lay that is relevant 

to the likelihood of future criminality other than having received treat-

ment. In other words, if the inmates who participated in institutional 

programs were worse parole risks to start out with than those who did 

not participate in programs, a finding that they performed as well on 

parole (if II statistica'ily significant ll as determined by certain techni

cal procedures) would indicate that the programs had improved their post-

release prospects, even though in terms of percentages they had not 

performed any better than the non-treatment group. To return to the 

earlier example, Base Expectancies insure that researchers examining 

program effectiveness are measuring the effect of being left-handed and 

not of having blue eyes. 

The sophisication of parole experience tables has increased as 

the years have passed and it has been discovered that their predictive 

powers are just as great when only a few factors are used as when many 

are included in the equation. The reason for this is that although 

numerous features of a case may be related to postrelease outcome, most 
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may not further establish the group in a category of highly divergent 

risk rates. 64 

After being assured that this is the last time he will have to 

do so, the reader might return again to the earlier example of left

handed truck drivers. If all left-handed truck drivers also haye blue 

eyes (although some truck drivers \I/ith blue eyes are not left-handed) 

and having blue eyes is predictive of poor parole performance, there is 

no reason to even consider left-handedness in making predictions. This 

characteristic of experience tables makes them easier for parole boards 

to use. 

An experience table must be periodically validated to make certain 

that its component factors are still predictive65 and even a table that 

is valid in one jurisdiction may not be valid in another. 66 One weakness 

of experience tables is that they cannot inform the decision-maker of 

the gravity of the risk any particular inmate might pose if released; 

the likely seriousness of a subsequent crime cannot yet be foretold. 

Nonetheless, experience tables are meant only to be used by decision

makers to help them in their determinations of risk, and they have been 

proven to be more accurate in performing this function than parole board 

members. 67 The President's Commission has stated: 

Psychiatrists, psychologists, sociologists, and prison 
officials have been asked to classify large numbers of cases 
on the basis of probable success on parole. When statistical 
prediction methods have been applied to the same group of 
cases, they have proved better able to determine the proba
bilities of parole violation for groups of inmates./68/ 

One reason the actuarial mathod is usually more accurate than the clinical 

method is that it uses only relevant criteria and standardizes more precisely 

the weight given to each factor. 
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Glaser says: 

The major argument for actuarial rather than case 
study is that systematic comparisons for large numbers of 
cases, in a variety of situations, have almost always 
found the actuarial predictions most accurate and rela
tively uniform./69/ 

But he adds: 

I know of no instance where an established academic 
criminologist, judge, ot correctional administrator has 
advocated complete replacement of case studies and subjec
tive evaluation by statistical tables for sentencing, 
parole, or other major decisions affecting the fate of an 
offender. The many reasons for insisting upon case data 
may be grouped into two major categories. First of all, 
these officials must make moral decisions for the state 
as a whole in determining what risks justify withholding 
freedom from a man or granting it to him. For these moral 
decisions they must try to knm'i each man as a person and 
know his relationships to other persons who love or fear 
him. Second, there is always some information on a case 
too special to be readily taken into account by any con
ceivable table in estimating the risks involved in a 
specific official action. Third, besides the prospect of 
violation, judges and parole boards must consider the 
type of violation and the consequences of certain types 
of violation fOl~ community treatment of other parolees./70/ 

The United ,States Parole Commission now uses an experience table 

it calls the Salient Factor Score, which is probably as accurate and ef

ficient an instrument as exists. The scoring sheet and the most recent 

parole outcome data validating the Salient Factor table are presented on 

the following two pages. 

The Parole Decision in Louisiana 

Thusfar, discussion of the elements of the parole release deci

sion has been general and it is time to focus attention on the process 

in Louisiana. The task is simplified greatly because uf a study funded 

by the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration and conducted by Profes

sors Wilkins and Gottfredson of the Criminal Justice Research Center. 

This project is part of an effort to promote making parole policy 
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SAt.IENT FACTOR SCORE 

. Re'gistel" Number _________ Name 

Item A---------------------------------------·-----------------
Ho prior convictions (adult or juvenilE:) = 3 
Ono pl'ior cOllviction = 2 
Two Or three prior convictions = 1 
Four or more prior convictions =0 

Item B--------------------------------------------------------
No prior incarcerations (adult or juvenile) = 2 
One or two prior incarrerations == 1 
Three or more prior incarcerations = 0 

Item c-----------------------------------------------------~--
Age at first commitment 

26 or older = 2 
18 - 25 == 1 

(adult or juvenile): 

n 

o 
17 or younger = 0 

*Item D-------------------------------------------------------- ,-----
Commitment offense did not involve auto theft; 0::" 
ch~ck(s)(forgery/larceny) = 1 

'. 
Cotr.mitment offense involved auto theft [X), or 
check(~[Y], or both [Z] == 0 

*Item E---.---------------------------------------------.--------
Nevel' had parole revol<ed or becn committed fo~ a 
new offense while on parole, and not a probation 
Violator this time = 1 

Has had parole r'evoked or been comr.:1tted for a 
new offense while on parole [X), or is a probation 
Violator this time [YJ, or both [Z] = 0 

Item F------------------~-----------------------------·--------
No history of heroin or opiate dependence = 1 
Otherwise = 0 

o 

'--, 
, 
~--

,! , 
Item G'----:-------------------------------------------:...--.··----- L-: 

Verified employment (or fUll-time school attendance) 
for a total of at least 6 months durine the last 2 
years in the community = 1 

Othervtise :: 0 

TOTAl, SCORE---------------------------------------,------------

* NOTE '1'0 EXM·!INEHS: 
If item POl' E is scored .0, place the ~[l!H·or:'li.\tc lett.,:;,:" 0:, Y, or 7.) 
on the line to the ri~ht of the boX., 
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TABLE XII RELEASE FOLLOW-UP DATA 

• The following data were obtained from random samples of cases 
released for the first time on their sentences during the year indicated. 
This information is presented by salient factor score. The follow-up 
period was two years from date of release for each individual. Favor
able outcome is here defined as: 1) No new commitment of sixty days or 
more; 2) No absconder v/arrant outstanding; 3) No return to prison for • 
parole/mandatory rel.ease violation; and 4) No death during commission 
of a criminal act. 

A. ADULT RELEASEES (PAROLE, MANDATORY RELEASE, AND EXPIRATION CASES) 
Percent Favorable Outcome (Numer of Cases) 

Salient Factor Score 

0-3 4-5 6-8 9-11 TOTAL 
1970 54.9(375) 68.7(485) 80.2(526) 93.3(285) 73.4(1,671 ) 
1971 60.1(168) 70.0(223) 84.1(233) 96.5(142) 77.0(766) 
1972 57.1(175) 71.0(210) 89.2(203) 97.6(126) 77.5(714) 

In addition, this follow-up information is available by type of 
release for the 1970 and 1972 follow-up samples. 

C. PAROLEES (ADULT) 
Percent Favorable O~tcome (Number of Cases) 

Salient Factor Score 

0-3 4-5 6-8 9-11 TOTAL 
1970 63.0(54) 64.5(138) 79.5(283) 94.5(217) 79.9(692) 
1972 65.1(43) 74.7(79) 91.8(122) 97.8(93) 86.1(337) 

F. MANOATORY RELEASE AND EXPIRATION CASES (ADULT) 
Percent Favorable Outcome (Number of Cases) 

Salient Factor Score 

0-3 4-5 6-8 9-11 TOTAL 
1970 53.6(321) 70.3(347) 81.1(243} 89.7(68) 68.8(979) 
1972 54.5(132) 68.7(131) 85.2(81) 97.0(33) 69,8(377) 

SOURCE: 
Barbara Meierholfer, II~Jorkload and Decision Trends, Statistical High

l'ights 10/74 - 9/76," U.S. Parole Commission Research Unit Report 13, 
FY 1977. 
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explicit by articulation of standards used in decision-making. 

The methodology used in the study was to have each member of the 

Board of Parole over a period of 20 months fill out a form on each in

mate considered for parole by the Board. The project \'/as completed in 

October, 1976, and on the basis of the Board members' representation of 

the factors that caused them to grant or deny parole, a proposed policy 

statement and guidelines were written and forwarded to the Board of 

Parole, and they Vlere adopted in the same month. 

The study found that the Board of Parole uses the fo11m'fing six 

major criteria in determining \'Ihether to grant or deny parole and these 

are indicated in the policy statement. 71 

1. Nature and Circumstances of the Crime--The study indicates 

that this is the most iimportant factor used by the Board and it is given 

weight both in terms of determining whether the inmate "has served enough 

time for purposes of t"8't'r'ibution and general detei"rence lt and in terms of 

predicting whether he is likely to commit the offense again. However, 

the predictive value of the offense is apparently not in looking to the 

offense category to determine whether persons who commit crimes of that 

type are usually Ncidivists, but to ascertain whether the crime \'Jas a 

situational one such that the particular circumstances are likely to 

recur. The Board is particularly concerned \'Iith offenses involving a 

weapon and injuy'y to the victim, with whether the inmate instigated the 

crime and whether the crime involved a great deal of sophistication. 

Presumably, the Board considers these factors both ;n evaluating the likeli

hood of recidivism and fair punishment. Generally~ parole will not be 

denied solely on the basis of the nature of the crime) but occasionally 

it will. 
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2. Prior Criminal Record--The Board considers both the adult and 

jlJvenile records and is concerned principally with the number and 

seriousness of the inmatels convictions. The arrest record is used only 

if it indicates extensive involvement with authorities. The Board also 

considers whether the inmate was successful during any prior periods of 

supervision and whether the instant offense was comnitted on probation 

or parole. The Board apparently uses this criterion as a predictor of 

likely success on parole. 

The Policy Statement includes a set of guidelines for rating the 

seriousness of the prior record, but the Board does not use the tab1e to 

formally quantify prio}' record in each case; these guidel ines merely make 

explicit what is apparently the consensus of the Board regarding the 

't f' .. l' t 72 gravl y 0 prlor crlmlna ,. y. 

3. Institutional Adjustment--In assessing this factor, the Board 

considers whether the inmate has participated in programs available to 

him and his overall compliance with institutional regulations. The 

Board views favorably completion of six months on work-release and failure 

on work-releas~ will be taken as an indication that the inmate is not 

ready for pal'ole. The Board views negatively an institutional disciplinary 

record with a number of major and minor infractions. The Policy Statement 

says that although satisfactory institutional adjustment does not guaran

tee a favorable parole decision, it II greatly increases the inmatels chances 

because obedience to institutional rules is taken as an indication that 

the inmate will comply with parole conditions. 11 A decidedly poor record 

"will weigh heavily against the inl1]ate. 1I Again, the stated rationale for 

considering institutional adjustment is its efficacy in predicting parole 

success. 
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4. Factors Related to the Character and Personality of the 

Inmate--Relevant here are the inmate's work record~ level of education, 

occupational skills, emotional stability as indicated in recent psycho

logical reoorts, whether the inmate has a history of mental hospitali

zation or alcohol or drug abuse. 

5. Police, Judicial, and Community Attitudes Toward the Inmate-" 

It is Board practice to sol icit information about the inmatf~ from com

munity and public officials \'/ho a\"e \'Jell acquainted \'/ith him and his 

case. The Board finds this factor to be of great importance because the 

probability that an inmate will succeed on parole is greatly diminished 

if he will return to a community which has expressed hostility to-,·ard him. 

The Board will seldom deny parole solely on the basis of opposition from 

official or community representatives. On the other hand, evidence that 

the community and public officials are supportive will increase the inmate's 

chances of being granted parole. 

6. Parole Plan--The Board places a great emphasis on the approp

riateness of the parole plan. In evaluating the parole plan, the Board 

will consider the strenath of the inmate's social ties) including whether 

he has a supportive family, resources available to him in the community, 

and a job opportunity. The Policy statement indicates that it is important 

for the inmate to have secure job p'Jans and stabl e 1 iving arrangements upon 

his return to the community, since these factors are strongly related to 

the inmate's successful completion of ~~rjle. The Board is extremely re~ 

luctant to grant parole to an inmate who is a drifter, or to an i~mate who 

will return to an environment and circumstances which are likely to con

tribute to further criminal activity. 

The LEAA study also formulated a set of guidelines ;n the form of 
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a rating sheet which quantifies factors such as institutional discipline, 

prior record, police objections and the like, and indicates, on the basis 

of the study's findings, when parole should be granted and when it should 

be denied. However, once again, the Board does not use this rating sheet 

in individual cases. For a sample of this form~ see Appendix O. 

The study concluded that the factor most strongly related to the 

decision to grant or deny was prior criminal record. The Board was reluc

tant to grant parole to an inmate with a serious or extensive record. In 

fact, the only time the Board considered other factors extensively was if 

the inmate's record was moderate. The study indicates that one of the 

factors that then came into play was institutional disciplinary rating. 

This factor is the only one that was analyzed statistically in the study 

by controlling for the most important variable, the prior record. 

analysis is represented in the following chart: 

This 

Percentage of Parole Applications marked Granted, according to 
Inmate's Prior Criminal Record and Institutional Discip1indry 
Rating 

Inmate's PrioL Criminal Record 

Extensive Serious Moderate Hinor 

Very Good 17% (12) 27!t. (11) 77% (13) 80\ (5) 

None 

100% (4) 

InmaLe's Good 6% (16) 21% (24) 77% (48) 92% (25) 91% (33) 
Institutional 
Disciplinary Adequate 10% (52) 23% (128 ) 62%(147) 79% (12) 81%(42) 

Rating 
Poor 12.5%(64) 7% (135) 16% (99) 42% (33) 54\(13) 

Very Poor 8% (12) .0%(26) 18% (11) .0%(1) 66\ (3) 

This seems to indicate that the factor indicated to be third in imrortance 

by the Board's policy statement is not very important at all, except 

~---- ~---~- ~--
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perhaps in very limited circumstances of a moderate record and poor 

disciplinary behavior. It seems likely that the three criteria ranked 

lolt/er are even less outcome determinative. 

This conclusion--that prior criminal record and the severity of 

the offense are by far the t\'lO most influential detl;;rminants of decision 

outcome--colTIports with statements made by the Chairman of the Board of 

Parole73 and impressions the staff gathered from observing parole hear

ings. 

These findings lead to the welcome conclusion that the Louisiana 

Board of Parol e has di scarded the rehabi'l itative myth and that the pre

dictive component of its decisions relies wost heavily upon a valid 

indicator of parole success, prior record. The Chairman of the Board 

has indi~ated that participation in institutional programs is not con

sidered a criterion of later success and therefore should not be tied 

to release. 74 To the extent that institutional behavior is relied on as 

a predictor of future behavior, the evidence seems to indicate that such 

reliance is misplaced. As a parole board member in another state said: 

•.. some of the greatest parole risks are the best 
behaved inmates in the institution. And some of those 
persons who aggressively reject the artificial life of 
the institution and others who amass misbehavior records 
do the best on parole./75/ 

If this factoY' is used to maintain institutional control, it would seem 

that since good-time is the administrative device intended to achieve 

this purpose, there is no need to resort to parole decisions to accomp

lish it. In addition, there is no evidence that opposition from the 

police, judge or "community" (often a euphemism for th(;, district attorney 

and sheriff) will likely result in parole violation. Although the Policy 

Statement indicates that this is the rationale for considering these 
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opinions, it seems more likely that the policy goal being furthered if 

parole is granted or denied on this basis is the Board avoidin~ criticism 

or responding to pressure. It is probably impossible to avoid such in

fluences on any agency operating in a democracy, and certainly the 

judiciary is subject to the same pressures. 

should be recognized. 

However, their existence 

Even the complex analysis applied to the Board of Parole's 

decision-making process does not reveal a great deal about the overall 

validity of the criteria used in reaching judgments. There has never 

been any validation of the Board's decision-making. In some states 

where such validation has occurred, it has produced findings that parolees 

did not do any better upon release than did mandatory releasees,76 al

though the opposite ~esult generally appears to be true,77 

Although it seems that the most important factor used in reaching 

decisions (prior record) is a valid predictor of parole outcome, it is 

impossi b'l e tv te,ll whether the accuracy of the Board IS predi ctions cou"1 d 

be improved by altering the emphasis on some of the other factors used 

or by f.l.dding additional criteria. This would require follO\I/-up reseat'ch 

on Board· decisions to see how well the persons released performed on 

parole and how well those who were not released performed when they 

eventually were released. The effect of changes on Board policy could 

be monitored to determine whether they improved performance and adjust

ments could be made to add precision to the Board's predictions. Profes

sor Gottfredson has explained this process: 

Correctional administrators, paroling authorities, 
and clinicians daily face the task of making decisions on 
the basis of inadequate information. They .realize these 
decisions are based more on correctional folklore or their 
own individual, selective experiences than any system~tic 
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unbiased study. But decisions must nevertheless be made-
and made on the basis of the information they have avail
able. 

The \'lOrd IIstatistics " means, to many, simp1e enum
eration. The number of persons confined in an institution 
or the number of escapes or the number released is only a 
small part of statistics. The main part is a set of methods 
for analyzing numerical data. They provide ways to deter
mine the nature and magnitude of relatiQnships among sets 
of information. 

And they guide our attempts to generalize from ob
served events to new events. With this to offer, statisti
cal methods are among the most powerful tools available to 
correcti ona 1 workers, but, perhaps surpt'i singly, they are 
among the least used. Nearly every correctional agency 
keeps track of the number of persons ;n this or that cate
gory. But studies of any relationships to be found are 
rare. 

What the decision-maker needs is a systematic, 
continuous program for evaluation of the effects of his 
decisions. Then he needs procedures to continuously in
form him of the relevance (or non-relevance) of available 
information to decision outcome. The goals of the deci
sion must be specified not by the research \'/orker but by 
the decision-maker. The role of the research worker is 
provision of tools which can aid in attaining these goals. 
This is immediately apparent from the fact that the re
lationships between information used (in arriving at 
decisions) and the outcomes of decisions are largely un
known. That is, in current correctional practice, infor
mation with presumed (rather than demonstrated) relevance 
to the decision provides the basis for action. We need} 
then, to test (by appropriate statistical methods) whether 
the information is in fact relevant to the decision./78/ 

Increasing accuracy ;n parole decision-making can have enormous practical 

significance. Paroling more inmates who are parole successes will result 

in fewer violations. Parole boards that are not as precise and accurate 

in their predictions may parole fewer persons so there will be fewer 

violations for which they can be blamed. They are conservative and erl~ 

in the direction of keeping more inmates in j~il rather than increasing 

the likelihood of releasing those who would violate parole. More precise 

prediction could increase the number paroled without increasing the 

.,fC 
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likelihood of parole violation. This would mean great savings in in

carceration costs to the public and important human savings to inmates 

who are released. 

The overall parole rate during the period of the Criminal Justice 

Research Center1s study was 39%, which the researchers found to be 10w. 79 

It seems likely therefore that any refinement in method leading to 

greater predictive accuracy could result in higher paroling rates with-

out any increase in failure rate. 

The Chief of the Research Division of the California Department 

of Corrections stated in 1962: 

Any correctional agency not using a prediction 
procedure to study the effectiveness of its decisions and 
operations is perpetrating a crime against the taxpayer./BO/ 

The National Advisory Commission stronglY advocated immediate development 

of a capacity to evaluate correctional performance81 as did the report of 

the President1s Commission. 

Louisiana badly needs a coordinated program of correctional research 

conducting ongoing evaluation of Board of Parole performance in predictin~ 

postre1ease success and failure. Flom this research, a valid experience 

table could be constructed to aid the Board in making its decisions. 

At present, no such research is conducted on a regular basis. In-

deed, the staff attempted to obtain some very basic data on postrelease 

success rates of parolees and good-time releasees in order to get some 

gross indicators of the Board1s success in predicting favorable outcome 

and to compare its accuracy on th~t factor to success in other states. 

The Division of Research and Statistics of the Department of Corrections, 

working through the Louisiana Criminal Justice Information System, returned 

a set of data that was inaccurate. The Division then agreed to locate the 
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problem and re-process the data, but it has not be~n received as of this 

writing. 

Creating a correctional research and evaluative capacity of the 

kind advocated here vrill require expenditure of money, but it is submit

ted that long-range value will far outweigh its costs. 
, 

Another way the quality of future Board decisions might be improved 

is by establishing statutory qualifications that are prerequisites to 

Board appointment and by increasing Board salaries to attract the most 

competent personnel. The Presi dent' s Commi ss i on made the fo 11 ow; ng ob

servations about parole authority members' qualifications: 

The nature of the decisions to be made in parole re
quires persons who have broad academic backgrounds, espbcially 
in the behavioral sciences, and who are aware of how parole 
operates within the context of a total correctional process. 
It is vital that board members know the kinds of individuals 
with whom they are dealing and the many institutional and 
community variables relating to their decisions. The rise 
of statistical aids to decision-making and increased responsi
bilities to meet due process requirements make it even more 
essential that board members be sufficiently well trained to 
make discriminating judgments about such matters./82/ 

The National Advisory Commission states that: 

/Parole board7 Im7embers should pos~ess academic train
ing in fields such as criminology, education, psychology, 
psychiatry, law, social work, or sociology. 

Members should have a high degree of skill in compre
hending legal issues and statistical information and an abil
ity to develop and promulgate policy. 

Members should be appointed by the governor for six
year terms from a panel of nominees selected by an advisory 
group broadly representative of the community. Besides being 
representative of relevant professional organizations, the 
advism~y group should include all important ethnic and socio
economic groups. 

Parole boards in the small States should consist of 
nO less than three full-time members. In most states, they 
should not exceed five members. 

I 
~ 
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Parole board members should be compensated at a rate 
equal to that of a judge of a court of general jurisdiction. 

Hearing examiners should have backgrounds similar to 
that of members but need not be as specialized. Their educa
tion and experiential qualifications should allow them to 
understand programs, to relate to people, and to make sound 
and reasonable decisions./83/ 

The Standards of the Louisiana Commission on Law Enforcement agree 

substantially with those of the National Advisory Commission, except that 

they suggest that members of the Board of Parole should possess a degree 

in a field such as criminology, education, psychology, psychiatry, law, 

social work or sociology and add II and/or equivalent experience in the 

field of criminal justice. 1I The rate of compensation recommended by the 

Louisiana Commission on Law Enforcement is one commensurate with top-

level administrators in the Department of Corrections. The Louisiana 

Commission also does not advocate nominations by an advisory group.84 

The following Standards of the Commission on Accreditation and 

the discussion of their rationales are relevant to the issue of parole-

board-member qualification. 

1 033 t~embers of the parol e authority are chosen 
through a st~tutorily nr administratively defined system, 
with explicitly defined criteria, which results in the 
merit appointment of parole authority members. 

DISCUSSION: Partisan political considerations have 
too frequently entered into the selection of parole author
ity members .. Though from time to time, qualified persons 
are appointed under a system dominatled by pol iti cal con
siderations, often the result has been the appointment of 
unqualified persons as parole authority membp.rs. Almost 
always, there has been a loss of public respe~t and co~
fidence in the parole system when patronage considerations 
enter into the choice of parole authoY'ity members. It is 
imperative that a statutorily or administratively defined 
system, with explicitly established criteria, be employed 
in the merit appointment of parole authority membets. 
(Essential) 
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1034 At least two-thirds of the members of the parole 
authority have at least a B.A. or B.S. degree in one of the 
social or behavioral sciences or related fields. 

DISCUSSION: A variety of educational backgrounds may 
qualify a person to sit on a parole authoritY3 and selected 
individuals who do not have bachelor1s degrees may be uniquely 
qualified by other training or experience to serve on a ~arole 
authority. However, a parole authority must have a capacity 
for policy formation and articulation, and an awareness of 
contemporary research findings and correctional techniques. 
It also requires skills in system planning and management. 
These tasks require that an authority include in its member
shi p a substanti a 1 proporti on of persons f)'om a vari ety of 
disciplines, and it would be desirable for some to have been 
educated at the graduate level in the la\,l and the behavioral 
and social sciences. (Essential) 

1035 At least two-thirds of the members of the parole 
authority have at least three (3) years experience in a re
sponsible criminal justice or juvenile justice position, or 
equivalent experience in a relevant profession, such as law 
or clinical practice. 

DISCUSSION: Though academic preparation is important~ 
appropri ate experi ences wh'j ch prepare parole authQrity members 
for decision-making in a correctional context are equally 
vital. ~~hi'le a variet.y of experiences can be appropriate, it 
is expected that a parole author'lty member will have had sub
stantial experience in occupations and professions which are 
directly Y'elevant to parole decision-making and pol icy develop
ment. (Essential) 

104"1 Salaries of parole authority members are comparable 
to those paid judges of courts of general jurisdiction. 

DISCUSSION: Persons with the required skills and exper
ience to serve on parole authorities will nr~ be recruited or 
reta'ined unless adequate cOI:lpensation ;s avo. 'lable. The charac
ter of persons and responsibility involved require a compen~a
tion level equivalent to that of a judge of a court of generul 
jurisdiction or highest trial court. (Important) 

Many authorities have noted the tendency for appointments to parole 

authorities to be politically motivated, a feature attributable to the 

sometimes unbridled discretion of governors to select board members, and 

the resultant absence of expertise in the membership.85 As stated in an 

influential publicat"ion by O'Leary \,md Hanrahan: 
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Many appointments have stemmed from pol it'jcal 
patronage, an especially dangerous criterion for positions 
which involved great discretion, human freedom in its most 
basic forms and difficult moral, legal and scientific 
issues./86/ 

The salary of a member of the Board of Parole is $12,000 annually; 

the Chairman's salary is $15,000. None of the present Board members has 

a college degree. One member of the Board is a former police chief and 

another is a former parole officer. 

The staff feels that the Commission should recommend a salary in

crease tQ at least $25,000 for the Chairman and $22,000 for Board members 

and qualifications of the type recommended by the National Advisory Com-

mission for board membership should be enacted into law. However, quali

fication requirements should be applied only as the terms of present 

Board members expire because parole board experience is the most valuable 

qualification of all. If the Commission recommends using hearing examiners 

to implement an early parole heating policy, qualifications, lik8 those 

suggested for hearing examiners by the National Advisory Cor:llnission, should 

be established by legislation. 

The Board of Parole's Policy Statement gees a long way toward articu

lating decision-making criteria. However, it gives little guidance as to 

how important various factors are and, as we have seen, includes criteria 

that apparently are very seldom used. The Policy Statement claims that 

the Board still uses participation in prison programs as an indication of 

an inmate's readiness for parole. At virtually every hearing, the inmate's 

disciplinary record is discussed wit.h him and it is the staff's feeling 

that many prisoners leave the hearing with the feeling that their institu

tional record is an important factor in the decision reached. This belief 

must surely be communicated to other inmates. Yet, it appears that this 
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factor operates decisively in very few if any cases. Considering the 

fact that many observers feel that just the belief by inmates that treat

ment participation is linked to parole release destroys whatever effective

ness the few available programs might otherwise have had,S7 the Board 

should not represent program participation as being among its goals. Then 

any treatment will be administered to voluntary subjects and may have 

some effect . 

One way to foster understanding of the parole process by inmates 

is legislation requiring distribution to persons upon admission to the 

institution of an accurate statement of parole decision-making criteria, 

stressing the primacy of past record and the seriousness of the crime for 

which the sentence is being served and indicating in which situations other 

factors may be considered, what these factors are, and how important each 

is in which circumstances. This would give prisoners some idea of their 

chances for release on parole and, tied with an early release hearing and 

setting of the presumptive release date~ inject some measure of certainty 

into the correctional system. The need for honesty and explicitness in 

parole board dealings \'Jith inmates is brought home by the follO\'Jing quote: 

Profound psychological pressures are created for 
inmates in trying to conform in behavior, attitude, and 
program participation to what will be viewed with favor 
by the parole board while having little direct knm'/ledge 
of paroling policies or criteria. These pressures are 
substantially increased for the scores of inmates who try 
to conform to what is desired and nonetheless find that 
they are denied parole. r~anipulation of inmate behavior 
by implicit or explicit promises of release, when the fac-
tors on which release decisions are made seldom have much 
connection to what an inmate has done in prison, is a 
dangerous game that harms not only the inmate, but also 
the public, which eventually must bear the brunt of the 
hos.tility engendered./SSI ' 

The United states Parole Corrunission whose critel~'ia for releasing 

parolees is very much like what the Louisiana Board1s seem to be--offense 
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severity and likely parole pel~fotmance--has adopted a set of Guidelines 

that also might be an appropriate model to consider in Louisiana. The 

Criminal Justice Research Center, the same organization involved with 

the Louisiana project discussed earlier in this section, was also involved 

with formulating the federal guidelines. 

The Salient Factor Score discussed earlier is the measure used in 

the Guidelines to embody the parole prognosis (dsk) element of decision-

• 

• 

• 

making. A severity scale, based on Commission members ratings of offense • 

seriousness is the other component of the Guidelines. 89 These two elements 

are almost independent of each other; as we learned earlier, some of the 

most setious crimes are associated \'lith a 10\'ler probability to commit • 

further crimes. gO Nevertheless, a chart with one axis reflecting the con-

cern of offense severi ty and another the concern of patol e predi cti on \'laS 

developed. At the intersection of these axes, the expected time to be 

served is shown. This expected time at any particular intersection is 

based upon past experience regarding how long inmates scoring at that 

level on the salient factor index and convicted of a crime of the same 

severity have served on the average. Decisions may be made outside the 

Guidelines, either in the direction of longer or shorter imprisonment, but 

• 

• 

they must be justified. In actual practice, the great majority of Comis- • 

sion decisions have been within the Guidelines. 91 A sample of the Guide-

1 ines is included in Appendix E. 

The Guidelines represent an attempt to achieve a balance between 

completely unstructured discretion and a totally fixed and mechani-

cal approach. 92 They insure as accurate prediction as possible, consistent 

policy and certainty, while leaving room for consideration of individual 

cases. The Commission should consider recommending legislation formulating 

• 

• 
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Guidelines for the Louisiana Board of Parole. Such an endeavor could b(-~ 

accomplished \·lith minimal outside consulting if the research capability 

recommended earlier existed. 

One criticism of the Guidelines is that they fail to take into 

account the sentence imposed by the judge. 93 The Parole Commission makes 

its own judgment of the severity of the crime, incorporated in the sever

ity scale of the Guidelines, and this is one of the t\'IO key determinates 

as to how long the offender will serve. The reason for this policy is 

the great disparity that is typical of sentencing practices. Commissioner 

Parker of the United States Parole Commission stated recently: 

Rightly or wrongly, plea bargaining is a part of 
our criminal justice system and is used to dispose of a 
vast majority of cases. Unfortunately, not all US attor
neys or judges think alike. There are differences in 
plea terms ~ccepted in different areas, by different 
District Court judges within a particular area and even 
by different US Attorneys. 

The Parole Commiss'lon is a great leveler in time 
served because it can and does independently determine 
hO\'1 long a pri soner vlho entered a gui 1 ty plea is to serve 
and this decision is based on the offense behavior and 
not solely on the count of the offense to \'Ihich the guilty 
plea was taken. 194/ 

Although there is a great deal of value in the practice of parole 

boards even; ng out sentences so that It simil arly 51 tuated lt offenders serve 

the same periods in prison, one response to the suggestions that parole 

boards should corr8ct sentencing inequities is that the problem should be 

remedied at its source. 

It has been suggested that parole boards could ex
pand their role as de facto sentencing review boards. 
The role of such boards could be to reduce sentencing 
disparity and to mitigate the harshness of current sen
tences. While there is considerable evidence that the 
criminal justice system should pay more attention to 
unwarranted disparities in sentencing and to mitigating 

J 
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the harshness of many sanctions, allowing parole boards 
to continue to perform administrative correction of a 
systemic problem is inappropriate, even if it could be 
accomplished effectively. "Cul'rent sentencing theory, 
by maximizing everyone I s discret'lon, causes the dis
parities in the first instance. If sentencing criteria 
were developed as they should be, and the discretion of 
the sentenci ng authority structured and 1 imi ted as it 
should be, the disparities \·/ould not arise." FOI' parole 
boards to try to fill these gaps after the fact would 
simply perpetuate the problem that the various sectors 
of the criminal justice system can evade responsibility 
for their actions./95/ 

A more basic objection to parole boards playing this role questions 

the propriety of an administrative agency undertaking to \'Ieigh the values 

and policies involved in dete'rmining \~hich offenders actually are 

"similarly situated" in terms of meriting equal punishment. One particu-

larly articulate statement of this objection is the following: 

The Board's approach to the goals represented by 
the offense severity facto)' may well be "better" than the 
congressional approach. But both the choice of goals and 
their re1evance to particular forms of criminal behavior 
are decisions more appropriately made by legislative 
rather than administrative bodies. Congress has access 
to the mechanisms for considering the relative importance 
of such goals as rehabilitation, incapacitation, and 
general deterrence. It is the forum best suited to 
balance the complex costs and benefits inherent in par
ticular gnals of punishment: It pays for the prisons, 
for the supervisory personnel, for the rehabilitative 
program, and it is in closest touch with the constituen
cies that "pay for" criminal acts, that is, the general 
public. Cong)'ess also "pays for" the services of other 
institutions in the criminal justice process, from police 
to courts, and it could thus best determine which insti
tutional actor should implement particular goals. In ad
dition, the legislature is the only political body with 
a colorable claim to represent societal moral values rele
vant to the amount of punishment appropriate for certain 
classes of crime. 

The Pal~ol e Board I s effort may \'/ell represent an 
understandable response to congressional indifference 
toward the complex decisions inherent in the post
conviction process. It is illustrative of what occurs in 
many areas of the law when the legislature simultaneously 
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abd:j cates res pons i bi 1 ity and del egates authority. Ho\'l~ 
ever, the Board's action involves fundamental choices 
concerning societal values and policies that are more 
properly within the province of Congress. 

~~ith respect to offense severity, the Boatd I s 
attempt to fill the void left by judicial abdication of 
responsibility is a poor method for achieving the goals 
of society or preserving the individual rights of in
mates. Society's goals, be they instrumente.l goals of 
general deterrence or moral goals of denunciation or 
condemnation, can better be served in the mote visible 
judicial forum. No matter how well publicized Board 
procedures become, no matter how much light and air come 
into the parole process, the courtroom is the focal 
point for the resolution of conflicts in the criminal 
la\-J. The efficacy of "deterrent" measures depends 
primarily upon their being known to the relevant audi
ence, and sentencing policy and practices are always 
more easily accessible to the general public than are 
parole practices. So little is known about general de
terrence, much less about the "justice" of imposing 
particular penalties in the name of retribution or con
demnation, that parole boards have no legitimate claim 
to expertise. Finally, if there is one decision on 
which judges feel they do not need the Board1s assist
ance, it is the determination and assessment of the 
severity of the offense; this evaluation is a peculiat'
ly legal and judicial one, calling upon skills of com
parison and differentiation in the light of statutory 
definitions./96/ 

The arguments apply wIth even greater force to present practice in 

Louisiana. To the extent that the Board of Parole bases its release deci-

sion on whether the offender has served "enough" time for purposes of 

retribution and general deterrence--a practice that the Criminal Justice 

Institute study indicated occurs rather frequentlY-Mit may not only be 

acting beyond its technical and moral competence, but perhaps beyond its 

legal competence as well. As indicated earlier, at present, the only 

legislative mandate the Board has is to release inmates who are safe risks. 97 

It could be argued quite persuasively that, once an inmate reaches his 

parole eligibility date, he has served what the legislatLn'e considers 
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to be "enough" time for purposes of retribution and general deterrence, 

since it has authorized release at that point for inmates who the Board 

of Parole determines are likely to succeed in the community. Thus, any 

further consideration of offense severity, except as it might affect the 

determination of risk, is inappropriate. Under the present system, this 

argument is more theoretical than practical because it is impossible to 

judge what goal the decision-maker is furthering when his conduct is 

Ulrstructured; but under a Gui del i ne system~ thi s \ .... oul d be a rel evant con-

s~'dl.:.ration . 

The Commission may disagree with the notion that the Board of 

Parole is not equipped to judge sentencing equity and may feel that the 

Board's role in lessening sentencing disparities is a salutary one. If 

so~ it may want to recommend legislation specifically authorizing the 

Board to equalize sentences or to determine whether the inmate has served 

enough time or both, so that the law will reflect the current practice. 

It may also want to recommend standards to guide the Board in exercising 

this authority similar to the sentencing standards adopted d~ring the 

last legislative session; and if ending sentencing disparity is truly a 

goal, only adoption of Guidelines like those of the United States Parole 

C .. '11 . t h . t 98 ommlSS10n W1 assure 1 .S ac 1eve:rten . 

However~ to the extent that such a recommendation would tend to 

increasp ~he time individual inmates serve in prison as compared to the 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

amount they would spend under operation of the law as it is presently \'Jrit- • 

ten, the Commission should consider the next chapter of this report. 
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CHAPTER V 

THE FUTURE OF PAROLE 

Much was said in the preceding chapter about the impact upon 

parole-release decision-making of research findings revealing that the 

rehabilitative ideal is, at least for the present, an unworkable theory. 

The importance of this recog!lition extends further. Parole boards' 

traditional reliance on their "rehabilitative expertise" in judging the 

readiness of an offender to return to society to justify their unstruc

tured discretion and to resist efforts to impose procedural safeguards 

is no longer supportable. ~loreover, because it is nO\,I ackno\'lledged that 

the factors most predictive of parole outcome do not relate to what oc

curs in the institution but to the offenders' prior conduct in the com-

munity and certain personal characteristics such as age, there is no 

reason certainty cannot be infused into the system by making an early 

judgment as to when the offender can be released and setting a presump

tive parole date, as suggested in Chapter Ill. 

But there are more profound consequences yet for parole and for 

the entire sanctioning system flowing from the new confrontation with 

reality: the very premises upon which the indeterminate sentence-parole 

system are based have been undermined. Prisons generally do not rehabili

tate and parole boards cannot ascertain accurately an inmate's "changed 

attitudes" that make him ready for release. 

The factors used by parole boards in deciding whether to release 

are equally available to the judge at the time of sentencing and today 

it is increasingly asked what purpose parole boards serve. Senate Bill 

1437, the proposed federal Criminal Code Reform Act, would abolish parole 

release and replace indeterminate sentences with shorter determinate 
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sentences. 1 The bill is backed by the administration and appears to 

have the support of many members of Congress representing a broad poli

tical spectrum. 2 Testifying at hearings held June 7-9 of this year by 

a Senate subcommittee considering the bill, the co-authors of a new 

three-year Yale Law School study backed immediate elimination of parole 

and stated that the demise of rehabilitation as the main goal of sentenc

ing means that the Parole Commission "la.rgely duplicates the initial 

sentencing function performed by the trial judge. 1I3 

That study opined: 

It is difficult to see any purpose in having two 
independent decisions with respect to the same individual 
based on the same data aimed at achieving the same purpose 
unless one is explicitly and intelligently assigned as a 
review or check on the other./4/ 

Rather than reform the parole system by adopting measures like 

those suggested in this report, California and Maine have jettisoned 

parol e and i ndetermi na te sentences from thei r sanctioni ng schemes vlhi 1 e 

retaining the supervision function of parole, as the federal bill would 

do. One observer stated: 

II/f parole boards are not acting or functioning 
on any basis other than that available to the judiciary, 
it seems rather redundant, expensive, and ridiculous sim
ply to append one more agency decision with real conse
quences for individual lives./S/ 

In the words of the American Correctional Association: 

LU/nless it could be illustrated that parole is 
the best known method of release there would be little 
justification for its continued use./6/ 

Other groups calling for the abolition of parole include the American 

Friends Service Committee'? the NeIll York Citizens' Inquiry on Par-ole,8 

and the Committee on the Study of Incarceration. 9 

At the Senate hearings Professor Gottfredsdn testified against 
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Senate Bill 1437, arguing that the United States Parole Commission Guide-

lines were effective in reducing unwarranted sentencing disparity. 

Professor Andre\'1 von Hersch of Rutgers University, author of the Conunittee 

on Incarceration's critique of the indeterminate sentence and subsequently 

involved in an LEAA-funded study of parole abolition and its possible 

consequences, advised caution: 

The one thing that study convinced me /of/ is that 
we should approach this subject with caution.- Parole is 
now so integral to the whole sentencing system that its 
elimination or downgrading could have all kinds of reper
cussions: unless care is taken, the unintended effects 
could largely vitiate the usefulness of that reform./10/ 

Others have made similar statements indicating that they foresee the even

tual decline of parole, but recognize this will be a gradual development. 

In the Final Report of the Annual Chief Justice Earl Harren Conference on 

Advocacy, a group of trial lawyers recommended that: 

/U7ntil such time as the present parole system is 
eliminated by short definite prison terms, due process 
~hould apply to both the initial granting and revocation 
of parole on good conduct time./ll/ 

Despite the importance of the issue of parole's continued viability, 

it is important not to permit the emotion and controversy that surround 

the debate on that question to divert attention from the even larger im~ 

plications of acknowledging the invalidity of the rehabilitative-treatment 

theory of penology. When empirical evidence destroyed the foundations of 

parole, it likewise removed the cornerstone of the system of sanctio~;ng 

that has governed American penology for over a century . It vJill not do 

merely to weigh the remaining practical usefulness of one element of the 

system, parole, to see if it can fulfill functions other than the one for 

which it was intended and move on to business as usual. A search must be-

gin ;or alternative but valid theoretical bases to replace the discredited 

treatment philosophy. 

J 
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In fact, such a search has begun,12 and it comes at a time when 

widespread dissatisfaction has been expressed in many and varied quarters 

with the practical operation of the sanctioning system. It is an auspicious 

moment to re-examine the justifications for sanctions. \',hat they should be 

accomplishing, what they can achieve and their actual effects. 

Histofical Development of Sanctioning Theories 

As discussed in Chapter 1111 rehabilitation or treatment of offen

ders has not been the sole purpose sanctions have been supposed to accom

plish. Other justifications advanced for disposing as the state does now of 

those who commit acts it has designated as criminal are general prevention, 

specia1 deterrence, retribution, and preventive confinement. 

Throughout most of human history, the response to anti-social behavior 

was brutal and extreme retaliation. involving devices like death by mutila-

tion, burning. dismemberment and boiling in oil. The motive was pure revenge 

and the Judiac principle "an eye for an eye. a tooth for a tooth" \'/aS an 

injunction against inflicting punishment out of proportion to the original 

offense. 13 This was retribution in its rawest. most primitive form. The 

Freudia~s argue that our other rationalizations for punishment merely con-

ceal deep needs for vengeance and for reinforcement of the group superego 

by the suffering inflicted on the crim'inal taboo-breaker. 14 

Capital and corporal punishment remained as Western man's predominant 

sanctioning devices until the advent of the Classical School of Criminology. 

Even in England, with its vaunted tradition of fairness in dealing with 

persons charged with crime, once guilt was pronounced, capital punishment 

was the usual method of dealing with even minor offenders until well into 

the 18th century. However, the Classicists introduced the concept of using 

incarceration as a means of sanctioning criminal behavior and developed 
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the innovative notion that sanctions were useful to further the social 

goals of discouraging crime (general prevention) and teaching those who 

committed crime in the past not to do so again (special deterrence). 

The premise of these beliefs is that man is a rational creature, operating 

on a pleasure-pain principle; and that he would do that which gives him 

pleasure and avoid that which gives him pain. There is social value in 

non-interference with individual human freedom, so the punishment should 

not be any greater than necessary to achieve the desired result and it 

should be commensurate with the gr'avity of the crime. 

The basic hypothesis of the utilitarians--that criminal sanctions 

should be used to achieve social goals--formed the basis for ,the ideas of 

Combs and others, discussed in Chapter II, that imprisonment be used to 

protect society from criminals by locking them away until they could safely 

be released (incapacitation or preventive confinement). As we have seen, 

this notion was merged with the treatment model and the two coalesced into 

the indeterminate sentence-parole system. 

Contemporary Sanctioning Theory 

The bases underpinning America's current sanctioning system has been 

described as a IIphilosophical mix." l5 It has been dominated by the rehabili

tative theory, but the other justifications for sanctions have never dis

appeared. Legislatures have seldom ennunciated the assumptions underlying 

sanctioning practices, and when they have, the result was merely a listing 

of all the sanctioning theories without any indication of which are most 

important or under what circumstances each ;s to be given particular empha

sis. 16 This phenomenon as it relates to parole boards was discussed in 

the last chapter,17 but the observations made there are equally true with 

respect to instructions to the judiciary. The most realistic assessment of 
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the II integrati veil or IIi ncl usi veil approach to phil osophi es of sancti ons--

purporting to include all bases as justification for punishment--is that 

it reflects not a decision to be all-inclusive but an absence of any 

consistent, ordered consideration of the purposes sanctions should serve. 

As Judge Marvin Frankel notes: 

A Supreme Court opinion in 1958 made the obvious 
point that the lIapportionment of punishment,1I its IIseverity," 
"its efficacy or its futility,1I are all peculiarly questions 
of legislative policy. Fully agreeing that this ought to 
be so, I have been saying at some length that the legisla
ture has for too long abdicated this basic function. To be
gin at the elementary beginning, vie have an almost entire 
absence in the United States of legislative determinations-
of IIlawll--governing the basic questions as to the purposes 
and justifications of criminal sanctions./18/ 

Kay Harri3, Assistant Director of the Resource Center for Correc

tional Law and Legal Services, an activity of the American Bar Associa

tion Commission on Correctional Facilities and Services has said: 

Of primary importance in ~ny effort to bring rational
ityand effectiveness to American sentencing is the develop
ment of a model for a criminal sanctioning system that rests 
on a sound and consistent philosophical base. 

Most fu~damentally, the legislative branch has failed 
to develop and declare a coherent public policy to govern the 
criminal sanctioning process. This failure has resulted in 
the present state of affairs in which the implementation of 
society's official responses to convicted lavi violators is 
almost totally discretionary in nature. Hhere there is no 
clear purpose, and discretion reigns, there can be little ac
countabi 1 i ty, standards for acceptabil i ty or procedural safe
guards cannot be meaningfully enforced, and lIequityll and 
IIjustice" remain unapplied concepts. A nevI model for criminal 
sanctioning systems is needed./19/ 

Says the National Advisory Commission: 

The effectiveress of sentences is thus irrevocably 
tied to the purposes established for the criminal law .... 
Basic assumptions about the role of the criminal law and 
of criminal sentencing will only be proved or found wanting 
if the system articulates in open fashion what it thinks it 
is doing and for what purpose./20/ 
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But the National Advisory Commission goes further to indicate that there 

is a duty on the part of the state to show that the objective the sanction 

is designed to accomplish is proper and to validate the effectiveness of 

sanctions in achieving the purposes they pur-port to accomplish. This is. 

the standard test of rationality courts have traditionally held is required 

of government if it is to deal fairly with its citizens: 

Hhether any particular sentence is effective de
pends on the purpose for which it is imposed. Throughout 
the history of criminal law, there have been competing 
purposes for applying the criminal sanction. Imposition 
of punishment has been defended on the basis of retribu
tion, deterrence, incapacitation, rehabilitation, and re
integration. Surprisingly, little information is available 
to show that punishment or confinement achieves any of 
these purposes except incapacitation and retribution. 

The Commission believes that restrictions on liberty 
shoul d be justifi ed by some 1 egitimate purpo·se and that 
the state in imposing sanctions should bear some burden of 
proving that the means employed have some reasonable rela
tionship to the purpose selected. This requires not only 
an articulation of what those purposes are but also a mea
sured application of sanctions in general.ILll [emphasis 
addes!! 

Validation must be, of cours:e, by empirical evidence, and this is 

precisely the process that has called into question the propriety of con

fining for treatment. Factual data indicate that \'le can no longer justify 

imprisonment upon the belief that treatment therein rehabilitates. In 

addition to the importance of reality testing to justify deprivation of 

individual liberty stressed by the Commission, the public has an important 

stake in a sanctioning system that accomplishes its goals and does so with 

efficiency. Moreover, even if a particular sanction is effective in achiev

ing a legitimate public policy, there may be philosophical or practical 

objections to its use. 

Hith these considerations in mind, we now undertake an analysis of 

the justifications of the present sanctioning system that remain after 
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we discard rehabilitation, which has been determined to be invalid. In 

the following discussion, the focus is upon the empirical research that 

has thusfar been completed into the effectiveness of existing sanctions 

in achieving their purported goals and upon policy problems in their 

imposition. This analysis is designed to furnish the Commission with 

factual findings regarding the efficacy of the present system in achiev

ing its goals and, within practical constraints, represents an effort 

to embody the present state of learning on this subject. This informa-

tion will foster a more enlightened approach to the difficult problem of 

the future of parole in Louisiana and also is highly relevant to the 

other areas of study the Commission will undertake in the future. Indeed, 

• 

• 

• 

• 

the Commission's first Position Statement foreshadowed this approach: • 

Because scholars have only recently begun to apply 
the scientific method to such areas of human behavior as 
crime, the responses to criminal activity in the past, and 
therefore the goals of society's system of punishment, have 
been. based essent i ally on superstition or abstract theori es. • 
It is expected that part of the work of this Commission 
will be to compile empirical data to test the validity of 
such theories, many of which are still with us, to determine 
which ones are, in fact, sound and which are not. 

The core of the present sanctioning system is, of course, incarcera- • 

tion in a penal institution. Diversion and probation are also components 

in the system, but they are not within the scope of the Commission's study 

mandate, and their effectiveness will not be considered except as they cast • 

light on more relevant questions. Moreover, parole is an important means 

of shortening sentences. Thus, in studying only the postsentence segment 

of the sanctioning system, the Commission is concerned ,~,'ith the effective- • 

ness of varying lengths of sentences in promoting sanctioning goals. 

Special Deterrence 

The special deterrence purpose of sanctions hypothesizes that • 

• 
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imposition of a particular punishment will deter the offender who is 

subjected to it from committing more crime. Considerable research has 

been done on the question whether those who serve longer terms of in

carceration tend to be more successful when they are released than those 

who serve shorter terms. The methodology of this research is essentially 

the same as that used to study various forms of treatment within the 

institution: factors associated with likely postrelease success are 

controlled so that those under study who are released early are equally 

likely as a group to refrain from further criminal activity as those 

released later except for the difference in time served. This is especially 

necessa'r'y when studyi ng time served because those \~i th shorter sentences 

or released early on parole would presumably be those less likelY to 

recidivate. A number of studies that did not control for other factors 

were excluded from this analysis as being irrelevant. 

One further refinement should be drawn before examining the re

search en this matter. There may be more than one factor operating in the 

equation IItime served: postrelease outcome." The pure special deten'ent 

effect longer prison terms might have may be offset by the influenLe of 

IIprisonization.1I22 Prisonization, a concept coined by Donald Clemmer, 

refers to the assimilation by inmates in varying degrees of the folkvlaYs, 

mores, and general culture of the prison, \~hich he hypothesized as in

creasing the probability of future criminality~23 For our purposes, the 

overall effect of the sanction of imprisonment as it exists today is the 

only relevant consideration, so we need not be concerned with such a techni

cal distinction, except to note that it may be helpful in understanding 

some of the following data. 

Beck and Hoffman 24 divided a sample of releasees into three categories, 
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according to the time served in prison and used the federal Salient Factor 

Score to control for risk. They found that, in general, the percentage 

of cases with favorable release outcome tends to decrease as one moves 

within the risk category from the group serving the least amount of time 

to the group serving the most time. However, these results were not uni

form or consistent, a frequent occurrence in "time served II studies. As 

we shall see, this is probably accounted for by the varying magnitude of 

the effects of prisonization on different types of inmates. 

• 

• 

• 

A different approach was employed by Jamon and Dickover,25 who COIn- • 

pared groups of parolees released in California in 1965 from commitments 

for first-degree robbery and second-degree burglary who had served less 

than the median time for that offense to a matched group of first-degree 

robbers and second-degree burglars who had served more than the nledian time 

for that offense. The II ma tch ll was on six variables related to risk. The 

• 

finding after a two-year follow-up of the experimental groups was that for • 

both crimes, those who served less time in prison did significantly better 

on parole. 

The authors caution, however, that based on other factors that might • 

be relevant to parole outcome, the two groups of robbers were not comparable 

and that these differences may account for the difference in parole outcome. 

However, no such differences existed between the groups of burglars. 

The California Department of Corrections study of Advanced Release 

to Parole for 1954-57 found that~ \'Ihen controlled by Base Expectancies, 

early releases and those who were kept in prison longer performed equally 

well on parole. 26 

Jaman27 compared parole performances of California first releases 

of persons originally committed for first- and second-degree robbery who 

-----.~~ 
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had served less than the median time to another cohort who had served 

more than the median time. Once again, the percent of favorable out

come among the men who served less than the median time was greater than 

among those who served more than the median time. 

An important study was conducted for the National Council on Crime 

and Delinquency by Gottfredson, Neithercutt, Nuffield,and O'Leary.28 

In assessing research conducted prior to their own study, the authors 

state: 

In general, the studies which have been conducted 
have not tended to show that increase in the duration of 
imprisonment brings a corresponding increase in special 
deterrence of those so punished; neither do they demon
strate a "worsening" effect. If, however', any signifi
cant relation does exist between the amount of time 
served and recidivism, it is more likely to be that an 
increase in time served will be associated with a decrease 
in success rates on parole./29/ 

The subjects of the NCCD were over 100,000 male felons paroled for the 

first time on their prison sentences between the years 1965 and 1970 in 

all 50 states and the District of Columbia. The behavior of the parol~s 

was followed for one year. Parolees were categorized in terms of offense 

type, age, and prior record. This const"ituted the first time that national 

data involving a very large number of cases and collected under rigoroLlsly 

controlled conditions were subjected to an analysis of this type~O The 

proportion of persons returned to prison as technical parole violators or 

for commission of a new crime was calculated for each offense category 

accordi ng to each time-served category or "pentil e. II Thus the researchers 

were able to see if offenders convicted of a particular crime \'1ho repre

sent the shortest time (firstpentile) subsequently returned as parole 

violators at a greater rate than the 20% serving the most time for that 

crime (fifth pentile). 



The conclusion of the study is that, with infrequent exceptions, 

those offenders who serve the longest terms in prison tend to do less 

favorably on parole than those 0ho serve the shortest terms before their 

release. Often, there were no statistically significant differences 

between the first and second, the second and third, third and fourth, 

or fourth and fifth pentiles, but there was such a difference between 

the first and fifth. An exception to this finding was narcotics viola

tors who had no prior non-prison sentences. The likelihood of parole 

success for persons in this category increased with each increase in 

the time served. 

Kolodney31 performed an analysi's on 1,268 individuals returned to 

prison with new felony convictions follm'ling first release in 1964 and 

1966, and found that recidivism rates for offenders who served compara

tively long terms, compared to others of the same offense class, were 

higher than those with comparatively short terms. 

Another study by Gottfredson~ Gottfredson and Garofalo once again 

examined the relationship of time served in prison and parole outcome 

while holding constant risk attributes by classifying the sample into nine 

ri5k categories. In four of the categories there is no relation cct\'/een 

time served and parole outcome, although in three of these four categories 

those serving shorter times have a higher success rate than those serving 

the longest time. In the other five risk categories, there is a negative 

relationship between time served and parole success. The researchers' 

conclusion: 

There is no simple association or single pattern to 
be found, and no simple explanation for the patterns observed 
is apparent. What is clear, however, is that there is no 
major and consistent pattern for parole success to increase 
as time served increases. Indications are for the total 
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sample as well as most risk categories that the percent 
of parolees with favorable outcomes either decreases or 
remains fairly constant across time-served categories./32/ 

In another NCCD-sponsored study, Babst, Koval and Neithercutt33 

found that for all the burglars paroled in the United States i~ 1968 

and 1969, in general, length of stay showed no consistent rel&tionship 

to parole outcome when drug use, alcohol use, prior record and age at 

release were held constant. The same finding was made as to addict

parolees in two states (New York and California) by Inciardi, Babst 
34 and Koval. 

A study by Neithercutt35 indicated that like individuals serving 

longer terms pel~formed more poorly on parol ethan thei r counterparts 

serving less t~me. The author noted that this overall observation ob

scures interactions within smaller subgroups of the population. Thus, 

there is a miniscule relationship betwe~n time served and success on 

parol e for person offende)"s) but for property offenders, especially those 

with no prior record, there is a sharp decline in success rate as time 

served increases. 

Bprecochea, Jaman and Jones36 conducted an analysis of the parole 

outcome of inmates released at random six months befOl"e their sentences 

expired and compared their performance to another group of inmates, also 

chosen at random who served their fun terms. '-i:k! average term for both 

groups was three years. The members of the two groups had substantially 

i denti ca 1 Base Expectanci es. The result of the study: there vias no 

appreciable difference in paro1e outcome of the two grol-lps. 

In an extensive review of the data available on time served and 

recidivism~ the California As~emblY Committee on Criminal Procedure in 

1968 concluded that II no evidence can be found to support ex.tended 
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incarceration as a determinate element in the deterrence of crime. 1I37 

In 1977, that statement is still true, and the newer evidence indicates 

I 

• 

'. . that, if anything, longer terms in prlson seem to increase the probability 

that the individual inmate will return to crime. Not a single empiricdl 

research effort has concluded that longer terms in prison deter crime 

except in rare instances of a particular type of (;rime or offender. This 

conclusion comports with the consistent findings that persons placed on 

probation have better subsequent success than persons sent to prison, even 

when risk factors are controlled. 38 Since over 97 percent of offenders 

eventually are released, these findings seem to indicate that the sanction-

ing system may retard rather than further achievement of one of its goals. 

It is difficult to escape the conclusion that, according to the 

best information available, incarceration does not serve the purpose of 

marginal special deterrence. That is, longer prison terms do not deter 

most individuals subjected to them any better than do shorter terms. And 

incarceration itself may not serve the purpose of special deterrence either. 

General Prevention or General Deterrence 

The phenomenon of general prevention is much more difficult to ... 

isolate and subject to the scientific method than is special deterrence 

because it emphasizes the influence of the sanctioning system upon society 

as a whole. Proponents of adopting this theory of criminal sanctions as 

the net·; primary foundation of the system prefer to 1abel it general preven

tion because the term deterrence is generally associated with the idea 

that individuals will abstain from criminal conduct because of fear. They 

point out that there is another component of the concept that is equally 

important. Apart from creat.ing fear, the criminal law serves to discourage 

anti-social behavior by expression of social condemna'r,:;ion of the forbidden 
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act. "Various 1 abel s have been used to characterize these effects--the 

moral influence, the educative, the socializing, the attitude shaping, 

the norm strengthening or norm reinforcing and so on.,,39 

In a nutshell, empirical studies seem to indicate that sanctions 

and, more specifically, imprisonment for illegal conduct tend to discourage 

such conduct, although not under all circumstances. These studi es, for 

the most part, have shown that the certainty of sanctions discourages 

crime but that severity of sanctions has no such deterrent effect. 

Tittle40 constructed indices of certainty and severity of imprison-

ment for seven major offense categories--homicide, assault, sex offenses, 

robbery, burglary, larceny, 3nd auto theft--and fot a total category of 

felonies. Certainty was measured by dividing the number of persons sent 

to prison in each state for a given crime in a given year by the number 

of those crimes reported in that state in the preceding year. Severity 

was the median length of prison sentence imposed in a given state for a 

given crime. 41 Comparing these indexes and crime rates for the states 

of the United States, he concluded that a high probability of imprisonment 

was associated with lower crime rates but that the efficacy of severity 

of punishment was limited to the offense of homicide. Zimring and Hawkins 

built on Tittle's study, adjusted it for regions and found severity of 

the sanction unrelated to the crime rate for homicide as well. This con

tradicted Gibbs's42 earlier study on homicide, which found a n2gative 

association between sevel'ity and certainty of imprisonment combined and 

homicide rate by state. 

The Tittle and Gibbs conclusions as to the irrelevance of severity 

of the crime provoked a great deal of scholarly response and prompted 

research in an area that had previously been ignored for the most part. 43 
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L09an44 confirmed Tittle and Gibbs in their findings and the present 

feeling seems to be that they were justified in their conclusions. 45 

Salem and Bowers46 reached the same conclusion, although a subsequent 

study by Erlich47 concluded that both certainty and length of sentence 

reduced the rate of crime. 

Tittle and Rowe48 have shown that certainty of arrest insures 

a 1 m'ler crime rate and it may be t:,at t:,e 9reater 1 i !~el i :100d of a!Jprehei1sion 

rather than of imprisonment is the factor that deters. There have been 

at least nine studies of the efficacy of capital punishment in deterring 

the crime for which it is imposed. All have discounted its deterrent 

effect and have been interpreted by t'lorris and Ha\'/kins49 as being re-

markably consistent in the·ir findings. Indeed, it nm'l "seems established 

and accept~d that the existence of capital punishment as a sanction 

alternative to protracted imprisonment for convicted murderers nlakes no 

difference to the homicide rate .... "50 However, this conclusion does 

not necessarily translate into absolute proof that marginal general deter-

rence does not operate for certain crimes. HO\,lever, it does tend to sup

port the hypothesis that the severity of sanctions bears little relation 

to how much crime is committed in a particular jurisdiction. 

Another perspective on general prevention is offered by Bailey and 

Smith. 51 Their findings were that greater severity of punishment results 

in less certainty that it will be used. In light of the fact that certainty 

has been found consistently to be the surest guarantee of deterrence, this 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

conclusion seems to argue that severity of imprisonment may be a negative 4t 

factor in deterrence rather than merely a neutral one. 

An example of this phenomenon might be revealed by the experience 

under New York I s extremely stringent narcoti cs penal ty, \'lhi ch \'las enacted • 
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in 1973. Two studies have concluded that it is ineffective in deterring 

the conduct it sought to discourage. A recently released LEAA-funded 

inquiry conducted by the New York Bar Association's Joint Committee on 

Drug Law Evaluation during the three years following passage of the 

statute showed that addiction and crime remained at levels comparable 

to those in neighboring cities and states with less stringent laws. Pre

viously convicted narcotics violators who faced automatic prison sentences 

if found guilty again were not deterred from committing other crimes, and 

a lthough offenders who were convi cted were more 1 ike ly to go to j'a 11 and 

stay there for a longer time, it was less likely that an accused person 

would be convicted. 

An earlier study carried out by a team of researchers at the School 

of Criminal Just'ice of the State University of New York found that the 

law "does not offer the protection it \'/as intended to provide ... fails to 

deter ... and is a source of radical dysfunction in the administration of 

. t' ,,52 JUS lce. 

A different kind of study was conducted by Schwartz. 53 Pennsylvania 

enacted substantially stiffer penalties for rape after a series of particu

larly heinous crimes of that nature. An analysis of the frequency in 

incidence of rape before and after the imposition of the increased penalty 

revea'ied no basis for concluding that the increased severity of the sanction 

significantly affected the crime rate. 

A critique of this study noted that it had only examined the short

term effects of the new sanction, that no attempt was made to see if the 

legislation actually changed the sentencing pattern and hypothesized that 

the publicity surrounding the rapes that precipitated enactment of the 

legislation may have encouraged more victims to report rapes and that 

I 

J 
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there may actua1'1y have been fevler rapes after the pena1ty \'/as increased. 54 

The same writer points to weaknesses in the other studies discussed earlier 

whose methodology involves comparing incarceration rates and average 

sentences imposed to crime rates. He notes that the extent of crime may 

influence the punishment imposed as well as the punishment influencing 

the crime and the former occurrence may appear in research statistics to 

be the latter. For instance, high crime rates may lead to increased use 

of probation and fines to reduce prison overcrowding. Without close analysis, 

this may appear to the researcher as increased leniency causing high crime 

rates. Or high crime rates may lead to increased severity in sentencing, 

but it may appear that the increased severity leads to high crime rates. 

Finally, a strong community condemnation of a particular crime may cause 

a decline in crime and also induce the legislature to increase the sever

ity of the sanction; once again, the sanction may be given credit for the 

decline in crime. 

It is apparent that more research under controlled conditions is 

needed in this area, but if some tentative conclusions must be reached, 

they are best summarized as follovlS: 

Thus, the case material compiled in recent years is 
generally consistent with other research in suggesting that 
sanctions (,inprisonment7 may have some deterrent effect when 
the certainty of imposTtion is reasonably high, but that 
severity of sanctions in the absence of certainty has little 
bearing on deviance./55/ 

Some writers have voiced a philosophical objection to the general 

prevention theory. They reason that it is unfair to impose punishment on 

individual offenders for the purpose of discouraging Qthers from committing 

crime. 56 The general preventionists repsond that this characterization 

is unfair in that it concentrates upon actual punishment rather than upon 
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the threat of the law. Punishment, the argument goes, merely makes the 

threat of the law credible. 

Retribution 

Retribution can mean many things. It may be synonymous with 

vengeance or revenge--man's prima1 instinct to extract suffering from 

one who has caused injury. It may have moral overtones; justice ~~equires 

that a law violator who thereby qains an unfair advantage over the la\'l

abiding members of society and is unjustly enriched must be punished to 

restore "equilibrium.1I5? The offender must receive his "just desel-ts. 1I 58 

The state must punish criminal offenders to protect society fr'om private 

revenge--in other words, against the 1I1a\I/ abiding. 1I59 

During these times of increasing dissatisfaction with the criminal 

sanctioning system, a predominant response has been to advocate a return 

to retribution as the single or predominant foundation of sanctions. This 

course is urged not by those advocating harsher and more stringent penal

ties, but by others whose sensibilities are offended by what they see as 

the unjust imposition of suffering on individuals that has accolnpanied 

implementation of the utilitarian purposes of incarceration. When sanctions 

are imposed upon an individual offender, they argue, the only cons'ideration 

should be the just punishment for what the offender has done and not the 

furthering of any social goals. 60 The retributionists are concerned with 

creating a fairer sanctioning system, not necessarily one effective in 

reducing crime. 

Some of those advocating sole reliance on retribution in dealing 

with the individual offender do not object to the state considering utili

tarian matters in designing its sanctioning system. But once the system 

is put in motion, the individual should be assigned only his just deserts. 61 
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If punishment is the only goal of retribution, it need not be 

tested for validity; incarceration certainly punishes and more incarcera

tion punishes more. But this observation leads immediately to the objec

tion that it is very difficult to assign a practical value to \'/hat is 

IIdeserved" for any particular crime. I'/hat "mere mOI'tal ll can determine how 

much punishment is required, not to serve any social purpose, but to 

restore a moral equilibrium, and is this a proper role of the State? 

While t~ose presently arguing for a return to the retributive model sug-

gest short sentences of three- or five-year maximum are appropriate, 

others would certainly take exception. Others point out that insofar as 

retribution seeks to avoid private vengeance, it also is utilitarian in 

nature, and the sanctioning systeln under a system of general prevention 

would serve the same purpose equally well. The only remaining aspect of 

retribution is pure revenge, which should not be used by a civilized 

society as the basis for its sanctioning system. Justice Oliver \·lendall 

Holmes stated that while the law cannot ignore the publicls insistence on 

revenge, neither should the law encourage it. 62 

Preventive Confinement or Incapacitation 

The utilitarian desire to prevent or reduce the likelihood of crime 

by restraining those exhibiting a proclivity toward criminal behavior is 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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• 

the underlying premise of the preventive confinement justification for the • 

present sanctioning system. The popularity of incapacitation as a justi-

fication for sanctions appears to increase as the rate of crime, or fear 

of it, increases. 63 

At first blush, it may appear obvious that the present sanction of 

imprisonment accomplishes the objective of incapacitation. There is no 

doubt that incarceration prevents inmates from committing crimes, at least 
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against those who are not incarcerated with him; and longer periods of 

incarceration certainly incapacitate him for longer. But, if we look 

beyond the mere fact of incapacitation to the primary aim of decreasing 

crime, there is at least some indication that incapacitation may not be 

as effective as it may seem to be. 

First of all, in light of the empirical findings on special deter

rence discussed earlier, it seems clear that, at least for many offenders, 

longer terms of incarceration presage a greater likelihood of future 

criminal activity. Unless the penal system limits application of preven

tive confinement to those it intends to retain until old age, the decrease 

in special deterrence from longer confinement is likely to counterbalance, 

at least to some extent, any decrease in crime induced by isolating offenders. 

Furthermore, as has been noted, research and experience shows that 

the general preventive effect of certainty of punishment is often lost when 

the severity of punishment increases. Ne\'/ York's experience \·/ith increasing 

severity of sanctions for narcotics offenders demonstrates that long 

sentences often discourage application of the sanction at all. Therefore, 

there may be a second counterveiling influence on the efficacy of preven-

tive confinement. 

Very little research has been done on the magnitude of the effect 

on the incidence of crime of isolating prisoners, and such research is 

generally considered to be unreliable. Greenberg64 estimated that even 

if half of the inmates in federal and state prisons were released, the in

crease in index crimes would be only between .6 and 4 percent. Although 

these specific results may be questioned, an analysis of the Uniform Parole 

Reports has shown that only 12 percent of the parolees released in the 

United States had been convicted of a major crime or had been returned to 
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jail in lieu of prosecution for a major offense during three years after 

their release from prison,65 Thus, within the time of greatest risk 

• 

after conviction, nine out of ten parolees are not reconvicted. A ne\'/ • 

study by Martinson and Wilks~6whose prior survey of rehabilitative programs 

has prompted much of current penological thought, was released less than 

a year ago. It showed that general recidivism rates are lower than had 

previously been hypothesized and that something on the order of 25 percent 

of prisoners return to crime upon release. 

On the other hand, Ski nner67 has estimated that, if evel'y offender 

convicted of a serious crime in New York State were imprisoned for three 

How-years, the rate of crime would be only one-third of what it is today. 

ever, these l'esults were reached by making assumptions about hm'/ many 

crimes each offender commits per year, and Wilson, who generally supports 

the notion of preventive confinement, admits that the estimates are based 

on "uncertain data and involve assumptions that can be challenged." 68 

However tentative the estimates of the efficacy of preventive con

finement in reducing the level of crime, its detractors' strongest objec

ti ons to its use focus not on its effect'j veness but on its propri ety as 

a rationale for imprisonment. The first level of criticism is moral and 

philosophical. Those who feel that punishment should not be used for 

utilitarian goals question whether incarceration should be imposed upon 

one individual because of what he might do in the future rather than for 

what he has done in the past. 69 A fla\~ more commonly stressed is the 

inability of presently existing prediction devices to accurately pinpoint 

which offenders should be subjected to preventive confinement. 70 

The argument advanced by the latter group bears further attention. 

Its proponents remind us that when legislators and courts impose increased 
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penalties on habitual or "dangerous" offenders 01~ when pa~~ole boards re

fuse to release inmates because they are nat good parole risks, they are 

imposing preventive confinement on those persons. 7l Research into the 

phenomenon of II fa 1 se pos i ti ves II has shm·m that even us i ng the bes t predi c

tion devices available, an alarming number of persons who are retained in 

the institution because they fall into a high-risk category do not recidi

vate once they are finally released. 72 Even the relatively precise Salient 

Factor Score relegates about two-thirds of parolees who ultimately succeed 

on parole to the lowest category on the scale. And, as discussed earlier, 

when decisions are made without statistical aids, the accuracy of the deci

sion is likely to be even lower. 

Some observers discern the ambiguity in extending incarceration for 

convi cted per-sons because of thei r predi cted dangerousness \'/hi 1 e the very 

notion of incarcerating a person who has not yet been convicted because he 

possessed characteristics indicating, for instance, a 60 percent probability 

that he would commit a crime would be shocking. 73 Still another even more 

insidious defect in the operation of incapacitation is that it conceals the 

er~roneous confinements \,/hile revealing erroneous rel?ases. The only time 

error is revealed to the public or politicians is when a prediction error 

has been made in releasing an inmate--a false negative. This prompts 

decision-makers to expand the categories of persons who are preventively 

confined and to lengthen the periods of confinement, and causes those 

responsible for the improper release to be more conservative in releasing 

offenders. 74 

In short~ a system of preventive confinement creates 
a self-fulfilling prophecy for the need for more preventive 
confinement.j75 

And there are practical diffculties \'lith preventive confinement that may 
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counsel against its use, even assuming its marginal effectiveness in 

decreasing crime. Incarceration is a very expensive proposition. 76 It 

now costs well over $7,000 per year in Louisiana just to maintain an ~ 

inmate in an institution. This does not account for the massive costs 

of constructing the edifices that house convicted offenders, in which 

Louisiana has invested nearly $90 million in the past year. It cer

tainly seems to make very little sense to use preventive confinement 

to reduce the rate of property crime; it I·/ould be fa}~ cheaper for the 

state to reimburse the victims than to bear the prohibitive expenses 

of incapacitation. 

The difficulty, of course, is that prediction of future dangerous

ness is even shakier than foreseeing general recidivism. Efforts so far 

have failed to yield a practical prediction ihstrument that could be 

employed in preventive practice. 7? The present state of knowledge would 

require incarceration of 100 persons to include ten who would actually be 

dangerous if released.?8 The best indicator of dangerousness has been 

found to be previous incidence of violence. 79 

Le~of Sentences in the United States and Louisiana 

In the historical review of the development of the indeterminate 

sentence-parole system discussed in Chapter II, it was established that 

the original rationalefor that system was preventive confinement. Sentences 

up to life imprisonment were to be imposed on all offenders and only upon 

a finding that the individual \-/as ready to retuY'n to society would he be 

released. Soon, the preventive confinement rationale was supplemented by 

that of the rehabilitative, embodying the notion that 'the offender should 

be treated and released when he was cu~ed. As time passed, legislators 

became disenchanted with entrusting so much discretion to parole boards and 
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probably with the cost of keeping prisoners confined for so long, and 

began enacting minimum and maximum terms within which the boards could 

act. Louisiana did so in 1926. \·lith the contemporary decline of the 

rehabilitative ideal, the indeterminate sentence-parole system is left 

with preventive confinement as the sole theoretical justification for 

its existence. 

During the past century, sentences have been formulated by the 

legislature and imposed by courts with the knowledge that the parole 

boa\'d could re1ease the offender typically after a third of his ter'm 

and that only the worst inmates would be kept longer. But "the sentence" 

for a particular crime or imposed on a particular criminal has come to 

be associated with the statutory maximum or the term imposed by the judge-~ 

thus, the public outcry whenever a person released "before the end of 

his sentencel/ commits a crime. As discussed in the previous section, 

the tendency of preventive confinement to beget more preventive confine

ment has resulted in American sentences--both imposed and actually served-

being substantially longer than those in other developed Western nations. BO 

This phenomenon was recognized by the National Advisory Commission: 

It is well-documented and almost universally 
recognized that the sentences imposed in the United 
States are the highest in the Western world. This re
sults from a number of factors including the high maxi
mum sentences authoY'ized by statutory provisions. To 
be assured that the very dangerous offender is incapaci-
tated, legislatures in effect have increased the possible 
maximum sentence for all offenders. This dragnet ap-
proach often results in imposition of a high maximum 
sentence on persons for whom it is patently excessive. 
The wide flexibility exacerbates the disparities in 
sentences that seriously handicap correctional programs.jBlj 

Christie has hypothesized that when daily existence is character-

ized by greater security against need) more leisure and fe\'/er limitations 

on self-development, then a lesser deprivation of those benefits would 
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compensate for the same crime. 82 He concl udes that thi s ; s \,/hy sentences 

are comparatively shorter in 1iI0re advanced cultures and \·/hy they become 

• 

shorter in a particular society as it becomes more developed. This clearly • 

is not true in the United States, which has one of the highest standards 

of living in the \'lOrld. Another apparent incongruity is that it \'Iould be 

expected that in societies placing a high value on individual l"iberty 

and personal freedom, sentences are shorter than in other cultures. 83 

Once again, the theory fails when applied to the United States which has 

• 

a strong tradition for respect of such values. The rate of incarceration • 

in funerica is twice that prevailing in England, four times that of Norway 

and eight times the incarceration rate in Holland. 84 By rough estimate, 

a prisoner who spends seven years in prison in the United States would 

spend four years in prison in England or Australia and less than two years 

in prison in Denmark for a comparable crime. 85 It would be too simplistic 

to blame this incongru1tyentirely on.the indeterminate sentence, but it 

seems likely that it has been one cause of the situation. 

In 1973 Louisiana ranked ninth among the states in the United 

• 

• 

Stdtes in terms of the number of prisonets in its institutions per 100,000 • 

civilian population. 86 In that same year, only 13 states imposed a longer 

median sentence and in only 19 states did prisoners serve longer tenns. 87 

Because these 1 a tter t"JO stati sti cs only i ncl ude sentences to impri sonment, • 

some states making greater use of probation and diversion than Louisiana 

may appear to have longer median sentences and time served because only 

the most serious offenders are imprisoned. So the rate of incarceration • 

probably furnishes a more accurate indicator of the overall use of the 

sanction of incarceration. Thus, the statistics lead to the unavoidable 

conclusion that Louisiana makes significantly greate)' use of incarce)'ation • 

• 
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as a sanction than do comparable jurisdictions in the rest of the world. 

Yet~ the facts that scientific inquiry have thusfar been able 

to accumulate all seem to prove that longer incarceration does not ac

complish most of its goals and may even have a counterproductive effect 

on achieving some of those goals. Shorter periods of incarceration arc 

at least as effective and probably more effective than longer periods 

in preventing recidivism and seem to be equally effective in discouraging 

the general populous from criminal activity. Theor:sts in general preven

tion have made the point that social condemnation can probably be expressed 

just as well by a system of short :lentences as by d system of long sentences, 

just as marks in school can be graded as efficiently on a scale from 1 to 

10 as on a scale from 1 to 100. 88 

It is as yet unclear hm'/ much of an effect preventive confinement 

has on general crime rates) but there is at least as much evidence that 

the impact is minimal as there is evidence in the other direction. More

over) considering the primitive state of scientific knowledge in the area 

of human behavior prediction) incarceration for the purpose of preventive 

confinement is extremely expensive) both in human and economic terms. 

If incapacitation makes any sense at all, it is in incarcerating persons 

who will be violent if released. But to do that--if we abandon our 

present random solution procedure and employ the most advanced prediction 

methods yet devised--we must be willing to deprive ten persons of their 

freedom for an extended period of time and pay a figure that will soon 

approach $10,000 per ye~r to isolate each of them ($100,000) in order to 

isolate ~.P.§~ who \~il1 commit a violent crime 'if released. r~oreover, 

this will only locate half of those in the group who eventually will com

mit a violent crime. If the writer is excused for leaping from the facts 
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to make a policy judgment, it is recommended that if pteventive confine

ment "is used at all, it be used very sparingly and only in the most ex-

treme circumstances. 

As to the effectiveness of a longer period of incarceration to 

accomplish the purposes of retribution, this is such a subjective judg-

ment that it is virtually impos~ible to make. In accomplishing the 

utilitarian aspects of retribution (to prevent victims from taking revenge), 

it does not seem likely that shorter sentences on the order of those cur

rently being adopted by other states will prompt victims or their families 

to "take the la\'J into their own hands." That result has not occurred in 

those states or the other countries where sentences are considerably 

shorter. But it is submitted that to set a period of years in prison 

that accomplish the more elusive purpose of restoring the moral balance 

sought by the pure anti-utilitarian retributionists is impossible. The 

humanitarians presently advocating retribution as the justification for 

sanctions propose relatively short sentences--like three to five years-

for most crimes, but many others of a different philosophical disposition 

\'Jculd argue that the "just deserts II for such crimes is much longer incarceration. 

Use of long sentences to accomplish sanctioning goals appears increas

ingly to be falling into disfavor. In general, states are enacting shorter 

sentences to incarceration. 89 Those states disposing of the indeterminate 

sentence.·and proposals to do so replace it vJith relatively ~!10rt periods 

comparable to the median time actually served by innlates under the indeter

minate system. For instance, the Illinois proposal replaces the 14 years 

to life sentence for murder with a flat sentence of 25 yeal~s; the first

degree felony sentence of four years to life imprisonment with a sentence 

of eight years; a second-degree felony sentence of 1 to 20 years imprisonment 

• 
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with five years, the 1 to 10 year indeterminate period for third-degree 

felonies with a three-year sentence and 1 to 3 years for a fourth-degree 

felony with a two-year determinate sentence. 90 

The National Council on Crime and Delinquency's r-10del Sentencing 

Act has suggested that all "non-dangerous" offenders be placed on proba

tion or that a fine be imposed upon them unless it appears that such a 

disposition would pose a threat of serious harm to the public. For those 

offenders \'Iho are not within the definition of "dangerous,1I but \'Jould 

pose a threat of serious harm, it recommended sentences of incarceration 

not exceeding five ye~rs, except for heinous crimes. 91 

The National Advisory Commission likewise advocated the use of 

alternatives to incarceration whenever possible and would require that 

justification for using incarceration appears on the record. For those 

persons who are incarcerated who are not found to represent a substantial 

danger to others, the Commission suggested maximum sentences not to exceed 

five years for felonies other than murder. 92 Standard 5.3 authorizes 

extended terms of confinement of not more than 25 years when the court 

finds that a term longer than five years is required to protect the public 

and the defendant fits into one of three categories . 

The first designation which the Commission concluded would merit 

prevent i ve tonfi nement ViaS the "pers i stent offender', /I defi ned as a person 

over 21 years of age who stands convicted of a felony for the third time. 

At least one of the prior felonies must have been committed within the 

five years preceding the commission of the offense for which the offender 

is being sentenced and at least two of the three felonies must be offenses 

involving the infliction, or attempted or threatened infliction, of serious 

bodily harm on another . 
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The second offender who is subject to extended terms is the 

professional criminal. He must be over 21 and be "convicted of a felony 

that was committed as part of a 

... continuing illegal business in which he acted 
in concert with other persons and occupied a position of 
management, or was an executor of violence. An offender 
should not be found to be a professional criminal unless 
the circumstances of the offense for which he stands con
victed show that he has knowingly devoted himself to 
criminal activity as a major source of his livelihood or 
unless it appears that he has substantial income or re
sources that do not appear to be from a sOllrce other than 
criminal activity./93/ 

A final definition of "dangerous offender" is: 

... a person over 21 years of age whose criminal 
conduct is found by the court to be characterized by: 
(a) a pattern of repetitive behavior which poses a seriolls 
threat to the safety of others, (b) a pattern of persistent 
aggressive behavior with heedless indifference to the 
consequences, or (c) a particularly heinous offense involv
ing the threat or infliction of serious bodily injury./94/ 

In explaining its sentencing standards~ the Commission stated: 

There are, obviously, offenders \;lho must be isolated 
from sod ety; there are those for whom present knowl edge 
does not provide effective treatment. The standard desig
nates three categories of offenders for whom such incapaci
tation is appropriate, and it would not prevent long confine
ment in those cases. But the wholesale use of incapacitation 
as a goal in sentencing is counterproductive. Ninety-nine 
percent of those confined will eventually be released, and 
their attitude toward society at that point may well determine 
whether they continue to endanger the public safety. Long 
periods of isolation from society as an ansv/er to increased 
crime may be self-defeating./95/ 

It should be noticed that offenders sentenced to the five year maximum term 

suggested by both the NeeD and the National Advisory Commission v/ould be 

immediately eligible under those proposals for parole without serving any 

minimum term. As the preceding quote reveals, the Commission, whose report 
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was published in 1973, still endorsed the treatment model. Both of these • 

study groups made their recommendations before the strongest evidence on 
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the failure of institutional rehabilitation had emerged. However, the 

relevance of this fact to our discussion of sentence length is that even 

the relatively short five-year sentence would be subject to reduction 

under these plans. Indeed, the Commission's recommendation I'/Ould allo\'l 

immediate parole of offenders sentenced to extended terms and would 

authorize the judge to impose a minimum term up to one-third of the sentence 

only if he found that the community required reassurance of the offender's 

continued confinement. 

The Commission produced a chart96 comparing the percentage of 1-5-

year, 5-10-year and over 10-year sentences imposed to the percentage of 

terms actually served in each of those ranges by first rele.asees in all 

the states in 1970. From the chart, the Commission was able to conclude 

that in many states a substantial proportion of offenders released in 

1970 had been sentenced to five years or more but that a relatively small 

percentage had actually served more than fi ve years. Noreover, a vel'Y 

small percentage had served ten years or more. 

The Commission's report concluded that implementing its proposed 

sentencing standards would not substantially alter ~resent sentencing 

practices. However, it noted that Commission standards requiring articu

lation of the purposes of sanctions and that courts state specifically 

the purpose of sentencing each individual \'/Ould help make sentencing 

provisions more consistent with actual practice and help to alleviate 

disparity in sentencing. 97 The chart used by the Commission showed that 

for first releasees in 1970, 57 percent of Louisiana sentences were for 

periods of one to five years while 88.8 percent of inmates served that 

period in prison; 27 percent of the sentences imposed were for a term of 

five to ten years, while 9.5 percent of inmates released for the first 
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time served a term of that length; and of the 16 percent upon whom 

sentences of ten years or more were imposed, only 1.3 percent actually 

served that long in prison. 

Sentence Length and Parole 

Parole is, of course, along with good-time, one of the two chief 

ways an offender can be released from prison before the expiration of 

IIhis sentence. 1I Its operation is therefore a major target of pol icy

makers seeking to lengthen terms of imprisonment. Though the years, 

parole's availability as a release mechanism has been narrowed by 

eliminatiD9 its application to offenders in certain crime categories. 

The following offenders are ineligible for parole: 

1. Those serving life sentences unless the Governor commutes the 

sentence to a set number of years upon recommendation of the Board of 

Pardons. 98 

2. Inmates who have pending against them an indictment or informa-

tion for a crime committed while in prison. 99 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

3. Persons convicted of armed robbery or attempted armed ~~obbery .100 • 

4. Those convicted of burglary of a pharmacy. 101 

5. Persons convicted of a third or subsequent offense of illegal 

carrying of a weapon. 102 

6. Inmates convicted of carrying a concealed \'1eapon who have pre

viously been convicted of first- or second-degree murder, manslaughter, 

aggravated battery, aggravated or simple rape, aggravated kidnapping, ag

gravated arson, aggravated or simple burglary, armed or simple robbery, 

any violation of the uniform controlled dangerous substances law which 

is a felony, or any attempt to commit any of the above crimes. 103 

7. Those sentenced to life imprisonment for first-degree murder. 104 

• 

• 
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B. Persons imprisoned for life for second-degree murder 

may not be paroled until they have served 40 years. lOS 

9. Prisoners convicted of taking contraband to or from state 

correctional institutions or to state-owned hospitals. 106 

10. Anyone convicted of the crime of theft of cattle, horses, 

mules, sheep, hogs or goats. 107 

There is no pattern to be discerned in the list of crimes com

mission of which the legislature has designated renders an offender 

ineligible for parole consideration. Some of them are very serious 

crimes, but others are of relatively minor severity_ This rather ran

dom selection of offenses that have been singled out as subjects for 

incapacitation or general deterrence is typical M' the unstructured, 

uncoordinated nature of much of the state's sentencing legislation. 

During the past legislative session, several bills were passed 

further limiting parole eligibility in the follo\'ling manner: 

11. Those convicted of manslaughter, simple or forcible rape, 

simple or aggravated battery, aggravated assault, simple and aggravated 

kidnt.pping, or false imprisonment or any attempt to commit 'any of these 

crimes against persons 65 years of age or older must serve at least five 

years without being eligible for parole. 10B 

12. Persons convicted of attempt to distribute or possess with 

intent to distribute a narcotic drug in Sbhedule 1.109 

13. Persons convicted of perpetration or attempted perpetration 

of second-degree murder, manslaughter, aggravated battery, or simp1e kid

napping while us~ng any firearm or explosive device must serve, in ad

d'iti on to thei r sentences, blo years for the fi rst offense and fi ve 

years for each second and subsequent offense without benefit of parole. 110 

j 
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According to Department of Corrections estimates, the last pro

vision will cost the state over $2,000,000 per year beginning in fiscal 

year 1981-1982. 

The legislature also passed two laws designed to lengthen 

sentences by decreasing good-time. Although this is not our immediate 

subject, reference is made to one of the new laws to illustrate how 

costly lengthy sentences are. As finally passed, Act 633 decreases by 

40 percent the time an inmate may have counted off of his sentence for 

good behavior. As first introduced, it would have cut good-time by 60 

percent. Department of Corrections estimates of the long-range cost 

of implementing the bill as first introduced was $12,350,000 per year in 

addition to a $43,700,000 initial capital outlay. 

Some of the other legislation that was introduced but not passed 

during the 1977 regular session included bills that would have disqualified 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

from parole release any person"sentenced as a habitual felony offender. 111 • 

Another woul d have required a 1 ife sentence without any possi bil ity of 

parole to any person convicted of a third felony offense when the crime 

for which he \vas convicted was among a list of livery serious felonies." 

That list included such offenses as simple arson, where the damage amounts 

to $500. or more, arson with intent to defraud, simple burglary, aggravated 

• 

criminal damage to property, aggravated obstruction of a higlw/ay of commerce, • 

issuing worthless checks valued at over $500. and theft of cattle, 

horses, mules, sheep, hogs or goats. The list goes on, but the above 

examples suffice. 112 The obvious purpose of legislation limiting parole 

and good-time is to lengthen sentences for purposes of deterrence and 

preventive confinement. 

The National Advisory Commiss"ion113 and the Special Committee on 

• 
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Correctional Standards appointed by the staff of the President's Com

mission and the Model Penal Codel14 recommend that all offenders 

be eligible for parole, regardless of the. nature of their crimes. It 

would seem that denial of parole eligibility to all persons serving 

a sentence whose length was originally formulated on the premise that 

parol e rel ease \'Ioul d be avail abl e after one-third of it had expi red 

constitutes an unnecessarily broad use of preventive confinement, con

sidering the foregoing discussions. 

Should Parole Be Abolished? 

~Jith the preceding background, \'/e can return to the question 

posed at the beginnning of this chapter: Considering what is now known 

about the rehabilitative theory, what point is there is retaining the 

parole release mechanism. In one sense, we can say that parole release 

serves no purpose in Louisiana today other than to preventively confine 

the 61 percent of offenders who are denied parole. 

However, this judgment may require further scrutiny. It ignores 

the fact that legislators and the public have come to equate the extended 

terms enacted as part of the rehabilitative-model indeterminate sentence-

parole system as lithe sentence" "/hich a particular crime merits. 

It is true the facts show that such long sentences are out of line with 

the practice in every other civilized country, are of no utility in achiev

ing most of the goals they purport to seek, are probably counter-productive 

to some of them, and that the one goal they do achieve marginally at best 

is arrived at only at great human and economic cost. Oespite these facts, 

the issue of crime is an emotional one that involves fear, morality and 

some basic human instincts. It may be unreasonable to expect a rational 

response to the problem. And it makes ~o sense at all to do away with 
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parole if sentences remain at their present length. 

This seems to have been the concern of the National Commission 

when it stated in its report: 

The Commission accepts the concept of indeter
minacy, nohlithstanding the validity of many criticisms 
of current practice. The major reason for this position 
is that the alternative--a pure determinate sentence that 
could not be altered--would leave little room for correc
tional administrators or parole boards to release the 
offender when it appears to them that he is capable of 
returning to society. As a result, offenders would serve 
longer sentences than necessary--a situation to b2 avoided 
wherever possible./115/ 

This also seems to be the concern of Professor von Hirsch whose testimony 

before the Senate committee was discussed earlier in this chapter. No 

one knows exactly what effect instituting determinate sentencing will have 

on the length of sentences, and this is no small consideration. 

From this point on, there are very fe\" more facts to divulge. 

Using the foregoinq information, the Commission can draw its own conclusions 

in liqht of political realities. The future of parole in Louisiana could 

take an.v number of forms. The writer will propose four models as points 

of departure for Commission deliberations. The features incorporated in 

each are not intended to be tied onl.v to the other features included in 

the same model. but are lumped together on the basis of their supposed 

likelihood of beinq adopted. 

Before reviewing these suggestions, a ver.v important point should 

be made. Thi s part of the report is in no wa.v concerned \·lith the parol e 

supervision function. The reader should refer to an anal.vsis of that 

s.vstem in the rest of this report. It need onl.v be said that supervision 

of prison releasees can be conducted regardless of what sort of sanctioning 

system is operating. The efficacy of supervision is an entirely separate 

issue. 
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~todel l-The Present System t-Iodified: This proposal presupposes 

strong objection to any basic change in the present operation of the 

parole system. Considering everything that has come since, the reader 

might understand better now some of the changes recommended or hinted 

at earlier in this report: the need to adopt procedural safeguards at 

the parole release hearing; to hold early release hearings at which 

presumptive release dates are set; to improve prediction techniques to 

the greatest degree possible; to enact qualifications for Board members 

and raise their salaries; to conduct research to improve the accuracy 

of decision-making; to explicitly remove Board of Parole discretion to 

extend sentences for purposes of general deterrence and retribution or 

to equalize sentences; and to require meaningful articulation of decision

making criteria and sharing of those criteria with inmates. At the very 

least, no new restrictions on parole eligibility should be enacted. It 

would seem that these measures are the least that is demanded to make the 

present system acceptable. 

~10del 2-Hybrid National Advisoty Commission/Model Penal Code 

Modified: This alternative to the present system would incorporate all 

the innovations of Modell, but it would prevent the Board of Parole from 

imposing preventive incarceration on any inmates except those considered 

dangel"ous. It involves a modified hybrid of the National Advisory Com

missionls standard on sentencing to extended terms, discussed earlier~lRnd 

the Model Penal Codels Section 305.9. The Model Penal Code suggests 

reversal of the basic assumption against paroling the inmate at his first 

eligibility and instY"ucts the parole board to grant parole unless certain 

conditions exist. 

The reader will recall that the National Advisory Commission 
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advocates preventive incarceration only for persons whose isolation 

is required for public safety. Its report's definition of pel'sistent 

offender could be adopted as the Board of Parole's standard for select

ing proper candidates for preventive confinement. It is submitted 

that it would be inappropriate for the Board of Parole to try to place 

cand i dates in the other t\~o ca tegori es, II profess i ona 1 cri mi na 111 and 

IIdangerous offender,1I because the criteria defining these terms are 

much more subjective and are more suited to judicial determination (as 

envisioned by the Commission) if they are appropriate at all. 

Thus, unless an inmate was a IIpersistent felony offender" as 

defined by National Advisory Commission Standard 5.3, he would be released 

at his first parole eligibility. Those first offenders who are sentenced 

to less than five years should be paroled at their first hearing, which 

it will be recalled is one year after admission to the institution. 

For obvious reasons, release at these stated times should be conditioned 

upon good behavior in the institution. 

Because much less time would be required in decision-making under 

this Model because of the explicitnes~ of rele~se criteria, the Roard 

could spend more of its time in preparing the offender for release and 

reintegration into the community. This is a matter that will be examined 

by the Commission at a later time, but upon the optimistic presumption 

that programs of gradual reintegration will be incorporated into the 

sanctioning system in the future, the following prediction of the National 

Advisory Comm;~sion is relevant: 

As correctional administrators obtain through 
legislation more discretion in utilizing community re
soul'ces--parti cul ar1y the authori ty to house offenders 
within the community--the parole board will take on dif
ferent functions. It will, under these circumstances, 
act more as a reviewing agency to determine which 
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offenders ought to be participating in community
based programs but are not because of correctional 
administrators I refusal to assign them to such pro
grams. It would seem proper and advisable to view 
the parole board in this role. It would require 
some modification in present statutes establishing 
the board. 

1. The concept of parole eligibility, if it 
restricts the jurisdiction of the board in all cases, 
should be restructured to allow the board to act 
prior to eligibility dates for purposes of approving 
participation in community-based programs other than 
parole supervision. 

2. The parole board should be given authority 
to assign offenders to community-based programs other 
than those historically designated as "parole" pro
grams. Thus, halfway houses, work release, and edu
cational release programs should become available 
resources for the parole boards as well as the di
rector of corrections. 

3. A procedure should be authorized allowing 
an offender not assigned to a community-based program 
to initiate a review by the parole board. This can 
be accomplished either by allowing an offendet' to 
initiate a hearing before the board for the specific 
purpose of testing the administrator's refusal to 
assign him to a community-based program or by requir
ing the board periodically to review the record and 
history of each offender. The latter would allO\1 a 
reviel1 of not only community-based participation but 
also parole eligibility. 

4. The fourth issue--fairness in revocation 
of community-based privileges--lies at the heart of 
the growing tension between legal requirements and 
correctional expediency. Probation and parole revo
cation now require procedural safeguards, including 
the right to a hearing, notice of the charges, and 
an opportunity to present the offender's side of the 
case. /117/ 

Under this r~odel, present restrictions on eligibility for parole 

could be repealed so that all offenders could be released at their first 

eligibility unless they were dangerous. This is, of course, an ambitious 

goal; but then the entire Model is ambitious. 
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~locie'l 3-The Oregon Pl an: The Oregon 1 egi sl ature adopted a 1 a\'/ 

this year establishing an Advisory Commission on Prison Terms and Parole 

Standards, consisting of the state Board of Parole, five circuit court 

judges and the legal counsel to the Governor. The Commission is directed 

to propose rules to the Board of Parole establishing ranges of duration 

of imprisonment for felony offenses and variations from such ranges due 

to aggravating or mitigating circumstances. The Commission is instructed 

by the legislation as to the sanctioning goals it should consider in 

setting sentences, and these are all of the goals we have been discussing: 

primarily retribution, but also general prevention, special deterrence, 

and preventive confinement. 

The Oregon law also requires an early parole hearing (vlithin six 

months of the inmate's admission) at which time a release date will be set 

by the Board within the range established by the Commission, subject to 

the ~risoner's good conduct. The Board may choose not to set a parole 

date for those offendel~s whose crime involved particularly violent conduct 

or whose records reveal a series of violent convictions or a psychological 

di3gnosis of severe emotional disturbance. There are other details of 

the plan that need not be elaborated here. 

Were Louisiana to adopt such a plan, it is submitted that the legis

lature should instl'uct the parole term commission to construct a purely 

utilitarian model without reliance on the sentencing goal of retribution. 

As discussed earlier, the critics of the rehabilitation and preventive 

confinement theories have become so disenchanted with the operation of 

those systems that they have entirely abandoned the notion that utilitarian 

goals should be sought in the design and operation of the sanctioning 

system and have resorted to the elusive concept of retribution to design 
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their alternative system. However, what is one man's retribution is 

another man's leniency and yet another man's cruelty. Hhatevet difficu"lty 

may be encountered in setting a certain term on the basis of utilitarian 

values, at least there is a guidepost to look to, the greatest good for 

the greatest number. The utilitarian goals are a1so theoretically 

capab1e of validation and call be tested experimentally. 

Certainly, the utilitarian aspect of retribution ~:eventing 

revenge--should be considered. But, it is doubtful that any sentence 

that accomplishes the other utilitarian goals would not accomplish that 

one as well. The utilitarian need to express social condemnation of 

anti-social behavior commensurate v/ith society' s perception of the behavior ' s 

reprehensiveness is best viewed in terms of general deterrence. Then that 

need can be weighed and balanced with the other goals of sanctions to deter

mine the proper disposition for classes of offenders and for individual 

offenders. 

Hhat the retributionists who are alarmed by the consideration of 

social goals in sentencing an individual offender fail to rea'lize is that 

the values of individual freedom, self·determination, and fail'ness are all 

social goals and must be considered of great weight--indeed, of controlling 

\~eight--in fOt'mulating and executing sanctions. The fact that no rational, 

orderly consideration of the goals of sanctions, applying the latest 

scientific knowledge available~ has been undertaken in the past to formu

late sentences is where the utilitarian system has gone wrong, not in its 

basic premises. We can take an example of the kind of weighing process 

a commission would undel'take in arriving at decisions about sanctionsby 

returning to the famil iar question \'/e have already asked about the propriety 

of using preventive confinement. The commission should be armed with all 
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the data included in this chapter and any more that can be located. 

As time goes on) more of this kind of information will be available 

since research will certainly be motivated by a policy of using infor

mation that is generated by researchers. The state should also sponsor 

research to validate its justifications for limiting individual freedom 

to develop the most efficient system. 

From the available data) the commission could \'/eigh the human 

and economic costs of preventive confinement) its effectiveness) and 

the consequences of long sentences onthe other goals of the system. From 

this evidence, it may well conclude that preventive confinement involves 

more unuseful aspects than useful. Or it may decide that despite the 

costliness of the device, the affront to individual dignity involved in 

confining a person for what he may do in the future, and the likely 

criminogenic effect extended incarceration will have on the offender) 

offenders who have committed a serious crime deserving of strong social 

censure in terms of general deterrence may be subjected to incapacitation. 

However, it is hard to envision reaching this conclusion by a rational 

weighing of the facts presently available. Or even if the commission 

finds that preventive incarceration is inappropriate at the present time) 

it may change its judgment when prediction devices have increased in 

their predictive ability. 

One more thing requires mention. Because of the abject failure of 

.the parole-indeterminate sentence system) which was based on institutional 

rehabilitation, everyone seems to have striken rehabilitation from the 

list of goals the sanctioning system should seek. Once again, this over

reaction should be ,checked. Certainly, rehabilitation should not be used 

as an excuse for preventive confinement; nor should its achievement judged 
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by invalid criteria be a pre-requisite to release from incarceration. 

This is patently unfair. But there is no reason \vhy nevI pr'ogNms can-

not be developed that will be effective in achieving rehabilitation. 

The concept of reintegration and community corrections offers a great 

deal of promise in this direction and there is no reason that rehabili

tative efficacy cannot be considered in developing and imposing alter

native sanctions. Some "treatment" programs, particularly those involving 

behavior modification, have been accused of interfering too deeply with 

the individual IS integrity as a human being. 

would not stand the test of social utility. 

Such a program surely 

In applying the terms set 

by the commission to individual offenders, the Board \·/ould \veigh similar 

factors in deciding the particular term within the narrow limits estab

lished by the commission, considering only the inmate and not his member

ship in a larger group. Another endeavor that might be pursued under 

Model 3 would be repeal of both the minimum sentences of one-third of 

the sentence imposed and the restrictions on parole eligibility. An 

effort might also be made to repeal Louisianals multiple offender statute, 

which constitutes an ineffective effort at deterrence and an overbroad 

preventive confinement provision. As in Model 2, the procedural safeguards 

of Model 1 should be incorporated to assure accuracy of information and 

the Board of Parole would be freed up to aid the offender in reintegration. 

Model 4-Judicial Model: The likelihood that this model will be 

adopted in Louisiana is so small that it is included here only for the 

sake of logical consistency. Its scope also technically lies outside 

the boundaries of the Commissionls inquiry. 
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This model \'1ould retain the concept of a commission setting 

and periodically revising a set of sanctions, but would move the opera

tion of that commission's recommendations from parole release to the 

point of sentencing. If it were practically feasible, this would be 

a preferable arrangement, since there would no longer be any need for 

a parole board. The sentences imposed by the judge would be appealable 

and, in this way, a IIcommon lavJ of sentencing" similar to that developed 

in European countries would develop, insuring uniformity of the sanctions 

being imposed on offenders similarly situated with respect to the goals 

of the sanctions. 

Under either of the last tvlO models, the increased rationality, 

not only of the substance of the sanctions imposed but of the procedures 

for imposing them, may in itself have a great impact upon the way the 

criminal justice system is perceived by offenders and the general public. 

Sentences \'1oul d undoubtedly be shortei~ than they presently are and if 

it were feasible, at least some of the savings could be reinvested in the 

system: (1) To further goals that are proven to be effective. For in

stance, it seems clear that certaint.Y of sanction has a stron~ det~rrent 

effect. Spending mone'y that otherwise would have been spent on incarcera

tion to eliminate plea bargaining would make a great deal of sense; 

(2) To support research for acquiring greater knowledge about the opera

tion of the sanctioning system; and (3) To experiment with new approaches 

for sanctioning that seek to optimize resources in constructing the system 

that is most effective in achieying utilitarian goals. 

One supporter of a system of this kind states: 
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It may be tha.t a more lenient system, \'lhich is 
accepted as fair and consistent~ has a stronget" impact 
than a more severe system which creates the impression 
of inconsistency and arbitrariness, The dispat"ities 
in sentencing, together with the vagaries of plea har
gaining and the impossible task of the parole boards 
in a system of indeterminate sentences may be the most 
serious weakness of criminal justice in the United 
States today./118/ 

Conclusion 

Rather than attempting to recapitulate all the theoretical dis

cussions that have come before, it is probably best to end this part 

of the report on a practica'i note. The following quote is from an article 

written by Leslie Wilkins, a pre-eminent correctional scholar. His 

counsel to those, like the members of this Commission, who are consider-

ing the proper directions the sanctioning system should take in the future 

is as ominous as it is compelling. The course is not a matter of choice 

but of necessity. 

I think, nonetheless, that we shall move rapidly 
tm'lards a ne\'/ approach to crime. My grounds for this 
are that expenditures on criminal justice have more than 
doubled in the last four years. (The National Advisory 
Commission suggests that the annual cost of an effective 
criminal justice system will reach between $20 and $30 
billion in 1983. Even this estimate presumes that the 
rate of increase in expenditure which has characterized 
in the last few years will diminish. In fact the ex
penditure doubled in four years from 1968 to 1972; there 
certainly was not any doubling in the efficiency nor a 
comparable reduction in recorded crime or the fear of 
cl"ime.) Anybody can see that, by following a pol icy 
of more-of-the-same (a linear trend projection wil1 suf
fice), we shall soon be bankrupt; not because of crime, 
but because of what we are doing about it. 

A projection of bankruptcy, it may be thought, is 
a great incentive to change the order of business. r·ly 
fear, however, is that in crimina1 justice, the data are 
so bad, the philosophies so muddled, the symbolism so 
powerful, the language so dishonest, and slogans so use
ful and easy, that rational projection does not apply. 

t;j 
J 
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Perhaps the public will not buy a new model for 
criminal justice until they crash the present one. 
Unfortunatley there are not many alternative models 
on the drawing boards. But even if there were, no 
simulation methods for testing them have been developed. 
Research has been directed towards patching up those 
holes in the system which have disturbed administrators, 
and in the course of this has often made still further 
holes. Radical analysis and propositions of alterna
tives, together with fundamental research, have not 
attracted supporting funds. 

Only those who have made a serious study of the 
problem of crime acknowledge that they do not have suf
ficient information. Everybody else, and especially 
politicians, knows exactly what should be done. In 
criminal-justice matters, the degree of confidence 
with which views are expressed tends to be inversely 
proportionai to the quality of kllO\olledge./1l9/ 
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CHAPTER VI 

PROBATION-PAROLE SERVICES IN LOUISIANA: 
AN OVERVrD-J 

Introduction 

Any complete discussion of probation and parole acknowledges the 

existence and the interaction of three separate units of the criminal 

justice system--the courts, the parole board, and probation-parole 

services. The boundaries of this interaction are established by legis~ 

lative decree. 

In Louisiana, within boundaries defined by the legislature, the 

courts determine who shall be placed on probation; the Board of Parole, 

who shall be paroled. The Division of Probation and Parole of the De

partment of Corrections exists primarily to provide serVices to the 

district courts and to the Board of Parole. Much of the Divisionis 

effort is directed toward supervision of the individuals placed on probation 

or parole, and before that, toward providing investigative reports that 

include data on which a decision-making body can soundly base its dis

position of the offender before it. 

The portion of this report to follow addresses the responsibilities 

and the activities of the Division of Probation and Parole. In preparing 

this analysis, the staff has not conducted a formal management study; 

it has instead addressed the issues of who should be accomplishing which 

tasks and whether those tasks are being completed adequately as judged by 

available research and relevant standards. 

Organizational-Administrative Structure 

Description: All probation-parole agents are classified civil 

servants; within these ranks there are nine different levels of probation-

parole work, each defined according to length of service and requisite 

job skills and responsibilities. 
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The administrative head of the Division of Probation and Parole is 

the Probation and Parole Chief. Housed in Baton Rouge beside Department 

of Corrections headquarters staff, he reports directly to the Assistant 

Secretary of Adul t Servi ces, Department of Corrections. AccO\~di ng to the 

Probation and Parole Officers Operating Manual and the civil service job 

description, the Probation and Parole Chief has final responsibility for 

the formulation and application of policy and procedure within the Jivi

sion, as well as oversight responsibility for all work carried on at lower 

levels. He is responsible for "recommendingthe needs of staffing, train

ing, and equipment. III 

The Probation and Parole Deputy Chief, also assigned to the Divi

sionis headquarters office, supervises other subordinate members of the 

professional staff and the clerical staff. The Operating Manual states 

that he assists in training personnel and formulating policies and pro

cedures under the direction of the Division head. He ascertains that the 

Divisionis actions are consistent with legal technicalities specified by 

legislation and handles all matters involving extradition. Another respon

sibi1ity is to represent the Division at revocationr.2arings h.:;ld by the 

Board of Parole. 

On the next level and also assigned to the headquarters office is 

the Probation and Parole Staff Officer. He is responsible for planning, 

organizing and implementing the first-offender pardon program created by 

La.R.S. 15:572 and serves as staff liaison to the work-release program. 

He is answf:.~rable to the Deputy Chief and provides guidance and advice to 

his subordinates with regard to first-offender pardon and work-release. 

Officers not assigned to headquarters are identified according to 

area and district. The state has been subdivided into four geographical 
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areas, each administered by a Probation and Parole Administrator. These 

four men, designated as members of headquarters staff, are located in field 

offices, from where they supervise and facilitate operations in the dis

tricts under their jurisdiction and serve as liaison between headquarters 

and the field staff assigned to the 13 probation-parole districts. Each 

district consists of one or more judicial districts and provides services 

to those districts. 

The district offices are headed by District Supervisors. Currently, 

eight supervisors are District Supervisor I's (their offices manage an 

average supervisory caseload between 300 and 1,500), and five supervisors 

are District Supervisor Ills (their offices have an average supervisOt~y 

caseload over 1,500). Reporting directly to an Area Administrator, the 

District Supervisor is responsible for the proper functioning of the dis

trict. This requires that he assist in establishing and interpreting de

partmental policy, prepare and maintain administrative records, and 

accumulate statistical data that reflect the districtls functioning. He 

reviews the vwrk of subordinates, counsel ing with them \1/!1en necessary; he 

sees that the appropriate sheriff or chief of police is notified about 

pel~sons in their districts being considered for or having been granted 

parole. He often serves as the hearing officer at a probable cause hear

ing. Though the job description does not so indicate, occasionally, 

especially in a small district, a District Supervisor will supervise a 

limited caseload. 

The proper interaction among middle administrative levels is sum

marized in a memo issued December 9, 1976, by the Assistant Secretary of 

Adult Services: "Just as the Administrator is considered to be a membf!r 

of the headquarters staff~ the Supervisor is considered to be the assistant 
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to the Administrator. The Supervisor in turn should consider the Probation 

and Parole Administrator III attached to his office to be his assistant. 

This sequence of authority should also constitute the channel for all 

communication, verbal or wY'itten, except those that are routine in nature 

and pertain to case preparation ot' updating.1I 

The Probation and Parole Agent III, as assistant to a District Super

visor, fulfills duties similar to those of his immediate supervisol' in that 

he too is involved with counseling subordinates and making and interpreting 

policy. He too may serve as hearing examiner. It would not be unlikely 

that an Agent III carry a specialized caseload. 

Individuals at the last t\'l0 levels of the 8ivision's hierarchy-

the Probation and Parole Agent II and the Probation and Parole Agent 1--

are the individuals who carry regular caseloads, cQnduct investigations, 

keep case records, transport violators, etc.--i.e., perform those tasks 

that one probably thinks of when he hears the title probation-parole officer. 

The Probation and Parole Agent I is a new officer who, in effect, 

participates in on-the-job training for a year. If his perfor~ance is 

satisfactory, he automatically becomes a Probation and Parole Agent II. 

(If it is unsatisfactory, he may be terminated after six months.) 

A Probation and Parole Agent II, like his newer counterpart, pro

vides investigative reports and supervises probationers and parolees, but 

he does so much more independently.* 

SUnlf.lary-Analysis: Probation a;'1d Parole Agent II's supervise Proba-

tiOD and Parole Agent I's and are in turn sllpr.nised by Probllticn and 

*Unless otherwise indicated, the above descriptions were based on informa
tion included in the Probation and Parole Officer's Operating Manual, 
civil service job descriptions, and conversations with personnel from the 
Division of Probation and Parole. 
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Parole Agent IIIls. The latter do some casework, but they function 

primarily as administrative assistants and as supervisors to the agents 

below them. District Supervisors, always responsible fOl~ the proper 

functioning of their districts, now are authorized to hire their own 

field agents. Area Administrators, situated in field offices but func

tioning also as part of the headquarters staff, are key administrative 

links: work from the district moves across their desks to the head-

quarters office, and administrative policy--which they are involved in 

making at headquarters--is channeled through their offices to the districts. 

The headquarters office is in turn linked to the whole Department of Cor

rections network: the PY'obation and Parole Chief reports to the Assistant 

Secretary for Adult Services, who reports to the Secretary of Corrections. 

These interactions are formalized via formal job descl~iptions and admin

istrative policy statements. 

This system baSically satisfies the standards released in June, 

1977, by the Commission on Accreditation for Corrections calling for 

lithe authority, responsibility and fUnction li of the agency's administrator 

IIspecified by statute or administratively by the parent governmental 

organization,1I2 an agency and program managed by a single administrator,3 

a written plan indicating institutional organization and administrative 

subunits, their functions, services and activities,4 and \~ritten policy 

delineating channels of communication. 5 In keeping too with standards 

recommended by the American Correctional Association (ACA) and the 

National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals is 

the division's policy of selection of personnel by civil service exam 

rathel" than by "less objective measul'es. 6 

Too little direction seems to come from those assigned to establish 
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direction. 1I0ur policy makers donlt act,1I one administrator observedj 

IIthey react. II Rather than make pol icy to covel~ probl ems that one ca.n 

anticipate will occur (e.g., an agent accepting bribes in exchange for 

favors, another falsifying contact entries in the supervision record, the 

accidental discharge of a gun in the office), the pattern has often been 

to formulate such policy after the fact. 

Nor, apparently, have there been written statements from the 

headquarters office explaining what probation-parole supervision is to 

achieve; the Divisionis priorities do not exist in writing. 

The report of the Louisiana Commission on Law Enforcement on 

Criminal Justice Standards and Goals in Adult Corrections notes the 

present lack of "clear operational goals,"7a lack \·Jhich has flhindel'ed 

the effectiveness of the system" in that it makes possible "conf1icting 

philosophies and inconsistencies in policy.IIB 

According to the National Advisory Commission, lithe administl"ator 

is expected to formulate goals and basic policies that give direction and 

meaning to the agency. If these goals al'e not formulated specifically, 

they are made by default, for staff will create their O\vn framework." 9 

The difficulty created by staff's assuming the initiative is ob

vious: staff members within the agency often have different perceptions 

according to their positions in the management hierarchy, and their back

grounds and beliefs. With many such individuals establishing agency 

policy fol' their own areas, the result can only be disorder. 

That the Probation-Parole Division must create clearly defined 

and communicated written goals and objectives is a reiterated standard. 10 

Goals so presented exist as a reference point for making policy in all 

other areas: they should, for example, be incorporated into the agency's 
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training ptogtam;11 they should provide a refe)'ence point in the agency's 

h · . t' 12 th t' 1 t l' 13 A d b H"ln9 ptac lces; . ey are essen 1a 0 program p anmng. n ecause 

they ate central to so much, they must be periodically re-examined and 

upclated. 14 

John Dewey \'Irote that II a problem we ll-defi ned is ha If sol ved. II 

The same can be said of a task. Immediate and clear definition of the 

task that the Division faces is essential. This statement must originate 

in the headquarters office and be dispersed downward through the adminis

trative subdivisions below. It must be included in the Operating Manual 

and dispersed and implemented at all levels. 

In view of the circumstances described above and with regard to 

reiterated recolnmendations by nationally recognized agencies that establish 

standards for varying aspects of the criminal justice system, the staff 

recommends several actions. A comprehensive Management-bY-Objective (~1B0) 

system should be implemented within the Division. The MBO system would 

include all levels of employees and \'Iould specify both organizational ob

jectives and criteria for establishing the attainment of those objectives 

for each subdivision of the organization. This effort should fully in

volve all Division employees and outside managelnent consultants should be 

utiliz~d only in assisting the operationalization of MBO design procedures. 

There are other, intermediate steps to consider as vehicles for 

increasing the efficiency and effectiveness of administration and opera

tions within the Division. The Operating Manual, compiled in 1960 and last 

revised in 1975, is again in process of revision. Certainly as part of 

that process, the Division should explain the rationale of its existence, 

delineate its priorities, and define its service objectives. Having 

established these in writing, the Division should include them in the 
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revised manual, where they would become centrally available. 

Another area of dysfunction is that described by authorities in 

California as one frequently discovered in probation-parole organizations: 

... !..}17any correctional agencies have supervisory 
positions, theoretically to provide casework supervision 
to line probation and parole officers. More often than 
not, the supervisor becomes an assistant administrator, 
assigned to special functions in the agency such as 
"court officer" or "intake officer. 1i Although such 
usage of supervisors may ease administrative burdens 
within the agency, the abandonment of case supervision 
for management affects case10ads and their effectiveness. 
/15/ 

This observation seems to apply specifically to Louisiana. 

One of the duties of a District Supervisor is to counsel with his 

subordi nates "when necessary. II Primarily though hi s duti es are admini stra

tive, and if his district is large enough, he is assigned one or more 

Probation and Parole Agent Ill's to assist him. The Probation and Parole 

Agent III has) in turn, a dual function: administrative assistant-trouble 

shooter and counselor to his subordinal:es--i.e., Probation and Pal~ole 

Agent I's and II's. Based on this systel;1, described by the Operating 

Manual, job descriptions and administrative dictum, it appears that there 

is no position in the organization hiprarchy dedicated specifically to 

providing regular casework supervision to field agents. Crisis intervention 

is clearly allowed for; regular and frequent supervision appears not to be. 

The Division itself may discover other intermediate means of estab

lishing clarity of purpose and efficiency of function. The divisional 

reorganization that occurred in conjunction with the addition of 35 new 

field agents and that created the position of Probation and Parole Agent III 

as administrative assistant and counselor of Agent lis and II's is not yet 

a year old. Doubtless changes in that area will be suggested from within 
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the Division. The staff recommends caseload supervision conferences to 

be conduch~d by district supervisory st3ff on a regula)' basis (at a lI\illimum~ 

bi-weekly) to probation-parole field agents. Such supervision would be in 

addition to crisis intervention and directly related to problem-solving in 

counseling and informational referral activities central to efficient case

load management procedures. 

Tra i n i_nJ1. 

DcscriptJ.Qlt: Entry-level requirements for the probation and pal'ole 

officer are a degree from a four-year college or university (or equivalent 

experience) and inclusion on the civil service roles as a result of taking 

an exam. Specific training begins after one is on the job. The most in

tensive training occurs at the district level. 

One view uf the training process comes from conversations \·,ith individuals 

assigned to headquarters and superviso'('s from other offices in the vicinity 

of Baton Rouge. There are a few days of verbal orientation during which the 

new agent is introduced to tIle routine, presented an overview of the correc

~ions system in the state and helped to understand the Division's role within 

thdt f)'ame, anJ given thQ .p.robatioD..Jlnd_Pa\:91e~fJ.t£~l:~~_OQerating !·1anual 

to read. After a few days, the new agent is sent into the field with two or 

three experienced field officers to begin formulating an idea of how field 

supervision is carried out. Within two or three weeks) the new officer begins 

to carry a partial caseload, under close supervision. By the and of 90 days 

he ;s carrying a full caseload of about 100. He continues to \'lOt~k undel' 

close supervision his first year. 

Another version of the specialized training given the new agent is 

several days spent reading the Probation and Parole Officer's .Q2.erating 

Manual and a day spent with one 01' more experienced field officer. The 

l.oulsian,a Commission on Law Enforcement judges that lion tile stote 
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corrections level) no basic orientation is required lof ne\'/ officeri/ .... 11
16 

A member of headquarters staff says something only slightly different: 

"\Je don't have a uniform tta ini ng program. II 

Training for individuals newly appointed to supetvisory positions 

is less formal still. Management conferences are available for district 

and area supervisors and senior officers as are various multi-state 

conferences 1 ike those sponsored by the Ameri can Correcti ona 1 Association (ACA), 

the National Institute of Crime and Delinquency (NICD), and the Southern 

States Correctional Association. More immediate training for those newly 

promoted to supervisor'y roles (i.e., a ne'l' District Supervisor) comes via 

one-to-one counseling between the area supervisor and his new district 

officer or from the interaction at district staff meetings. Also, accord

ing to headquarters personnel, one who seems to be of supervisory caliber 

is often sent to management workshops before he earns promotion to a 

supe}~visory level. Perhaps not surprisingly, none of the administrators 

who commented on this area of training found that the lack of more formal 

instruction had been a problem for them. 

Beyond the formal training given ne\'/ agents and supervisors, which 

exi sts in varyi ng degrees and descri pti ons, the Operati ng r'lanua 1 reports 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

thrice-yearly firearms instruction by F.B.I. firearms experts. Additionally, • 

an agent must demonstrate his efficiency on the firing range, and the 

District Superv'isor must certify this performance in the officer's 

personnel record before the agent is authorized to carry a gun in connec

tion with his official duties. 

Grants have made possible other training programs. In FY 1976-

1977 the Department of Corrections received an LEAA grant ($21,694.) to 

improve their videotaped training material. As a result of that project, 
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there now exist video cassettes that explore problems and areas of con

cern to officers in the Division of Probation and Parole, and there is 

video equipment available to each area of the state. 

Also, the Division of Probation and Parole was awarded a three-year 

in-service training grant ($45,000 from LEAA) This grant, which expires 

February 28, 1978~ is being used primarily to fund statevJide training 

conferences which address general probation-parole skills and management 

skills and issues. During 1977, for example, general conferences were 

held in April and in May in Baton Rouge. During these conferences, experts 

discussed topics and procedures such as current legal issues, departmental 

reorganization, recognition of drug users, interviewing and counseling, 

collection of restitution, arrest techniques, and handling of prisoners 

in the parish jails. Management conferences are scheduled for September 

and November of this year. Through another grant funds are available 

to cover the expenses of the Department of Corrections personnel who attend 

national training courses. 

Improved training is an area \,/idely ackno\'/ledged as an immediate 

goal of the Division. Plans exist, at least on paper. for expanding the 

ongoing training academy for correctional officers at Angola to include 

correctional officers from other state prisons and probation-parole officers. 

The Assistant Secretary of Adult Services cited as both need and goal a 

more sophisticated training program at entry level. As projected, this 

would involve a two-week academy for agents? emphasizing the skills unique 

to probation-parole field work--e.g., conducting intake interviews and 

contracting with offenders for goals to be achieved during their supervision. 

Another training goal involves the use of firearms. Although all 

probation-parole officers are required to participate in firearms training, 
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there is not a uniform standard for all Department of Corrections employees. 

The Department envisions a program that will train personnel uniformly 

and will result in the issuance of a departmental certificate of competency. 

This too will be a skill eventually taught at the training academy. 

National standards cite uniform training and orientation as a 

primary need. The American Correctional Association, e.g., states that 

"trainees [T.e., Probation and Parole Agent I's! should be hired only if 

the department has for such employees a special program of appropriate 

training under the supervision and direction of qualified staff." 17 The 

Commission on Accreditation states more broadly that agency employees 

should be "provided instruction/training covering those goals and objec

tives which are appropriate to th~ir \'/ork,,18 and supports continued in

service training. 19 The National Advisory Commission and the Louisiana 

Commission on Law Enforcement concur: "Each State imflledi~tely should 

develop a comprehensive manpower development and training program ... 

[that/ should range from entry level to top level positions .... 1I
20 The 

National Advisory Commission adds, "After recrutiment, ther'e must be rele

vant training and educational opportunities for the staff.,,21 The Louisiana 

Commission on Law Enforcement \~r'ites that "correctional agencies should 

plan and implement a staff development program that prepares and sustains 

all staff members,,,22 then elaborates: "Train'ing should be the t~esponsibility 

of management and should provide staff with skills and knowledge to fulfill 

organizational goals and objectives.,,23 The particular meaning of this 

observation is clarified in the enumeration that follows: 

a. All top and middle managers should have at least 40 
hours a year of executive development training, including 
training in the operations of police, courts, prosecution, and 
defense attorneys. 
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b. All new staff members should have at least 40 hours 
of orientation training during their first week on the job and 
at least 60 hours additional training duting their first year. 

c. All staff members, aftet their first year, should 
have at least 40 hours of additional training a year to keep 
them abreast of the changing nature of their work and introduce 
them to current issues affecting corrections./24/ 

Summary-Analysis: The standards and probation-parole staff on all 

levels agree that more and better ttaining is essential. In spite of that 

concurrence the Division confronts several problems. 

Firearms training does exist, even though standards of competency 

are not uniform throughout the Department of Corrections. 

Further, arms training is a subject that has been introduced without 

fail into all discussions between the Commission staff and probation-parole 

personnel regarding training. It obviously is a subject of weight to the 

Division. Perhaps this is a result of the seriousness of the implications 

of carrying a weapon (guns can destroy life), Perhaps the frequency of its 

mention is a way of calling attention to a basically sound unit of the 

Division's training program, and perhaps too the only standard uniformly 

defined and applied throughout the Division . 

In view of one estimation thEt only 5-15 percent of the agents 

employ their option to arrest supervisees, the attention accorded this 

item would appear to be excess . 

The three-year in-service training grant expires in February, 1978, 

and legislators reportedly have been reluctant io budget money for travel 

expenses such as are associated with short duration, Division-wide training 

programs. Future annual or semi -annua 1 traini ng conferences are 1 i kely 

to be less well attended if agents must cover their own mileage and lodging 

expenses. As a consequence, what is currently one of the few uniform 
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training instruments used within the Division will thus be rendered less 

effective than in the past. 

The training academy presently exists only as a dream. 

Effective personnel training at any level is based on clearly defined 

goals and carefully articulated statements of policies and values. At 

present neither has been provided. Consequently, even the training programs 

that are implemented within the districts are inevitably without uniform 

focus Dr accomplishment. Because training is currently identified as a 

primary function of the district offices, variety of approach to that duty 

is neither surprising nor problematic. That there is no centrally stated 

and implemented theory underlying training is significant. It makes move

ment toward a particular end impossible and move~ent from one district to 

another formidable. 

Staff tecommendations regarding training address simultaneously the 

two opposite ends of the Divisionis organizational hierarchy. An intensive 

training program must be implemented to enable the entry-level agent to 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

develop the skills and sensitivity that are required for his effective per- .. 

formance of the duties assigned him; the rationale behind this traihing-

and thus behind the Divisionis existence, priorities and activities--must 

be provided from the headquarters office. These two considerations lead 

us to address again the revised operations manual. Because the Operating 

Manual is one of the few concrete vehicles used in training throughout the 

state, it should be an effective one. As well as explaining how to fill 

out a particular form and where to mail its multiple copies and \'/hat in

formation to include in a psi report, the Operating Manual must provide 

the theory underlf'ing the practices. ~'Jhy make and distribute five copies 

of a psi report? What must one consider in determining under the press of 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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time whether to check records at the courthouse again or to try again 

to locate one evasive probationer? 

But reading about being a probation-parole aqent. even watchinq 

someone else be a probation-parole aqent, does not automatically or 

even effectively turn one into an effective agent, or even into a com

petent agent. Specialized training by experts is essential because 

most new agents do not arrive in the Division knowing how to establish 

rapport while conducting an intake interview with a frightened or hostile 

or withdrawn probationer or parolee, or how to accept the anger or hatred 

directed at an agent by an offender and to undel'stand its meaning rather 

than to react in kind. 

Establishing a separate, on-going training academy is not the most 

effective or most efficient way of providing such training: new agent 

intake is not normally large or concentrated enough to justify such an 

academy. Rather the Division should consider contracting for services. 

Individuals and groups locally available through the state's colleges 

and universities are one such source. Some professional staff attached 

to the state's crisis intervention centers also are sensitive to and pro

ficient at teaching the skills and facilitating the awareness required 

of probation-parole agents. 

The Duties of Probation-Parole Agents 

Introduction: Nearly all other issues to be examined in this por

tion of the report are related somehow to the duties assigned probation

parole agents, especial'ly field agents. Before examining the research 

and standards that address those issues, even before noting the issues, 

it is useful to understand the services and functions fulfilled by field 

agents in Louisiana. 
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The major tasks of the Division of Probation and parole are to 

provide investigative reports to the courts and the Board of Parole and 

to supervise probationers and parolees; yet )ccording to materials pro-

vided by headquarters per~onnel, the Division serves many other functions 

as well. Its staff handles extradition of escapees and returns escapees 

from other jurisdictions. La.R.S. 15:574.14 establishes the statutory 

basis for this state participating in· the interstate compact by Nhich one 

state allows probationers and parolees residence in a second state, which 

agrees to admit the offender on the condition that he abide by the stipula

tions imposed on the receiving state's offenders. Headquarters staff adminis

ters the compact; field agents investigate the offender's proposed place of 

residence and his job plan for the parole board of the sending state. 

Field agents also assist agents from a sending state to compile a pre

sentence investigation report or a pre-parole report by forwarding in

formation available in this state about an offender's criminal record. 

Field staff in addition provide reports on all applicants to 

the Board of Pardons, conduct clemency investigations for the Governor's 

Office, and verify and ~ssue certificates of verification on the first 

offender status of offenders eligible for automatic pardon. They 

verify credit for time served by offenders awaiting the Board of Parole's 

decisions to hold a revocation hearing or to revoke parole. They conduct 

pre-release studies on applicants for work-release, assist the candidates 

for work-release in finding jobs, and supervise the activities of \'Iork

releasees outside their places of residence. They transport parole 

eligibles from parish prisons to regional parole hearings when other 

transportation is unavailable and receive and process state prisoners 

being released from local jails. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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In short, because the Division offers the only field services 

within the Department of Corrections) newly created jobs that must be 

performed in the field (e.g., reception, transfer and release of state 

prison inmates housed in parish jails) tend to be assigned to the Divi

sion. Though the tasks increase, personnel does not. 

Investigative Reports: There are several major reports that the 

Division of Probation and Parole is called upon to make. Probably the 

most intensive is the presentence investigation (psi) report. This report 

is prepared fQ)~ a judge--normally a district judge, though according to 

La.R.S. l5:826.A., any court with criminal jurisdiction may order one. 

After an individual has been found guilty or has pleaded guilty 

but before sentence is passed, Article 875 of the Code of Criminal Proce

dure authorizes the court to direct the Division of Probation and Parole 

to conduct a presentence investigation. The report based on this investi

gation must be returned to the court within 60 days (or within 90 if the 

defendent bonds). 

The Operating Manual explains that the psi is based on the belief 

that lithe offender needs to be understood in relation to his particular 

needs, capacities and limitations, rather than on the sole basis of his 

offense.· The defendant's pe\~sonal history, education~ earlier life, family, 

and neighborhood conditions, employment history, rec}'eatio)1, habits, as

sociates, and training are all of significance." 25 

A full psi report is not always useful or desirable. Normally, 

the court informs the probation-parole officer how thorough an investiga

tion it wishes; otherwise the office)' determines how thoroliJh al1 investi

gation the case warrants. In spite of variation in depth, the purpose of 

the report remains to make available as much information as seems 

I 

I 

J 
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necessary about the individual IS characteristics, circumstances, and needs 

so that the court has a sound basis for determining whether probation or 

incarceration is the proper disposition. 

Two other investigative reports which field agents prepare are the 

postsentence report and the pre-parole report. Because both exist 

princ; pa 11y to descri be and document the offender I s current and past crimi na 1 

activities and the attitudes of others with whom the offender has recently 

interacted, both reports have a narrower scope than the psi report has. 

Both the postsentence report and the pre-parole report address pertinent 

details of the offense(s) as reflected in the arresting officerls report 

and the district attorney's statement of facts. If the crime \~as against 

a person, the report must detail any injuries to the victim as well as the 

victimls age, sex, race, and present condition. Both reports note any 

prior adult or juvenile criminal record, current detainers, and prior 

convictions under appeal. Both include a description of prior mental 

treatment and of physical conditions or infirmities that might affect 

the offender's adjustment to incarceration or to parole. 

The postsenteilce report, accon:iing to statute, includes any ob

servations that the sentencing judge or the district attorney wishes to 

make. A pre-parole report includes the agent's judgment regarding the 

acceptability of the residence and job plans and a statement about the 

attitudes of the family, local officials, and the community at large 

toward the offender. In this section, apparently as a matter of practice 

though not of statute, attitudes of the sentencing judge and the district 

attorney are included. This report Ci.lso includes a definite recommenda

tion to parole or not to parole. 

The primary difference that should exist between the postsentence 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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and pre-parole reports is the point in time at which the report is .com

piled. According to Article 876 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, the 

Division shall prepare a postsentence report on convicted felons within 

60 days of the beqinnina of the sentence~ if a psi report was not pre-

pared and if the sentence is one year or longer. Once completed, the 

report is forwarded to the place of incarceration or to the district in 

which the offender is on probation. The pre-parole report (La.R.S. 15:574.3) 

is prepared at a later point in an offenderls interaction with the correc

tions system. The staff of the Board of Parole automaticallY places an 

eliqible inmate on the docket for a parole hearinq and Simultaneously 

requests a pre-parole report from the district where the prospective 

parolee has residence and employment intentions. One of the field staff 

is assigned to prepare the report and return it to the Board of Parole 

with in 30 days. 

Though both the postsentence and the pre-parole report exist as 

separate statutory entities, the situation that in fact eX'ists is different. 

The Manual speaks of the postsentence/pre-parole report and in~ludes a 

form so-labeled. On an outline prepared by the Division in eay'1y 1977, 

full implementation of Article 876 is listed as a goal. What apparently 

happens most often is that the postsentence investigation and report ate 

not made. This happens, one member of the headquarters staff suggested, 

because there generally is no pressure to get the report done--as there 

is in the case of the presentence and pre-parole reports. At the point 

that Angola was not receiving new inmates, he said, classification officers 

wanted the postsentence reports made, and the Div'ision responded by supply

ing the demand . 
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Supervision: Supervision of individuals assigned to its juris

diction is the second major function of the Division of Probation and 

Parole (La.R.S. 15:826, Articles 893 and 894 of the Code of Criminal 

Procedure). As characterized in conversations with probation-parole 

personnel and in the Manual, supervision requires that a probation-

parole officer fulfill a number of functions--surveillance, police action, 

counseling, referral to other agencies. As part of his surveillance 

function, the probation-parole agent verifies an offender's parole plan 

by field investigation; he receives from the probationers and parolees 

in his charge the required Monthly Supervision Reports, which restate the 

individual's residence and conditions of employment as well as allow for 

a formal request for a conference. From these reports and periodic con

tacts with the offender or with others who interact with or observe the 

offender, the field agent must see that an individual abides b'y the con

ditions the court set for his probation or that the Board of Parole set 

for his parole. 

As surveillance agent, the officer has the statutorily defined 

responsibil.ity to :"epO\~t to the appropl'iate authority his knm'lledge or 

concern that a probationer (Art. 899 of the Code of Criminal Procedure) 

or parolee (La.R.S. l5:574.8.B) has violated or is about to violate some 

condition of his probation or parole. At this point the officer may act 

primarily as police agent: he has the power of arrest (La.R.S. l5:574.8.A.). 

If a violation is serious enough or if there is unnecessary risk in waiting 

for the court or the Board of Parole to issue a wal'rant, the probation

parole officer has the statutol~y authority even without a warrant to have 

arrested or to himself arrest such a violator and have him detained 

locally and then apply for a warrant from the court (Art. 899) or the 
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Board of Pal'ole (La.R.S. 15:574.8). At the preliminary hearing before 

a judge (in the case of a probation violation) or before a district 

probation-parole officer (in the case of a parole violation), the agent 

becomes adversary as he explains his belief that a condition of proba

tion or parole has been violated. 

In this same complex relationship he must also see that the of

fender under his supervision is referred to the proper community facility 

or service to get the assistance he needs (e.g.) treatment at a mental 

health clinic or vocational training); he is called on too to be personal 

counselor and confidant (one with whom the supervisee can discuss personal 

problems and concerns). 

I , 
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CHAPTER VII 

INVESTIGATIVE DUTIES 
OF THE PROBATION-PAROLE AGENT 

Chapter VI has discussed briefly the major characteristics of the 

Division of Probation and Parole. It has "examined the DivisionIs needs 

with regard to administration and training and has surveyed the tasks 

assigned field agents. From that perspective it becomes appropriate to 

give full attention to that area which is the subject of the remainder 

of this portion of the staff's report--the duties assigned to and performed 

by probation-parole agents. As above, these duties and theil~ impl ications 

will be described, examined, and analyzed according to the needs of 

the Division of Probation and Parole and of those to whom it provides 

services, the r~search and experiences of other agencies and groups, and 

the standards recommended by organizations whose task it is to study and 

analyze elements of the criminal justice system. 

Introduction: To exalli1ne the investigative function performed by 

a probation-parole agent is to consider first and primarily the presentence 

investigation (psi) report. Examination of that report introduces in turn 

three other issues: the educational backgrounds of those who prepare it, 

the question of Which staff shall prepare it, and the issue regarding who 

shall be allowed access to its contents. Impacting most of these matters 

is the press of time. Before addressing these specific concerns, however~ 

it is useful to understand the rationale behind the psi report's prepara

tion as well as what such a report contains. 

At that point at which a judge orders a psi, he often has detailed 

knowledge of the defendant's current criminal act whether \ . defendant 

has had a trial or has agreed to a plea bargain. The role of offender is, 

however, only one of the defendant's roles. A major function of the psi 



report is to illustrate whether this role is a major or minor one and to 

bring to the awareness of the court the other behaviors and interactions 

that characterize the defendant and perhaps suggest reasons for the de

fendant's current circumstances. 

The cc~tent of a full psi is widely agreed upon;1 that described 

in the probation and Parole Officer's Operating Manua~ of the Louisiana 

Division of Probation and Parole offers a good illustration. A full psi 

report covers in detail two major areas--criminal record and social data. 

The section regarding criminal record examines the current offense and 

notes any past juvenile or adult record. In describing the current of

fense, the report notes the nature, date and place of the violation, the 

date and place of arrest, the arresting officer, pleas, the place of deten

tion. bond, and the number of days spent in custody. It includes the 

statement of any co-defendants and notes their current status; it includes 

the defendant's own statement and notes his attitude toward the offense 

as well as whether he was under the influence of alcohol or drugs during 

commission of the offense. Records of any other social agencies re t.he 

defen~ant are also included in this section. 

The second major area of a full psi report records and analyzes 

social data. According to the Operating Manual) this portion of the re

port is intended basically to "help explain v/hy he committed the offense 

and any other offenses in his history" (p. 35). Its special importance 

is in pl~esenting data not obtainable by the courts elSe\·/hel~e. ~10re specific

ally, along with information such as date and place of birth, sex, race, 

marital status~ and number of dependents, the study notes the offender's 

marital history, factual information about other family members (e.g., 

name, age, occupation and attitude toward the defendant), the offender's 
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attitude toward other family members, and characteristics of his home, 

his neighborhood and any other families living in the same building as 

he. Noted too is the offender's standing in the community. 

In reporting physical and mental health--which likely influence 

the offender's earning capacity and his interactions \,Iithin the home and 

community--the agent notes the usual physical characteristics as well as 

"posture, gait, expressions, scars, defects, disabilities and deformities" 

(p. 37) and present physical health. Included at this point also are a 

history of diseases and other medical information and findings of any 

psychological or psychiatric reports, as well as notations about any ob-

served "symptoms, such as fears, obsessions, compulsions, anxieties, con-

flicts, depressions, frustrations, peculiar ideas and habits\! (p. 37) of 

which the agent can give concrete examples. Further, the report describes 

the offender's attitudes about himself and toward authority; it includes 

information regarding past schooling (grade completed, adjustment to 

schooling, ability to get along vlith peers at schooL reason(s) for \·/ith

drawal, and special training other than formal education). It notes the 

defendant's church affiliation, church attendance and his general attitude 

toward church, all of which Ilmay be of significance in planning with and 

for him" (p. 37). 

Another portion of the report focuses on the defendant IS emp'/ oyment 

record and financial circumstances. This po~tion includes both verifiable 

facts (i.e" name and address of employer, 'kind of \<Jork performed, salary, 

reason for leaving) and judgments (e.g., adjustment to the job). It notes 

the offender's means of subsistence during periods of unemployment; it 

describes the offender's financial resources (e.g., property holdings, in

vestments and other such sources of income)and liabilities) as well as any 
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such resources available to him via family and friends. 

Finally, the psi report cites the defendant's interests and activ

ities because they are "potential resources in treatment planning for the 

offender, and his attitude toward them is of importance. They may also 

reveal special skills and abilities he possesses as well as qualities of 

leadership or handicaps in social relations, arouse ambitions and be an 

incentive tm'lard achievement rr (p. 38). 

In the report provided the court, the probation-parole agent com

pares and evaluates the material described above. He identifies the 

sources of his information. If any are highly confidential, he attaches 

them on a separate sheet at the report's end and simply notes in the body 

that such sources exist. He includes conjecture and impressions as well, 

taking care he identifies them as such. At the request of the court, he 

also includes his own specific recon~endations. 

Discussion and Analysis of Issues 

Issue: While what is to go into a full psi report is not at issue, 

other closely related matters are. Are those who prepare the psi report 

qualified to make Lhe kinds of judgments the Operating Manual encourages? 

The model for the psi report was taken from social work: it is, except 

for the sections deal ing with current offense and prior record, basically 

a life history of the defendant. The report is not, however, prepared by 

social workers. The prior training required to become a probation-parole 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

field agent in Louisiana is graduation from an accredited four-year college. • 

Some agents come with backgrounds in psychology or social \'lelfal~e; many do 

not. 2 And while it is debatable whether an undergraduate degrae in 

psychology or social welfare trains one to predict accurately human behavior • 

or to analyze it with proper caution, it is even more unlikely that those 
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who come to probation-parole work from backgrounds such as law enforcement 

or liberal arts have had practical training in the matter. Add to this 

the lack of highly specialized training at entry level, and it seems at 

best unrealistic to encourage probation-parole agents to project the 

possible social implications of an offender's "~'/eight, height, posture, 

gait, expressions, scars, defects, disabilities, and deformities" or to 

take note::>f"symptoms" such as "fears, obsessions, compulsions, anxieties, 

conflicts, depressions, frustrations, jans)} peculiar ideas and habits." 

Even the Operating Manual's closing instruction re the psi report presents 

under the circumstances an inappropriate task: The report should, in 

essence, make clear "the cause and contributing factors and their impli

cations for the conduct of the offenda\' and his adjustment in the future" 

(p. 40). 

While those making the psi report are usually not trained to make 

the kinds of judgments that the Operating Manual instructs them to, there 

is one item that all agents must be able to note if their assistance to 

the probationer or parolee is to have a sound base; yet it's an item ap

parently not included in the psi reports currently prepared. This item 

is a list of resources available in the community to assist th~ released 

offender to meet his special needs--e.g., a drug problem, inadequate voca

tional skills, or marital problems. Part of the rationale for releasing 

a convicted offender into the community under supervision is that he can 

best be helped to readjust in his interactions with the community by 

being guided to use the resources available in that community. 

Standard 5.14, Section 5.h., of the National Advisory Commission 

on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals calls for the inclusion of such 

a list. This is an addition that must be made. The reason for this will 
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be explained fully in a later section of the report. At that point the 

issue of adding a section to the current psi report will be returned to. 

Issue: Another question involving the psi report is who is in 

a position to use its detailed presentation. As one expert observes, 

often the material included in a full psi raport makes possible more 

sophisticated dist'inctions in treatment needs than can be met by the 

facilities and other resources available: 

In general, and in view of the narrow range of 
alternatives available to judicial and correctional 
decision makers, current data collection efforts greatly 
exceed available opportunities to utilize the data ... 
courts normally have three sentencing alternatives (or 
decisions) available--probation, jail, or imprisonment 
... the selection of available alternatives can be made 
with far less information than is currently collected 
and made available to the decision makers . 

.... Large, undifferentiated caseloads and few 
treatment alternatives render detailed data on offenders 
almost irrelevant /to probation-parole officel~s7. A 
paroling authoritY-\'1ith but t\,/o basic alternatTves--
to grant or deny parole (or to postpone this decision) 
--hardly benefits from sophisticated data, particularly 
when even that one choice is complicated, and may even 
be determined, by IIbed-space ll considerations. /3/ 

Acknowledging that there are variations in the need for and the 

usefulness of information co11ected, the National Advisory Commission sug

gests that agencies IIshould first ask the judges to identify that informa

tion needed by the court. 1I4 \'Jith thi s in mind the staff of the Governor's 

Pardon, Parole and Rehabilitation Commission sent a questionnaire about 

the relative usefulness of items included inthe psi report to a small ran

dom sample of district judges from 33 of Louisiana's 34 judicial districts. 

Sixty-five questionnail~es were sent, 22 responses, received. Nineteen of 

the state's 34 districts were represented in this response. The judges 

were mailed a chart that named all the items included in a full psi. They 
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were asked to indicate whether they considered each item essential, 

generally useful or irrelevant. 

One judge made this notation: 

Every scrap of material and information about a 
defendant may be relevant, useful or even essential to 
a sentencing judgment. The more I can know about a 
person, the more objective I can be. 

Generally, based on responses to the questionnaire, most of the informa

tion included within the presentence report is considered either essential 

or generally useful. Clearly in those categories are details about the 

present offense, his prior criminal record, and his physical and emotional 

health, educational background, present employm8nt, financial resources, 

military service, religious background, and interests and activities. 

Judicial opinion is much more diverse regarding many of the details con

cerning an offender I s family, home and neighborhood. Items regarding the 

offender1s family (e.g. their names, ages and addresses, educational and 

occupational status; and citizenship, health and general reputation) and 

some particulars about the offender1s residence (whether owned or rented, 

what facilities it includes, whether others are in the same building and 

their reputations) were frequently labeled irrelevant. 

Recognizing that the need for data varies according to individual 

preference and specific case, the Division of Probation and Parole has 

adopted two psi report forms--a long form and a shorter form which eliminates 

just such things as those that a large percentage of the judges identified 

as irrelevant. Not only does this procedure satisfy different judicial 

preferences; it also is essentially \·Jithin the boundaries defined by the 

National Advisory Commission and accepted by the American Correctional 

Association. 5 The difference ;s that the National Advisory Commission's 
~ ,"'. 
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standard, rather than leavi~g the choice just to the court's preference, 

states that a full psi should be prepared in all instances where incar

ceration for more than five years is a possible sentencing disposition. 

This standard, the National Advisory Commission notes, "is consistent 

with the provisions of the r~odel Sentencing Act and the [~lodel Penal Code.,,6 

The Model Penal Code, for example, which does not explicitly require two 

different intensities of a psi report, states the categories that should 

be included in the report7 and then notes that such a report should always 

be prepared when the defendant has been convicted of a felony or is less 

than 22 years of age and has been convicted of a crime, or will be placed 

on probation or incarcerated for an extended term. 8 

The Division's impression that the judges are basically satisfied 

VJith the 1~eports prepared for them has been confi rmed by hlO judges \'Iho 

appended that observation to the questionnaire. Several also noted that 

some information which they would find useful is not usually included. 

Two remarked the absence of psychological workups or psychiatric reports, 

though they also characterized this item as essential. Another said 

that it would be helpful to know what disposition has been made in the 

case of any others also charged in the crime. The Operating Manual's 

discussion of the psi indicates that the latter information should be 

included. And according to Article 875 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, 

the court may order a mental and physical examination of a defendant. 

Thus, presently the framework already exists for fulfilling these addi-

tional requirements. 

Issue: Time becomes a major factor when considering the other 

issues revolving around the presentence investigation and report. As 

suggested above, a major duty of the probation-parole agent is "to prepare 
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investigative reports, and the most comprehensive and detailed report-

and thus is the most time-consuming report to prepare--is the psi report. 

Convention currently defines the amount of time required to pre

pare a psi report as five times that required to supervise one probationer 

or parolee for a month. Many authorities agree that a more realistic 

ratio is twelve or thirteen to one? In other \I/ords, from five to twelve 

times as much of an agent's time in a month goes to describe and analyze 

an offender's crime, family background, emotional health, educational and 

employment record, and interests, as goes into helping anyone supervisee 

accept his new status as probationer, encouraging him to participate in 

AA, or suggesting where he might go for further vocational training. 

All involved also agree that however much time preparation cf the 

psi report requires, it will be completed. The obvious reason is the 

deadline--a particular point in time when a clearly defined task must 

be completed and a tangible product produced. The impact of having a 

deadline--and thus probably the deadline's impact on supervision time-

is intensified by judges' requesting on occasion the completion of a 

ps i report in 1 es s than the 60- 90 days allowed by statute. 

Because preparation of the psi report demands and gets a significant 

portion of an agent's available time, possible ways to reduce that ex

penditure or increase its return must be considered. In this context, 

two considerations can be raised: should a single agent have to fulfill 

both tasks, investigation and supervision; and given that preparation of 

a full and competent psi report requires a significant amount of time, 

might it not be used more widely and thus more efficiently than it pre

sently is. Consider the first issue: Shall an agent fulfill both roles? 

The American Correctional Association recommends that "a coordinated 
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statewide program should provide probation service to all criminal 

courts ... "; all adult probation services should be "a function of an 

integrat,ed state-administered correctional program Lwhicbl can result 

in greater coordination of total services to the offender, the court, 

and society,"10 In contrast, the National Advisory Commission's long

range recommendation is that probation departments should be within a 

unified state correctional system but that lithe current duality of 

roles for ;probation staff" ll should be done away \'Jith by having those 

performing services to the court under the administrative control of the 

courts and those providing services to probationers answerable) as now, 

to the Department of Corrections. Until such an arrangement is possible, 

however, the National Advisory Commission recommends that individuals 

hired by a unified state corrections system, at least in urban areas, be 

assigned either to perform court services or to supervise offenders. 12 

The Louisiana Commission on Law Enforcement echoes this position in their 

1975 report. 13 Colorado's new corrections master plan also reconnnends 

specialization of investigation in order to 'Ieliminate the competition 

bebJeen duties anti improve supervision of parolees. 1114 

The Division of Probation and Parole implemented that approach 

several years ago on a trial basis in the Baton Rouge District. For t\-m 

years that district maintained a three-man investigative staff, which was 

to conduct 75 percent of the investigations required within the district. 

All other agents were assigned to concentrate on probation-parole super

vision. The procedure was producing very high-quality investigative \'Jork, 

but toward the end of the two years the demand for investigations increased 

markedly, and the three-man unit found it could handle only 50 percent of 

the reports ordered. More personnel were not available to the unit 
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because of the supervisory caseload carried by the district. The procedure 

was discontinued. In analyzing its results, district personnel discovered 

that the separation of staff created officers with an incomplete under

standing of the Divisionis functions and consequently created inadequacies 

in the pool from which effective administrators could be drawn. 

In view of the Divisionis stated inability to establish separation 

of investigative and supervisory duties based on CUl~rent staffing levels 

and organizational patterns, an intermediate solution would be the use of 

other personnel for straight data collection and verification. Much of 

an agent's investigative function involves time and effort spent checking 

records--court records, police records, records available inthedistrict 

attornev's office. records available via social aqencies, mental facilities, 

or the mil itary. Vlithout dispute, the careful collection of factual in

formation on which the psi report is based is essential. Its collection 

does not, however, require a four-year college degree, such as the entry

level probation-parole officer has. Nor does it involve the skills that, 

at least theoretically, specialized training provides him with. 

In order to frcle the agent to spend more time for interaction \'lith 

probationers and parolees, other personnel should be used to collect and 

verify data. As well as being practical and efficient, this suggestion 

is consistent \'Iith the recommendation of the President's Commission and 

the National Advi sory Commi ssion) \,/hi ch recommend using non-professional s 

to collect data in order to free more of an officer's time for direct 

service to the offender. 15 

One obvious source of such assistance is the Divisionis present 

full-time personnel. The problem with this solution lies in the report 

from all quarters that present non-professional staff (;.e. clerical staff) 
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are already overworked. One reason for this situation is that when 35 

new agents were added to the Division in FY 1976-1977, there were no 

additional funds made available for support staff. On the other hand, 

the Division reports that tIle recommended ratio of field agents to cleri

cal staff is about 2:1; it also reported in June a total of 172 agents 

and 84 clerical staff within the Division, which is very close to the 

recommended ratio. The possibility of involving clerical staff in the 

collection of recorded data deserves consideration. 

As noted above, the time expended on the preparation of a psi 

report leads one to ask whether it can be more widely used once it has 

been prepared. 

Relevant to this issue is the fact that to a significant extent, 

the reports prepared by the Division of Probation and Parole for differ

ent decision-making bodies are duplicative. For example, the pre-parole 

report, like both the short form and the long form of the psi report, 

describes the current criminal offense and any prior criminal record, 

and notes prior mental treatment and general physical condition. Special

purpose reports, such as the pre-parol~ report or a clemency inve~tiga

tion report, of course demand other information than that included within 

the psi report. The decision-makers who request later reports need to 

know about an inmate's adjustment to incarceration and his performance 

whil e impri soned. Informati on about current fami ly and communi ty attitudes 

is also essential, as is information about any outstanding warrants or 

criminal dispositions made after the period reflected in the psi report. 

This material could as well be added to the psi report as compiled in a 

separate, partially repetitive report, such as occurs now. Updating 

the psi report is more direct and more efficient. In fact, this is the 
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procedure the Monroe District employs in response to requests for pre

parole reports. Though the resultant report is perhaps more detailed 

than the Board of Parole requires, Board members reportedly have not 

complained. Presumably, they ignore what is unnecessary and regard 

what they need. 

Because the psi report occupies so great an expenditure of time 

and effort, the staff recomnends that an initial investigative report 

become the basic informational document regarding an offender who inter

acts with the corrections system. Later reports required by decision

makers should be appended to the original document and should move with 

the offender through the system. 

Full implementation of the recommended procedure requires that 

statutes now in existence be implemented. In Louisiana, a psi report 

is not made preceding all sentences to incarceration. However, within 

60 days of a felony sentence to one year or more, if a psi has not been 

made, a postsentence investigation report on the offender is to be made 

and completed (Art. 876, Code of Criminal Procedure). Although the social 

data included are many fe\'1er in the postsentence r,flport, both reports 

contain base data required in later reports--i.e., criminal histo)~y, employ

ment record, mental and physical health, etc. While Article 876 has not been 

widely inlplemented, the Division of Probation-Parole indicates their 

intention to do so. General descriptive information received from the 

Probation and Parole Deputy Chief cites as along-range goal 

Full implementation of Article 875 which requires a 
presentence or /Article 876, VJhich requires a/ post
sentence investigation on every felony_ The post-sentence 
being made within sixty days after sentence. A standard
ized format contained certain basic information that can 
be used as part of classification admission summary, pre
release report, \'mrk release, pre-parole and clemency 
report. 
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Implementation of Article 876 or of ACA-National Advisory Commis

sion standards, which call for the preparation of a psi report in all 

felony cases and in every case where there is a potential sentence dis

position involving confinement~6 would provide, early in the defendant's 

interaction with the corrections system, a basic document that could be 

used in the early decision-making processes and could serye as the basic 

informational document re the offender as he progresses through the system. 

Issue: When new data are simply appended to an existing document 

as this report recommends be done, it becomes multiply important that the 

originally compiled information be correct. The Operating Manual stresses 

the need for an agent to verify his data in every instance possible. A 

further check of information included is to allow the d~fendant access to 

the report. The latter policy is a subject of some controversy, 

Originally, the purpose of confidentiality ViaS lito assure offendet~s 

and others that information given to probation staff would not be released 

indiscriminately and, accordingly, that probation staff might be trusted,"17 

Keeping this in mind and considering also that the court's decision to in

cat cerate or not is, to the offender, lithe decision next in imp0rta .... ce to 

the determination of guilt,"18 it is the opinion of the National Advisory 

Commission that lithe entire sentencing decision becomes suspect and in

defensible" unless the defendant "is given the opportunity to contest in

formation in the presentence report. 1I19 Dne basis for this opinion is their 

observation that an erroneous psi repol~t too often has led to a harsher 

sentence than otherwise would have been handed down,20 These issues, the 

National Advisory Commission suggests, make essential verification via 

disclosure to the individual and/or his attorney. (They allow disclosu)-e 

to the district attorney as well.) 
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Voices speaking from the other side of the debate c&ution that 

disclosure of the psi report will eliminate previously available sources 

who will fear retaliation for providing information. 

One measure suggested to ameliorate the possible reluctance of 

persons to speak openly if disclosure is permitted is to allow for a 

separate listing of confidential sources and information. The National 

Advisory Commission labels this an unnecessary precaution. In their 

judgment, the fea\"ed disappearance of sources of information generally 

has not occurred. 21 

Against that background one can more easily assess Louisiana's 

situation. The Operating r~anual indicates that lithe names of those 

sources who for serious reasons remain unguestionably confidential should 

be typed on a final and separate page of the report,II22 Al~ticle 877 

of the Code of Criminal Procedure allows disclosure to the traditionally 

allowed sources: the courts, the Board of Parole, the Board of Pardon, 

the Governor or his representative, prison officers, probation-parole 

officers, and medical authorities. It also allows the judge to approve 

di scl osure of "the fact:ua 1 content and conel usions of any pre-sentence 

investigation reportll to the defendant or his attar'ney. La.R.S. 15:574.12 

allows \-lider access; it permits disclosure without special authorization 

to lIa district attorney or law enforcement agency" jSubsection B/. Thus, 

Article 877 denies to the district attorney access to the psi report but 

allows the defendant conditional access; La.R.S. 15:574.12 specifically 

names the district attorney as one to whom the psi can be disclosed but, 

by omitting mention of the defendent, denies him that right. 

The standards are varied in their address of this issue. 
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standards issued by both ACA23 and the Na·~ional Advisory Commis

sion24 recommend disclosure of the contents of the psi report to the 

district attorney and to the defendant and his counsel. The latter 

procedure seems the area of greatest concern, and both the American 

Bar Association and the American La\'/ Institute addre')s it. The ABA 

standard allows withholding elements of the psi report from a defendant 

only when they are irrelevant to a proper sentence, reveal diagnostic 

opinion that could be seriously disruptive to rehabilitation, and name 

sources of information revealed in confidence. 25 Like Louisiana's law, 

the American Law Institute's NodGl Penal Code addresses disclosure of 

the factual contents and conclusion [Art. 7.07(511, but the American 

Law Institute requires disclosure while Louisiana allows it at the judge's 

discretion. A 1969 ruling by the New Jersey Supreme Court lI ordered all 

New Jersey courts to grant disc10sure as a matter of 'rudimentary 

fa i rness. ' ,,26 

The latter attitude reflects the National /\dvisory Commission's 

stand. That Commission cautions that the officer responsible for making 

the report must be able to answer any '.:hallenge to its verity. If' he 

cannot do ~0, the National Advisory Commission recommends, the materidl 

should not be considered in sentencing.27 

cannot· be den i ed, II 28 they assert. 

"The need for verification 

A member'of the headquarters staff supports the latter view, ex-

plaining that--if an investigation has been thorou~h--an officer should 

b6 wil ling to hear the resultant re~ort read in open court. The :urrent 

cloak of confidentiality, he observed, makes possible carelessly researched 

reports. 

The staff recommends that the Commission address the issue of 
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confi denti a 1 ity of i nvesti gative reports. \'Jhi ch authO)~iti es \'Ii thin the 

criminal justice system have access to the investigative reports--especially 

the psi report--should be clarified. The right of the offender to know 

and to challenge data and judgments included within the psi ana later 

reports should be addressed. These documents influence the actions of 

decision-making bodies regarding the future of an offender. He would 

therefore seem to have a right as a matter of policy to data and judgments 

included therein. 

.. _ .. __ J 
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CHAPTER VIII 

PROBATION AND PAROLE SUPERVISION~ 
THE CASE FOR PROBATION 

History of Supervised Parole 

Parole is the release of an offender from a correctional institu-

tion after he has served a portion ~f his prison sentence. Parole allows 

the offender to complete his sentence in the community though still in the 

custody of the state and accountable to conditions imposed at his release 

from prison. Violation of these conditions can result in reincarceration. 

Parole~ with its simultaneous supervisory provision, claims two 

primary functions: the protection of society by monitoring the re-entry . 
of the criminal offender as he assumes a gradually greater portion of 

freedom than he was permitted to handle in prison) and assistance to the 

parolee by providing aid in his adjustment to the society and the social 

interactions from which he has been removed for some period of time. 

Supervision has not been an element of all processes from which 

modern parole practice has evolved. Releasing prisoners without super

vision \I/as a characteristic of both the Australian and, initially, the 

English ticket-of-leave systems. In Australia transported offenders from 

England were allm'led by the provincial governors to support themselves by 

work in another specified district rather than to continue to work for the 

government. In England prisoners were also granted tickets-of-leave on 

the condition that they observe certain l~ules of good behavior. In neither 

case were the released offenders monitored in order to ensure compliance 

with the prescribed standards. 1 

In Engl~nd in 1862) after the second serious crime wave in hardly 

more than five years, a Royal Con~ission appointed by Queen Victoria in

stituted supervision for prisoners released on ticket-of-leave. The 

----~.------------
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police, then later members of prisoners' aide societies, were Used to 

supervise such offenders. 2 In. contrast, the Irish ticket-of-leave system, 

operative. in 1954, provided for supervision by a civil ian emp"oyee \llho 

cooperated with the police but who also helped the ticket-of-leave men 

to find employment. Additionally, the supervisor required that the 

releasees report at stated intervals; he visited them in their homes 

every two weeks; he verified their employment. 3 

In the United States, the first legislation authorizing parole 

was enacted in Massachusetts in 1837. 4 During the middle of the century, 

most supportive services to parolees were provided by volunteers from 

prison societies. Though there also were parole officers, these men were 

not supervisors in the modern sense; rather they helped parolees obtain 

material support (employment, tools, clothes, transportation).5 In 1876 

the Elmira Reformatory opened in New York State. Its program required 

six months of supervision for released prisoners. The supervisers, 

vo 1 unteers ca 11 ed "gua rd i ans," requ ired that the pa ro 1 ee report in \,Irit i n9 

at the first of each month. Parole could be revoked at any time during 

the six months for a violation of conditions attached to release. 6 

In Louisiana supervised parole began in the early 1900's. Appointed 

parole officers, assisted by volunteer "parole advisors," monitored the 

activities of parolees, assisting them to remain gainfully employed, to 

fill out parole reports, and to remain within the boundaries set by the 

conditions of their parole. 7 

The supervision system was modified a number of times: in 1926 

the policy of appointing one parole officer from each congressional district 

was replaced by a la\,1 providing only one parole officer for the state; in 

1940 the state was again subdivided so that parole offices were established 
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in five cities around the state; in 1952 parole and probation services 

were combined, and volunteer parole advisors were dropped. By 1960 all 

probation-parole service personnel were classified under civil service. 8 

History of Probation 

The National Commission on Law Observance and Enforcement 
defines probation as "a process of treatment \'lhich is pre
scribed by the court for persons convicted of offenses against 
the 'law when the protection of society does not require im
prisonment of the offender and during which time the individual 
on probation lives in the community regulating his o\'ln life 
under conditions imposed by the court (or other constituted 
author,ity) and is subject to supervision by a probation officer." 
/9/ 

Though the precedents for probation are found in the features of 

English common law that allow suspension of punishment on the condition 

of good behavior, probation, as it noVi exists, is "a distinctly American 

correctional innovation." 10 It evolved as "an integl~al part of the more 

general movement away from the traditional punitive and repressive approach, 

and towards the substitution of humanitarian and utilitarian con~ideration 

from considerations of general deterrance and retribution. 11 

Probation's immediate model is the one created on the often-recounted 

occasion in 1841, when John Augustus, a Boston shoemaker involved in the 

temperence movement, attended a police court in Boston and posted bail for 

a man charged \'lith public drunkenness. It/hen the man and Ml'. Augustus ap

peared in court three weeks later, the judge agreed that the defendant 

evidenced signs of genuine reform and, rather than ordering the usua"j penalty 

of imprisOlHnent, ordered payment of a one-cent fine. Encouraged by this 

experience, and convinced that reformation \'las, in many cases, more likely 

to occur outside an institution than in one, Augustus continued to attend 

the police court hearings, posting bail for men charged with drunkenness, 

I I b 1· d 1 d b f' t f h" . t 12 men W10m 1e e leve wou ene 1 rom l~ assls ance. 

-.:-_' 
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In time Augustus extended his services to women and children and 

then to plaintiffs in the municipal court. For each individual so bailed, 

he offered supervision and guidance during the time preceding pronounce

ment of judgment. By the time of his death in 1859, Augustus had "bailed 

on probation" almost 2,000 offenders. 13 By this time the probation 

process that Augustus created included most of the elements that still 

characterize it today: "investigation and screening, intervie\,/ing, 

supervision of those released, and services such as employment, relief, 

and education. 1I14 

One result of Augustus' efforts was the first probation law. In 

1878 Massachusetts enacted a law formally establ ishing probation and en

abling the city of Boston to appoint a paid probation officer. By 1891 

probation was mandatory in the state's police and municipal courts; in 

1898 it was extended to the superior courts. By the early 1900's five 

states had enacted probation legislation; in 1914 federal probation was 

establ i shed; by 1256 some scheme of adult pro bat i on ViaS author; zed through

out the United States. 15 

Probation began in Louisiana in 1914. That year the legislature 

enacted a measure enabling but not binding a court to suspend the imposi

tion of sentence, if the jury so recommended. Not until 1942 d"id the 

legislature pass an act providing for the supervision of an adult placed 

on probation. Gradually rules were modified and laws enacted which made 

probation to misdemeanants an option, instituted the presentence investi

gation, made a presentence or a postsentence report mandatory in a felony 

case, and establ ished mandatol"y probation conditions. Orle of the most. 

recent amendments of probation law was the 1974 law which allows the 

court to impose, in felony cases, a sentence without hard labor~ not to 
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exceed one year.16 

Results of the Prison Experience 

Philosophically, probation reflects the transition from the purely 

punitive treatment of offenders toward the attitude that criminal offenders 

are not beyond redemption and can sometimes be more successfully "rehabili

tated" outside of prison than in. Practically, probation offers a way of 

keeping the criminal offender out of the prison environment and thus spar

ing him--and society--all that that experience entails or provokes. Indeed, 
, . 

quite a lot has been written about the impact of the prison experience on 

an individual and consequently upon society. 

The President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration 

of Criminal Justice describes life in many prisons as 'Iat best barren and 

futile, at worse unspeakably brutal nnd degrading" 17 and observes that 

prison life offers lithe poorest feasible preparation" 18 for successful 

adjustment to society's demands. The National Council on Crime and Delinquency 

(NCCD) suggests an answer with the foll m·!ing question: II If you were required 

to live in a cell vlith few facilities, little pdvacy, limited contact vlith 

other persons significant to you, limited access to employment, and a high 

degree of authoritarian regimentation, hOVI might you fa)~e upon re-entry into 

the broader, more competitive society, there to be greeted by the stigma 

of having been laway,?"19 

The incarcerated individual lives in a highly regimented environment 

in which many of even the most routine decisions are made for him. He has 

been isolated as well from intimate interaction with opposite sex individuals 

and from normal family interactions; he has learned to cope with an almost 

complete lack of privacy. These and whatever individual experiences he has 

had tend to isolate him from most other people: he feels different, set 
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apart from most people; most people view the ex-inmate as different. The 

impact of the prison experience is amplified by the fact t.hat not only the 

ex-inmate has changed; everything else has changed too. Whatever the 

situation he left, the relationships he participated in, the job he held--

none is the same. According to a report based on personal interviews with 

over 300 parol ees, the rene\'ied interaction \'Ith society creates for him 

lIa period of confusion, filled with anxiety, missed cues, embarrassment, 

over-intense impulses, and excitement followed' by depression. 1I20 

So 'it is that the adaptive task confronting the returning inmate 

is monumental: behavior patterns appropriate to the prison setting are 

ineffective outside; his new role of parolee touches all aspects of his 

social interactions, leaving no social role unmodified. 21 In addition, 

he often receives little, if any, social support and frequently has 

few resources, and he moves among free men, many of \'lhom refuse to inter

act with him or react with suspicion. Finally, permeating all interactions 

is the awareness of possible return to prison for actions that would be 

without serious consequence for a free man. 22 

One possible consequence of this set of circumstances is thp escala

tion of frustration to the point of crisis; in turn, one vey'y normal response 

to a crisis situation is to resort first to behavior that seems to have 

worked in the past--in this instance, perhaps to criminal behavior. 23 

It seems further that the longer the period of confinement, the 

more difficult the adjustment. 24 Logically, this would seem so: if isolat

ing an individual from people and events makes difficult renewed interaction 

with them and if a period of strict regimentation and authoritarian direc

tion dulls one's capacity to decide and to act for himself, then certa'inly 

the longer the individual is so contained, the greater his estrangement, 
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the greater the maladjustment upon re-entry. Logical, however, is not 

necessarily true. Data from a California research project add credence 

to the logical conjecture. Jaman compared the parole performances of 

two groups of inmates released in 1965. All subjects \';ere first prison 

rel eases) impr'j soned for fi rst- or second -degree robbery. The basis of 

comparison Vias whether they had served more or less than the median time 

served in prison for that group of inmates released in 1965. Further, 

she matched the contrast groups according to age, ethnic group, base

expectancy leve'l, parole region of release and type of supervision re

ceived. She compared their performance at six-, t\~elve-, and twenty-four-

month periods. 

For all offense categories and in all follow-up 
periods, the percent of favorable outcome among men who 
served 1 ess thad the median time ViaS greater than among 
those who served more than the median months .... In fact 
in the matched samples of men who had been committed 
for Robbery 1st, those who served for less than the 
median months had a much higher percent of favorable 
outcome on all three follow-up periods./25/ 

In summary then, incarcerati on--vJhatever el se it accompl i shes-

isolates the offender from the very society to which he will almost cer~ 

tainly return and, in doing so, forces upon him behavior that is inimical 

to his successful interaction in that free society. In addition, longer 

confinements occasion more difficult adjustments, 

Very often, the I<~andicaps created by incarceration are compounded 

by the 1 i kel i hood that the offender enters pri son \'1ith di sadvantages that 

he will later take back vlith him into society. Then he has two sets of 

handicaps rather than one. More specifically--the individual who enters 

prison is usually young (18-30) and frequently is severely educationally 

h{mdicapped.. (The latter is especia11y significant \',hen one considers 
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that education is a fairly accurate indicator of probable success in 

d . t ) 26 mo ern SOC1e y . 

According to data provided in the report of the President's Com

mission (1967), 45.3 percent of the general population had at least 

completed high schaol; 82.3 percent of the combined state and federal 

felon population had had three years of high school or less. Only 17.7 

percent had had 12 years or more of schooling. Yet 14.4 percent had 

attended school for four years or less (in comparison to six percent or 

the general population in that catt~goryL and 40. 3 perc(~nt had completed 

eight years of school or less (in contrast to 28 p~rcent of the general 

population).27 

More recent data from Louisiana describe a similar situation. 

According to the United States Department of JusticeUs Census of Prisoners, 

97 percent of Louisiana's prison population in 1973 Nas male;28 60 percent, 

between 18 and 29 years old. 29 Eighty-one percent had completed three 

years of high school or less. 30 Of the same tenor is the report that in 

1974-1975 fifty-one percent of the inmates received for incarceration at 

Angola tested at the fourth-grade level or less; and 76 percent tested 

at less than sixth-grade level,3l 

Positive Features of Probation 

Cost: If it is true, as many authorities insist that it is, that 

incarceration inflicts heavy costs in human potential, certainly it's 

more observably true that it costs a lot financially. In Louisiana in 

FY 1976-1977 it cost the Department of Corrections an estimated 72 cents 

per day to keep an inmate on probation Gr parole supervision. The 

average weighted cost of maintaining an inmate in a state prison was 

$16.81 per day; particular cost figures ranged from $8.83 per day at 
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Louisiana Correctional and Industrial School (LCIS) at Dequincy to 

$19.96 per day at Louisiana State Penitentiary at Angola. Budget re

quests for the Department of Corrections for FY 1977-1978 were based on 

the projection that probation-parole supervision would cost the depart

ment $1.06 per day and incarceration, on the average of S19.42 per day, 

with the range again established by LeIS and LSP at $10.01 and $21.73 

per day.32 These figures do not reflect other indirect costs·-i.e., 

loss of tax revenues via removal of a wage-ear'ner from society, possib'le 

welfare costs incurred when an inmate1s family loses a major wage earner. 

Though such projections are unavailable for this state, calculations of

fered for other locales reflect the large sums involved. A publication 

of North Carolina ls Department of Corrections states that probationers 

earned $155)430,504.72 in taxable income between January 1 and August 22; 

1974. Not only are the dollars earned taxable; they represent a savings 

to the state as well in welfare costs. 33 In Ohio, where the family of 

one out of every tVJelve inmates was on welfare in 1976, incarceration 

costs state government another $2,500 a year for every twelfth family.34 

The Correctional Economics Center estimates that the loss to United States 

economy as the result of the adult inmate manpo\ler confined in prisons 

is between $1 -1. 5 bill ion. liThe cos t to sod ety of i ncarcera t i on far 

exceeds the $1.4 billion dollars in direct expenditul~es reported by state 

governments, 312 large counties and 384 large city governments. 1135 

Probation is Effective: There are various studies that indicate 

that probation ;s a workable alternative. The PY'esiclentls Commission 

(1967) notes 1I 0ne :summary analysis of 15 different stUdies of probation 

outcomes /which7 indicates that from 60 to 90 percent of the pl"obationers 

studied completed terms \'lithout revocation ... Land a study in Californi,ij 
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of 11,638 adult probationers who were granted probation during 195~ to 

1958 lang were follov/ed up "lfteY' 7 years ... almost 72 percent completed 

their probat'ion terms \'/ithout revocation. 11
36 In its 1967 report the Task 

Force of the President's Commission cites the same data, then refers to 

a study which indicates similar results after surveying probation effec

tiveness in Massachusetts, New York and various foreign countries. 37 

Louisiana data are sketchy. Of 1,377 probationers released from 

probation during calendar year 1976, 299 were removed as the result of 

an unfavorable outcome. This category includes those whose termination 

was described simply as "unsatisfactory," those revoked to a parish pri

son or city jail (and thus no longer under Department of Corrections 

jurisdiction), and those terminated because of technical or new felony 

revocation. These terminations represent a little more than 21.5 per

cent of all releases from probation for that year. By extension, they 

indicate that about 77 percent were favorably terminated. (The other 

one and one-half percent were terminated by death.) [Fhe foregoing is 

based on material prepared by Research and Statistics, Department of 

Correcti ons, July 11, 1977.J 

AdditionallYi indicators from other jurisdictions suggest that 

greater use of probation does not increase recidivism rates--i.e., the 

rate at which individuals on probation violate conditions of their proba

tion and thus are incarcerated.* The judgment included in a policy state

ment issued I:-~' :'[le NeCD (1973) is that probation "can be used 'in as many 

*What exactly violation rates indicate has no single answer. This is an 
issue to be discussed fully in a later section. Above, our concern is 
with that intangible most often measured according to recidivism rate-
i.e., relativp success and, consequently, safety of a program. 
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as 90 percent of all convictions without resulting in a poorer recidivism 

rate compared vlith impdsonment.,,38 i·lore recently the ACA has estimated 

that only 25 percent of the individuals in prison need to be incarcerated 

for the safety of society. The NCCD cites a California research project 

which suggests that probation can be more widely used without increasing 

violation rates. Researchers in California studied probation usage and 

violation data for 88 United States district courts and for courts in 

eight California counties. According to the NeeD source) "an examination 

of changes in probation usage in the eight counties showed no pattern of 

relationship between the granting of probation and removal from probation 

for violation. In the federal district courts, pl'obation' usage ranged 

from 37 percent to 66 percent, with no significant variation in violation 

Y'ates.,,39 A project sponsored by the NeeD 111 t'lichigan (1957-1960) SllC-

ceeded in reducing the percentage of felony convictions from 36.6 percent 

to 19.3 percent without increasing the recidiVism rate. 40 According to 

a statement by tre NCeD, confinement is necessary only for those types of 

offenders identified by the r~odel Sentencing Act as dangerous: "(1) the 

offender who has committed a serious crime against a person and shm<Js a 

behavior pattern of persistent assaultiveness based on serious mental 

disturbances and (2) the Offender deeply involved in organized crime.,,41 

In the same source, the authors cite a resolution adopted in 1972 by the 

Congress of Corrections, referring to imprisonment~a Iisentencing alterna

tive" to be reserved for "dangerous and persistent offenders. IA2 The 

American Law Institutels Model Penal Code also recommends sparing use of 

incarceration, though the identification of those who should be incar

cerated is wider. Article 7 of the Code directs that the court shall not 

impose a sentence of imprisonment unless Ilit is of the opinion that 
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his imprisonment is necessary for protection of the public because: 

Ca) there is undue risk that during the period of a suspended sentence or 

probation the defendant will commit another crime; or (b) the defendant 

is in need of correctional treatment that can be provided most effectively 

by hi s commitment to an institution; or (c) a 1 esser sentence \'Ii 11 de

preciate the seriousness of the defendant's crime.,,43 

Summary-Analysis: Clearly, probation is a significantly cheaper 

method of correction than incarceration. In Louisiana a comparison of 

only direct costs of each indicates that probation is 18 to 23 times 

cheaper than incarceration. Also there is tangible evidence that proba

tion "works"--i.e., that individuals can be placed on probation and al

lowed to remain in the community under supervision without returning to 

criminal behavior. If, in addition, some of the many incarcerated of-

fenders who reportedly could safely be placed on probation were, the 

savings would be vast. NCCD speculates that 90 perce~t of those incar
I 

cerated could be placed on probation. Consider a much smaller figure--

20 percent, for example. On May 4, 1977, there was a total of 5,036 

inlnates incarcerated \'/ithin the various state institutions (1,017 i!lmates 

under custody of the state were still in parish prisons).44 If, as some 

researchers suggest, even 20% of the number incarcerated were instead on 

probation, the state would save $16,202.63 per day. 

Based on these considerations and the awareness that prison often 

creates problems as well as solves them, serious consideration must be 

given to the widest use of probation possible. 

Yet currently in Louisiana a verdict of guilty v/hen charged \'lith 

a number of crimes carried with it an auto~atic danial of 2~i~ibilit~1 

for probation and, consequently, an inevitable sentence to incarceratio~. 
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In the viOrds of the President's Commission (1967), liThe goal of 

reintegration is likely to be furthered much more readily by working 

with Offenders in the community than by incarceration.,,45 That is, of 

course, one of the assumptions underlying probation. It is also the 

conviction behind recommendations of the ACA46 and the National Advisory 

Commission 47 that probation be left to the discretionat·y authority of 

the judge "\,}hen it is in the best interest of the offender and not in 

conflict with the interest of society,,,48 not automatically denied for 

the commission of particular crimes or after any but a first offense. 

The President's Commission also advocates this apprOach: "Probation 

legislation cannot take into account all possible extenuating circum-

stances surrounding the commission of an offense or the circumstances of 

particular offenders. 1149 

At the same time, just as incarceration does not of itself re

habilitate an offender, neither does probation, unless it is employed in 

. concert wi'th programs that address the needs of the convi cted offende}·. 

The practice of leaving probation to the discretion of the court must not 

be implemented alone. Simultaneously, it must be required that a new 

section be added to the psi report; this section will cite the resources 

available in the community that would assist the probationel' to meet his 

ovm needs and yet remain vlithin society's legislated boundaries. (See 

recommendation regarding content of psi, page VII-5.) 

In view of the situation and attitudes described above, the staff 

recommends that the Commission consider the possibility that probation 

be made more widely available rather than less so. Automatically exclud

ing certain groups prevents a judge from acting on insight gained from 

the psi repo::-'t he has ordered. To repeat, however~ it is essential that 
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the psi report be expanded to include a list of facilities and services 

available in the community to meet the offender's specific needs. 

Having considered the effects that frequently follow the experi

ence of imprisonment and the consequent advantages that probation has 

over incarceration, the staff wishes to discuss briefly a subject men-

tioned earlier in the chapter--shock probation. 

Article 895 of the Code of Criminal Procedure enables a judge to 

include as an additional condition of probation a requirement that the 

defendant serve "a term of imprisonment without hard labor for a period 

not to exceed one year. II The National Advisory Commission instructs that 

the practice "should be discontinued," explaining that "this type of 

sentence defeats the purpose of probation, which is the earliest possible 

reintegration of the offender into the community.50 Though this is, 

at its closest, a matter peripheral to this Commission's area, it is a 

controversial subject, one that should be at least within the Commission's 

range of awareness. 
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CHAPTER IX 

PROBATION-PAROLE SUPERVISION AS LAW ENFORCEMENT 

Introduction: Why Supervision and Toward What End? 

Probation spares the criminal offender the prison expe}'ience.* 

Adding supervision insures that he will be monitored and assisted in his 

efforts to remain within boundaries that he has previously violated. 

Pdrole, with its corollary of supervision, provides a gradual reintegra

tive mechanism to assist the ex-inmate, who has been isolated from the 

community; supervision allows that reintegrative process also to be moni

tored. Both processes--probation and parole--are based on the recognition 

that the isolation of individuals from society does not facilitate their 

integration into the society to \'/hich they almost certainly will return. 

And, though many never stop to consider the fact, that offenders 

will return is a virtual certainty in nearly all instances and a point 

worth documenting. IIVirtually all prisoners are ultimately released, most 

of them within a few years,"I writes a National Council on Ct'ime and 

Delinquency (NCeD) source, and the observation is easily documented. In 

Colorado, for exampl e, "approxinlately 98 percent of all incarcerated of

fenders eventually return to the community \>/ith only;:: percent expiring 

while incarcerated. 1I2 In Louisiana in 1975,4.5 percent of the prison 

population had life sentences. Unless their sentences are commuted (and 

some will be), these individuals will remain incarcerated for that long-

life. On the other hand, 59 percent of the population had sentences of 

*This generalization is inaccurate when consideration is broadened to 
include "shock" probation, a procedure by \'lhich an offender \'Jho is 
placed on probation is required, as a condition of his probation, to 
serve a brief period of incarceration. That matter was discussed in 
Chapter VII 1. 
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five years or less. 3 Even discounting the possibility of parole (which 

is a possibil ity for those not denied it by la\'/ \'Ihen one-third of their 

sentence has been served--e.g., 20 months on a five-year sentence), good

time credits in 1974 (25 days off sentence for each 30 days of "good" 

time served) cut time served by nearly half. (The 1977 good-time la\'J--

which reduces the number of days off sentence to 15--wil~ cut sentences 

by about a third.) 

The point at thlsjuncture is not that sentences are too long or 

too short, effective or ineffective. Rather the focus is on the offender 

who noramlly will return and who, at least according to tradition, can 

benefit from supervised re-entry. 

All of \'Ihich leads us to focus again on rupervised reintegration, 

to consider again probation and parole, and now ) examine the particu-

lar duties and responsibilities assigned to those who supervise probationers 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

and parolees--those whose duty it is to help protect society at the same • 

time they are to assist the offender with his adjustment to the new role 

of probationer or parolee and \'Jith his effort to remain within society's 

boundaries. 

As indicated in an earlier portion of this report, the duties 

normally included under the heading of probation-parole supervision are 

many. And this appears to be a phenomenon solidly based in tradition. 

The first probation law, for example, passed in Massachusetts in 1878, 

created a position for a paid probation officer and prescribed duties, 

many of which would seem familiar to a modern officer in his supervision 

of both probationers and parolees: attend court, investigate the cases 

of persons charged with or convicted of crimes, make recommendations 

regarding the use of probation (parole) in a particular case, submit 
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periodic reports to an administrative head, visit the supervisees, render 

tttsuch assistance and encouragement ... as will tend to prevent their again 

offending,'" and, if need be, arrest \'/ithout \'mrrant but \-/ith the approval 

of the chief of police. 4 

At this point it is useful to create an artificial subdivision 

among the duties included in the supervisory function fulfilled by probation

parole agents. This and the follovJing chapters vlill speak of lavi enforce

ment duties, that primarily help protect society, and other duties that 

exist primarily to aid the ex-offender. In somewhat n10re concrete terms 

the distinction is between the parole agent as policeman, who prevents or 

punishes an offender's violation of release conditions or his criminal be

havior, and the parole agent as social worker, one who must assist the 

offender to adjust to sodety's demands and restrictions by helping him 

get the counseling, training or other assistance he needs. Though so 

sharp a subdivision is artificial, it also provides a means by which an 

immensely complex process can be described, comprehended and analyzed. 

Once this has been accomplished, the whole system can then be addressed. 

The Probation-Parole Agent as Policeman 

One of the more controversial elements of the law enforcement 

aspect of the supervisory role involves the probation-parole officer's 

arrest function and his carrying firearms. While there are standards re 

thi s issue, there are apparently no standard rul es foll owed nationwide. 

The National Advisory Commission repo}~ted a 1963 survey of parole 

authorities in the United States. The survey revealed that Honly 27 per

cent believed that parole officers should be asked to arrest parole 

violators land that7 only 13 percent believed that parole officers should 

be allowed to carry weapons. 5 
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A questionn~ire sent in 1975 to adult parole agencies in the 

United States revealed that in 24 states agents are not authorized to 

carry firearms. In 21 of those states parole agents make arrests 

"occasionally," lIinfrequent1y," or IInever.1I6 The chart indicates that 

in Louisiana, where probation-paro"le agents are permitted to carry guns, 

agents are encouraged to do so "only when arrest is anticipated or when 

working in high criffi'~ areas ll and Ilotes agents personally arrest violators 

lIinfrequent1y.1I7 

Those \'/ho support the pol icy of allowing agents to carry firearms 

argue that the neighborhoods agents frequent and the arrest duties they 

carry out sometimes require guns. 8 And in spite of claims to the con

trary. many insist that the officer's arrest function does not interfere 

with other elements of the relationship. A veteran parole officer from 

New York insists that the arrest function ~ ~ does not interfere \'Iith 

the therapeutic relationship because the parolee knows that the officer 

initiated the warrant, whoever ultimately makes the arrest. Also, he 

continues, because New York parole officers are also social caseworkers, 

they ar'J able to minimize tensions and hostility that often accompany 

arrests made by police officers. 9 

This is the opinion shared by all in the Louisiana Division of 

Probation and Parole who spoke to the issue. La.R.S. 15:574.8 designates 

parole agents as peace officers, thus legislating their right to be 

armed. The statute also legislates their right to arrest without warrant. 

Article 899 of the Code of Criminal Procedure provides the same right 

to the probation officer. A number of agents on different occasions cited 

the advantage of the agent himself taking a probationer or parolee in 

or, at least, of his accompanying an arresting officer. The officers 
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spoke of violence diverted and also spoke jealously of the right to 

carry guns ~ though none recounted an epi sode in \·,hi ch he used a gun. In 

fact~ what most frequently seems to happen, according to local agents 

as well as other sources,10 is that the probationer or parolee knows what 

he has done) knows why his officer is there, knows the officer has the 

full power of the law behind him, and submits quietly. 

When an officer instead meets resistance, how he is allowed to 

proceed is rather carefully described in the Operating ~1anual. II Force 

is p\~rmis.sible only when all non-fOl'ceful alternatives have fai1ed ll 

(p. 97), the Operating ~1anual cautions. Apparently because he is deemed 

a peace officer, he is allowed to break and enter if he "reasonably" 

believes the suspected violator is present. Again the Operating Manual 

cautions, "There may be cases where the law permits officers to break 

and enter, but sound judgment and common sense may dictate the use of 

less stringent means" (p. 98). 

The firearms policy is also carefully delineated in the Operating 

r~anua 1. An off; cer, whether on or off duty, may carry a .38 or .357 cali ~ 

ber Colt or Smith and Wesson revolver with a two- to four-inch barrel, or 

another weapon approved by the di stl'i ct superv; SOl'. t~henever an offi cor 

either dra\'Js or discharges his v/eapon anywhere but on a firing range~ he 

must notify his district supervisor, \'Jho shall make a personal investiga

tion and then submit to the Probation and Parole Chief a detailed report 

of the results of the investigation as well as his own observations and 

conclusions about the incident. The regulations also state that an officer 

shall not fire warning shots for any reason, shall not fire at a probation 

or parole violator "when lesser force can be used" (p. 100), and shal1 

not fire at a prisoner he is transporting who tries to escape "unless it 
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is to protect himsel.f or other persons from great bodily harm" (p: 100). 

Most standards take exception to a supervising officer taking overt 

police action. The President1s Commission on Law Enforcement and Adminis

tration of Justice states that probation-parole officers who supervise 

should not act as police officer. ll The National Advisory Commission 

insists that "guns are antithetical to the character of a parole officer1s 

job)"12 and recommends in the fourth subsection of Standard 12.7 that 

IIparo1e officers should develop close liaison with police agencies) so 

that any formal arrests necessary can be made by police. Parole officers) 

therefore, would not need to be armed'" In the comment that follows its 

recommendation, the Commission adds this judgment: liTo the extent that 

a parole agency can reduce emphasis on surveillance and control and stress 

its concern for assisting the parolee) it probably will be more successful 

in crime l"eduction. 1I13 The ACA accepts the whole of the National Advisory 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Commission's Standard 12.7 Cl t·1easures of Control "). The Louisiana Commis- • 

sion on Law Enforcement repeats the first three items of National Advisory 

Commission Standard 12.7 almost verbatim (LCLE Objective 9.7 - "t·leasures 

of Control II); it simply omits altogether the fourth item, which questions 

the validity of the agent1s police function. 

More in keeping with the attitude suggested by the Louisiana Commis

sion on Law Enforcement1s omission are allowances made by the American Law 

Institute1s older policies. In Articles 301.3 and 305.16 of the Model 

Penal Code, probation officers and parole officers respectively are given 

the power to arrest without a warrant. 

Conclusions are difficult to suggest at this point. \·Jha tever the 

particular question) if its subject is firearms) its answer will inevitably 

be volatile. While Louisiana is one of only seven parole jurisdictions 
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whi ch v/ere l'eported in the 1975 study to encourage agents to carry fire

arms, under certain circumstances, Louisiana is also one of 16 \'Ihich pro

vide their agents firearms training. 

The use of \'/eapons also appeal's to be carefully monitored by the 

Division. Consequently, whatever the drawbacks of allowing agents to 

carry firearms, the responsibleness \'/ith which the practice is implemented 

in not an issue. 

The primary concer'n should be the effect that this police function 

has on the relationship between the officer and his supervisee and on the 

effectiveness with which the officer is able to fulfill his multiple duties. 

Does the officerls police function preclude the trust necessary to an ef

fective relationship? Does the arrest function siphon energy that is more 

effectively expended on other elements in the supervisory relationship? 

Does effi c i ency requi re that pol icemen carry out the ar~~est functi on, 

using as the situation dictates the skills they have been taught, and thus 

free a portion of the DivisionIs training effort for other skills unique 

to the probation-parole officer/offender relationship. 

The dichotomous attitude suggpsted in the fact that the Louisiana 

Commission on Law Enforcement follm'ls so closely National Advisory Commis~ 

sian standards in most instances but omits altogether their reference to 

agents, arrests and guns permeates the literature and helps to identify 

the subject as one deserving deliberate attention. In this instance, the 

staff recommends only that current policy be assessed in light of its 

possible impact on the superv"isory relationship and with regard to current 

national standards. 
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Parole Conditions 

Conditions Imposed by Louisiana Board of Parole: Obviously, the 

law enforcement aspect of probation-parole supervision need not be 

equivalent to police action. One author describes the discipline that 

the agent enforces in his custodial role as "discriminating oversight 

calculated to achieve the safety of the community without unduly restricting 

or harassing the offender. 1I14 

The pr'imary instrument by which the probation-parole officet"s 

"discriminating oversight" is defined and through \'/hich his author'ity is 

exerted is the imposition of conditions of probation and parole. These 

conditions, which either the court or the Board of Parole impose on the 

criminal offender, define the behavior required of the offender if he is 

to remain outside of prison. Simultaneously, they define the standard of 

behavior that the probation-parole officer will require of his supervisee. 

Because decisions that precede sentencing are not appropriately a 

part of this report, this section will focus hereafter only on conditions 

that are imposed as a result of a decision to grant parole. 

In Louisiana,R.S. 15:574.4 gra~ts the Board of Parole authority 

to impose conditions of parole. Subsection H states that the Board II shall 

require as a condition of Lan inmate's7 parole that he refrain from en

gagi ng in crimi na 1 conduct, II then enumerates othel" cond iti ons that the 

Board may impose, either at the grant hearing or at a later point in time: 

(1) Meet his specified family responsibilities; 

(2) Devote himself to an approved employment or 
occupation; 

(3) Remain within the limits fixed in his Certifi
cate of Parole, unless granted written permission to leave 
such limits by his parole officer; 
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(4) Report, as directed, in person and within 
forty-eight hours of his release, to his parolE officer; 

(5) Report in person to his parole officer at such 
regular intervals as may be required; 

(6) Reside at the place fixed in his Certificate 
of Parole and obtain permission from his paroie officer 
prior to any change in his address or employment; 

(7) Neither have in his possession nor under his 
control any firearm or other dangerous weapon. 

(8) Submit himself to available medical or psychia
tric examination or treatment or both whon ordered to do 
so by his parole officer; 

(9) Refrain from associating with persons known to 
him to be engaged in criminal activities or, without writ
ten permission of his parole officer, with persons known 
to him to hays been convicted of a felony; 

(10) Such other specific conditions as are approp
riate; 

(11) Reside at a community rehabilitation center 
establ i shed by the Depay·tment of Correct; ons; prov; ded 
that no person paroled on the condition that he reside at 
a community rehabilitation center be autho\~ized 0\" allowed 
to work on a project or job involved in a labor dispute. 

Ratner than select only some of the legislatively allowed conditions, 

the Board of Parole has compil~d a form that designates the statute's one 

mandatory condition and its first nine allO\'/ed presci'iptions as particu1ai' 

conditions of parole, then on the authority of the statute's ter>th condi

tion, which allows the Board to add "such other specific conditions as are 

appropriate,11 adds five more items plus a numbered blank for the addition 

of "specia1 conditions" that address a paY'olee's particular circumstances. 

Of the five added items, two do not actually state conditions but rather 

fulfill a responsibility assigned the Board by Subsection I nf the authoriz

ing statute. That section requires that a parolee be informed at some pOint 

of two legislated results that attend revocation of parole for a violation 
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of one or more conditions. Thus, Condition 13 states the paroleels 

awareness that parole revocation results in the loss of all good-time 

earned before parole) up to but not to exceed six months; Condition 14 

informs the parolee that the Board has the authority, in the event of 

his arrest, to place a detainer on him and thus prevent him from making 

ba il . 

In summary, the form which an offender granted parole in Louisiana 

must sign includes 12 specifically or generally designated conditions 

of parole, two conditions that actually are statements regarding the 

parolee's awareness of some consequences of violation or revocation, and 

one condition which in fact exists only if the Board adds it. This they 

have the authority to do at any time so long as the offender remains on 

parole. 

Conditions of Parole--Survey and Oescription: There is marked 

variation in the number and kind of conditions imposed by different 

parole jurisdictions. In 1969 nine particular conditions were imposed 

by 75 percent or more of 52 parole jurisdictions reporting. 15 By 1975 

on1y five particular conditions were imposed by 75 percent or more of 

54 jurisdictions. 16 These conditions, all among the most frequently 

imposed conditions in 1969, addressed change of employment or living 

quarters, compliance with the law, weapons, filing written reports, and 

out-of-state travel. All five of these items appear in conditions cur

rently imposed in Louisiana, as do two other conditions that were imposed 

by 75 pe~cent of the parole jurisdictions in 1969. One addresses un

desirable associatiolls, and the other restricts liquor usage. 

To survey the situation from a different perspective) consider 

that in 1972 the average number of conditions imposed by 54 parole 
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jurisdictions surveyed was 12.4. By 1975 the average was dOl'1n to 11.1. 17 

Discounting the two informational conditions and the blank condition that 

Louisiana adds, Louisiana's total becomes 12, barely above average. Averages 

aside, though, the variations from jurisdiction to jurisdiction are marked, 

and numbers are not the whole problem. 

Parole conditions in general enjoin a parolee fron1 participating 

in two kinds of behavior--criminal behavior, and other behavior, which 

is lawful but forbidden to him because of his status as parolee, which is 

not required of one not on parole. These latter conditions are called 

technical conditions, and depending on the \·tay they are stated, impose 

varying degrees of restraint. Some state absolute prohibitions. Their 

advantage is their lack of ambiguity; they are, hm'lever, often difficult 

to enforce. Other conditions prohibit only excesses of a pat'ticulal' be

havior. Though such restrictions allow the parolee greater freedom to 

control his own life, their imposition introduces ambiguity and sometimes 

frustrations. How much is too much? How does one person know where 

another will establish that limit? A third class of technical conditions 

does not prohibit but rather regulates by instructing \'Jhat a patolee shall 

do (e.g.) mail a written report to his parole officer at the fitst of each 

month) ot what he must have permission to do (e.g., change residences or 

leave the state).18 Whether such conditions facilitate the parolee's 

re-entry is an issue; normally the clarity of their meaning is not. 

Like the supervision process, of \'Ihich they are a part, the condi

tions of parole are required to serve a dual function: they are to pro

tect society from potentially criminal behavior, and they are to assist 

the offender in readjusting to life in the community. Also, as is the 

case with supervision generally, the dual purposes behind imposing 
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conditi ons of parol e can be compl ementary; potentially, thei r impl ementa

tion leads to contradictory results: enforcement of strict rules, fOl~ 

example, perhaps provides society greater safety for a \'1hile, but it does 

little to assist the parolee in l~arning to make his own decisions and 

monitor his own behavior, as he will ultimately be expected to do once 

released from supervision. 

The imposition of conditions of parole shares with supervision a 

second similarity: it is a practice soundly based in history. In fact, 

the conditions imposed on Irish prisoners granted tickets-of-ieave in 

the mid-1850's resemble current conditions not only in practice but in 

content. The released prisoner was to abstain from violating any law 

and from associating with "notoriously bad characters, II to \'Iork to sup-

port himself, to report upon arrival at his destination and periodically 

thereafter, and to notify the proper authority of any change in his 

address. Commission of a new crime or violation of any of the above con

ditions would result in revocation of leave and return to prison to 

finish the term that was interrupted by his release. 19 

Particular Conditions--A Sriti~: That thp. parole system seeks 

in the 1970's to monitor and to assist the parolee in his re-entry into 

the community by rules formulated in the 1850's is v/orth examination. 

One of the most frequently voiced criticisms about modern parole conditions 

is that al"ticulated by \~illiam Parker, author of Parole (Origins, Development, 

Current Practices and Statutes): IIt·lost aspects of daily living are covered 

in parole conditions. However, most free citizens would find it difficult 

to avoid violations of parole regulations if an were rigorously enforced. 1I20 

Parker's observation highlights an issue that many authors address: 
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parole conditions are frequently needlessly prohibitive and often require 

a higher standard of behavior from the parolee than from the rest of 

society.21 

Consider, by \-/ay of illustration, several widely imposed condit-ions 

that have been questioned by very different agencies. 

The ABA notes and then questions the constitutionality of the 

prohibition22 that exists in 32 of 52 United States parole jurisdictions 

forbidding association \'Jith "undesil'ables.fl23 Ne\-/ Yor-k parolees have 

addressed the similarly stated condition current in New York in 1975 

which forbade, as does the condition in Louisiana, association with people 

who have a criminal record. The parolees objected that the condition is 

unnecessarily restrictive. 24 The American Friends Committee takes excep

tion IvHh the same prohibition, noting that "for a person \'/ho lives among 

other working and lower-class persons, which is the case of most parolees, 

not associating with ex-convicts or persons with 'bad reputations' is 

cleal'ly unrealistic.,,25 

Policy-makers in Louisiana have avoided the ambiguity introduced 

by a tel'm like "undesil'able" and have created greater cladty still by 

forbidding association with persons .known !lto be engaged in cdminal activ

ities" or known lito have been convicted of a felony.1I Nonetheless, the 

hardship noted by the American Friends Committee stands. Such a ruling 

also precludes the cntinuation of positively supportive relationships 

which can be formed in prison as they are in all isolated societies. 

Others criticize conditions that are not in themselves objectional 

but become objectionable because they are unrelated to a parolee's past 

conduct or present needs and are therefore inappropriately restrictive. 

One such prohibition, enforced in Louisiana as well as in 29 other United 
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States parole jurisdictions,26 involves possession of firearms. Routinely 

forbidding possession of a gun to a parolee whose offense was unrelated 

to violence and whose background demonstrates no tendency toward aggres

sive behavior is to create a condition that is irrelevant to the reason 

for his incarceration and subsequent disposition. Routinely to forbid a 

parolee to drink (as nine jurisdictions do) or even to get drunk (as 

Louisiana and 17 other jurisdictions do)27_-when alcohol is not for him 

a problem or violence a part of his behavior when he is drinking--is to 

impose on that parolee an irrelevant restriction, which demands of him a 

standard of behavi or not 1 ega 11y requi red of others in the community. 

In 1975, 26 of 52 United States parole jurisdictions imposed pro

hibitions against leaving the area of the state to which the parolee has 

been released; 17 out of 52 required that a parolee allow his officer to 

visit him at home or on the job without prior notice. 28 Both of these 

requirements are among other conditions singled out by NevI Yotk parolees 

as conditions which "unnecessarily inhibited their reintegration into 

society,,29 and by the ABA as "constitutionally suspect.,,30 The latter of 

these conditions does not appear in writing in Louisiana either in 

La.R.S. 15:574.4 or on the list of conditions which a parolee signs. 

Nevertheless, the privilege granted an officer by a condition such a~ 

this is claimed regularly in Louisiana though the condition is not in 

writing. One responsibility that a parole officer in the state has is 

at least to attempt to make personal contact each month with the parolees 

under his supervision; these contacts occur both at home and on the job, 

usually without prior notification. Parolees surveyed nationally describe 

these visits as embarrassing and a source of tension;31 others perceive 

----_._----
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the visits. 

The objectionable travel restriction is included in Louisiana 

among the signed conditions of parole by the \'lords III \'Iill remain \'lithin 

the limits fixed by the Certificate of Parole. 1I That is a reference to 

the signed agreement on the face of the certificate that upon release from 
. 

the institution of incarceration II sa id prisoner h-:Jil17 remain \'lithin the 

limits of (District Office) (State)" until discharged from parole. 

A Problem--Selective Oversight) Revocation Rates and Hhat They 

Tell: Equally a problem and probably more damaging than the imposition 

of many universal ized conditions on a parolee is the dilemma described by 

William Parker1s phrase) quoted earlier) !lif all \'/ere vigorously enforced. 1I 

A common judgment is that the parole officer who fulfilled the condition 

the phrase states would have to revoke the majority of his caseload. Con

sequently, in order not to do so and in order to increase the parolee1s 

chance to adjust in his interactions with the community) the parole officer 

lI enforces a much more lenient set of informal rules. The problem vlith 

this is that the formal rules still exist and are invoked when some out

side attention is directed tmvard a particllla)~ parolee. 11
33 The effects of 

such a practice are predictable and inevitable. The parolee is never sure 

where his boundnries are because technical conditions which his officer 

ignores are still binding conditions and would stand should the officer 

decide to invoke them; consequently) even if they are not in fact applied 

to restrict his behavior) their very existence remains as a source of ~n-

certainty and tension. Such selective enforcement also "fosters a sense 

of distrust" in that selective disregard of conditions fosters an atmosphere 

of games-playing. 34 
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The other effect of selective enforcement impacts more broadly: 

liTo establish a rule then a110\'/ it to be violated \'lith impunity makes 

the regulation meaningless and invites contempt of all regulations. ,,35 

Discovering no negative sanctions for noncompliance, the parolee will 

perhaps feel safe to expand his negative behavior to other forbidden 

areas. 36 Even if the parolee does not try to push his boundaries further, 

ignored noncompliance has the effect of diluting the meaning and impor

tance of law generally; thus it is, in effect, "an attack on the validity 

of legal processes and statuses. 1I37 

Violation rates and, consequently, revocation rates can be reduced 

by selective ~oforcement. The motivations that prompt an agent to employ 

this method of monitoring his parolees vary. Suggested above are an 

agent's concern with increasing a parolee's chances of successful re~ 

entry into a community, and the at least hypothetical concern that an 

agent would hardly have parolees to supervise if he challenged every 

technical violation he observed. Many authorities suggest that rates 

associated with revocation for technical violations tell more about ad-

ministrative policy and agentsl coping behavior than about parole behavior. 

The essential arbitrariness of the decision to revoke parole for 

technical violations provokes comment f)~om many quarters. One researcher 

emphatically dismisses revocation rates as a measure of the efficacy of 

parole supervision on the basis that IIparole staffs can arbitrarily raise' 

or lower the number of violations reported. 1I38 .Two California researchers 

note, "Recidivism rates and public cost can be reduced (or increased) 

merely through changing parole agent behavior (decision criteria) without 

any expectation that it would mediate change in parolee behavior .... "39 

Another source observes, "Violations are subject to multiple interpretations 
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and the seriousness of a given offense can be readily defined away. The 

decision to revoke a parolee reflects the agent's personal orientations 

and his perception of self-accountability to the goals and personnel of 

the s'ystem in v/hich he \'larks. Revocation is not a structured \'esponse 

to parole violations; it is a socially influenced definition.,,40 Parolees 

descri be the same s ituati on \,Iith different words: "\<Jhether or not you 

make it on parole all depends on \'/hich agent you happen to get. ,,41 An 

observation by Carter, Neithercutt and Gottfredson will serve to summar-

ize and focus the issue: 

More than this, it has been demonstrated that proba
tion and parole performance--of officers and offenders alike-
is effected by the admiriistrative desires of management. 
Obviously, directives which state that "violatiorr-)'ates must 
be reduced" (frequently following negative comments by pol i
tical persons about probation and parole performance) will 
result in different evaluations of offender behaVior. Re
serach data have suggested that violation rates are highly 
correlated with management requirements. Simply put, assume 
three field offices: Office "A" with a 40% violation rate, 
I\B" ~lJith 50%, and IICIl with a 60% violation rate. A transfer 
of administrators from office "A" to "B", from "B" to "C", 
and from "G" to "A" will, within a relatively short period 
of time result in office "A" I'lith a 6m; violation rate, "B" 
with 40%, and "C" with 50%./42/ 

Research by Prus and Stratton involving all 45 parole officers in 

"a mid-v/estern state" suggests that the decision to revoke for technical 

violations indicates a lot about agents' coping behaviol' as they seek to 

maintain their jobs and the system in which the jobs are based. A number 

of the agents who were active in seeking revocations shared a concern 

about what high revocation rates would project about their effectiveness 

as an agent: lIThere \'las the feeling among the agents that those agents 

who revoked over 10 percent of their cases were suspected of not performing 

their jobs adequately. ,,43 As a consequence, there \'Jould come a point \'/hen 

the decision to revoke was 'influenced by the number of individuals already 
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revoked for a given period, not just by the circumstances of a particular 

parolee. Many of the same group of agents indicated that they were reluc

tant to recommend revocation--even \·,hen they bel ieved that to be the proper 

decision--if they believed that their recommendation to revoke would be 

denied. "Further, in cases Vlhere agents have had p}~evious revocations 

turned do\'1n, the consequence of this has been to make not only these 

agents, but their office mates as well, more reluctant to ask for revoca

ti ons. 1144 

A California study documents the same phenomenon. Though that study 

examined the decision to grant early discharge from parole rather than the 

decision to revoke parole, it described a marked decline in the rate of 

recommendations to grant early discharge (from 64~~ of cases considered 

in the first three months to 49% of the cases considered in the subsequent 

six months) in spite of the fact that the case descriptions remained rela

tively constant. "It \'las inferred that high rates of early challenge of 

parole agent discharge recommendations were responsible for subsequent 
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curbing of such recommendations and that agents tended to be more responsive • 

to ('learn' from) challenge by unit supervisors and regional administrators." 45 

Other California research disclosed the same tendency of agents to orient 

themselves toward the perspective of their immediate supervisors, who 

ordinarily v/ere mo\~e experienced and in a position of authority over them-

though they coul d nm:: overrul e the agents' deci si ons. 46 Thi s study }~eveal ed 

that recommendati ons to revoke a patti cul ar hypotheti ca 1 case: did not vary 

markedly among agents in a given office but did vary from office to office. 47 

Also, of the agents included in this study, a majority agreed that "it 

mattered to them whether their recommendations were accepted and that 

violation reports were sometimes prepared based upon what the parole board 
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Vlould 'buy. 11I 48 This tendency was reflected in the likelihood that agents 

from the same office would make similar recommendations. 

The potential arbitrariness, the capriciousness of invoking techni

cal violation as the basis of a revocation, is well summal'ized in the 

following paragraph from a doctoral dissertation prepared at the Univer

sity of 100'/a: 

Several of the agents noted that a 10 percent revo
cation rate didn't mean that thl~y were any more effective, 
or that their parolees were behaving any better, than when 
the parole system had a 35 percent revocation rate. A 
couple of agents suggested that if the director wanted a 
1 percent revocation rate, then that probably could be 
achieved as we11."/49/ 

Revocation data for Louisiana are more difficult to report. Data 

reported in diffe)'ent sources by the Research and Statistics Division, 

Department of Correcti ons, often appear contrad; ctO)'y, and the way in \,lhi ch 

they are reported mak$ their precise meaning hard to determine. 

The Probation and Parole Report, compiled by Research and Statistics 

for FY 1975-1976, indicates that there were 1,961 parolees under supel'vision 

by the Division of Probation and Parole. (Table VIII: Avetage Heal'lcount: 

and Type of Supervision by District) Table VII: Case r~ovements indicates 

that during this period 244 individuals \'/ere removed/rom parole by revoca-
• I 

tion. A further breakdown identifies 127 instances in which parole was 

terminated for "New Felony" and 117 instances in \'Ihich termination \-/as the 

result of technical violation. Whether those whose parole was revoked for 

"NevI Felony" Vlere convicted of a new felony or 'dere only charged \-,ith same 

is not clear. In either case, the situation appears to be that 84 percent 

as many offenders are removed f)'om parole as the result of committ'ing 

ordinarily non-criminal actions as are revoked for being charged \vith or 

convicted of a new felony. Or, vievJed from a different perspective, only 
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about 16 percent more parole revocations in FY 1975-1976 were based on 

felonious behavior than were based on forbidden non-criminal behavior. 

The figures inr.luded in the Probation and Parole Report resemble closely 

others provided to this staff by the Department of Corrections. The 

second set of data provides a basis for concluding that the II Ne\., Felony" 

category cited above refers to new felony conviction. In FY 1975-1976, 

243 (9.5 percent) of the admissions to Louisiana State Penitentiary, the 

Louisiana Correctional Institute for Women and the Adult Diagnostic 

Reception Center were the result of parole revocation. One hundred and 

thirty-one (131) of these instances are reported as the result of revoca

tion because of new convictions; 112 were the result of technical viola

tions. These figures suggest that 85 percent as many parole revocations 

are based on technical violations as are based on a new conviction. 

From a parolee's perspective there is another inequity created by 

the possibility of revoking parole for technical violations. \'Ihen a 

para 1 ee is suspected of ha vi ng committed a crime for \,/hi ch there is i n

sufficient evidence to convict him, he can nevertheless be recommitted to 

prison by invoking technical violations. 50 "He may also be sent bark 

/i .e., revoked/ to serve many months for an offense that might normally 

call for a week in jailor a $50. fine." 51 

Some Remedies: However, revocation of parole for the violation of 

technical conditions is not the primary concern. Nor should a central 

concern be the justification of particular rules. As one researcher 

observes, "Practically all rules of parole can be justified in one \'/ay or 

another, including the prohibition of liquor, undesirable associates, 

and changing employment or living quarters. 1I52 

Rather, the need identified by most authorities seems to be to 
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reduce the universally imposed conditions of parole to a minimum, then 

to add specific conditions that address an individual parolee's need 

and thus involve the parolee in the process of working toward the ends 

for which parole supervision can be the means. 

One set of conditions h~ld up as a good example is England's. 

England's Criminal Justice Act of 1967 established 
five conditions for the parolee: 

1. He shall report to an office indicated. 

2. He shall place himself under the supervision 
of an officer nominated for this purpose. 

3. He shall keep in touch with his officer in ac
cordance with the officer's instructions. 

4. He shall inform his officer at once 'if he 
changes his address or loses his job. 

5. He shall be of good behavior and lead an in
dusttious life. 

This particular set of conditions is significant 
for a number of teasons. First, the conditions ate not a 
series of "do's" and "don'ts"; they ate all \I/ritten in a 
positive manner. Further, these conditions do not require 
a higher standard of behavior on the part of the parolee 
than \lJould be found among the non-parolee citiz<anry. They 
are not technical in nature, e.g., curfew at 10:00 P.M., 
but rather suggest basically that the parolee should keep 
in contact with the parole officer and lead a responsible, 
law-abiding life. These kinds of conditions can preclude 
many of the problems associated \I/ith parole violation 
hearings based upon technical violations .... Finally, these 
kinds of basic conditions may stil1 be supplemented by 
specific conditions which are based upon the problems, 
needs, and capacities of individual parolees./53/ 

Other similar examples which share the English system's brevity and con

sequent advantages are the states of Washington and Maine. Washington 

imposes only four conditions, after requiring a first arrival report. 

There the parolee is to 11(1) obey all laws, (2) secU)"'e the permission of 

a parole office before leaving the state, (3) report to the officer, and 

(4) obey any written instructions issued by him."54 Additional conditions 
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may be imposed as require~ by individual circumstances. Maine also im

poses only four conditions: a parolee must have permission to change 

his residence or to travel out of state, and he is required to make 

periodic reports to his officer and to obey the law. Special conditions 

may be added in individual cases. 55 

The situation in New York perhaps embodies the dilemma many states 

face. In 1975 New York parole conditions addressed 20 issues and allowed 

special conditions as well. 56 Perhaps not surprisingly~ a citizens' panel 

report issued that year recommended that the number of conditions be re

duced to three: "(a) Seek and hold a job, or demonstrate anothet' legal 

means of livelihood; (b) Abide by the law; and (c) Report regularly to 

the parole service. 1157 

By reducing the number of conditions and adding individualized con

ditions, the parole process tu)'ns toward acknowledging the parolee as an 

individual human capable of choice; and in acknowledging him thus, it is 

more likely that he will be an active participant in the process of super

vi sed Y'e-entry. Furthermore, one author observes, parol e conditi ons must 

fit the individual bec&l,./se they Jemand that lithe mJ.n \"ho has broken a la\'l 

must live by a more exacting code than the one in force for the rest of 

society. The rule must represent a goal that can be realistically attained 

by the individual and that can reasonably meet society's expectation of 

desirable behavior. 1I5B 

In essence, the reduction of universally applied conditions and 

the addition of special conditions based on individual cases shift the 

tenor of the process of imposing conditions from the realm of the purely 

restrictive to the reintegrative. In the judgment of the President's Com

mission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice (1967) conditions 
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must be neither "too bUl'densome or too unrelated to tre rehabilitation 

of the offender or the protection of the community to be justified in 

the particular (:ase." 59 An article in the Tulane La\.'1 Revie\~ makes the 

above qualification more explicit: 

"A more appropriate standard of review ... would 
require a condition to be evaluated on the basis of whether 
its violation renders the parolee a poorer risk. If vio
lation of a technical condition produces no danger of 
recidivism, any attempt to justify its imposition would 
seem tenuous.!60! 

Indeed, if conditions seem neither to protect the cornmunitj nor assist 

the parolee, they are unjustifiable. 

National standards have evolved to reflect this attitude. The 

standard established by Article 305.13 of the Model Penal Code (1962) 

is the one not so much reflected as repeated in the first ten of eleven 

enumerated conditions included in Subsection H. of La.R.S. 15:574.4. The 

only variation of any import is the Model Penal Code's allowance in 

Subsecti on (1)( g) that an offendet possess a gun or othei" dange\~ous \~ea

pon if he has written permission. (Th~t topic as addtessed in Louisiana's 

statute allows neither possession nor control of su~h weapons and includes 

no circumstances under which he may do so). 

In 1973 the National Task Fotce on Corrections concluded that 

lltules of parole are best when they are relatively fe\'!, simple) and 

specifical1y tailored to the individual case."61 

And recent standards proposed by the National AdvisO\'y Commission, 

the ACA, and the Louisiana Commission on Law Enforcement are ind'icative 

of the same trend toward a less restrictive policy. All three agree that 

parole rules should be reduced to a minimum and that the ones retained 

should reflect the particular offense and circumstances of the individual 

parolee. 62 
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One author who has studied the subject widely has evolved eyen 

further: 

Don't visit his job or his home or his tavern; 
don't make him come in to the office or write in. Leave 
him alone except for making help available. If he gets 
drunk or fights or drives a car into a tree) deal with 
him as you would any other person who does such things. 
If he commits a burglary or robbery, proceed \·lith arraign
ment, indictment, trial and punishment, with due attention 
to his previous record./63/ 

The staff recommends several items for consideration. 

La.R.S. 15:574.4 was patterned closely after the Model Penal Code. 

The staff recommends that the state -aga1i n act as it did ih adopting the 

Model Penal Code and move in the direction suggested by nevler standards. 

The standards that the Board of Parole views as essential should be isolated 

and retained. These standards would of course include the mandate that 

the parolee obey the law. Probably also retained would be items such as 

the monthly report function and the requirement regarding changes of job 

and residence. Consideration should be given to the statement of the latter 

condition. Its present requirement that a parolee ask permission to change 

job or residence is unnecessarily paternalisti~. An agent can just as well 

keep track of his parolee if the condition r~quires notification rather 

than permission. 

Other items seem not to fit all individuals. Must all offenders 

be refused the right to handle firearms? Even the Model Penal Code allows .. 
conditional possession. In a state in which hunting is a popular sport, 

blanket prohibition may be an unrealistic extreme. The prohibition against 

excessive drirk seems the same. Of a different nature is Condition 4 in 

which a parolee promises to avoid lIinjurious or vicious habits and places 

of di sreputab1 e or harmful character. II It means potentially anything, 
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and consequently nothing in particular'. The staff also finds the state

ment that restricts the parolee's movements to a particular location un

necessarily indirect. This appears not to be a problem, hm<Jever, for the 

parolees we have observed confronted tlith its violation at probable cause 

and revocation hearings. 

Concern of a different kind is expressed in an article in the 

Tulane Law Review regarding the "unusual" condition which gives the parole 

agent the authority to order a medical or psychiatric exan1ination or 

treatment. The observation is this: 

/ I7t \'lOul d seem that, absent a 1 egitimate rehabi1 i
tative ~nd, an order r2quiring a parolee to submit to any 
medical or psychiatric treatment violates the parolee's 
fourth amendment rights to be secure in his person from 
unreasonable searches and seizures, his privilege against 
self-incrimination under the fifth amendment, the pre
numbral zone of constitutionally~protected privacy ... 
and due process of law under the fourteenth amendment. 
The implications of the invasion of body and mind sanc
tioned by this condition are unsettling; a parole officer 
would be well-advised to secure ample documentation of 
the necessity for discovering such information before or
dering the parolee to submit to medical and/or psychiatric 
examinations./64/ 

Action should be taken VJith regard to the universal lI condition l1 

that does not appear as a condition but which is normally just accepted 

by the parolee--i .e., that an agent may visit a parolee at home OJ' on t:1e 

job. Recently, apparently for the first time, a parolee objected to his 

agent's visits. The agent requested the Board of Parole to add it as a 

special condition of parole. Because visitation is a universally applied 

condition, it should also appear in writing as a condition. 

Consideration should also be given to providing the definitional 

conditions in another form. The information regarding loss of good-time 

and inability to bond out if char'ged "lith a ne\'J crime is highly relevant 

and of great interest to a parolee. Greater clarity can best be achieved 
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by separating that information from the conditions that di)"ectly 

restrict or prescribe behavior. 

Undergirding whatever particular modifications are made should 

be the awareness that change can unly be facilitated; it cannot be 

forced. 
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CHAPTER X 

AGAIN, WHY SUPERVISE? AND FOR HOW LONG? 

Surveillance as Crime Prevention 

As observed above, conditions of parole are the primary state

ment of the parole officer's authority to ensure that the parolee 

lives within the boundaries the parole authority, and, by extension, 

society deem suitable. The imposition of conditions is the primary 

instrument by which the agent exercises the surveillance function that 

is often looked upon as the primary method of "adjusting" the parolee 

to living again in freedom. Using surveillance to prevent a parolee's 

return to criminal activity is, however, much like using a pile driver 

to get a one-inch screw into its proper place: it requires extreme 

effort; even then it probably cannot be done; and probably there \'/aS 

a less extreme and more effective instrument closer at hand--a dime 

or a fingernail, for example. 

Data released in a report published at UCLA suggest that 

"surveillance activities, while consuming much of the agents' time, 

produce little in the v..Jay of protection of the community from criminal 

behavior." 1 Stated in more detail the situation is this: 

It would be a mistake to assume, however, that 
normal surveillance is the major way in which parolees' 
misdeeds are brought to light. On the contral~y, most 
violations are discovered when the parolee is caught 
by others. A study in California reports that "since 
the /parole7 agent's contacts with the parolee total 
no more than two hours per month, the agency depends 
on other sources for information about parolee activ
iti es. A rev; ew of 1,023 emergency \~epO)~ts prepared 
by agents on parole incidents shows that 71.2 percent 
of the reports are based on information supplied by 
1 aw enforcement agenci es LPol ice and routine nal~cotics 
testin.9l."/2/ 

In California, another group of researchers, who collected ex

perimental evidence which indicated that a parolee who remained 
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arrest-free his first year on parole was likely to remain arrest-free 

in subsequent years on parole, appended the follm·ling judgment: "Indeed, 

nothing in this (or any other known) study indicates that parole super

vision is effective in controlling criminal behavior of the parolee.,,3 

The point can perhaps be made just as well with basic math. A 

researcher from California has determined that a parole agent in that 

state can devote about 25 percent of his time to direct personal contact 

with his parolees. Given that the agent normally has a caseload of 40, 

he can have one hour's contact with each parolee each month, while each 

parolee has 720 hours during which he can participate in criminal 

activities. 4 Calculated another way, the point remains the same. If a 

parolee who is normally awake 16 hours a day spends 30 minutes each month 

in direct contact with his parole agent, that interaction occupies about 

one-tenth of one percent of the total time he is awake that month. 5 

Ninety-nine point nine (99.9) percent of his time usually spent a\'Jake 

remains available for criminal activities. If he opts for less than 

eight hours sleep per night, the balance tilts more heavily still. 

The first situation projected above is difficult to apply directly 

to this state, where caseloads remain about 100 and never approach 40. 

The example that projects a 30-minute encounter in a month with at least 

480 waking hours to devote to crime has closer application. Judged from 

the very limited number of direct observations Commission staff members 

made, most direct personal contacts between agents and their supervisees 

seemed cursory and sUi"face. They tended also to be Quite short. One 

experienced agent explained that even five or ten minutes spent with a 

familiar parolee can reveal a lot to an agent, can indicate that a 
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many months of l5-minute contacts it requires for a relationship to 

reach that point. 

None of this is to say that surveillance produces no results . 

. Unquestionably, surveillance is not without results, and undoubtedly, 

every agent who has been "lith the Di vi s i on six months or more caul d 

cite his own example. There is the mother who called a parole officer 

to report her son drinking again, brandishing a gun and threatening 

her. A middle administrator tells of working with a field agent and 

discovering that the town's new cat burglar was one of their parolees. 

Someone else recounts dealing with the discovery that a paroled sex

offender had volunteered to babysit with a neighbor's small girls. 

Apologists for the parole system say that an optimistic interpretation 

of current evidence "indicates that a sizable percentage of those under 

parole supervision would \.,rind up in prison if parole \.,rere to be abolished.,,6 

Others question the claim: 

Any combination of visits and reports keeps pres
sure on the parolee to be law abiding and to stay in 
touch with the parole office. It is very hard to say 
whether such supervision really prevents relapses into 
crime. A parolee determined to make it does not need 
surveillance; a parolee aetermined to con his parole 
officer, evade him, or engage in illicit activities can 
fi nd "lays to do so. A pa ro lee who is not commi tted 
either way may be induced to accept guidance and help. 
lemphasis added! 171 

It would seem, then, that surveillance of parolees with the inten

tion of preventing criminal behavior "JOrks occasional1y--but not very 

well. If it doesn't usually prevent criminal behavior, however, can it 

at least do as its defenders argue--assist ex-offenders who are amenable 

to guidance? And if parole supervision is useful, for how long is it 

useful? Is it necessary, practical or in some other \'lay beneficial to 

the parolee or to society to retain him in that state for long periods 

of time? 
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The Probation-Parole Agent's Other Task 

In order to decide whether supervision of offenders is bene-

ficial to the probationer and parolee or to the community of which 

they are a part, it becomes necessary to examine the rest of the task 

assigned the probation-parole agent. The \'/hole of the supervisOl~y 

relationship is not defined by an agent's lavl enforcement role. The 

second area of responsibility is that \'/hich emphasizes the services 

that he is to deliver to the probationer-parolee or to direct the 

probationer-parolee toward. 

During the 1930's and continuing through the next two decades, 

the supervi sory aspect of probation and parol e casewot'k became equated 

with social work; the supervisory process was viewed as a therapeutic 

relationship and the officer became therapist. 8 Even today, just what 

the helping aspect of probation-parole supervision entails is quite 

broadly and not very clearly defined. "So elusive is the concept of 

'treatment' that almost everythi ng \'Ihi ch transpi res betv!een probati on 

and parole officer and offender during the period of supervision, at 

one time or another has been labeled treatment. Indeed, treatment may 

be functionally or operationally defined as anything which is done to, 

fot', 01" \'/i th the offender. ,,9 

So wide a territory is difficult for one man to cover thOl~oughly, 

or even effectively. Current literature recognizes that difficulty and 

seeks to isolate the particulal' functions appropriate to the super

visory relationship. An essential part of this effort to define clearly 

the supei'visory role is the separation of "direct probation-parole 

services " from services that are appropriately delivered by agencies 

and sources other than the adult probation-parole division. In the 
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past and, in many instances, still ~ problems have had their source in 

the failure to establish such a distinction: 

Because of community attitudes toward offenders, 
social agencies other than probation are likely to be 
unenthusiastic about providing services to the legally 
identified offender. Probation offices usually lack 
sufficient influence and funds to procure services 
from other resources and therefore try to expand their 
own role and services. This leads to two results, 
both undesirable: identical services are duplicated 
by probation and one or more other public service 
agencies, and probation suffers from stretching already 
tight resources. 

Some probation systems have assumed responsibil
ity for handling matters unrelated to probation ... lor 
have tried! to deal directly with such problems as
alcoholism, drug addiction, und mental illness, which 
ought to be handled through community mental health 
and other specialized programs./10/ 

Though the comment addresses specifically the probation process, the 

attempt to assist the parolee has in recent years been pay't of the same 

effort and has therefore followed the same pattern.* 

Aga in, the correcti ve measure recommended is to i so 1 ate the sel"'V

ices that should be delivered uniquely by a probation-pat'ole organization 

from those that are available through--and should be provided by--other 

agencies within the community. The identification of direct probation

parole services requires first the identification of those needs that a 

probationer or a parolee has precisely because he is what he is--a proba

tioner Ol' a parolee. The National Advisory Commission cites four 

*An earlier chapter addressed the essential difference between the 
probationer and the parolee--i.e., one has experienced prison; one 
has, normally, not. Apart from that difference, with its many rami
fications, the needs and frustrations of the two offenders and the way 
in which their situations have been and are being addressed are quite 
similar. Consequently, though various sources quoted below address 
specifically one kind of offender or the oth~~} the observations are 
relevant to both circumstances. 
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characteristics of such services. They must: 

Relate to the reasons the offender was brought into 
the probation Lor parole! system. 

HelP him adjust to his status as a probationer Lor 
a parolee/. 

Provide information and facilitate referrals to 
needed community resources. 

Help create conditions permitting readjustment and 
reintegration into the community as an independent indi
vidual through full utilization of all available resources. 
/11/ 

The goal of providing these services is to assist the individual in his 

transition from supervised care to independent living. 12 

The particular assistance required in achieving this goal begins 

before release for the parolee, when ideally a parole agent can begin 

orienting both an inmate and his family toward the inmate's pending re

lease on parole. 13 Once the offender has assumed his new status as either 

parolee or probationer, the task required of him is paradoxical: he must 

concede to the restrictions of his assigned status of probationer or 

parolee at the same time that he is expected to perform the independent 

roles normally fulfilled by an adult in this society.14 The task of the 

probation-parole officer at that point is to help him to understand his 

new role and the dilemma it creates and to find a satisfactory \'Iay of deal

ing with the circumstance. 

Assistance from probation-parole officers must also be continuously 

available. Being a probationer or parolee occupies all 168 hours of an 

offender's week. Normally, the supervising agent is available at most 

for 40 hours a week, and emergencies occur at other times as well. In 

order for the supervisee to act under his agent's guidance and permission, 
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This is a service that is most needed when the offender confronts his 

new status: the parolee finds himself no longer part of the perhaps 

hated but certainly familiar routine of prison and the probationer 

discovers himself--perhaps much to his re1 ief--still in the community 

but in the legal custody of the court and under the supervisory juris

diction of the department of corrections. These major life changes 

are times of crisis; they are times when emergency support should be 

availab1e. 16 

The third characteristic that the National Advisory Commission 

states-- II Pl'ovide information and facilitate referrals to needed community 

resouY'cesll--ernbodies the approach that separates past from present: the 

direct responsibility of a probation-parole organization is to provide 

information about and teferral to community agencies; it is not instead 

to try to become or even to function in lieu of all those agencies. 

Throughout current literature runs the acknowledgement that the 

probation-parole officer cannot be and should no longer try to be a 

one-man organization which provides a multitude of professional services 

to a 1 arge and changi ng hete'rogeneous group of peopl e. Hi s pt'imary task 

is instead to assist the probationet~-pay'olee in identifying his particu

lar needs> to help him discover where to go 01' who to ask in pursuit 

of these needs, and then to support the probationer1s or paro1ee 1s ef-

forts toward that end. 

IIMuch of the assistance that probationers and pat'olees need can 

come only from institutions in the community,1I members of the Presidentls 

Commission wtote; 1I, •• help from the schools in gaining the education 

necessary for employment; help from employment services and vocational 

training facilities in getting jobs; help in finding housing, solving 
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domestic difficulties, and taking care of medical disabi1ities.,,17 The 

probation-parole officer thus serves primarily as a catalyst to initiate 

interaction between the offender and the community to which he returns. 

In this capacity--in \'/hich he is var"iously described as "broker of 

services" or "community resource manager"--the probation-parole officer 

must be aware of the resources in the communi ty. A\'/are of these re

sources and of the offender's needs, he can then involve the offender 

in planning and preparing for his own future as an again-independent 

member of society and 8,lso thereby remind him of his responsibility for 

himself. By the same token, an offender's use of community facilities 

must be voluntary (unless, of course, participation in a specified pro

gram is a condition of his probation or parole). Coercion would doubtless 

get him to an agency, but "forced treatment is unlikely to be effective 

treatment.,,18 

Standards are clear and insistent in their address to the point. 

The recommendation is brief but di\~ect: "Probation and pa\'ole officials 

should develop new methods and skills to aid in reintegrating offenders 

through active intervention on their behalf with communitY,institutions.,,19 

In Standard 12.6 the National Advisory Commission conveys the same general 

message, though its choice of words seems simultaneously to assign the 

probation-parole officer a little less active role than is suggested by 

"intervention": services to parolees "should be drawn to the greatest 

extent possible from community programs available to all citizens, with 

parole staff providing linkage between services and the parolees needing 

or desiring them." The Louisiana Commission on Law Enforcement repeats 

the opinion verbatim in its Objective 9.6; the National Adviso\~y Commis

sion, in discussing the needs of probationers (Standard 10.2) reiterates 
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the need to separate direct (probation) services from "other needed 

services /whicb! should be procured from other agencies that have 

primary tespons; bil i ty for them" and identi fies the primary function 

of the p("obation officer as ltcommunity reSOUl~ce manager for probationel's.1l 

The model described above offers some obvious advantages. It 

makes available a variety of services, and flexibility an~ speed in 

adapting to changing needs within the probationer-parolee population 

that would not be possible otherwise. This advantage is multiplied 

when funds are made available for a probation-parole division to pur

chase from the private sector services not available through publicly 

funded programs. 20 

As early as 1967, the President's Commission, in fact, recommended 

that "substantial service-purchase funds should be made available to 

probation and paro1e agencies for use in meeting imperative needs of 

individual offenders that cannot other\'Jise be met. u21 In doing so, the 

Commission cited the example of the Vocational Rehabilitation Adminis

tration of the Department of Health, Education and Welfare, which had 

pioneered by purchasing services that they could not otherwise provide 

to handicapped persons in order to help them overcome obstacles to 

their self-sufficient functioning in the cor.unllnity.22 The t~ational 

Advisory Commission and the Louisiana Commission on La\'J Enforcement 

reiterate that standard. 23 

Also, by providing offenders access to the same opportunities 

on the same basis as other citizens, the number of obstacles that 

I d d th 't' d d 24 separate tle offen er an e communl y lS re uce . 

A third advantage of the model is that it allows redirection of 

energy from an impossible task. The eventual result envisioned by the 
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President's Commission is a ptobation-pal'ole agent become crusader for 

probationer-pul'olee l'ights: liThe off'jcer of the future must be a 'link' 

between the offender ancl community institutions: a mediator \o.Jhen there 

is tl'ouble on the job or in school; an advocate of the offende~' Nben 

bureaucratic policies act irrationally to scteen him out; a shaper and 

developer of new jobs, training, recreation, and other institutional 

r'esources." 25 

Hmo.Jever challenging the dl'eam pl'ojected by the Pt'esident's Commi~sion, 

ho\oJever insistellL the standal'ds, hmoJever' attractive the simply practical 

aspects of the mode1--using corTUnunity resources to 'inct'ease a pr'obation-

parole divisionis resources, to free its staff to fulfill the duties that 

are properly theil'S and thus to increase the divisionis overall effec

tiveness within the cOITU11unity is possible only if thel'e are other agencies 

and l'esources in the community to whi ch the offende)' can be referred. 

In ol'der to determine what might or might not be possible, one source 

recommends the fo 11 OI'Ii ng approach: 

Any community \'/ith a substanti a 1 popul at ion of 
offenders and exoffenders ... needs to take inventory of 
its facilities, both pub1~c and private, and then plan 
to provide the services that are \·Janting .... An inventory 
might reveal, for examp1~, unmet needs for midd1e-of
the-night crisis counseling, job-finding help for re
leasees with professional qualifications, low-interest 
emergency credit, temporary housing for evictees, or 
outpatient psychiatric therapy. Financial help could 
then be systematically channeled for these services, 
to the extent possible under federal and state grants, 
as well as privately through conullunity funds. It \'/ould 
be even more appropriate to l'ea110t for this purpose at 
least pal~t of the funds nm~ being used for parole re
lease and policing functions./26/ 

A\'JUre of both the mode1 1 s potential and the potential p)'oblem, 

the staff made inquiry through United Fund offices about community agencies 

and or'ganizations across the state ancl sent a "Community Facil ities Survey" 
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to the 173 probation-parole agents assigned to field offices across the 

state. On this form the agents were asked to indicate several things: 

(1) the community facilities to which they refer probationers and 

parolees, (2) the frequency of their referral to each pa}'ticular agency 

during a three-month period, (3) the private agencies (if any) to which 

they also refer supervisees, and (4) the way payment is handled in such 

instances, (5) the attitudes of all such agencies toward interacting 

with offenders, and (6) the needed services not presently available in 

their areas. One hundred one (101) questionnaires were returned. That 

number represents 58.4 percent of the number mailed. The percentage 

returned by district varied from 10 percent in one district to 100 per

cent in two small districts. From five districts the return was greater 

than 75 percent. Some of the questionnaires not returned reflect the 

presence of four Area Administrators and 13 District Superviso}' IIS and 

II's, who were not identified according to their administrative titles 

on the mailing list and who normally do not carry a caseload and there

fore could not answer the questions posed. 

Returns from the questionnaire reveal several things. Most readily 

they indicate that there are particul ar agencies in each district to \'/hich 

agents most often refer their supe)'visees. Probably this feature suggests 

two things. Reportedly each office has its grapevine along which one 

agent's discovery of a useful resource is conveyed to others. Probably 

it also reflects something about the common needs of offenders within the 

districts. Repeatedly, in all distdcts, offenders are l~efel'red to 

agencies that provide employment services, vocational training and 

placement, drug and alcohol treatment and counseling, and mental health 

assistance. These repeated referrals reflect the common observation 
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that the typical Louisiana inmate has a poor education and lacks voca

tional skills. The referrals also reflect the fact that in Louisiana 

in 1976, 7,208 27 arrests were for drug use. 

Many agencies were noted only once or twice on the questionnaire 

from a particular district; and apart from the effect of several responses 

which listed dozens of agencies in a district without citing the frequency 

of referra1~ it would seem that not many resources that are available 

within a district are used regularly. Why this is ~o is a matter of 

conjecture. The inquiry regarding community attitudes tm'Jard serving 

offenders sheds lHtle light, in that by far most of the respondents in

dicated that most agencies in their vicinities are helpful when possible. 

One suspects that a partial explanation for the infrequent use of 

available resources is assign&0le to the lack of a unified training program, 

which could supplement, even systematize, the gathering of the fl~uits of 

the grapevi ne. The model of commun ity resource manager is \'Ii de ly \'Irit-

ten about; certainly it is a concept on which many agents are conversant. 

But to be able to talk about it and to be able to successfully practice 

the concept are separate parts of a single process. It seems plausible 

to explain the long lists of community facilities received occasionally 

among the more modest responses as a way of indicating awareness of the 

concept (and perhaps of indicating irritation \'lith those who ask). It 

seelns plausible to conjecture too that the response \'Ihich listed the 

State Police, Bureau of Identification, the sheriff's office in two 

parishes, and the clerk of court as the community facilities most frequently 

used reflects the same fact--awareness of a system that one does not 

understand or that one has no patience with. 

Certainly there are facilities needed that are unavailable. 
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Respondants to the questionnaire indicated that what is needed is often 

just more and better of the same--more drug treatment facilities, more 

sources of vocational education, more and better employment services 

than those offered by Loui si ana Del)artment of Labor. Ot:12rs ci ·~e a 

need for residential facilities for individuals with druG problems and. 

for those with severe mental and emotional problems. There are needs. 

But there are resources available that are not being tapped systematically 

and thus effectively. 

The United Fund publishes service directories in many areas; in 

Baton Rouge and New Orleans their listings are extensive. There are • 

crisis (suicide prevention) centers available across the state that by 

necessity have resource files. These and the additional knowledge of 

Division personnel are sources from \·thich to begin an inventory of facili

ties that are available. From this could come a directory of set~vices 

especially relevant to the needs of probationers and parolees, a directol"Y 

such as that compiled by the state Bar of Texas.28 

As the National Advisory Commission has said: 

To aid the probation j~parole7 officer as a com
munity resource manager, the-system-must be organized to 
deliver certain services that properly belong to probation, 
to secure needed services from those social agencies al
ready charged v/ith responsibil ity for their provision to 
ail citizens, such as s.~hools, health services, employment, 
and related services; and to purchase special services 
needed by probationers jand paroleesj.)29/ 

An attractive cost-effective alternative to the Department of Corrections' 

conducting a statewi de resource inventor'y of servi ces is the util i zati on 

of the efforts of the Louisiana Department of Health and Human Resources 

(DHHR) to establish a comprehensive social service information and refer

ral system. This effort is currently underway and will include both 

centralized program eligibility and automated information retrieval 
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components. It is recommended that the Department of Corrections 

initiate conversations with the DHHR to establish ways by which this 

service could be utilized. Training efforts to enhance the ability 

of probation-parole agents to utilize this service should be considered 

a key component of the Department of Corrections' participation in 

this project. 

A Reassessment: \'Ihy Supervi se? 

Again consider the question: Can the supervisory function really 

be a helping function? Does parole supervision, with its law enforce

ment role and its helping role employed singly or in unison, protect 

the community from the offender or the offender from himself, assist 

the offender into the community or the community toward the offender? 

One does not really expect a definitive anSltler to that question. 

At most there are opinions and conccrns--widely disparate, tinged with 

truth. At one extreme is the terse conclusion reached by the New York 

citizens' inquiry: 

Community supervision, in summary, does not assist 
the parolee and does not effectively protect the public. 
Scarce resources are spent on inept social services and 
ineffective enforcement of the parole agreement. The 
parole regulations become an albatross on the back of 
most parolees, actually impeding reentry into society.j30j 

A milder but more frequently heard observation is that contacts with the 

probationer or parol ee are structured by the requirements of surveill ance . 

rather than by a desire to discover and service offender needs. 31 This 

judgment is echoed by Itlords in a letter f}~om an inmate at Angola: 

No doubt, studies of parole caseloads do show that 
parole supervision seems not to be a critical factor in 
determining success or failure in the community, and the 
conclusion of the Ne\'/ York Parole Inquiry is quite right. 
But what do you expect when, almost as a rule, the role 
of the parole supervisors is not to assist the parolee 
with his problems but primarily to police him? 
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Indeed, one source chi des, II staff members should percei ve themse'[ ves 

less as policemen than as counselors." 32 Also relevant to the discus

sion is the likelihood that the effectiveness of supervision--wh~tever 

that effectiveness ultimately is--depends on the personal relationship 

between the officer and the offender. 33 Yet, because the agent must 

simultaneously prevent or punish an offender's violation of release 

conditions or his criminal behaviori and assist the offender in adjust

ing to society's demands and restrictions, his roles regularly conflict. 34 

In a conflict situation society expects that the officer will protect 

first its best interests;35 the offender knows this, and this knowledge 

hinders the development of mutual trust. 36 

Another possible source for an answer is to consider data. Looked 

at from one perspective, they suggest that supervision IIworks. II It ••• after 

3 years some 65 percent of parolees /released in 1969/ have either terminated 

successfully or are still performing successfully on parole, u37 and "73 

percent of offenders paroled in 1970 were still under,supervision, or 

parole had been terminated without violation, after two years. Eight 

percent went back to prison with new major convictions; 5 percent absconded; 

and 15 percent were returned to prison as technical violators~38 The 

research of an inmate at Angola indicates that South Carolina's recidivism 

rate 'is 18.9 percent~ IIja7nd statistics fO\~ Michigan 5hOl>./ that parolees 

constituted only 5 percent of felony convictions for the past decade, and 

that, of the total adult convictions in that state, only 15 percent have 

prior prison records in that state." 

Whether any of these figures show that supervision works or only 

that parolees endure the system is not clear. Furthermore, one observer 

adds,any study that seeks to prove the efficacy of parole supervision 
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by citing violations "should be rejected out of hand .... "39 

But even if probation-parole supervision doesn't work very well, 

there is no reason to believe it will be done away with--surely not now 

and certainly not in Louisiana. Consequently, the real issue is how 

the process can be made to work better, made to become what the philosophers 

and seers of the criminal justice system say it can become, made to func

tion as they say it can function: 

It is the element of constructive superV1S10n which 
places the concepts of probation and parole beyond the 
definition of either leniency or punishment. 

Supervision, in more modern terms might be defined 
as "planned guidance based upon a careful study of the 
needs, problems, capabilities and limitations of the client." 
It involves utilization of all available community resources; 
social, educational, recreational, and religious.j40j 

How Long Shall Supervision Last? 

A discussion of the removal of supervision is a process, like super

vision itself, best approached in stages. Determinations regarding the 

conditions and length of probation supervision are a matter for the court's 

discretion and thus are beyond the boundaries of this study. Consequently, 

as in Chapter IX the discussion will again focus on conditions and re

moval of parole supervision and on early discharge from parole. The reader 

will nonetheless note obvious parallels between the processes. 

One loqical assumption underlying supervision is that as one has 

more of it he gradually needs less of it--i.e., as Studt41 characterizes 

the situation, he is in transition between statuses (free man to inmate 

to parolee to "free" man); as supervision enables him to make the transi-

tion and to deal satisfactorily with his new status, the need to supervise 

is diminished. 

The first area logically impacted by this assumption is the conditions 
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which establish the boundaries within which parole supervision occurs. 

According to some sources the first 60-90 days are the most critical 

ones in the process of reintegration. 42 From that perspective, a case 

can be made for binding a parolee initially with a number of conditions. 

While this proliferation of conditions may serve a 
useful purpose during the immediate post-release period, 
the goals of parole would be best served by gradually 
diminishing parole conditions as the parolee demonstrates 
that he is achieving stability and reintegration into 
society. In place of the futility born of the knm'lledge 
that these same restrictions will control his behavior 
until his original sentence expires--no matter how he 
behaves--there would be an incentive to earn more freedom 
by adjusting to societal behavioral norms .... 

This method of gradually increasing the grant of 
freedom could also be used with effectiveness in regulat~ 
ing conditions such as the use of automobiles or install
ment purchases, thereby giving the parolee a sense of 
earning his freedom and of acceptance by society./431 

Generally, the emphasis of the standards is on imposing a minimal number 

of conditions to begin with. 

About Louisiana, a contributor to the Tulane Law Review observes: 

La.R.S. l5:574.7(A) (Supp. 1973) would seem to 
sanction the widespread use of diminished conditions as 
an incentive for demonstrating successful adjustment to 
community 1 ife, by providi ng that "Lt/he Lparol el board 
may modify or suspend /parolee/ supervision upon a deter
mination that a parolee who had conducted himself in ac
cordance with the conditions of his parole no longer needs 
the guidance and supervision originally imposed. 11/441 

Suspending supervision is not necessarily synonymous \'/ith removing condi

tions of supervision, however. It would seem that the only condition 

really removed--at least among those universally imposed--is the require

ment that a parolee send in a monthly report, which re-informs his parole 

officer that he is living in the same place and working at the same job 

as he was the month before. Consequently, in spite of lessened supervision, 

the parolee can still be revoked for violation of the other conditions. 

Should he, for example, get drunk and/or beat his wife, girlfriend or 
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mother-in-law, and should his agent judge his behavior to be lIinjurious ll 

or "vicious," the parolee is legally liable to revocation and return to 

finish that portion of his sentence that remained to be served at the 

point of his parole. He also automatically loses up to 180 days good

time credit earned before his release. Whether this happens and with 

what frequency is impossible to say. It is though within the parameters 

of current law that the parolee, with three months remaining to serve 

on parole, could be revoked and sent back to the institution from which 

he was released to serve the two, the three, the ten years that remained 

to be served on his original sentence. Supervision can be suspended; 

conditions, typically, are not. 

The process by which supervision is removed in Louisiana is ex

plained in the Probation and Parole Officer's Operating Manual. Basically 

supervisory )~equirements ar-~ lessened l'/ith the passage of time and the 

parolee's success in adjusting to the conditions of parole, though they 

are not, according to Division personnel, lessened so smoothly as their 

written version would suggest. 

According to the 9perating Manual, for the first six months, all 

parolees are maintained under maximum supervision--i.e., there is personal 

contact at least once a month. Maximum supervision is maintained longer 

in problem cases. After six months of satisfactory progress, or some time. 

thereafter, the parolee can be moved to medium supervision, which requires 

personal contact every three months. After a year of s~tisfactory progress, 

only minimal (semi-annual) supervision is required. At all three levels, 

however, the offender is required to make a monthly report. 

La.R.S. 574.7(A) gives the Board of Parole the right to suspend 

supervision. This would follow ultimately only from the recommendation 
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of the Probation and Parole Chief. Under these circumstances, a parolee 

is no longer required to make his monthly report. 

The subject of diminished supervision can be approached as part 

of the transitional process referred to in earlier paragraphs, or it can 

be considered as a status to which one is assigned. The literature states 

repeatedly that a decision-making body should establish some means of 

identifying lm'l-risk parolees and should then place them under minimal 

supervision, consequently freeing parole agents' time for individuals 

needing intensive supervision and making available money othen-/ise spent 

needlessly to watch individuals who require little watching. 45 

The base issue--and the subject of great controversy--is not sus

pension of supervision but discharge from parole. When shall a parolee 

be freed altogether from his forced allegiance to a state's department 

of corrections? Nationally, the situation ;s this: 

Almost all parolees who are not returned to the 
institution stay on parole until the completion of their 
sentences. Some states have statutory provision for a 
parolee's parole to end at the end of his sentence less 
his credits for good time. Most states however do not 
deduct good time when a man is serving his time on parole. 
Ib.US men with lengthy sentences may spend decades on parole. 
/Indeed, in 13 jurisdictions, the minimum sentence is the 
expiration of maximum sentence, \·Jith or \'IHhout subtraction 
of good-t;me~ /46/ 

A fe\·, states have provi s i on in the statutes for a 
parolee to be discharged from parole at the end of a speci
fic period of successful parole. /Twelve impose a one-year 
minimum, six a t\'Io-year minimum.T/47/ Hm'/ever, this is 
not a widely found statute .... /48/ 

That is the situation. This is the question: Do all, or even 

most, individuals require three, five, even ten years of supervision to 

insure that they are moving successfully toward a socially acceptable ad

justment? It is difficult to believe so. But the literature relevant to 

the question ;s extensive and merits attention. 

---- ------~---------
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Conventional wisdom indicates that parole failure rates are markedly 

higher in the early months. The President's Commission indicates that 

43 percent of the parole violations that occurred in the State of Washington ~ 

in 1964 did so within the first six months of an offender's release on 

parole. Sixty-two (62) percent occurred within the first yeal'.49 Else-

where in their repol't, the Commission states that studies consistently 

reveal that most difficulties occur within the first one or two years on 

supervision. 50 Another source cites California data which indicates that 

• 

"70 percent of the parolees during the early 1970' s 't/ere arrested in their ~ 

first year out of prison, but that this outcome increased only to 73 per

cent at 2 years out. Similarly, data on 1968-1970 parolees from almost 

all states and territories of the United States except California revealed ~ 

that about 50 percent had 'serious difficulty' (defined as return to prison 

for any reason) during their first year on parole, but only about 56 per-

cent had such diffi culty at tht~ end of 2 years and 58 percent by the end 

of their third year under supervision. 51 But anyone who has scrutinized 

data knm'/s the flexibility and consequent hazards that attend the process. 

The NCCD examined national figures~ compiled in 1965-1967. They found an 

increasing proportion of violators until the second month of release is 

past, then a steady and marked decrease after that. But, they asked, 

what does this "mean"? "On the one hand it might be argued that this 

'clearly proves' that parole offi~ers need to work hardest on recent parolees 

because they are most likely to violate. On the other hand, it might be 

held that this 'clearly proves' that parole officers (and others) ~atch 

new parolees too closely and thus 'see' too many violations.,,52 Or perhaps 

parolees just become rnO\~e \'1iley. The data ar'e cleal'; their meaning is not. 

Other researchers caution that the early violation phenomenon is often 
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exaggerated by failure to consider the diminishing base: that is, 

"if 1000 parolees are released and 250 of them are returned to prison 

in the first year, 188 the second year, and 140 the third year, super

ficial interpretation fails to take into account that the violation rate 

is constant rather than diminishing--25% of the remainder rather than 

25%, 19% and 14% of the total." 53 

An extensive literature regarding early discharge Frnm parole has 

come from data and/or researchers from California. The catalytic event 

for much of the research conducted there during the last ten years seems 

to have been the introduction of new legislation into the state's Penal 

Code (Sec. 2943 P.C.). This bill required that to retain any parolee on 

supervision longer than two years authorities would have to justify that 

decision. The two-year criterion was chosen because data presented to 

the California Assembly indicated that over 90 percent of parolees in 

California who violate their parole do so in less than two years. 54 In 

September 1965, after the new bill became law, the Adult Authority (i.e., 

California's parole authority) began to review the cases of all parolees 

eligible for release under the new artic1e--i.e., all parolees who had 

served bJO consecutive years on parole without major incident. 

During the first three months of processing under the new law 

(October-December, 1965), the Adult Authority revie~'/ed the cases of 1,455 

parolees (referred to as the "initial calendar"). Of this group 386 were 

granted early discharge, and 1,069 were continued on parole. 55 The 

very fact that the parolees condidered for discharge were still on parole 

after t\'/o year's was an indication that they vlere serious cases: less 

serious ones are routinely discharged in less than 24 months. 56 

These two groups of parolees from the initial calendar are the 
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subject of a one-yea\" follov/-up study by Robison, Kingsnorth, R(lb'ison 

and Inman. This study sought to document that California's new procedure 

not only was economically efficient but also was not an undue risk to 

public welfare. Examination of outcomes from both groups revealed 

"negligible se\"ious subsequent criminal behavior (2% returned to prison 

by courts w'ithin one year).,,57 Less generally protrayed, the findings 

were as follows. Of the 386 parolees discharged, 42 (11 percent) WBr~ 

arrested and convicted of a crime within the following year. Of those 

. convicted, only five (1.3 percent) had crimes serious enough to warrant 

imprisonment; three of the five were convicted of felonies (grand theft, 

burglary second, and forgery), two on civil matters. These five were 

judged, on the basis of their case dispositions, to be the ones 

"mistakenly" granted early discharge. 58 Of the 1,069 initial calendar 

parolees denied discharge after two years clean, 83 (8 percent) were 

returned to prison during the one-year follow-up. Only 28 of these 

entered prison with a new felony commitment; 11 of those 28 were sentenced 

for either sales or possession of marijuana; only four were convicted of 

offenses involving violence or threat of violence (three for attempted 

first-degree robbery and one for possession of a firearm59_-which p~rhaps 

would not have been a problem were he not a parolee). The low subsequent 

criminal behavior among the parolees not granted early discharge could 

be interpreted as indicative of the Adult AuthOl~ity's acuity at spotting 

risks. The researchers dismiss this ~onc1usion on the basis that super

vision afforded third-year parolees is minimal (involves only monthly 

reports and three- or four-time yearly contacts). 

To credit this group's success to supervision, they suggest, is 

like saying that "because something \'/e dreaded might occur did not occur, 
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something \'/e did must havl'i! prevented its occurence,"60 i.e., that carry

ing a lucky penny is the reason that there are no elephants in the court

room. In view of the very few instances of serious criminal behavior 

among either those discharged or those continued, the researchers reiterate 

that two year's crime-free behavior is in itself a good predictor of 

future success in living a crime~free life. In support of their contention 

they also cite the results of a similar follow-up study on 100 \'/omen parolees 

also discharged under Sec, 2943 P.C. Eighty-three percent of the group 

were arrest-free after a 15- to 18-month period, and none of the arrests 

was for an action serious enough to result in a return to state prison. 61 

The researchers al so address the HS.k factor--a corollary concern 

to the implementation of any policy that functions to release criminal 

offenders earlier from the jurisdiction of the corrections system. oc
casionally, those discharged from parole \'/i11 commit violent offenses. 

The essential question is whether continued supervision could have prevented 

the offense. That, much evidence suggests, is unlikely. In addition, in 

acting to combat that possibility, authorities restrict many who need not 

be restricted. 

To illustrate the latter observation, the research team cites some 

of their own findings. The five (1.3 percent) parolees granted early dis

charge then subsequently arrested and imprisoned represent a very small 

error in judgment. In contrast~ however, of the 1,069 parolees denied 

discharge, only 28 (2.6 percent) were subsequently arrested and returned 

to prison with a new commitment. By extension, the error rate of the 

body which denied early discharge to 1,069 parolees was 97.4 percent. 62 

Even with erroneous and correct defined more strictly, the point 

remains the same. Three hundred fourteen (314-81.3 percent) of the 386 
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early dischargees had no arrests in the year following their discharge. 

Perhaps only they embody correct decisions. And 83 of the 1,069 continued 

on parole were returned to prison during the subsequent year (50 to 

finish their original terms). This number represents 7.7 percent of the 

group deni ~d di schat'ge; consequently, the parol e authori ty was perhaps 

overly cautious in its release of only 92.3 percent of the parolees denied 

discharge. 

From the findings of Robinson, Kingsnorth, Robison and Inman arose 

the next logical question: Could discharge from parole be considered safely 

at a point earlier than two yeal~s? In searching for the criteria by \~hich 

to allow early discharge, researchers within the corrections department 

discovered that one possibly dependable predictor of success on parole is 

the first year on parole. Only 30-40 percent of those released on parole 

each year remain II c1ean ll --free of arrest for anything more serious than 

a traffic violation. Of those who do succeed, however, about 90 percent 

are very likely to complete their !lecond year \·,ithout serious offense. 63 

As a result of this preli'minary analysis, the CalifOl'nia Adult Authority 

enacted Adult Authority Resolution 284 (A.A. 284), bffective July 1971. 64 This 

reso.1ution allowed discharge from parole aftel' one year for parolees \-,ho 

had had no arrests during their first year on parole. Subsequent research 

sought to examine the efficacy of the policy implemented by A.A. 284. 

Two studies were conducted and reported in unpublished administra

tive papel's by a departmental researcher in June and August 1972. 65 The 

first compared the post-discharge pel'fol'lnance of 379 men paroled from 

July through September 1970 and released under A.A. 284 in July through 

November of 1971 with the 335 men released on parole at the same time who 

had had no arrests in their first year on parole but Who had not been 
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discharged early. The second study involved the same group of early 

dischargees (minus the 38 discharged under A.A. ?84 in November 1971) 

- ~-- ~----~-

and a group of 632 other men who were paroled from July through September 

of 1969 and who could have been paroled at the end of on~ year had 

A.A. 284 been in effect (i.e., they were arrest-free at the end of one 

year on parole). 

Both studies examined performance during the six months following 

termination of parole (for the dischargees) or during the six months 

after the first year on parole (for the other groups). Both studies re

vealed "significantly less known criminal behavior" 66 among the discharge 

group than among the comparison group: 86 percent of the discharge group 

and 66 percent of the comparison group were arrest-free on the first 

study. In the second study 87 percent of the early dischargees were 

"clean," compared \~ith 78 percent of the parolees in the comparison group. 

Additionally, in the first study three convictions (0.8 percent) among 

the dischat'gees and eight convictions (2.3 percent) among the comparison 

group involved violence. 67 In the second study thre!:t convictions (0.8 

percent) among the early discharge group and nine (1.4 percent) among the 

control group involved violence. 68 

Apart from the observations that can be made about accuracy of 

decisions made and the illustrated advantages of supervis1on--such as 

\'/ere cited in the study by Robison, Kingsnorth~ Robison and Inman--one 

can also note that one year on parole free of arrests seems a very good 

predictor of a second arrest-free year on or off parole. 

Data generated from the Uniform Parole Reports also su~port the 

contention of other California researchers that one year spent on parole 

without serious difficulty is a reliable instrument for predicting 
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satisfactory adjustment during a secOlld year. Bennett and Ziegler69 

extrapolated the male parole population released during 1968-1970 to 

100 percent. (Treyexcl uded Cal ifornia data.) About 50 percent of 

that population failed the first year. Of the remaining 50 percent, 

however, 87 percent successfully completed a second year or were dis-

charged without difficulty, and only 5.3 percent of those designated 

"not successful" \'1ere involved in ne\,l offenses. 70 A three-year follOlol-UP 

based on Uniform Parole Report data for parolees released to parole in 

1969 reinforces these findings. About 50 percent completed the first 

year on parole without serious incident (i.e., without return to prison 

for any reason); 84 percent of those then reached discharge or completed 

the next b'lo years on parole without serious difficulty. Of the 16 per

cent \'1ho were embroi'led in serious difficulty, only 7.7 percent vlere in

yolved in new offenses that resulted in a return to prison. 71 

In summary of these results, Bennett and Zi egl er \'1rote) II Even 

if one considers as 'failures' subjects with major or minor convictions 

not resulting in return to prison, absconders, and the technical violators 

returned to pri son) the proporti on of subji~cts \,lith no serious diffi cul ty 
, I~ 

in the first year who continue to perform well is still quite high (87.3 

percent of the 1968-1970 sample continuing to adjust through the second 

year; 83.2 percent of the 1969 sample continuing to adjust tht'ough the 
-n 

second and third years).""· 

Surveying much of the early research conducted in California, 

Gottfredson and Ballard observed that many claims about vlhen a parolee is 

most likely to experience difficulties are predicated on studies that 

follO\'1 the subjects for too short a period of time. Consequently, 

Gottfredson and Ballard selected 1,810 men released to parole in 1956 
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and traced their performances for eight years thereafter. A summary of 

their findings appears below. 

Thirty percent of these parolees were classified as 
having "no difficulty" during the eight years, \·,hen "diffi
culty" included absconding, sentences to confinement of 
sixty days or more, or prison return with or without new 
convi cti ons. Forty-two percent had no IImajor di ffi culty, II 
defined as absconding or return to prison (regardless of 
convictions). Sixty percent had not been convicted of 
ne\oJ "major offenses" punishable by imprisonment fOI" a year 
or more; forty percent, however, v/ere convicted of such of
fenses (in California or elsewhere) and were again imprisoned 
before the end of eight years. 

Of all parolees studied, less than three percent were 
convicted of major offenses of assault on other persons, and 
less than four percent were convicted of armed robbery. 

One fourth of all new major offenses Vlere check or 
forgery convictions; next most frequent were burglaries and 
then narcotics law violations./731 

The au~hors concede the truth of the frequently heard generaliza

tions that parole violations, if they occur, tend to do so soon after 

parole anjofitscorollary that the longer a parolee goes v-lithout difficulty 

on parole, the more likely he is to continue without difficulty. The 

trend, hO\vever, is not so marked as usually projected: "Thirty-five 

r'ercent of al'! \·Jith minor or major difficulty during the eiqht year period 

\vere so classified during the first year after parole. Sixty-one percent 

of these men had committed a new major offense, and about ten percent had 
74 minor convictions or absconded. II Only four or five years after parole 

IIcan \'/e expect to identify correctly the bulk of the parole sample \'/hich 

is classified into the Ilunfavorable li performance category,,,75 In the 

eighth year, only 2.5 percent of all major or minor difficulties occurred; 

this represents less than one percent of all such difficulties. 76 Theit" 

conclusion is that II what proportions of parolees may be classified into 

the 'no difficultyl category ... depends very much on the length of the 
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follow up study .... The proportion \'lith I no diffi culty I ranges from 

seventy-five percent if a one year criterion is used to thirty percent 

if the men paroled are followed for eight years. 1177 

The summary of Gottfredson and Ballard offers a useful summary 

of the research discussed thusfar. The longer an individual remains on 

parole without serious difficulty, the more likely he is to succeed as 

he continues on parole. Once that hypothesis is accepted, it then be

comes necessary to decide at what point the likelihood of failure on 

parol e is outv/ei ghed by other cons i derati ons--the unnecessary restri cti on 

of individuals, the inefficient allocation of supervisory personnel, and 

the unnecessary expenditure or allocation of funds. 

One published study that followed the implementation of Adult 

Authority Resolution 284 approaches the issue of early dischat'ge through 

a different means, though it too seeks to assess the issue of relative 

risk. In the introductory section of their research document Jaman, 

Bennett and Berochea write: IIThi s study sought to examine the major 

hypothesis that men discharged under Adult Authority Resolution 284 

(A.A. 284) after one year arrest-free parole supervision would demonstrate 

the same degree of, or even less, criminal involvement subsequent to their 

discharge as the men terminated from parole after two years of uninterrupted 

supervision (2943 P.C.) or at expiration of sentence." 78 All subjects in

cluded in the study had been released from parole. This procedure avoids 

the ambiguity created in other stUdies v/hich compare the performances of 

men not on parole with the performances of others still on parole. The 

latter are subject to different standards of arrest, and can be reimprisoned 

without judicial determination of guilt. Their more serious offenses can 
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their study the researchers extended the follo\'l-up period from six months 

(which earlier interdepartmental research had covered) to one year because 

"parol e outcome data indi cates that foll ow-up periods of 1 ess than one 

year are too unreliable for evaluative purposes.,,79 

In this study, the researchers compared the known criminal involve

ment within one year of parole termination for three groups--341 men re

leased from prison to California parole from July through September 1970 

and subsequently discharged under A.A. 284 during July through October 

1971) 413 men paroled in 1969 and discharged from parole from July through 

October 1971 under Sec. 2943 P.C., and 143 men paroled between 1964 and 

1970 (mediclll parole period-33 months )80 and rel eased by expiration of 

sentence duri ng July through September 1971. ~\en in all three groups had 

spent their first year on parole without arrest. 81 The groups were further' 

comparable in ethnic background, narcotic use, regions to vlhich they \'/ere 

paroled, and type of supervision to which they were released. Men dis

charged at expiration of sentence were generally younger, had more property 

offenses and more jail sentences. 82 

The study by Jr.man, Benn::tt and Berochea revealed that the men 

released under A.A. 284 had a larger percentage of favorable outcomes than 

did men in the two other groups released at the same time. 83 (Favorable 

outcome vias defined to include no arrest) arrest and release, fines, a 

jail sentence less than 90 days, and a jail sentence of any length, sus

pended.) More significantly, the men released under A.A. 284 had a 97 

percent favorable outcome, compared to the 95 percent favorable outcome 

of men discharged at the same time but after two years of parole supervision 

(those released under Sec. 2943 P.C.). The major difference between these 

two groups of men was that one had spent twice as long on parole supervision 
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as the other; the group \'lh; ch had been supervi sed longer performed 

slightly less wel'. lIlt seems clear that the additional year of super

vision had no value in terms of the parolees' later performance nor 

/consequentliT any value to public protection duting the extra 12 months 

h d .. 1184 t ey were un er supervlslon. 

The accomplishment heralded in the literature, however, is the 

discovery of an unambiguous, readily observable criterion for predicting 

future criminal activity. Whatever slight differences existed among the 

three groups of men discharged from parole in 1971 and followed up duting 

the next year, the overall success rate was very high. Results of the 

study indicate that an individual who successfully negotiates his first 

year on parole is likely nine times out of ten to avoid difficulty the 

following year and avoid serious difficulty \~ith the la\~.85 The researchers 

further contend that the criterion is applicable to individuals with 

different commitment offenses: "It is the achievement of the arrest-free 

period that is of greater significance than background charactetistics, 

in this case." 86 

The essential simplicity of the ctiterion is advantageous to a 

parolee as well. There is nothing he can do about his background, which 

traditionally has been the reference point for parole discharge decisions. 

He can, however, be responsible for the present and, in the particular 

instance of concern, he can be responsible for his behavior on parole. 

His actions in the present can influence his future. With such a criterion 

it is also easy to understand \'Ihat is required for discharge: not being 

arrested is a concrete concept. 

The benefits of implementation of A.A. 284 v/ere described this \'/aY: 
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The new policy embodied in A.A. 284 (1) established 
an empirically defensible basis for the selective discharge 
of people from parole, (2) discharged many people from parole 
much sooner than they otherwise would have been, (3) freed 
resources which could reduce the costs of the correctional 
system or be reallocated to provide more intensive supervision 
for those parolees regarded as requiring it, (4) promised to 
reduce the size of the parole population, and (5) placed more 
controls by the Adult Authority on the parole division./S71 

In concluding their research report, the authors add a note of caution: 

because conditions and inmate populations fluctuate, there should be an 

ongoing evaluation of the program. 

When, then, should a parolee be discharged from parole? In spite 

of their variation, the data indicate, for many individuals, a period 

shorter than the five or more years that current laws frequently mandate. 

The standards support discharge before the expiration of maximum 

term. Section 305.12 of the Model Penal Code assigns to the Board of 

Parole the authority to terminate supervision and to discharge \'/hen dis

charge is "not incompatible \·lith the public's protection." Hore recent 

documents allow g)~eater latitude in dete~~mining \'ihen to discharge from 

parole. The ACA recommends that a parole board should be empm'/ered by 

law "to discharge from parole at any time when supervision is no longer 

needed." 8S The National Advisory Commission concurs. 89 The Commission 

on Accreditation for Corrections of the ACA designates it "Essential" 

that lithe parole authority should have the po\'Jer to discharge from parole.u90 

Movement in this direction is reflected clearly in the recent goals and 

legislation pending or enacted in other states. Recommendation 6.10 

of Colorado's new Corrections ~1asterplan states the following: "Focus 

parole supervision heavily in the first few months following release from 

incarceration, and lessen the level of supervision thereafter. Terminate 

parole automatically after two years or expiration of sentence, Whichever 

.;. 
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comes first.,,91 The discussion that follows this l~ecommendation explains 

that statistics from Colorado as well as elsewhere suggest that "95 to 

97 percent of all parolees who successfully complece two years of parole 

status go on to complete a third.,,92 It is further conjectured that the 

automatic terminatioll date will be accelerated to 18 months. Less con-

jectural is draft legislation prepared in Oregon for presentation to the 

1977-1979 Legislative Assembly. The Measure Summary of the proposed 

legislation describes the bill this \-/ay: "Requires State Board of Parole 

• 

• 

to discharge paroled pr·.1soner convicted of nonviolent crime after success- • 

ful completion of one year of parole unless parole officer indicates con

tinued parole advisable.,,93 The act further provides for the early dis

charge of parolees sentenced for other than nonviolent crimes any time 

after one year as long as their release is not incompatible with the 

welfare of the parolee or of society.94 

Recent legislation enacted in California as part of that state's 

new determinant sentencing policy (Senate Bill 42) also addresses the 

issue. Although that legislation abolishes release by parole, it also 

creates parole supervision for ~ period of one to three years following 

release from prison. The bill also provides that this period can be 

waived immediately and the prison releasee discharged immediately.95 

A useful summary to the above multi-faceted and sometimes cyclical 

decision appears in the closing paragraphs of the earlier cited study 

by Robison, Kingsnorth, Robison and Inman: 

Whether or not one accepts the belief that treatment 
is effective, the assumption that it is at least not harmful 
would lead one to the conclusion that keeping a large pro
portion of people on parole who in all probability would not 
engage in criminal activity if they were discharged is justi
fied by the decreased risk pat'ole supervision provides for 
the smaller part of the population who would engage in crimi
nal activity if discharged. HOI-lever, it is argued here that 
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parole supervlsl0n may be harmful to the individual 
parolee, that the costs of keeping people on parole 
unnecessarily are quite high, and that parole super
vision probably does little to decrease the risk of 
criminal involvement./96/ 

In view of th~ tasks that parole supervision can and cannot accomplish; 

in view of the tenuous position of the parolee, who is:1 as a corollary 

to his position, liable to a different set of legal restraints; in view 

of unnecessary costs and inefficient allocation of manpower--the staff 

recommends that the Commission consider legislation that would allow 

the Board of Parole authority to discharge from parole before the elapse 

of the time now required by la\-/. The possibil ity of early discharge 

should be reviewed automatically after a parolee has completed satis

factorily a specifically designated period of time on parole. The 

rationale for retaining on parole a parolee eligible for discharge should 

be explained in writing; such a statement would indicate specifically 

what would be gained by the community and/or by the parolee as a result 

of his continuing on parole. If no such justification can be made, dis

charge should follow automatically. 

The specific impact of such a procedure on the State is \'lOrth 

considering. Data received in June 1977 from the Research and Statistics 

Division, Department of Corrections, indicate that ten years from that 

date 153 parolees currently on supervision will still be on supervision. 

During the period from January to June, 1982, five years from the date 

that the data were compiled, 438 of the current parolee population will 

still be on parole. 

The average cost to the Department of Corrections to maintain an 

individual on parole is 72 cents per day; thus for each year less that 

an individual remains on parole, the Department of Corrections has about 
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$262.80 to re-allocate. And with each individual discharged, the figure 

should escalate. 

900d-Time and Street-Time 

Two other related matters remain and deserve at least brief con-

sideration. The first seems initially an opposite to a recommendation 

for early discharge. The subject is inmates who are released from pri

son by expiration of sentence rather than by parole. (In Louisiana ac-

cording to Department of Corrections statistics, 137 inmates were released 

• 

• 

at expiration of sentence in calendar 1975; 91 ((66.4 percent)) had retu)'ned • 

to custody by June 1977.) There is a certain illogic at \'JOrk in a system 

that imposes more and more restrictions on its inmates in order to allow 

out on parole fewer and fewer who are considered more dangerous or more 

reprehensible and yet at the same time makes no provisions to supervise 

these same individuals when they leave prison at expiration of sentence. 

If it is also true that longer sentences often create inmates who experience 

greater difficulty in adjusting to and interacting \vith the community, 

the absence of supervision seems an even more significant omission. The 

Manual of Correctional Standards of the ACA include~ this observation: 

liThe prisoner does not have a right to parole, but for his good and the 

good of the community, almost all should be given the opportunity of a 

period of supervision after leaving the regimentation and confines of the 

institution.,,97 Their address is specifically to parole. The rationale of 

the statement applies to good-time releasees. The suggestion that the 

ACA's observation encompasses j.s the subject of a recommendation by the 
.. " 

President's Cc:mmission: "Every State should provide that offenders who 

are not paroled receive adequate supervision after release unless it is 

determined to be unnecessary in a specific case."
g8 

Such assistance is 
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available to inmates in North Carolina facing unconditional discharge. 99 

Available supervision for mandatory releasees under Califol'nia's 

Senate Bill 42 also reflects the awareness that readjustment after 

imprisonment normally requires assistance. 

In view of these circumstances, the staff recommends that super

virsory assistance be made available to those inmates in Louisiana 

prisons who are released at expiration of term. 

Having examined a number of routes away from the jurisdiction 

of a state's department of corrections, it is appropriate to consider one 

route back and the ramifications of arrival. What about good-time? What 

about time served on parole? 

An NCCD survey discloses that good-time is automatically lost upon 

revocation in 13 parole jurisdictions; it may be lost in eight, is rarely 

lost in one, and is not lost in 20. For ten jurisdictions the matter is 

not di scl osed. 100 To take away a reVlard earned for good behavior in. uoe 

circumstance as the result of unsatisfactory behavior in another set of 

circumstances is pethaps expedient (i.e., it may have a deterrent effect), 

but it seems unfair. 

Finally, hO\'J is time spent on parole to be viewed once parole has 

been revoked? Twenty-nine governments credit "street-time" to\'/ard ful fill

ment of sentence, 22 donat, and one (Pennsylvania) does when revocation 

;s for a technical violation but does not \'Ihen revocation is for a new 

crime. lOl One writer who questions not counting street-time observes 

that, whatever the rationale for not doing so, the denial II:annot aid the 

rehabilitation of the parolee. Moreover, it seems unfair to add this time 

to the punishment he is already getting for the violation. 1I102 Another 

objection to discounting time spent on pa\"ole as time tm'lard fulfil1ment 
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of sentence is one based on law: while on parole a parolee remains 

in the legal custody of the department of corrections, subject to its 

supervision. 103 

The staff includes the issues associated with revocation of 

parole simply to bring them into the conscious awareness of the Commis-

sion. 

4It, 
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CHAPTEH Xl 

Caseload--many times mentioned, not yet discussed. Yet all the 

subjects addressed in the five preceding chapters somehow impact on 

caseload; now, having considered everything else, it is most feasible 

to address that subject, thu~ far omitted. 

The term "caseload" is used generically and specifically. Broadly, 

it designates two things--first, the number of probationers and parolees 

an agent supervises, and, second, the number of major investigative re

ports the agent must p)~epare. Fo\"' this sense, the term iI\'IQ)'kload" ;s 

often substituted. 

tion for the group 

(The latter is the 

indicated. ) 

The narro\'Jer application of IIcaseloadH is a designa-

of probationers and parolees that an agent supervises. 

sense in which it is used below, unless otherwise 

In discussing caseload, we are considering the number of probationers 

and parolees that a probation-parole agent will interact with on a monthly 

basis. The individuals who make up his caseload are the individuals whose 

. homes and jobs he will visit, whose conditions he will enforce, whose monthly 

reports he \'/i11 receive; they are the individuals he will assist in their 

effol'ts to develop skills and to find jobs and counseling. Their total number 

intluences the time he has to spend with eaell, yet h~ has numerous other 

duties--relatecl directly and indirectly to his supel'v;Soty capacity--and 

they too influence the time available. In preceding chapters it has 

been suggested that five to 12 times as much of an officer's time is 

spent preparing a psi report as is spent with cny one supervisee duting 

a month and that little time is available for direct personal interaction. 

So far unacknowledged is the paperwork, \'Ihich is multiplied by the numbel' 
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of probationers and parolees for whom an officer must make record entries 

and on whom he must write periodic reports. While one assumption is that 

probation-parole officers choose thei\' jobs because they like helping 

others) time studies reveal that a significant portion of their time 

goes to paper work. Reports of the percentage so oc~upieQ vary from 70 

percent (with only 10 percent available for supervision),l to 33.1 per

cent (with 38.3 of his field time spent traveling and 43.1 perca~t of 

his ti~e in court spent just waiting).2 One researcher notes that 

"paperwork may have replaced casmIJork." 3 

In Louisiana) the average caseload maintained by agents in the 

Division of Probation and Parole is 95 supe\'visees (about 75 probationers 

and 20 parolees) and five major investigative reports each month. This 

is a dramatic improvement from the days when there was one agent and a 

caseload of 522. 4 On the other hand) the current average caseload isn't 

very close to recommended standards of 50 and 35. 

But why caseloarls of 50 or 35? Those are the figures included in 

national standards. Apparently they are, to a deg\"ee) arbitrary. Not 

that there has not been reserach on the subject; studies have been numerous 

and extensive. But the evidence produced has been inconclusive. 5 One 

author presents the situation this II/ay: "\·/i1'l a parole officer do a 

better job of supervision if he has thirty-five parolees ... instead of 

a hundred? He can more frequently counsel them, help them find jobs or 

homes, threaten them, look fm" them) and spy on them. Common sense cer-

tainly suggests that this will help them stay out of prison, but common 

sense appears to be an inadequate guide: the evidence, found in scores 

of case load reseal"ch studies) is inconclusive.116 

Beyond this, there is strong agreement that to consider numbers 
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alone is to miss the point, to perpetuate "Out' legacy of restricted, 

myopic vision.,,7 Another source judges that "the various experimenta

tion on caseload size and performance of adu1t offenders on probation 

or parole has produced results which are far from encouraging. It 

appears certain that mere manipulation of caseload size is irrelevant 

to success or failure under correctional superv;s;on--that is, the 

II numbers game"--be the number 15, 25, 30, 45, 50, 70, 90 or 100--is 

not 5n itsel f / s; gnifi cant. 118 

The only circumstance in which numbers might in themselves be 

significant would be an extreme one lias in the instance \'Ihere a 

probation/parole officer has so many cases he has no chance to impact 

any of them from a treatment perspective.,,9 

If numbers alone have little influence on the outcome of individuals 

on parole, the search for Itcorrect'l ones neverthel ess had an impact. 

In process of discovering that numbers alone do not matter, it \'laS also 

discovered that some other variab1es do. The essential awareness derived 

was that the concept of caseload has no real meaning until it is linked 

with some system of classification and matching of offender types cmd 

needs and officer types and skills. 10 It thus becomes appropriate to use 

the ACA concept of workload instead of the older idea of an arbitrarily 

defined case10ad of 50, 75, or 100. The ACA1s procedure is to assign 

each case one point and a major investigative report five points. In 

a month an agent's workload should total 50. (Louisiana's Division of 

Probation and Parole employs the ACA workload concept but sets t' work

load at 100+.) 

Later sources than the ACA's Manual of Correctional Standards 

acknowledge a need to differentiate tasks further because not a11 supervisory 
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tasks are equally difficult. Neithercutt and Gottfredson cite one 

such II prototypical" approach, which distinguishes three levels of 

complexity among probation-parole cases. Case assignments are made 

based on total \'.JOrk :Jnits. So, \'/hil e the number of cases \·/ill vary 

from agent to agent, the workload would be uniform. 1l 

To understand how these conclusions were reached, it is useful 

to survey the literature briefly. Much of the research involving 

caseload size has come, like that regarding early discharge from parole, 

from California. Three studies are widely referenced. The first study 

was the four-phased Special Intensive Parole Unit (S.I.P.U.) project, 

operative from 1953 thr.ough 1964. That \'Jas follO\'Jed by the Parole t~ork 

Unit Program (P.W.U.P.) in 1964 and the San Francisco Project, also 

in 1964. 

The first two phases of S.I.P.U. randomly released parolees 

either to regular 90-man caseloads or, in the first phase, to IS-man 

caseloads for three months; in the second phase, to 3D-man caseloads 

for six montns. In neither instance did evidence indicate the superiority 

of reduced caseload. 12 During S.I.P.U. III, special caseloads were 

increased to 35 and regular reduced to 72; these arrangements were main-

tained for a year. The comparison of the two groups at both 12 and 24 

months after release to parole showed better performances especially 

by middle-risk parolees released to the 35-man caseloads. 13 In S.I.P.U. 

IV investigative interest ~hifted to matching parolees and officer 

types. Again, no significant differences \'/ere noted beiv/een regular 

groups and matched groups.14 Overall, findings from S.I.P.U. supported 

the impression that other variables than just number impacted one's 

effectiveness in assisting parolees. 15 The variable was not, however, 

isolated. 
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P.W.u.P. was an attempt to assign parolees to caseloads according 

to the parolees' needs. It incorpotated an elaborate gl'ading system 

whereby. parolees \vere assigned points according to the seriousness of 

the offense and other factors. Agents were assigned not caseloads (i,e., 

a fixed number of parolees) but a workload (some number of parolees 

whose "points" totaled 120).16 Consequently, many men \'/ere part of 

caseloads no smaller in size than the regular 72-men caseloads. 17 

At first the special caseloads performed no differently;18 in the second 

six months of the project they were found to have a 3.2 petcent advantage 

over the regular groups,19 but the groups were not compatable, and the 

advantage was discounted. 20 Another finding of P.W.U.P. was that the 

rate of parolees being returned to prison for technical violations was 

hi gher than before, 21 The 1 atter phenomenon \<Jas attri butabl e to two 

things--officers with more time to notice technical violations and a 

degree of misunderstanding about the goals and purposes of the study. 

When parole administrators met with area supervisers, these matters 

were clarified and the violation rates went down. 22 (The situation 

described here offers a further commentary on the arbitl"ariness of revoca

tion for technical violation.) 

The San Francisco Project involved the random assignment of adult 

probationer's and parole'es to caseloads varying in size from 25 units 

(intensive) to several h,undred (minimum). Preliminary dat.a indicated 

that all sizes of caseloads had violation rates well within those ex-

pected of federal offenders under normal circumstnaces. "These data 

are of particular significance when it i~ observed that the outcomes 

of supervision (violation rates) among the four types of caseloads al'e 

almost identical despite enormous variation in attention given the 
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cases as measured by the number of contacts by probation and parole 

officers.,,23 Another observer notes that "no significant difference 

in ne\V felony rates \Vere found among the different size caseloads, 

although more technical violations were reported with small caseloads, 

\Vhich reflected the increased time available to officers to discover 

rule infractions not involving felonies." 24 Another researcher con

jectures that the reason for the high technical violation rate might 

be otherwise: perhaps the increase in violations is real; perhaps the 

violations are expressions of defiance in response to lithe f}~equent 

authoritarian intrusions into their lives. 1I25 

The research recounted above confirms earlier conjectures: 

"reductions in case load size alone have no 'treatment effect. ,1126 

There must be recognition that all of the data 
available indicate clearly that there is no such thing 
as an ideal caseload size and that a continued serach 
for the magic number is inappropriate and most likely 
futile. Rather, there may be ideal caseload sizes, de
pending upon and vat~ying \·Jith different combinations of 
offenders, officers, programs, communities, and the like. 
The challenge is to find the appropriate mix; the immediate 
requirement is to build into the probation and parole 
system suffir:ient flexibility to permit restructuting 
from traditional to experimental caseloads./27/ 

So the task is summarized and the challenge issued. 

What are the approaches that lead most directly toward the desired 

goal? One such approach is signaled by the reiterated requirement that 

cases be assigned to a probation-parole officer according to specific cri-

teria rather than randomly. IIClassification and assignment of offenders 

should be made according to their needs and problems,1I 28 the President's 

Commission states. The National Advisory Commission and the Louisiana 

Commission on Law Enforcement speak of IIworkloads" and "task groupsll 

as opposed to "caseloads.1I29 The National Advisory Commission adds~ 
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lilt is essential that parole agencies develop \·/orkload data, especially 

in an era of team supervision, so that manpower can be reasonably related 

to activities to be done." 30 Tm'lard that end~ the Commissionls Standard 

12.8(1) calls for a II functional work load system linking specific tasks 

to different categories of parolees. II 

In spite of directives such as those, the conventional balanced 

caseload is probably the national norm. 31 It is convenient to administra-

tors assigning cases and guarantees fair distribution of numbers for 

probation-parole agents, but it ineVitably creates markedly heterogeneous 

caseloads, \'lhich, in turn, demand a "general practitioner," the mythical 

probation-parole officer of the past It,ho "despite variations in background, 

training, experience, personality, and the like, can meet the varying 

treatment needs of many differi!1g types of offenders, I-lith equal ease 

and skill.\l32 

That practice recalls--indeed, is a part of--the discussion in 

Chapter X regarding the resource manager model, which enables one agent 

to involve many others as he directs a criminal offender toward the 

communityls resources. 

Along with the emergence of the resource-manager concept comes 

another concept which builds further on the awareness that in some cir

cumstances one resource is not so helpful as several different resources-: 

This is the team model of supervision. It accepts and capitalizes on the 

fact that capabil; ti es and skill s vary among probati on-parol e offi cers 

as they do among any group of professionals. This model prescribes that 

a team--composed varyingly of agency professionals, paraprofessionals 

and volunteers--be responsible for providing the appropriate services to 

a group of probationers and/or parolees. If the team members are all 

--~~-~~-~---------.....I 
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professionals, the group for which they are responsible would be as 

large as the combined total of their individual caseload/workload. 

With an all-professional team, team members would be combined ac

cording to their different special skills and abilities; or, lacking 

clearly differentiated skills, members would develop areas of specialty. 

There would, in any case, be a team leader, and the leadership role 

might well be a rotating one. The teams themselves could be permanently 

assigned or brought together for a special task and then disbanded once 

that task has been completed. 33 

More than just increasing the number of immediate resource per

sons available to a probationer or parolee, the team model allows sup

portive contacts of offenders with one another, a situation usually 

suspect and forbidden. 34 National Advisory Commission standards (and 

Louisiana Commission on Law Enforcement objectives) that address 

services to probationers and parole field services recommend a team 

system whereby a vari ety of persons \'Jork as a uni t to i dent ify and ad

dress probationer-parolee service needs. 35 In discussing the team 

model as it applies to parolees, the Commission suggests the make-up of 

the team to include "parolees, parole managers, and community representa

tives" (Standard 12.5(4)). Such an approach, the Commission judges, can 

better meet the needs of parolees and can, at the same time, involve the 

community directly in the process. 36 Then the Commission goes one step 

further and suggests that specific team members be assigned to community 

groups or institutions with which it is important for the probation

parole organization to have a close working relationship-~~.g., state 

employment agencies or vocational training institutes. 

North Carolina, Kansas, and Colorado all report using variations 
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of the team model. In 1974, when North Carol ina employed separate pro

bation and parole staff, the Division of {~u~t Probation and Parole 

fielded teams of five to ten probation officers. The design was to 

select team members so that each one had specialized knowledge about 

and experience in one or more particular areas, such as drug abuse, 

alcoholism, education, employment, or marriage counseling. Members 

of teams such as these are given in-service training in their specialty. 

For each team there is an experienced probation officer as manager. 

The team meets regularly for case assignment and discussion. Speakers 

or even probationers may be invited to these conferences. The teams 

are assisted by local professionals, volunteers and other professionals. 38 

In 1975 there were nine such teams operating in the nine North 

Carolina cities with high crime rates; 16 teams were scattered else

\'Ihere throughout the state. 39 In addition "mini-teams" of b'IO to five 

officers were operating in smaller, less populous areas of the state. 40 

Colorado's new ten-year Corrections Masterplan calls for similar 

teams. Ca 11 ed Community Resources Management Teams (C. R.t·1. T. ), they 

\'lOuld be composed of agents \'Iho specialize in different aspects of 

service delivery. Parolees would be assigned to a particular officer 

according to the parolee's special need, but he would have access to 

the whole range of services that the group had to offer. 41 The latter 

arrangement is doubtlessly designe~ to avoid a drawback that the Kansas 

Department of Correcticins discovered after implementing its team approach. 

It was difficult for an individual relationship to evolve when the 

parolee was assigned to the whole team; consequently, the Kansas cor

rections master plan provides that one officer be assigned primary 

res pons i bi 1 i ty for a parolee though the secondary team members vii 11 be 

available. 42 
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Just as using teams to deliver services to probationers and 

parolees increases the flexibility of a probation-parole agency, so 

does the process of establishing links with prison staffs. "Parole 

and probation services have often held themselves aloof from jails 

and prisons," the President's Commission notes, with the result that 

lithe transition between the \,Iay an offende)" is handled in an institu

tion and his supervision in the community is irrationally abrupt. 1I43 

Not only would linkage of staff be an advantage to the offender; it 

also would open to the parole agent another avenue for understanding 

the individual with whom he interacts. Presently, the whole of a 

parolee's prison experience is often beyond the parole officer's purview. 

Mentioned periodically in descriptions of the membership of 

probation-parole supervisory teams, community volunteers are another 

resource which broadens a probation-parole division's base of services. 

Volunteers are a vel'Y old source of correctional manpO\'/e)~ (recall the 

"guardians" of the Elmira Reformatory and John Augustus in Boston), but 

they are used sparingly in more recent times. In 1968 a 1 ittle less 

than half the correctional agencies in the United States reported using 

volunteers. 44 (In Louisiana, when probation and parole staffs were 
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merged in 1952, the use of volunteer parole adviser's \'/as discontinued.)45 • 

A questionnaire mailed to all 50 states in 1975 revealed only 18 states 

(of the 31 which responded) spending money to provide volunteer services 

to their corrections system. 46 (The money presumably \'/aS spent for 

training and the services of a coordinator of volunteer services.) Com

munity volunteers perform a multiple of tasks, but the one most frequently 

cited is their provision of direct personal contact, which a~ offender 

can perceive as caring but undemanding. One author characterizes 
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the situation this way: liAs a friend, but a disinterested friend (he has 

no 'angle,' no axe to grind, no pOl-Jer over his 'client'), the volunteer 

can provide a kind of support and give a kind of advice that neither the 

parole officer nor the inmate's relatives can give. A7 Another author 

makes a much stronger comment: 

... the increased use of lay volunteers by probation 
departments throughout the country and the success claims 
attributed to the "one-to-one" relationship \-,ith an un
trained layman "who cares" suggests that professional train
ing and expertise found in the best of our probation officers 
may be unnecessary or superfluous .... lit is7 a'lso possible 
that the mere threat of jail ... is as effective a deterrent 
to the defendant, and as "rehabilitative" a force, as the 
"services and supervision" given by the probation officer . 
. .. no data that contradicts this hypothesis./48/ 

One can but suspect the statement to be hyperbole; but one might also con

jecture that the statement gives voice to a charge that professionals in 

the field expec~ and yet feel threatened by because of the truth it 

probably does contain--i.e., there are some things that a probation-parole 

officer gives his time to that others who are not trained in probation

parole work can do as well as or better than he. An articulated objection 

to volunteers is that screening and training are essential, and both 

ordinarily require that probation-parole manpower be diverted for the 

task,49 

The ABA and the Jaycees sponsol' acti ve vol unteel' programs in pri sons 

across the nation .. National Advisory Commission standards recommend that 

the une of volunteers be expanded, and caution that they must be train,ed 

and their servi~es, coordlnated. 50 North Carolina repol'ts the use of 

volunteers to assist both probationers and parolees,51 and they also note 

significant gains from the process: it enlists community aid and support 

for the offender and thus facilitates his re1ntegrat;on. 52 The significance 

of that service is elaborated cogently in a statement by the Louisiana 

Commi ss "ion on Law Enforcement. 
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It must be remembered that volunteers can con
tribute much more than their services to correttional 
programs. Many of those now working as volunteers are 
"gatekeepers" in the community, persons \·,ho can hel p 
offenders and ex-offenders secure jobs, schooling, and 
recreation. Perhaps their greatest contribution to 
corrections lies in demonstrating that offenders are 
persons who can become useful contributors to the com
munity, people with whom it is a s~tisfaction to work. 
In summary, the vol unteer can serve as a bridge bet\'leen 
corrections and the free community, a bridge which is 
sorely needed./53/ 

So it is: caseload size is not an independent variable; simply 

adding probation-parole agents or subtracting probationers and parolees 

is not likely to be, in itself, effective or efficient. The ratio of 

agents to offenders matters very little, unless, as a source quoted 

earlier said, a probation-parole officer has so many cases that he has 

no chance to impact any. But even that point goes without definition, 

and one recalls the debate described in Chapter IX which questions the 

efficacy of at least half of supervision1s premise--i.e., that it can 

prevent/deter overt criminal activity. If that function is impossible 

or untenable, why should one chafe at not having time to try? Or, is 

there perhaps always the belief that one could have succeeded had he 

had more time? Then, again, it is likely that, more than time, he 

needed access to more sources of assistance, a broader base from which 

to recommend and to deliver services to the probationers and parolees 

that constitute his caseload. This 'is a need more readily met--so long 

as one can see beyond the tradition that makes of each probation-parole 

agent the embodiment of the entire system for each of his probationers 

and parolees. As he can tap whatever resources are available in the 

community and lobby for others, he can also supplement his skills and 
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knowledge and complement the skills and knowledge of others by working 

as a team member, by interacting \'1ith othet Department of COl"rections 

personnel \'1ho kne\·/ his parolee fit'st, by enlisting the aid of volunteers 

who also have skills, interests and--yes--time, which develop further 

the base from which he operates. For this agent from whom much is 

demanded, much is possible. 

Whete against this background is Louisiana's Division of Probation 

and Parole? 

Let's look first just at the numbers. ~Jhile they do not define 

the Division, they offer a sketch. The average workload for the Probation

Parol.e Agent I's and Ills is about 95 supetvisees and five major investi

gative reports per month. In ACA work units, that equals 120-~95 x 1) + 

(5 x 5). Probably this estimate is on the high side, because agents 

have occasionally reported carryin£j 85 cases. 

At the request of this staff the Division generated data re~arding 

how many agents would have to be added in order to meet the 50-man caseload 

standard. The total number of agents that would have to be hired in order 

to reach a 1:50 ratio is 208. A corollary to adding 208 agents would 

be hiring 104 clerical personnel so that that ratio \'lOuld remain 2:1. All 

such agents would be hited at the Agent I level, as is required by depart

mental guidelines and civil setvice job description. Even without considering 

the salaties involved, the subject has the auta of science fiction. With 

costs sketched in, the sense of unreality incI'eases. The Probation-Parole 

Agent I hites in at $729/month and earns $8~748/year. As the new Agent 

I's come into the system, present Agent I's and Il's will be promoted (six 

Agent II I s \'1i 11 be needed as Agent I II's); with promoti on goes sal ary in

crease--$11,148/year for a beginning Agent III. Et cetera. 
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t~uch more practi ca 1 for immedi ate consi derati on is the information 

from Adult Services, Department of Corrections, that the Division's case

load is increasing at the rate of 60 per month. Consequently, it was 

explained, the Division needs seven more agents just to maintain the cur

rent supervision load. Such an addition would require additional clerical 

support staff as the ratio is already too small. When the legislature 

funded positions for 35 new probation-parole agents in FY 1976-1977, it 

\. did not budget for an increase in clerical personnel. 

Does the Division of Probation-Parole need additional professional 

personnel? Like so many other questions raised above, this one has no 

single, simple answer. But the complexity of the answer reflects a 

number of viable options. Some number of parolees al'e retained on parole 

year after year, in spite of satisfactory performance. One current option 

which the Division and the Board of Parole cooperate in choosing is sus

pension of supervision. From the Division's perspective, this is perhaps 

equivalent to discharge: there is virtually no cost and certainly no 

expenditure associated with a parolee's remaining nominally on parole. 

(From the parolee's perspective, the matter must seem quite different. 

Based on his perspective and with regard to data cited earlier which 

suggest significantly decreased risk of criminal behavior after two to 

four years spent successfully on parole supervision, the staff repeats 

its recommendation from the preceding chapter that the Board of Parole be 

authorized to discharge an offender from parole before expiration of 

the sentence given.) 

The other avenue by which to approach the question of personnel 

and caseload is to investigate the Division's service delivery system. 

Perhaps too many probationers and parolees are being retained within the 
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system, but perhaps the professionals within the system are not inte

grating newer and reportedly more effective ways of handling their 

cases; perhaps they are not tapping other resources in the community and 

in the corrections system itself in order to increase the range of 

assistance offered to individuals assigned to their caseloads. 

Of central importance in discussing caseload is some system of 

classifyirig and assigning parolees to agents. Data indicate that classi

fication of offenders is essential to more effective caseload management 

and to an offender's increased chances of success. Nevertheless, cases 

are apparently assigned randomly with concern for balanced numbers rather 

that degrees of difficulty or common service needs. There have apparently 

been attempts to make case assignments with a district's geography in 

mind. Even this offers a savings of time, but turnover among cases 

within a district makes this plan impractical so that not even a geographi

cal basis of classification exists. 

Vol unteers from the communi ty are anothe~~ uninvesti gated option for 

impacting supervisees and lessening the number of tasks an agent faces. 

Those agents in Louisiana's Division of Probation and Parole who were 

asked about the use of volunteers were overtly negative: volunteers would 

take more time to train than they could free; they would not be dependable 

because they would be just that--volunteers. Nore recently, however, 

administrators in the Baton Rouge District have responded favorably to 

projected implementation of a Volunteer Parolee Aide (VPA) rroject in 

the district by the Young Lawyers Section of the Louisiana Bar Association. 

The initial phase of the planned project will involve a two-person staff 

(provided by the Louisiana Bar Association) and about ten attorneys who 
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\'li11 commit to participate in the program for at least a year. 

An attorney will spend on the average of six to eight how's 

each month with a newly released parolee, who is also a volunteer. 

The program is based on the recognition that the attorney by virtue of 

his profession is skilled and knowledgeable in ways helpful to a newly 

released parolee: an attorney is used to listening; he deals regularly 

with red tape and regulations; he knows about establishing credit; he 

usually has experience counseling about family problems. Perhaps too 

he has contacts in the community \."ho can assist the parolee to get a 

job. The program model forbids the attorney to act as advocate in 

crimifial matters but allows the attorney to decide the amount of legal 

assistance he will provide in civil matters. Training also is included. 

As suggested in the last chapter, the resource manager model 

also awaits implementation, and allm~s an officer to be primarily a 

referral agent instead of a one-man probation-parole service im

pacts caseload. Nor has the Division sought to implement probation

parole teams. While it boasts some specialists--usually experienced 

agents who are assianed troublesome groups--teams of specialists who 

supervise a large combined caseload are not currently a part of the 

Divisionis services. 

It appears that strong consideration should be given to introduc

ing a managEHnent and transactual information systems capability to the 

Division of Probation and Parole. Such a system would, in part, resolve 

many questions relating to the efficient utilization of resources. 

However, this action should be viev/ed very carefully in terms of the 

high costs and mixed success experienced by other states. Also, the 
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current ability of the Department of Corrections to utilize the sophis

ticated procedures and outputs of such systems must be questioned. 

Therefore, considerations relating to Management Information Systems 

(MIS) and Transactual Information Systems (TIS) programs must be as

sociated with a strong commitment to staff training and a view toward 

a multi-year effort involving the entire Department of Corrections 

operation. Typically, the initial phase of such efforts \-/ould be a 

feasibil ity study conducted by an outside consultant. Hm-Iever, care 

must be taken to fully involve Department of Corrections staff at all 

periods in the design of such systems. 

--------.-~- ._---
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APPENDIX A 

Sample Statement of Reasons for Parole DeniJl 

After consideration of the circumstances of your 
present offense, and in the absence of any statement by 
the sentencing court tending to indicate the contrary, 
the Board has concluded that there are certain punitive 
and deterrent aspects to your sentence. In the absence 
of any special or equitable circumstances or any affir
mative evidence that you can avoid criminal behavior, 
and since your minimum sentence has nbt yet expired, 
the Board feels that the punitive and deterrent aspects 
of your sentence have not been fulfilled and that, 
therefore~ your release would not be compatible with 
the community welfare. 

After consideration of all records relevant to 
your confinement, treatment and efforts toward self
improvement while in the N.J. State Prison System, the 
Board is unable to conclude that there is reasonable 
probabi 1 ity that you wi 11 return to soci ety \./i thout 
violation of law. 

The Board feels that you have had an excellent 
institutional adjustml:nt \vith the exception of your es
cape from Leesburg in May of 1970. Your receipt of 3 
BED certificate is also noted, as is the fact that you 
have served almost 8 years in prison. 

The Board would note certain elements which 
might be construed as "situatio~al" in your murdet' of 
a friend1s wife with whom you were emotionally involved. 
However, the Board finds strong indications of a long
standing hostility to females in your history and a 
potential for violent or aggressive reaction. These in
dications include Y0ur attempted suicide in 1950, your 
unstable marriages to three different women, your con
tinuing projections of blame on them fOl~ marriage 
failures, and the various reports of professional treat
ment staff. 

Moreover, your escape from prison, your prior 
attempt at self-destruction, your reported excessive 
use of alcohol and the circumstances of the present mur
der, cause the Board concern that you still have the 
potential to react to not unusual situations where your 
concepts of masculinity are threatened with impulsive 
behavior. 

There is nothing which affirmatively indicates 
that you can refrain from serious aggression and parole 
is therefore denied. 
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LOU 1 S I A ~ A PAR 0 L E BOA R D DEC I S I 0 :\ FOR ;vI 

Name Number ------· .. -·----·-·-··--------:'":":ns::-;tl:-tu:"7tlon 

The Louisiana Board of Parole, after due consideration of all the facts in your case made the decision that you are 

parole. 

• For the following reasons: 

• 

• 

• 

-
,. 
I 

I-

• 

___ Serious Nature of the Offense 

___ Police and/or ,Juvenile Record 

___ Prior Felony COl1vktion(s) 

___ Previous "Probation 

___ Parole Violator 

___ Psychological and/or Psychiatric History 

___ No Parole Plan 

___ Crimes Committed While in the Institu~ion 

--- Institutional Disciplinary Reports 

___ History of !rug or Alcohcl Abuse 

___ Escape 

--_ Violation of Work Release Agreement 

___ Additional Charges Pending 

--- Law Enforcement and/or ,Tudicial Official Object 

___ Other 

You will be given another hearing ______________ _ -------.--._-- -----

Remarks ______ _ 

Chairman 

Date 

CF 14 

- - ~---.---------------
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APPENDIX C 

Responses to Questionnaires on the 
District Attorney's Role at Parole Release Hearings 

The following is a summary of responses to a questionnaire addressed to 
parole boards in 49 states regarding the boardls policies on the role of 
the district attorney at parole release hearings. Please note that the 
responses of Georgia, Iowa, and New York were received after the comple
tion of the text of the report but before this appendix was prepared. 
The answers received from these three states do not alter the conclusions 
drawn in the text. It is likely that additional responses will be re
ceived from other states. Commission members who are interested in re
ceiving a summary of any additional information received may contact the 
staff. 

Arkansas -- The Board has no objections to anyone attending parole hear
ings. However, a form is sent to judges, sheriffs and prosecuting attor
neys soliciting their recommendations on prospective parolees. The 
implication is that this is the means generally used by prosecutors to 
express their opinions. 

California -- The prosecutor is not allowed to appear at parole considera
tion hearings. The Board notifies the sentencing judge, defense counsel, 
the di stri ct attorney and the 1 a\,1 enforcement agency that invest; ga.ted 
the case that the inmate will be considered for parole and requests any 
comments. 

Colorado -- Only the applicant, the parole division, institution staff 
and the Board participate in the hearing, although it is open to the 
public. This does not, however~ exclude written or verbal input from 
other sources before ot' after the hearing. 

Connecticut -- The parole hearings include only the prospective parolee, 
members--o:Fthe Board, and its secretary. The Chairman of the Board con
ducts numerous pre-hearing conferences with attorneys, members of families 
and other interested persons, and such conferences are available to pro
secuting attorneys. However, the present Chairman indicated he remembered 
very few such conferences in the past. 

Florida -- The Parole Commission makes the decision to grant or deny 
parole on the basis of intervie\'ls conducted by its staff of hearing exam
iners. Only the Commission staff is present when the decision is made, 
but information received from court officials, attorneys, inte)~ested 
citizens, institutional records, etc. is included in the parole file. 

Georgia -- The Board does not conduct parole release hearings, but wel
comes information from any source either by letter or personal visit. 
In the rare cases when the Board considers paroling an inmate before the 
time required for automatic initial consideration~ the Board must notify 
in writing the sentencing judge and district attorney and give them an 
opportunity to express their views. After a tentative decision to grant 
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parole to a felon with two or more prior felony convictions, it is Board 
policy to notify the district attorney and give him an opportunity to ex
press his views to the Board. 

Iowa -- In Iowa, oral presentations regarding inmates or parolees are 
heard only with the consent of the Board. Communications concerning in
dividual inmates are included in the file and noted on the dockets of 
members of the Board. 

Maine -- The Board has no policy ~ ~ regarding appearance of prosecu
tors at parole violation hearings, but has only had two instances in the 
past year. The Board welcomes any 'information, but \'/ould be very cautious 
of prosecutors using the Board for political purposes. The Board's poli~y 
is to notify the prisoner at least three \'lorking days before his hearing 
of any witnesses appearing against him. 

Massachusetts -- The prosecuting attorney plays no part in parole release 
hearings, although he may ascerta'ln an individual's eligibility date and 
~,')mmunicate with the Board in i'/riting. The only exception to this practice 
i. jlhen the Board conducts pardon and commutation hearings (as advisor to 
the Governor) and parole hearings for prisoners with life sentences, when 
the Board must conduct public proceedings and the district attorney must 
be given notice o~ the hearing. Counsel is allowed only at these hearings. 

Michi~ -- Neither prosecutors nor counsel for parolees may appear at 
parole hearings. Statutes provide for the presence of a representative 
from the State Attorney General's Office at Lifer Law and Murder 1st 
Degree public hearings. 

Mississippi -- The Board has never had a request from a district attorney 
to appear before it. 

~lontana -- Notifications are sent to county attorneys, but none has ever 
appeared at a Board meeting. 

Nevada -- There is no personal appearance by district attorneys although 
the Board asks them and sentencing judges for their comments. 

New Mexico -- Neither counsel for the applicant nor for the state is per
mitted by the Board. 

New York -- The Board does not allow the prosecutor or the inmate's attor
ney" to appear before the Board. A written opinion of the district attorn8Y 
is solicited. 

North Dakota -- The Board has never had a district attorney appear against 
'one of the inmates at a hearing. The sentencing judge and district attorney 
are notified and they can comment by letter on an inmate being considered. 

Oklahoma -- There is no policy regarding appearances before the Board, but 
only occasionally does a district attorney appear. 
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Rhode Island -- The Board has a policy against appearance by a prosecutor 
at hearings. 

South Carolina -- The Board has no policy against appearances of anyone 
at hearings, but it is not the practice of the state's solicitors to 
appear in any capacity. The solicitor is notified and may send in a 
statement of his feelings about the parole. 

Wisconsin -- Neither the district attorney nor counsel for the inmate is 
present at release hearings. The district attorney and sentencing judge 
are notified to alloYI them to express \,Iritten opinions. 
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• Louisiana Board ofP~role Guidelines 

I. Has the inmate successfully completed work release? 
If YES, parole; indicatp (Jour decision in III and STOP. If NO, continue . 

• t. Using the board rating for PRIOR CRIMINAL RECORD on the previous page, 
locate the inmate's PRIOR CRIMINAL RECORD below: 

• 
NO or MINOR PRIOR CRHlINAL RECORD 

A. Was the inmate's offense so serious that you feel he should serve 
more time solely for this reason? 

B. Are there strong written law enforcement, judicial or other official 
objections to his release at this time? 

If either answer was YES, deny parole. If both anSfolers t ... ere Nu, parole. 
Indicate your decision in III and STOP. 

SERIOllS PRIOR CRIMINAL RECORD 
Is the inmate at his first parole hearing? 
If YES, deny parole; indicate your decision in III and STOP. 
If NO, continue. 

SERIOUS AT SECOND AND LATER PAROLE HEARINGS or t-IODERATE PRIOR CRHIINAL RECORD 

• Please check ALL factors YES or NO. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

A. Do the following unfavorable factors apply to the inm.ate? 
1. Factors related to the inmate's prior criminal record: 

a. Pattern of violence against persons 
b. History of crimes related to drug or alcohol abuse 
c. Short time between convictio~~ 
d. Parole or probation violation 

2. Factors related to the inunediate crime: 
a. His major role in the offen~e 
b. Weapon involved 
c. Serious nature of the crime 

3. Factors related to behavior in the institution: 
a. Poor discipline (defined as one or more of the following 

infraction combinations within the last~: one major 
and one minor; 2 or more majol'; 3 or more minor) 

b. One or m0re escapes within the last six m~nths 
c. ~'lork release violation within the last six months 

4. Factors related to the ir~ate personally: 
a. Poo~ civilian work record and attitude toward work 
b. Crime-oriented life style 
c. History of psychological problems or recent unfavorable 

psychological report 
d. Nomadic, a drifter 

5. Written law enforcement, judicial or other official objections 

YES NQ 

If 5 checks or less in Section A \.rere ~'ES, parole; indicate your decision 
in III and STOP. If 6 or more checks in ':ection A were n:s, conti.nue. 

• 
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B. Do the following favorable Eactors apply to tll£.' lnmute? 
1. [,'actors related tu behavior in the in~tltutiofl: 

8. Succcl;;sfully completed work or study (Jt"oyrc.lrn 

b. Very good conduct 
2. f'actors related to the post-release siludll()!I: 

B. Family is supportive 
b. Community is sUPIJortive 
c. Good work plan or job skill 
d. Good parole plan 

3. Inmate is likely to complete sentel1(;e if not paroled and needs 
supervision 

If 2 checks or less In Section B l"ere 'y'ES, deny parole. If 3 or more 
checks in B were rES, parole. Indicate your dt:cision belol". 

Board decision: PAROLe: DENY PAROLE 

For a decision outside the ~llidelines, please indicate the reasons: 

• 

• 
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APPENDIX F 

Glossary 

The following terms are used in this report. The definitions presented 
reflect the usages suggested by the Dictionary of Criminal Justice Data 
Terminolo~, First Edition 1976, U.S. Department of Justice. 

abscond (corrections) - To depart from a geographical are~ or jti~isdic
tion prescribed by the conditions of one's probation or parole, without 
authorization. . 

adult - A person v/ho is within the original jurisdiction of a criminal, 
rather than a juvenile, court because his age at the time of an alleged 
criminal act was above a statutorily specified limit. 

arrest - Taking a person into cLlstody by authority of law, for the pur
pose of charging him with a criminal offense or for the purpose of ini
tiating juvenile proceedings, terminating with the recording of a 
specific offense. 

caseload (corrections) - The total number of clients registered with a 
correctional agency or agent during a specified time period, often di
vided into active and inactive, or supervised and unsupervised, thus 
distinguishing between clients \'Jith vihol\\ the agency maintains contact 
and those with whom it does not. 

client - A person receiving attention, supervision, or services from 
agencies or individuals in the criminal justice system. 

community faci.l:!..!i - A correctional facility from \'Ihich residents are 
regulal'ly permitted to depart, unaccompanied by any official, for the 
purpose of daily use of community resources such as schools or treatment 
programs, and seeking or holding employment. 

community resources - The supply of public and private rehabilitative 
services available to corrections clients within their area of residence. 

community-based corrections - The provision of correctional services and 
supervision to offenders in their general area of residence, rather than 
in a centralized state facility. A community-based corrections system 
utilizes local rehabilitative and custody resources. 

confinement facility - A correctional facility from which the inmates 
are not regularly permitted to depart each day unaccompanied. 

convict - An adult \'1ho has been found guilty of a felony and \I/ho is con
fined in a federal or state confinement facility. 

conviction - A judgment of a court, based eithet~ on the verdict of a jury 
OJ' a judicial officer or on the guilty plea of the defendrlnt, that the 
defendant is gui 1 ty of the offense(s) for which he has been tl~ied. 

correctional a~ - A federal, state, or local criminal justice agency, 
'under a single administrative authority, of which the principal functions 
are the investigation, intake screening, supervision, custody, confine
nlent~ or treatment of alleged or adjudicated adult offenders, delinquents, 
or status offenders. 
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correctional day program - A publicly financed and operated non-residential 
educational or treatment program for persons required, by a judicial of
ficer, to participate. 

correctional facility - A building or part thereof, set of buildings, or 
area enclosing a set of buildings or structures, operated by a government 
agency for the custody and/or treatment of adjudicated, and committed 
persons, or persons subject to criminal or juvenile justice proceedings. 

correctional institution - A generic name proposed in this terminology for 
those long-te"'m adult confinement facil iti es often call ed "pri sons," 
"fed~ral or state correctional facilities," or "penitentiaY'ies,1I and ju
venile confinement facilities called "training schools," "reformatories,1I 
"boys' ranches,1I and the like. 

corrections - A generic term which includes all government agencies, fa
cilities, programs, procedures, personne1 and techniques, concerned with 
the investigation, intake, custody, confinement, supervision, or treatment 
of alleged or adjudicated adult offenders, delinquents, or status offenders. 

crime - An act committed or omitted in violation of a law forbidding or 
commanding it for vlhich an adult can be punished, upon conviction, by in
carceration and other penalties or a corporation penalized, or for which 
a juvenile can be brought under the jurisdiction of a juvenile court and 
adjudicated a delinquent or transferred to adult court. 

crime against person. - A criminal offense involving physical injury (or 
imminent threat of injury) to another human being. Crimes against person 
include murder, assault, rape 3 robbery, arson, and kidnapping, among other 
offenses. 

cr.ime against property - A criminal offense involving damage to, loss of, 
or unauthorized use of property or other objects of value. Crimes against 
property include theft, larceny, burglary, unauthorized use of a motor 
vehiclt::!, fOI'gery, issuing bud checks, and possession 0f stolen property, 
among others. 

crime against statute - A criminal offense involving activity prohibited 
by law, but without direct injury or threat to persons or property. Crimes 
against statute include perju"'y, bribel'y, drug abuse, cl'iminal activity 
in dl'ugs, and escape fl'om custody, among other offenses. 

criminal histol'Y l'ecol'd information - Informatis·n collected by criminal 
justice agencies on individuals, consisting of identifiable descl'iptions 
and notations of al'l'ests, detentions, indictments, informations 01' other 
formal criminal charges, and any disposition(s) arising thel'efrom, sen
tencing, correctional supervision, and release. 

criminal justice agency - Any court with cl'iminal jUl'isdiction and any 
other government agency or subunit, which defends indigents, or of which 
the principal functions or activities consist of the pl'evention, detection 
and investigation of crime; the apprehension, detention and pl'osecution of 
alleged offender's; the confinement or official correctional supervision of 
accused or convicted persons, or the administrative or technical support 
of the above functions. 
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criminal justice system - All agencies and individuals that participate 
in processing and supervising persons accused of or convicted of viola
tions of the criminal la\·/s. The "system" includes, but is not limited 
to, law enforcement and police agencies, prosecutors and defense attor
neys, courts, \Ictims and witnesses, c0rrections agencies, public and 
private rehabilitative agencies and defendants, clients, and offenders. 
These elements of the "system" often operate very independently, vJithout 
mechanisms for assessing the effects of their actions upon other parts 
of the II system'! • 

diagnosis or classification center - A functional unit within a correc
tional institution, or a separate facility, \'thich holds persons held in 
custody for the purpose of determining to \~hich correctional facility 
or program they should be committed. 

diversion - The official halting or suspension, at any legally prescribed 
processing point after a recorded justice system entry, of formal crimi
nal or juvenile justice proceedings against an alleged offender, and re
ferral of that person to a treatment or care program administered by a 
non-justice agency, or a private agency; or no t~efet'ral. 

ex-offender - An offender who is no longer under the jurisdiction of any 
criminal justice agency. 

group home - A non-confining residential facility for adjudicated adults 
or juveniles, or those subject to criminal or juvenile proceedings, in
tended to reproduce as closely as possible the circumstances of family 
life, and at minimum providing access to community activities and resources. 

halfway house - A non-confining re;..idential facility for adjudicated adults 
or juveniles, or those subject to criminal or juvenile proceedings, in
tended to provide an alternative to confinement for persons not suitable 
for probation, or needing a period of readjustment to the community after 
confinement. 

hearing - A proceeding in which arguments, witnesses~ or evidence are 
heard by a judicial officer or administrative body. 

institutional capacity - The officially stated number of inmates or resi
dents which a correctional facility is designed to house~ exclusive of 
extraordinary arrangements to accommodate overcrowded conditions. 

jail - A confinement facility usually administered by a local la\~ enforce
ment agency, intended for adults but sometimes also containing juveniles, 
which holds persons detained pending adjudication and/or persons committed 
after adjudication for sentences of a year or less. 

jurisdiction - The territory, subject matter, or person over \~hich lawful 
authority may be exercised. 

level of government - The federal, state, regional, or local county or 
city location of administrative and major funding responsibility of a 
given agency. 
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offender syn criminal - An adu)t who has been convicted of a criminal of
fense. 

parole - The status of an offender conditionally released from a confine
ment faci"l ity pri 0'(' to the expi rati on of hi s sentence, and pl aced under 
the supervision of a parole agency. 

parole agency - A correctional agency, \'Jhich mayor may not include a 
parole authority, and of which the principal functions are the supervision 
of adults or juveniles placed on parole. 

parole authc"'ity - A person or a correctional agency which has the authority 
to release on parole adults or juveniles committed to confinement facilities, 
to revoke parole, and to discharge from parole. 

parole violation - An act or a failure to act by a parolee \~hich does not 
conform to the conditions of his parole. 

parolee - A person who has been conditionally released from a correctional 
institution prior to the expiration of his sentence, and placed under the 
supervision of a parole agency. 

population movement - Entries and exits of adjudicated persons, or persons 
subject to judicial proceedings, into or from correctional facilities or 
programs. 

presentence report - The document resulting from an investigation under
taken by a probation agency or other designated authority, at the request 
of a criminal court, into the past behavior, family circ~mstances, and 
personality of an adult who has been conficted of a crime, in order to as
sist the court in determining the most appropriate sentence. 

prior record - Criminal history record information concerning any la\'l en
forcement, court or correctional proceedings that have occurred before the 
current investigation of, or proceedings against, a person; or statistical 
descriptions of the criminal histories of a set of persons. 

pri son - A confi nement facil i ty havi ng custodi)l authority over adul ts 
sentenced to confinement for more than a year. 

prisoner - A person in custody in a confinement facility, or in the personal 
custody of a criminal justice official while being transported to or behJeen 
confinement facilities. 

prison (sentence) - The penalty of commitment to the jurisdiction of a 
confinement facility system for adults, of which the custodial authority 
extends to persons sentenced to more than a year of confinement. 

probation - The conditional freedom granted by a judicial office)" to an 
alleged offender, or adjudicated adult or juvenile, as long as the person 
meets certain conditions of behavior. 
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probation a~ syn probation department - A correctional agency of \'lhich 
the principal functions are juvenile intake, the supervision of adults 
and juveniles placed on probation status, and the investigation of adults 
or juveniles for the purpose of preparing presentence or predisposition 
reports to assist the court in determining the proper sentence or juvenile 
court disposition. 

probation officer - An employee of a probation agency whose p)"imary duties 
include one or more of the probation agency functions. 

probation (sentence) - A court requirement that a person fulfill certain 
conditions of behavior and accept the supervision of a probation agency, 
usually in lieu of a sentence to confinement but sometimes including a 
jail sentence. 

probation violation - An act or a failure to act by a probationer which 
does not conform to the conditions of his probation. 

probationer - A person required by a court or probation agency to meet cer
tain conditions of behavior, who mayor may not be placed under the super
vision of a probation agency. 

recidivism - The repetition of criminal behavior; habitual criminality. 

revocation - An administrative act performed by a po.role authority remov
ing a person from parole, or a judicial order by a court removing a person 
from parole or probation, in response to a violation on the part of the 
parolee or probationer. 

revocation hearing - An administrative and/or judicial hearing on the ques
tion of whether or not a person's probation or parole status should be 
revoked. 

sentence - The penalty imposed by a court upon a convicted persbn, n~ the 
court decision to suspend imposition or execution of the penalty. 

sentence, indeterminate - A statutory provision for a type of sentence to 
imprisonment where, after the court has determined that the convicted per
son shal1 be imprisoned, the exact length of imprisonment and pa)~ole super
vision is after\'Jards fixed within statutory limits by a parole authority. 

sentence, mandatory - A statutory requirement that a certain penalty shal1 
be imposed and executed upon certain convicted offenders. 

sentence, suspended - The court decision postponing the pronouncing of 
sentence upon a convicted person, or postponing the execution of a sentence 
that has been pronounced by the court. 

sentence--suspended execution - The court decision setting a penalty but 
postponing its execution. 

sentence--suspended imposition - The court decision postponing the setting 
of a penalty. 
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technical violation - The act of disregarding a specified rule or condition 
of parole or probation that does not involve the conviction for a new crime. 

time served - The total time spent in confinement by a convicted adult be
fore and after sentencing, or only the time spent in confinement after a 
sentence of commitment to a confinement facility. 

victim - A person who hQS suffered death, physical or mental suffering, 
or loss of property, as the result of an actual or attempted criminal of
fense committed by another person. 
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